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PREFACE.
IT is hoped that the melancholy interest conferred by events upon the countries bordering on
the Indua, may justify the publication of these
Volumes.
Should the information afforded increase the
stock of knowledge already poseessed, my labours
may prove neither ill-timed nor unprofitable. Accounts of several of the journeys, &c., performed
prior to 1831, differing in no essential manner from
those now given, found their way to the governmentoffices both in India and England. I n the
course of the work I have expressed regret that
this should have been the case, but only under the
apprehension that they may have been made to
snbaerve the interested schemes of artful and designing men,--a purpose for which most certainly
they were never written.
The late Sir Alexander Burnes, in a letter of 9th
March, 1836, wrote to me :-" For some yeare past
I have often crossed your path and I have never
done so without finding the impressions which I
had imbibed regarding your talent^, your honour,
and your zeal strengthened." I quote this' passage
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merely to show that while Sir Alexander could
privately acknowledge that he had "often crossed
my path, &c.," he found it inconvenient as regarded his pretensions publicly to avow so much;
and I am in posdssion of a letter from England,
informing me that my papers were considered
valuable at the India House, as " corroborating the
rPccuracy of Captain Burnes' statements." It will
be seen that I was guiltless of the wild projects
which would seem from the first to have posseseed
the mind of that unfortunate officer, and which he
was mainly instrumental in forcing the Government
to attempt, however notoriou~lythe results have
been disastrous to i t and fatal to himself.
In the concluding chapters of the third volume,
I have slightly noticed the commercial mission of
Captain Burn- in 183738. I have, perhaps, said
enough to convey an idea of it ; it would have been
painful to have said more. The late Dr. Lord
was commissioned by Lord Auckland to write a
history of it. To have glossed over so flagrant a
failure probably exceeded his ability, and the
task undertaken with temerity was abandoned in
despair.
I have also alluded to the honour done me by
Sir John Hobhouse in enrolling me amongst the
defenders of Lord Auckland's policy. I n declining
the honour, I trust I have, although briefly, still
eufficiently, shown that I am not entitled to it. I
wrote the few remarks I made on this subject with
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the speech of Sir John, as it appeared in the " Times,"
before me. I have now the published speech, which
from the very circumstance of its being published,
I presume the ex-minister to be proud of. I n the
" Times" I am quoted as having written : " I n the
recent efforts of S h l h SGjah there is little doubt
but that if a single British officer had gone with
him, as a mere reporter of his proceedings to the
G.overnor-general, his simple appearance would have
sufficed for the S h W s re-establishment." There is
no doubt that these observations were made by me
in 1835 or 1836 on some occasion, and that they
could not have been imagined by the "Times" reporter; therefore it may be supposed they were
quoted by Sir John Hobhouse, although they are
omitted in the published version of the speech.
It was the general opinion in Ktibal that if a
gnyZe British officer had accompanied the Sh&h in
1834, that he would have been successful-and I
could understand that there was truth in it. A
single British officer might have done aa much in
1838; and I question whether, if Sir Alexander
Burnea had been entrusted with the Sh&h's restoration, he would have been accompanied with more
than the regiment or two which he considered necessary; but when Mr. Secretary Macnaghten became
inspired by the desire to acquire renown and to
luxuriate in Kiibal, the extensive armament was
decided upon, which was utterly unnecessary, and
which has conduced to t.he subsequent mischief as
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much as the incapacity of those directing it--for in
the hands of abler men it might have also proved
a fatal experiment.
I may here controvert the opinion many entertain that ShAh SGjah was unpopular with his Afghhs. His career proves that he was not. Repeatedly, with scanty funds and resources, he has
been able to collect thousands around him, and,
although from his irresolution generally unsuccessful, he never lost this power until the British destroyed it for him. In the misfortunes the remembrance of which still excites our horror, there
was no one more to be pitied than the S h a , for
no man could be placed in a more critical or compromised situation. Before leaving FerozpGr, he
remarked that he was conscious that he should acquire a " badnh," a bad name for ever, but that
he should again see Kfibal. There was no reason
that the exiled prince should have lost his reputation. A single British officer, or even a regiment or two might not have injured it. The envoy
and minister and his host ruined it. The Afghhs
had no objections to the match, they disliked the
manner of wooing.
Even after the entry of the Sh&h into Kfibal,
had the army retired agreeably to the Simla proclamation, he might still have reigned there; but
this did not consist with the views of the government from that time revealed.-It
was found requisite to remain in order to keep him on the
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throne. Had he dared, he would have deprecated
such aid.
Misfortune naturally excites compassion, and this
has been shown to Dost Miihomed K h h , who,
strangely enough, in opposition to the Sh& has
been supposed to have been popular-yet he waa
not. Abandoned by his army at Arghandi, he became without a struggle a fugitive. When it was
found that the British troops did not retire, and dissatisfaction as the consequence spread amongst the
people of the country, he sought to profit by it,
and presented himself a t BamiBn-for what? to be
repulsed and then deserted by his allies. Again
he showed himself in the Kohisth, but only to
surrender.
In Sir John Hobhouse's published speech my
opinions are cited as brought forward by Sir Claude
Wade. I believe it would be impossible for the
latter individual to act in a straightforward manner.
He might otherwise have stated that such opinions
were given in 1835 or 1836, and might not be
applicable to the state of things in 1838. However, Sir John Hobhouse waa in possession of my
own recommendation, written in reply to Mr. Secretary Macnaghten, that Shiih Sujah ehould be restored, but he forbore to notice it, because, perhaps,
there waa no allusion to the designs of Persia and
Russia therein, and that the restoration was urged
for the purpose of sparing expense and loss of life,
not of occasioning both the one and the other.
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In my remarks on the mission of Captain Burnes,
I have endeavoured to show that the primary cause
of its failure, was the neglect of the Peahdwer question. I never had but one opinion on that subject.
I n Mr. Baillie's speech of the 23rd of June, I wm
surprised to observe quoted a despatch from Captain
Burnes to Mr. Macnaghten, written only the day
before the mission lefi KAbal, and which I introduce here, because, while aware of the interview 81luded to, I never knew what passed a t it, more than
that Captain Burnes himself told me he had rejected every proposal made to him. It also amply
proves the correctness of my views, and establishes
I should think, pretty clearly, both how easily our
affairs in KAbal might have been arranged, and how
grossly Captain Burnes suffered himself to be imposed upon from the very first -while it explains
the meaning of all the various stratagems put into
play to LL rouse the mind of Sikander Burnes."
" On the 26th I received another visit from Sird6r Meher Dil Khhn who was accompanied by the
Nawlb J a b k Khin, blirza Samee KhBn, and the
Naibe of Candahar and CAbul ; the deputation was
a formal one from both branches of the family.
The Sirdar now informed me that the ameer had
ayreed to dismiss Captain Vicovitch- to h h i no furdirer conamtcnicntion with other p m s - and to m i t e
to t h S M h of Persin, that he had done with his Majesty fw mw. The s i r d h of Candahar on their
part agreed to a d d ~ e sthe
~ sMh, ~ e c dUIIdidad, the
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t ta?m iurd accompanied K a n h r Ali, and to p h
&mseZm along with tReir hother, tire ameer, entirely
under the protection of the British Goammcnt ; in return for which they claimed at i t . hand two things,
-first, a direct promise of its good o6ces to estublhh peace at PesMwm, and an amelimation in th
condition of S W n Mkhomed K M n ; and second,
a promise equally direct to afmd firent protection
from Persia in whatam- way t h BritisJl judged it
best for their interests, it iteiny clearly understand that
~ a n d a h awm
~ rrd to be &ed
to s u t in*."
I can easily imagine that Captain Burnes would
conceal from me, on many accounts, the proposals
made at this interview; for assuredly had I been
aware of them, and that even at the last hour the
chiefs had returned to their senses, I might have
been spared the disagreeable task of recommending their deposition, under the impression that they
obstinately declined any arrangement. The B M
Zai chiefs have suffered from the errors of Captain
Burnes as much as from their own. What Captain
Burnes gained we all know.
It is to be hoped that the good sense of the
British nation will never again permit such expeditions as the one beyond the Indus, to be concerted with levity, and to be conducted with recklessness; and that the experience acquired from
disasters, may be made beneficial in placing the
control of Indian affairs in very different hands
from those who have so wilfully abused the power
v
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confided to them, and whose rashness and folly in
plunging the country into wars ruinous to its reputation may yet be punished.
The security and prosperity of the Indian possessions are too intimately connected with those of
Great Britain, to permit that a minister or ministers of the crown, or a Governor-general, aha11 again
endanger them, or be permitted the power of making
aggressive wars on trivial or imaginary pretences,
and such wars without the consent of the Houses of
Parliament, the sanction of the Privy Council, and,
for aught we know, without the knowledge of the
sovereign of the realm. If such irregularities pass
unnoticed the nntion will deserve the misfortunes
she may entail upon herself, and will cease to be
free.
There is much general information on AfghPnistAn and its inhabitants, which I could not introduce
into the present work, although I may at a future
time strive to repair this deficiency. Lamenting to
a friend that my contracted space obliged me to
omit much that I should have been pleased to have
noticed, he said, " I hope you have told us who the
Afghbs are." I had not done so, yet the question
was so pertinent, that I avail myself of the Preface
to answer it imperfectly.
The term Afghan, ackllowledged by a multitude
of tribes speaking the same dialect,-the Pashto or
Afghani,-has no known signification, and is mani-
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festly borne by many people of very differellt origin.
There are, however, several marked divisions, such
as the DGrihh, the Ghiljis, the Jiijh and T h i s ;
the Yusef Zai tribes, the Khaibaris, the Vaz'rru,
with the tribes of the S b l i m b range, &c. Amongst
these races it is difficult to tell to whom the appellation of A f g h h originally belonged. As regards
their origin, we may have recourse to the various
traditions preserved by themselves, or by the historians who have mentioned them, as well as to other
circumstances.
The DGrihh are known both in India and Persia
as the Abdilli or AvdQlli, (a plural term,) and when
we find that the white Huns of ancient history, the
Euthalites of classical authors, were named Hepthiils,
by Armenian authors, we might infer that the Abdali or modern DGdnis, are no other than descendants of that powerful people. The Siiiposh
K& remember that their ancestors were driven
into their hills from the plains by the OdAls, -a
term they still apply to the inhabitants of the low
countries.
The Ghiljfs are undoubtedly a TGrki tribe, the
Khalji or Khalaji of Sherifad'h, and other eastern
authors.
Ferishta notes a t.radition that the Afghbs were
descendants of the Copts of Pharaoh's army. I t is
singular that the Jijis are called in the histories of
Tairnbr, Kipt JAji, seeming to intimate that to
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them referred the tradition ; it is equally certain
that they have precisely the same cast of countenance as the Copt inhabitants of Cairo.
Another tradition describes the Afghhe as descendants of Jews, who accompanied the army of
Walid, t,he general of the Caliphs. This would apply possibly to the Khaibar tribes, who reside in a
locality to which they have given the name of a
strong-hold or position in Arabia, and who wear
locks of hair in a certain manner common to oriental Jews, so that one of the latter on seeing
them unhesitatingly pronounces them to be of
his stock.
Amongst the Yusef Zai tribes, there are many
who may be affirmed, almost with certainty, to be
akin to the RAjpGt tribes of India, and like them,
therefore, descended from the Getic, invaders of this
part of the world, the subverters of the Greek
Bactrian monarchy.
The Vaz'lris and other mountain-tribes occupying
the SGlimh-range or Khaisa-ghar are in the position asserted by very general belief to be the seat
of the genuine A f g h h ma,-true is it that they
are found where the Mdhomedan inroads first
brought the name to notice, and their claims to
be considered as the genuine A f g h h are, perhaps,
better than those of any other tribes.
The introduction of the Mdhomedan faith, with
the legends and traditions of that religion, has induced all the AfghCns to pretend to a descent from
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the Jewish patriarchs and Kings,-a pedigree, however, only due to their vanity, and which does not
require to be too seriously examined.
I n another sense they affirm that they are all
Ben Israel, or children of Israel, which merely
means that they are not heathens ; for they affirm
Christians, although not acknowledging their prophet, and Shi* whom they revile aa heretics, to be
equally with themselves Ben Israel, although t.hey
exclude H'mdGs, Chinese, and all idolaters.
LONDON,
1st August, 1843.
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INthe autumn of 1826, having traversed the
a j p l i t States of Shekhawflti, and the kingdom of
Bikkan'lr, I entered the desert frontiers of the
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ARRIVAL AT BAHAWALPUR.

khPn of Bah&walphr; and passing successively the
towns and castles of Phlarah, blihr Ghar, JBm
Ghar, MarGt, and Moz Ghar, arrived at the city
of Bahlwalplir.
Although in crossing RiijpGtina I had met with
no obstacles beyond what were presented by the
country itself, and its sultry climate, they were so
considerable that notwithstanding I had been everywhere civilly received and kindly treated, I was delighted to leave behind arid sandy wastes, and to
find myself in a large populous city, surrounded
with luxuriantly cultivated fields, and groves of
stately palm-trees. As Bahlwalpfir is seated on
the skirts of the desert, the transition from a land
of sterility and solitude to one of fertility and abundance is very striking to the traveller approaching
it from the east, and to myself was particularly
agreeable, from my purpose of enjoying within its
precincts, the indulgence of a little repose, which
I felt to be warrantable after the toils of the journey I had surmounted.
I found, h k e v e r , that the arrival of a ~ e r h ~ h i
or European, within the k h h ' s territory had been
notified by the governor of PGlarah, and it was
wished that I should proceed to AhmedpGr, that
the khln might have an interview with me, as i t
seemed his curiosity had been so far excited that
he had expressed a desire to see me.
A t Bahhwalp6r I was the guest of one KhAn
Miihomed, a man high in authority, if not the
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governor of the place; and in one or two conversations I held with him he acquitted himself
very fairly, his themes being politics, medicine, the
philosopher's stone, and religion-fashionable topics
with great and learned men in the East. I was
astonished at some of his questions about Rusaia,
and other European powers, but less so at some
curious notions he entertained aa to the nature of
the Company Siihib, having previously heard from
Salim Singh, an officer of the Bikkadr Rgjiih, that
the Company S4hib was a very good old lady, for
whom he had a great respect. But the forte of
KhAn Miihomed waa medicine,-and
the large
quantity of glass bottles m g e d around his apartment, and filled with variously coloured liquids,
evinced, if not his proficiency ae a physician, some
little dexterity as a compounder.
H e was very anxious to know my business, and
could hardly believe that I had none, or that I
had not brought some message to the k h h , to
whom,he loyally expressed the devotion of a slave.
I had frequently before been suspected to be an
elchi, or ambassador, and it was in vain I a p
pealed to the negative evidences of my poverty,
and my trudging alone, and on foot. Europeans
were considered incomprehensible beings, and the
inconveniences I bore from necessity were imputed
to choice, or to " ikhmat," or ingenuity.
I passed three or four days at BaMwalpGr, which
gave me the opportunity of inspecting some of the
B 9.
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manufactures of silk and tissue, for which the city
is faped, and of making the acquaintance of Nis h a d i n , the K b i , a worthy man, who more than
once invited me to his residence. I then signified
to K h b MQhomed that I was ready to start for
Ahmedpiir; and he commissioned one of his dependents to accompany me, and to conduct me to
the house of Mhhomed Khhn, the bakhshi or paymaster of the khh's forces.
The distance between Bahiwalptir and AhmedpGr is about twenty cosses, or thirty miles; and we
made two journeys, passing the night at Bakhshi
Khan ka Masjit, a small village, so called from a
comparatively handsome mosque, built by an individual whose name it bears. The heat of the weather was oppressive, but the county was well cultivated and peopled-the villages being usually distinguished by contiguous groups of tamarisk trees,
which attain a surprising size. Water everywhere
abounded, in wells of slight depth, and is raised to
the surface by the medium of wheels, worked by
oxen, and sometimes by camels. On one occasion
we crossed a nullah or water-course, which I have
reason to remember, as the camel I was riding lost
his footing, and precipitated me into i t ; an accident more than compensated by the pleasure derived from immersion, - while so powerful were
the rays of the eun, that my apparel--and I was
clad in white linen-became dry nearly as soon as
wetted.
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On reaching Ahmedphr we proceeded, as had
been arranged, to the abode of the bakhshi who,
while he courteously welcomed me, was, setting
aside his elevated position, by no means so refined
a personage as his colleague and friend at BahL
walphr. H e informed me that the khAn was then
at Dariiwal, a fortress, eighteen cosses distant in the
desert, where, it is understood, he keeps his treasures,
as in a safe place, and where he frequently resides.
The bakhshi was anxious that I should spend my
time pleasantly until the kMn revisited Ahmedpbr, which he was expected to do in a few days,
and aseigned me to the care of Rihmat Khlln, a
Rohilla officer, who from long service in HindostAn
was supposed to be acquainted with European manners and habits, and therefore competent to attend
to my wants.
=mat
Khan cheerfully accepted his charge,
and conducted me to his quarters, which were, indeed, not very good ones-still a distinct and tolerably fair house was prepared for my reception.
The bakhshi was also careful to send after me a
variety of provisions, with bedsteads, utensils, and
water vessels, as is the usual observance in the case
of public guests, amongst whom, I learned, that I
was enumerated. Rkhmat KhAn was a native of
b p G r , in Northern India; and I gleaned from
his history, that he had been a soldier of fortune,
having commanded, in his palmy days, two battalions
in the camp of the BfahrLtta SirdLr II'mh Singh.
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Afterwards he had ~ervedunder the celebrated
Amir K h h , and still later, under the banners of
the Bhow Siihlb, the chief of Jiiwad, when, a t the
capture of that fortress by the British, he became
a prisoner of war. When set a t liberty he abandoned India, ,and gained BahtlwalpGr, where the
command of one hundred men was conferred upon
him, with the custody of the gharrI of FbilpGr, on
the frontier of Sind. His pay was fixed at two
rupees per diem, but I was told he realized about
five rupees by false musters, and practices which,
if not permitted, are at Ileast tolerated. Unable,
however, to forget or to forego the gaieties to which
he had been accustomed in the Mahriitta camps,
he was necessarily involved in debt, to the large
amount of six thousand rupees; and during my
stay with him we had some nautches, spectacles
of which, like most natives of India, he was excessively fond, and concluded that I must be equally
so. His men were generally of the same town or
province as himself. Many of them were attached
to him when in better circumstances, and all of
them, according to their own assertions, had been
in more honourable and lucrative employ than that
of the kh&nof Bahtlwalpdr.
I t was not long before the khtln came to BahBwalplir, but as he remained only a day or two, and
had much business to transact, the bakhshi, bewildered by his accounts, and the clamours of the soldiery
for pay, forgot to inform him of my presence, and
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ignorant thereof, the khan returned to his otrong
deeert faatnew, glad to shelter himself in its solitude
from the importunities of his dependents, and the
weighty carea of government.
The bakhahl, I found, had been born a slave of
the reigning family, and had been promoted to his
present office by the favour of the present khAn.
H e is not emancipated, and his pay, as registered, is
but eight annaa, or half a rupee daily ; still, having
the management of large funds, he is enabled to
enrich himself, and to live luxuriously. I attended
at two or three of his levies, and was surprised at
the freedom with which the meanest soldier addressed him. No delicacy was observed in the se
lection of language, and I wondered that he called
me to witness, as it were, the torrents of abuse lavished upon him. When he dismissed his contentious client% he conversed with me, and felt the conviction that I was a sirdar of no mall consequence,
from the circumstance of having made use of my
hand in addressing him. H e appeared to have little
ability, and although considered the head of the
forces, he never commands them on service, the
post of honour being reeerved for the Vazir YYQkGb
Mghomed KhAn.
I expremed so strongly displeasure at his forgetfulness that we became worse friends than we had
before been, and I told him that I should now continue my journey without seeing the khPn. Fearful
to incur blame, in that case, he replied, that I should
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not proceed; which made me ask him, who he was
who dared to prevent any one travelling on God's
high roads? To which question he had no answer to
make, but evasively suggested that I should engage
in the khan's military service, as, he said, one BGra
S4hib (some European who had previously visited
Bahhwalphr) had done. To this I gave a peremptory
refusal. I had understood from my Ahmedptir acquaintance that the climate waa very hostile to
strangers; and I found that BGra Sbhib, the European mentioned by the bakhshi, had died from its
baneful effects. Indeed the heat. was seriously
troublesome ; and I was particularly anxious to move
forward, which I should have done in spite of the
bakhshi's prohibition had I not been seized by an
intermittent fever, which entirely prostrated me.
This misfortune increased my anger witb the
bakhshi, whom I reviled aa being the cause of i t ;
and he, apprehensive lest the termination should
be fatal, sent the khan's hbklms or physicians,
whose insignificant remedies I was obliged to reject ;
and being ignorant myself of the correct mode of
treatment, my case became nearly hopeless. There
seemed little chance of the khan's speedy re-appearance a t AhmedpGr, and as little that I should recover if I remained there, I therehre decided upon
trying a change of air and locality; and from my
inquiries, selected Allahabgd, a town twenty cosees
from Ahmedptir, on the road to Sind. I accordingly
left. my effects in the charge of Rhhmat Khan, and
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taking nothing but my sword, started, before sunrise,
on the road pointed out to me. From the oommencement of the fever, the glare of the sun had
been peculiarly irksome to me, and I found it impossible to travel after sunrise, when I was compelled, wherever I might be, to seek the nearest
shade and throw myself on the ground beneath it.
The country through which I was passing was
covered with tamarisk jangal, among which the
villages and cultivated lands were sprinkled. The
former were seldom visible from the road, but I
was directed to them by the creaking of the wheels
a t the wells. A t all of them was what is called
a michi, a person, generally a female, who provides
l d g i n g and prepares food for the etranger and
traveller. I made so little progress that it was
four or five days before I reached VQrni a large
village on the road side, and I was so exhausted
that I remained a t the michi's house two or three
days, and then proceeded, somewhat recruited, towards Allahabid. The approach to this town was
more pleasing than I had anticipated, for the jangal
ceasing, E came upon a rivulet of running water,
beyond which stretched a large expanse of meadow,
and in the distance I beheld the cupola of the principal mosque of the place, embosomed in groves of
date-trees. As I neared the town I came upon a
veranda, carried around a huge pipal tree, which E
found was one of the khAn's hunting pavilions, and
aa the shade it afforded was very complete, I re-
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posed the greater part of the day under it. I afterwards saw many other such pavilions in various
parts of the country; and if simple in construction,
they are not inelegant, while admirably adapted
for the purpose for which they were formed. Towards evening I moved towards the town, and at
its entrance was accosted by a welldresaed person,
who at once invited me to his house. I accompanied him, and soon found myself comfortably
located.
My new friend was most attentive; nor did his
goodness merely extend to my entertainment; he
proposed also to remove my disorder. H e convened
the physicians of the place; but their prescriptions
were quite as inefficacious as those of their brethren
at Ahmedpfir, and they laboured in vain to persuade
me that conserve of roses and sugarandy could
cure inveterate fevers. I had every reason to be
grateful for my reception here, but my disease
seemed in no wise likely to yield, when in despair I
became my own doctor, and, to the dismay of my
well-meaning friends, sent for the Ajilm, or barber,
who bled me both on the hands and arms ; I likewise drank plentifully of infusions of senna; and
whether the remedies were judicious, or from other
causw, I had the great satisfaction to find myself
without fever, although in a deplorable state of
weakness.
My hospitable entertainer was delighted and astonished at my recovery, from remedies he considered

SALAM KHAN.
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desperate onee, but spared neither pains nor expenee
in the fare with which he provided me, under the
idea of mtablishing my strength. I had found the
cuisine of K h h Mslhomed at BahkwalpGr a very
good one, and that of my Allahabid friend wss not
leee entitled to praise. This commendable person,
to whom I owe so much obligation, was Salim
K h h , Diioud putra, a man of affluent circumstances,
and the principal authority in his town. I need not
testify to his humanity, but may add, that he was
extremely mild and modest in manners. I learned
from his attendants that he was reputed a
ghar, or alchemist; but mow instructed men than
he was have their foibles, and with me he never
diecoursed on the subject.
Finding myself better, I proposed to return to
AhmedpG, when Salim K h h begged me to stay
yet another two or three days, when he would go
there himself, and we should go together. I n due
time, a horse being saddled for my use, we started.
My friend made a respectable appearance, and carried on his back a handsome quiver of arrows, the
emblem of rank and dignity, and we were followed
by some of his mounted attendants. Salim K h h
being acquainted with the county, passed by a
much nearer route than the high road by which I
had journeyed, and skirting the edge of the desert,
we were not long in reaching Vhmi, where we
pmsed the night, and in the morning proceeded to
AhmedpGr. There we separated, S a l h Khkn re-
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pairing to his friends, and I to my former quartem
a t a h m a t KhAn's. I found that my Rohilla acquaintance was favourably known to SalAm K h h
for his courteous and sirdar-like demeanour, and I
became cognizant that he was generally mpected
throughout the county for the same reason.
R a m a t K h l n received me most cordially, and I
had abundant congratulations on my recovery. I
learned that the k h l n had not during my absence
revisited AhmedpGr, but that he waa daily expected.
I n effect, he very soon came, and I notified to U h mat Khbn that I intended to pay my respects to
him, and he in turn informed the bakhshi, who now
said that I should not see the khAn, as I would not
engage in his service. To which, when stated to me,
I said, I would see the khin.
On going, however, to the khAn's residence, for
the purpose of an interview, I found that the people
a t the entrance had been instructed by the bakhshi
to refuse me admittance. I discovered it was u s e
less to argue with them, and was about to return,
when MGti RAm, the kh8n's Hind6 dewAn, or
minister of finance, came out. H e did not go so far
aa to act in opposition to the bakhshi, and procure
me an interview with the k h h , but, contrary to my
wishes and expostulations, alighted from his horse,
and insisted that I should ride the animal home.
The truth mu, I was still very feeble, which he observed, and his act a t least showed that he was a
humane man.

INTERVIEW WITH THE MKHSHI.
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I had now determined to continue my journey
westward, and was careless about seeing the khdn,
as I had really no business with him-thinking only
of giving my friend the bakhsk a good lecture before
I left. It happened, however, that near the to*
was a fine meadow, where, now that I felt able, I
strolled in the evening ;. and here by chance, the
kMn, who never sleeps in Ahmedph, passed me,
carried in a palanquin, and escorted by a numerous
cavalcade. His eye caught me, and he ordered hie
conveyance to be halted; when he asked, who I was,
how long I had been at AhmedpGr, and why he had
not been informed of it, at the same time making a
motion with his hand for me to approach. I had
not pressed through the crowd, when the k h h
resumed progress, but one of his attendants, to
whom he had whispered something, apprised me
that his lord would be glad to see me in the moming at d a r b l .
I had scarcely returned to Whmat K h h , and
told him what had occurred, when a messenger
came from the bakhshi, praying that I would call
upon him. I accordingly went, and Rhhmat Khln
accompanied me. W e found the great man at
prayers. When concluded, he joined us, and we
had a long conversation, during which I upbraided
him for his conduct in detaining me, and then for
preventing my interview with the k h h . He entreated me to engage in the service, telling me that
the khAn would make over to me his seven regi-
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ments of infantry, with their guns, and sanction the
levy of as many more. I repeated what I had before told him, that I would have nothing to do with
them. H e urged thA BGra SBhib, had before engaged in the service,--and I said, what suited the
convenience of BGra Shhib might not suit mine. H e
then recommended me to proceed, and join the
Saiyad Ahmed Shah. And I asked who was Saiyad
Ahmed ShAh, and what I had to do with him. I
was at this time ignorant aa to the Saiyad, and the
cause in which he was combating, and knew little
more than that he was a deadly enemy of the Sikh's.
The bakhshi was then desirous to learn where I intended to go, and whether to Dost MAhomed K h h
of KAbal. I answered, I should go where and to
whom I pleased. H e was, probably, little satisfied
with the result of his interview, but he was so subdued that when I spoke sharply to him he actually
trembled, which when we parted afforded a subject
of memment to -mat
Khb.
On the morrow I walked to the Killa, or residence of the k h h , and was immediately ushered
in a t the gate. W e passed a well-stocked aviary
before being introduced to the khan's presence.
H e was seated, cross-legged, on a carpet, reclining
on a large pillow, with his left arm resting on a
black shield. H e was plainly dressed in white
linen, but had magnificent armlets of turquoises,
set in gold. Before him was lying a double-barrel- '
ed fowling-piece, and on each side of him European
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sabres. His countenance was remarkably handsome, and bore every indication of goodness, although I recollected as I beheld it, that his accession to authority had been marked by the slaughter
of some of his father's ministers, an usual consequence of the transfer of power in oriental statas,
yet barely excusable on that account. H e waa not
above twenty-three or twenty-four years of age.
H e politely welcomed me, and directed his arms
to be shown to me, that I might ascertain their
hbric, while he explained how he had procured
them. H e made few other inquiries, either because
he knew from the bakhshi, who was dutifully standing behind him, that I was obstinate in refusing to
enter his service, or because, aware that I had been
recently unwell, he was deterred by good feeling
from wearying me. H e asked the bakhshi, however,
as to my diet, and was told that I ate everything,
meat, fish, fowls, eggs, and, as was added, all at
the same time, which I doubt not was thought very
singular, although I did no more than they do constantly themselves. I soon received permission to
depart, the good MGti RQm mentioning that I was
feeble ;and I had gone a few paces when I was called
back to be told, the khAn had ordered a sum of
money to be carried home with me for " mhdni," or
my entertainment ; and I saw the k h h himself take
three double-handfuls of rupees from two heaps
which were piled up before him. I was glad to
get away, and paid no attention to the present;
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therefare, when I regained my quarters I received
about sixty rupees, which must have been a small
portion only of the sum given.
When again in my quarters, I found myself attended by numbers of the officere and men of the
battalions, who it seemed had heard of the khWs
wish to place them under me ; and they urged me
t o accept the charge, for then, they said, the bakhshi would be unable to detain their pay, and they
should receive it regularly. I expressed my doubt8
whether I should be likely to reform the incorI
rigible bakhshii and assured them, apparently to
their regret, that I did not intend to undertake
the task. I received also, another application from
the bakhshi who, perhaps, thought the kind reception and liberality of the khAn might have
softened my resolution; but hearing that I was
firm, he signified that I was at liberty to remain
as long as I pleased at Ahmedpiu, or to go when
and where I thought fit.
Although I .had suffered much from fever and
its consequences, during my stay at Ahmedpjlr and
its neighbornhood, I had every reason to be gratified with the civility of 'all classes of the people;
and I found them always disposed to be communicative on points within their knowledge.

I
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CHAPTER 11.
BAHAWALPUB.

Boundaria-Extent.-Distinctions
of soil, &c-Domedic animals, &c.- Towns.-BahQwa1pGr.-Barra Ahmedph-Uch.KhBnp6r.-4Gta AhmedpGr.--Gujugar WUla, &c.-PGlamhGhw.-QGdihb-DadwaI.-Fszilp6r.-Mi-M&t.-Moz
litary strength.-Revenue.-Ddoudpfitrae. Bahliwal K h h S d a t Khan.-BahCwal Khin.
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THE county of BahBwalpGr is bounded on the
north by the Sikh provinces of MGltAn, Mankirah,
and Liya To the south it has the great desert,
separating it from Jessalmir. On the east it
touches to the north on the lands of the Sikh chief
of Pzitjala, and more directly east, on the frontiers
of the Rgjput principality of Bikkanir. Westward
it is defined by the river Indus, which divides it
from Mittan Rote, and a slip.of territory dependent
on Dhra Ghdzi KhAn; and lower down, from Har-.
rand and Diijil, provinces of the B r a G i K h b of
KalAt.
From Gbdiha, its frontier town on the Phtiala
side, to ChGta AhmedpGr, where it connects with
Northern Sind, the distance is one hundred and
eighty comes, .or about two hundred and seventy
miles; and from PGlarah, on the borders of
Bikkanir, to DCra G h b i K h b , is computed one
VOL. I.
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EXTENT OF BAHAWALPUR.

hundred and forty cosses, or above two hundred
miles. Its breadth importantly varies, being affected by the course of the GArrah river to the north,
and of the desert to the south. Its greatest
breadths are on the extreme frontiers to the east
and west. In the centre the pressure of the desert
upon the cultivated parts allows but a comparatively small space between it and the river to the
north.
In this extent there are some marked distinctions
as to soil, character, and produce. The portion
between GGdiba and the capital I have not seen,
but have heard spoken of in glowing terms as to
fertility and population. The accounts may be
credited, as its fertility would be secured by the
vicinity of the Ghah, and fertility would induce
population. The portion of desert stretching eastward of BahAwalpGr to Bikkanir, is of course but
little productive, yet, as in many parts of it the
surface has mow soil than sand, there are, amongst
other inhabited localities, the bazar t o m s of PGlarah, M M t , and Moz Ghar, which drive a considerable trade in grain with the neighbouring
states. In this tract also the camel thrives exceedingly, and finds ample sustenance in the prickly
and saline plants which cover the surface. Neither
are there wanting numerous herds of homed cattle ;
which are, however, conti~luallyshifting their position, beiig guided by the convenience of water.
Their proprietors, in certain seasons of the year,
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abandon their villages, and erect temporary abodes
in the spots they select, which, as in Bikkanir, are
called kCtlb. At them the traveller finds abundance
of milk, butter, &c. which at such times he might
not procure at the villages they have abandoned.
I n remote times, rivers flowed through and fertilized this now sterile country; their beds may in
many places be still traced ; and numerous vestiges
remain of ancient towns, in burned bricks and fragments of pottery strewed on the soil. The central
districts of Uch, the capital, KhkpGr, Allahabid,
and Ahmedp-Gr are distinguished by a most luxuriant cultivation of the various kinds of grain, of
sugar, and of the indigo plant. There cannot be
a more gratifying sight than is exhibited by this
part of the country before the period of harvest,
the whole surface presenting an expanse of standing
grain, with villages, neatly constructed of reeds, interspersed, and accompanied with p u p s of treee,
usually of the b6r, and date epecies. As soon as the
crops are removed, such is the exuberance of vegetation, that the ground is covered with plants and
shrubs, and no one would suppose that the land,
now mingled with the jangal, had so lately been
under cultivation. Between Uch and Nra Gh&i
K h b there is much jangal, yet occasional@, or
adjacent to the towns and villages, there is a vigorous cultivation of grain, and of sugar-cane, denoting
that the soil is rich and prolific. From BahiiwalpGr to KhanpGr the county is rich and wellcultic t

DOMESTIC ANIMALS.

1

vated, although confined on the south by the sandy
desert. From KhhlpGr to Chuta AhmedpGr the
face of the country changes, and becomes more
adapted for grazing; still, even in this direction there
is much tilled land near the towns and villages;
Although the larger proportion of surface in the
BahAwalpGr territory is spread over with jangal,
it must not be supposed that it is unprofitable. On
the contrary, it affords pasture to immense numbers of horned cattle, cows, and buffaloes,sources of wealth and comfort to the inhabitants.
Bikkanir, and other of the Riijput states to the
east, mainly depend upon RahiiwalpGr for their
supplies for consumption. There are few, if any
countries in Asia, where provisions, the produce
of the soil, are more abundant or cheaper than in
the BahAwalpGr state.
The domestic animals of BahdwalpGr are, the
camel, the buffalo, the common cow, the gaddi or
short-tailed sheep, the goat, &c. The camel is
reared in large numbers, as above stated, in the
desert to the east, also in the neighbourhood of the
capital and of AhmedpGr. I t is employed, to a
limited ex tent, for agricultural purposes, being sometimes attached to the plough, or made to revolve
the wheel at wells. I n Bikkanir this animal is
universally so employed, and partially in Sind.
The buffalo is highly prized for its milk, which is
delicious, and its meat is even preferred to that of the
cow. Poultry are plentiful, but tame geese, I con-

I
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clude, are rarities, having only seen .them at Bakhshi KhAn ka-Mmjit. Wild fowl are so abundant
in the western parts near the Indus, that at FbilpGr a goose may be purchased for one of the small
copper pais of the country, in value less than a
halfpenny, and two or three ducks may be procured
for the same sum. They are caught by a peculiar
race, called M o h X i , who furnish the fishermen and
sailors employed on the Indus. The jang.als abound
in game, m deer and the wild hog. Partridges,
quail, bustards, pigeons, &c, are universal.
There are many opulent and commercial t o m s
in the BahAwalpGr dominions. Amongst the first
class towns, may be reckoned Bahkwalpilr (the capital), Barra, or Great AhmedpGr, Uch, KhAnpGr,
&c. Amongst the second class, ChGta, or Little
AhmedpGr, Allahabbd, Gugujar Willla, Channi Khln
di Got, GhbipGr, Kinjer, Phlarah, MGrGt, Moz
Ghar, GGditina, &c. The minor towns, or large
b a r villages, are very numerous, and the number
of agricultural villages and hamlets exceedingly
great.
BahAwalpGr is seated about two mile^ from the
river Giirrah. It formerly had walls, the indications of which only exist, and are used as a walk
for the inhabitants. The houses are chiefly constructed of kiln-burnt bricks, and are very much
mixed with gardens. The whole is arranged in a
loose straggling nlanner, and is on all siclca encircled by groves of date and pipal treen. Thr~1)nl)lic
\
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buildings are not very remarkable, neither are any
of the khAn's palaces attractive residences. There
is, indeed, a handsome stone masjit in pmpess of
erection. This town is the seat of many manufactures, some of them costly, and haa a large
trade. I t is sixty cosses from MbltAn, one hundred
and twenty c o w from Bikkanir, and sixty from
DCra G h h i KhAn.
Barra Ahmedphr from having been merely a
cantonment has become an extensive and commercial town, as well as the principal residence of the
kh%n. I t is seated on the verge of the desert.
The Ella, or palace of the chief, is yet unfinished.
The houses are generally mean, but the gardens are
good. From the favour of the k h h , it may be
considered a rising town, as BahiwalpGr is on the
decline.
Uch is, perhaps, the more ancient of the towns
in the country. The name is borne by two towns
contiguous to each other. One of them, Piirks
ir Nasairibdin, the spiritual
Uch, is bestowed on F
adviser of the k h h . They have both good bazars,
and some commerce. Seated upon the G b h ,
grain-boats frequently descend from the two Uchs
to Sind. They are principally, however, distinguished by the ruins of the former towns, their
predecessors, which are very extensive, and attest
the pristine prosperity of the locality. They a.re
eighteen cosses from AhmedpGr, and about forty
cosses from MGltln.

CHUTA AHMEDPUR.
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KhhpGr is forty tosses from B a r n AhmedpGr.
I t is surrounded by a country amazingly fertile, and
is a dep6t for indigo, rice, and all kinds of grain.
It has no pretensions to be considered a handsome
town ; neither, judged by its traffic, can it be called
a large one. Some of the HindGs have spacious
residences, yet, generally speaking, the h o r n are
very indifferent. The ancient walls have fallen
down, and have not been replaced. Without their
ruins are many dilapidated serais, and other buildings. There is no fort here ;nor is it judged necessary to keep a garrison.
ChGta AhmedpGr is a fair-sized town, with good
bazar, and surrounded with mud walls. Within
them are some more recently fortified erections,
but they are detached, and have no connection with
each other, so that they seem to have been raised
in pursuance of a plan never completed, as is probably the case. Otherwise they are well built, of
kiln-burnt bricks.
Being the frontier town towards Sind, a regiment of three hundred and fifty
men, with six guns, is stationed at AhmedpGr.
Gujugar Whlla, Channi K h h di Got, GhhipGr,
and Kinjer, are all small, but commercial towns,
principally in grain, the produce of the country.
PGlarah, on the frontier of Bikkanir, has a good
bazar, but is not perhaps very commercial. The
fortress adjacent has been a superior building, for
these parts, but is now sadly in decay. There was
once a good trench; the walls are very high, and
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the battlements are tastefully decorated. The
killedar's house soars above the ramparts, and the
whole has an antique and picturesque appearance,
particularly from the northern side, where the walls
are wwhed by a large expanse of water, in which
is a small island studded with trees. There are
three guns at PGlarah.
MfirGt is a town of importance, as regards its
trade in grain, but of little as to its aspect. It is
surrounded with mud walls of considerable extent,
and strengthened by nunlerous towers. I t is the
station of a regiment, with six guns.
Moz Ghar is not so large a town as M M t , but
its contiguous fortress is a lofty structure, built of
kiln-burnt bricks. On the western h e the walls
have been perforated with cannon balls, which, we
are told, happened in the siege it endured from the
first Bahlwal khln. The apertures have never
been repaired, being supposed evidences of the obstinacy of the defence and of the strength of the
fortress. They, however, show its weakness, for
they enable us to detect the slightness of the walls.
East of the fort is a pool of water, shaded by a grove
of trees, amongst which is a huge pipal, an object of
veneration to the Hindhs of the town. At a slight
distance to the north is a Mtihomedan tomb, handsomely decorated with lacquered blue and white tiles.
Gfidihna being a frontier town, is the station of a
regiment, with its attached guns. I t is said to have
a good bazar and some trade.

I
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The chief fortress of the state is DuAwal, before
noted, equidistant from AhmedpGr and ~ a h l i w a i ~ ~ r ,
or eighteen cosses from each. I t is represented as
strong, and poasibly some care has been bestowed
upon it, as the k h b s have always selected it for the
deposit of their hoards, and for an aeylum in case of
invasion. Its chief dependence in such a case,
would appear to be in its situation, and the difficulty
a besieging army would find in subsisting near it,
there being no water to be procured without the
walls at a shorter distance than nine cosses. I t has
been seen, that the desert between the capital and
Bikkan'u is abundantly stocked with fortresses,
which were formerly more needed than at present.
Besides those enumerated, the gharrh, or caatles, at
Jam Ghar and Mihr Ghar are built of kiln-burnt
bricks, but have no longer garrisons. Six cosses
from Chtita AhmedpGr is FbilpGr, also a gharri, with
a garrison of one hundred and fifty men, which furnishes a detachment of fifteen men to Kandkri, a
ruinous castle in the desert, in the direction of Jesealmir. KandCri is twenty-eeven cosses from F6ziIpGr, and the limit of the khh's territory.
The troops consist of seven regiments of infantry,
of three hundred and fifty men each, forming a total
of two thousand four hundred and fifty. To each
regiment are attached six guns, which may suppse
some four hundred artillerymen. There are, besides, foot companie~of Rohillas and Patiins, of fifty,
one hundred, and two hundred Inen each, under

their respective officers, having, each one, two or
thr& &hang or standards, as the ease may be.
These men possibly amount to one thousand. There
are, moreover, horsemen in regular pay, who can
scarcely exceed in number from two to three thoum d . The grand total of the army may be from six
to seven thousand men. They are badly equipped,
irregularly paid, and, I suspect, not very warlike.
The regiments have no sort of discipline. The natives afbm the military force to consist of fourteen
thousand men, which I think can only be correct as .
including all the jkgh'lrdhs, and others, whom it
might be possible to assemble in case of emergency.
The annual revenue is estimated at eighteen lakhs
of rupees, one half of which is paid to the Sikhs.
But then the k h b rent, from them the city and
territory of DCra G h l i Khln, for three Iakhs of
rupees; and it is believed that he gains two lakhs
thereby.
The reigning chief at BahOwalpGr is of a Jet
hmily, called DBoudpGtra, or the sons of David.
They formerly lived about ShikikpGr, but becoming
numerous, and perhaps refractory7 they were expelled ;and crossing the Indus, poaaessed themselves
of the country, where they established separate and
independent chiefships. Many of their leaders built
towns, to which they gave their respective names ;
hence BahiiwalpGr, the town of Bahiiwal ; AhmedpGr,
the town of Ahmed ; FazilpGr, the town of F b i l ;
Sabaul Kot, the kot or fort of Sabzal; &c. &c.

There is mention in the history of. Amir TaimGr, of
a notorious freebooter named DQoud, in the vicinity
of Shik6rpGr; and this good man ma? have been the
ancestor of the present DBoudpGtraa. I know not
how long the various leaders may have subsisted in a
state of independence, or subject to the mvereignty
of Delhi, but the dielocation of the Chiighatai empire permitted Bah&wal K h h , the grandfather of
the present k h h , to reduce them all, and to make
himself absolute. H e grew so powerful as to be the
terror of his neighburs, and .to resist the claims of
tribute made on him by the Durani monarch of
K&bal, TaimGr Shiih, who found himself compelled
to enforce it with an army. Bahkwal K h h died
full of years and renown, and was succeeded by his
eon, i h h t KhAn, favourably known to Europeans
by his cordial reception of the British embassy to
KAhl in 1808. A t a subsequent period he compromised himself with Mfiiiriijb Ranjit Sing. whose
conquests had extended his authority over MGlth ;
and S&datKhtln, unable to oppose him, was constrained to purchase peace by submission, and the
payment of an annual tribute. He died soon after,
and left his enfeebled sway to the present Bahflwal
Khh.
This chief, I have before observed, has a prepossessing appearance, and I believe is generally popular. His ministere relieve him, in great measure,
from the toils of government, and his time is principally occupied in amusements, of which rjhikiir, or
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the chase, is the most prominent. H e has, however,
other accomplishments, and is a very tolerable
mechanic.
Since my visit to BahAwalpGr, the train of events
in these quarters had brought about a treaty between the khAn and the government of India, by
which his relations with the Sikhs were placed on a
secure footing, and a British resident, or agent, was
located a t his court. In the commencement of the
unfortunate expedition against Kkbal in 1838, the
awkwardness of the political officer employed to
procure the coiiperation, so far as necessary, of the
khan, had nearly involved that chief in embarrassment with the Britisli government, and, in despair,
he was thinking of terminating his existence by a
dose of poison. Luckily, Sir Henry Fane proceeded
down the Satlej and G h h , in his route to Bombay,
and visited BahAwalpGr. His straight-forward manners dispelled the doubts and apprehensions of the
bewildered chief, and Sir Henry had the g.ratification to eave a good man from the evils which threatened him.

CHAPTER 111.
Departure from AhmedpGr.--Country between AhmedpGr and the
1ndus.-The
Indue.-D6ra
Ghsizi Khan.-Chriatmasday.Departure from D6ra GhCE Khin.-Bahiwalpbr army.-Amval a t the Sang Ghar frontier.-Alarm in camp.-Arrival
at,
Sang Ghar.-Assad
Khfin.-Sang Ghar.-Revenue
of Aenad
Khh.-His bravery.-Hin hte.-Country between Sang Ghar
and Dkra Fati Khin.-DCra Fati Khh.-Superstition of Ranjit Sing.-Gerong.-Dkra
Ismael Khin.-Destruction
of old
city.-Progress of the new one.-Its
fortress.-Revenue.Military strength.-Former Nawbb dispossessed by the SEkhe.Country around DCra Ismael Khan.-Its
capabilities.-Origin
of the three Dkra8.-The
Nawib Shlr M6homed Khh.-Hia
amusements and character.-Shefin K h h , the vazir.

I HAD arranged for d e p e u r e from Ahmedphr,
when I learned that Yikhb Mihomed KhPn, the
khin's chief minister, or vazlr, was proceeding to
DCra G h h l Khan and Sang Ghar, wit11 an army, for
the purpose of cornpelling the petty chief of the
latter place to pay tribute. It became, therefore,
partly necessary to shape my course according to
the vazlr's movements, aa both the places lay in my
route, and it might not be prudent to enter the
Sang Ghar district until some arrangement had
been made. I consequently kept myself informed
of Yhkhb Mkhomed Khan's plans; and when he
finally marched from Ahmedphr, I did so likewise.
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The distance from Ahmedphr to D6m G h l i
K h h is computed at sixty cosses, or ninety miles.
Numerous villages and small towns occur on the
road, and two or three considerable ones, as Uch,
Kinjer, &c. Some of them are held by the Sikhs,
whose territory on this frontier is curiously dovetailed into that of the k h h of BahAwalpGr ; and I
noted, that all those under Sikh rule were more flourishing in appearance than those under the Mbhomedan government, as well as being much more cleanly,
which I accounted for by supposing that the Hindha,
always the principal inhabitants, felt themselves at
liberty under Sikh sway to display their wealth,
whereas under Mghomedan masters they were studious to conceal it. The surface of the country was
generally covered with jangal, of long grass, and tamarisk trees, in some places so dense, that it was
difficult to pase through it. I, however, suspect
that we were conducted by a circuitous route, and
that there was a much better and more open route
by which the army marched. The jangal swarmed
with wild h o p and deer, and in many spots we remarked the pass trodden or beaten down, indicating they had been scenes of the khh's hunting
exploits. On such occasions, a large tract is enclosed by multitudee, collected from the country
around. They gradually close in upon the pavilion
in which their ruler, with his favoured attendants, is
seated, driving the animals, hemmed in within the
circle, before them, when he deliberately aims at
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them, and estimatea his triumph by the number of
the helpless victims he bringa to the ground.
It was not without emotion that I approached the
river Indue, hallowed by so many historical recollections, and now the boundary, as once possibly the
parent seat of the Hind6 races. I found it, perhaps, nearly as low as it could ever be ; still its bed
was most extensive, and at the point we crowed
must have been three miles in breadth. There were
two or three boats at the ferry, but the wide expanse of sand, and the scanty reeds and shrubs
fringing the opposite shores, gave a feature of loneliness to the prospect, which required the strength of
associations to relieve. Numerous, on the borders,
were the trackrrof tigers, which, from such tokens,
must be very common, although they are seldom
seen, and, I learned, seldom do harm. I felt, however, a deep interest of another kind, in reflecting
on the people and scenes I was about to leave behind, and on the unknown lands and races the passage of the river would open to my observation. ff
a feeling of doubt for a moment clouded my mind,
one of pride at having penetrated so far removed it,
and encouraged me to proceed farther.
Three or four miles beyond the river we entered
the immense assemblage of date groves and gardens,
amid which the large, populous, and commercial
town of D6ra G h h i Khln is situated. In the town
itself, we were provided with good quarters, and
were not sorry that we should be obliged to halt a

t
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a few days a t it, as YAkfib MQhonied K h i n required
some time to complete his arrangements, before
making his offensive demonstration against Sang
Ghar, now thirty cosses distant.
The town of Dkra Ghizi K h h , but a few years
before the residence of a DGr6ni governor, contained
within its limits numerous vestiges, which denoting
its present depresfied political condition, also pointed
to its former prosperity. Such were large brickbuilt residences, with extensive gardens, either desolated or occupied by humble tenants, and the
public mosques, neglected and falling to decay. The
bazars, with no pretensions to appearance, or even
cleanliness, were still capacious and well supplied,
and the merchants carried on a good trade, DCra
being one of the commercial marts visited by the
Loh%ni merchants of AfghAnisth, while it does
good business with the immediately adjacent parts.
During our stay here we spent our Christmas-day,
and the abundance of every thing enabled us to regale ourselves bountifully, while we enjoyed the
luxuries of fresh grapes, pears, and apples, brought
by the traders from the orchards of KAbal. The
nights here were particularly cold, and the days
equally warm; indeed the vicissitudes of temperature
a t DCra render it an unhealthy place, and strangers
are liable to intermittent and other fevers.
The MBhomedan inhabitants complained much of
their misfortune in being under Sfkh domination,
while the Hindhs joined with them in deprecating
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the rapacity of the BahiwalpGr chief, who farms the
revenues from MBhBAji Ranjit Singh. Both parties also united in regretting that the DGrhni power
had passed away. And amongst their ancient governors they affectionately remembered the NawAb
Jab& Khb, extolling his liberality and his humanity.
The vazh being a t length prepared to march, we
started with him, and contrived to pass the night in
the village near to which he encamped with his
troops. W e had now a better opportunity than
before of observing hie little army, and its composition. There were about three thousand men, horse
and foot, with six guns. The appearance of the soldiers told little for them; and if by that test their
prowess in the field might have been estimated, I
should have thought them lucky to escape collision
with a determined foe. On inquiry as to the means
of opposition at the command of the k h h of Sang
Ghar,I was told, that he was personally a brave
man, and that he had a body of seven hundred good
horse, mostly Afghtlns, and more than a match for
the whole of the vazir's force, besides the less
esteemed foot levies, from his raiyats, or subjects.
It was not, however, expected, by the best informed, that a contest would take place; but that,
after a little blustering the k h h would submit with
tlie best grace he could, and pay the tribute, thirty
thousand rupees, demanded of him ; for, even should
he succeed in discomfiting the vazir, he would be
VOL. I.
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apprehensive of drawing down upon him a large
Sikh force, when he would be compelled to abandon his country.
W e marched through the lands dependent on
DCra G h b i Khbn without much order or precaution ; but on entering the domain of Sang Ghar the
vazir observed greater vigilance, especially as reports were rife that the khgn's intentions were
warlike. Indeed, we halted at the first village, and
YQktib MQhomed Khan showed no disposition to
advance, seeming to await the arrival of his opponent, who, it wm said, was advancing to his encounter. W e were accommodated in this village,
placed on a mound, and had an excellent view of
the camp on the plain beneath. The delay became
so tedious, that we heartily wished matters would
be settled one way or the other, that we might continue our journey ; which, so far as security was concerned, we might no doubt have done, but the dr
did not appear to wish it. I t chanced, that one
afternoon an alarm was raised in the camp, that
the Sang Ghar force was in full advance, and had
interrupted the foragers. YBkGb Mghomed Khfln
immediately mounted, and rode towards his foe,
followed by horse and foot, in the greatest possible
disorder. The guns were left in the camp, which
was entirely deserted. About sunset the force returned, having met with no enemy, whom probably
they did not seek ; but the n a g h or kettle-drums,
were beaten before the vazir with as much noise
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and parade as if he had gained a victory. Two ar
three days after, a settlement was effected, the Sang
Ghar chief paying, or engaging to pay the sum required of him, and YhkGb .MBhomed KhAn retired
from his frontier.
W e now followed the road to Sang Ghar, where
we were courteously received and hospitably entertained by Assad Khan, the chief who had so lately
been pugnaciously inclined. He was, I found, a
B a l d by nation, and a stout well-looking man of
about forty-five y e m of age. He oomplained of
the encroachments of the Sikhs, and lamented he
had not more powerful means to resist them. He
was, moreover, very anxious to be supplied with
restorative medicines. With them I was unable
to oblige him ; and as to his position with the Sikhs,
I could comprehend that it was unfortunate, for it
required little foresight to feel the oonvicticm that,
enclosed as was his small territory by the confines
of those powerful neighbouw, i t would hardly elude
their grasp eventually, and that the chief would
be fortunate, if he avoided being cajoled into captivity, to become a fugitive in the hills, where, if he
lost the p o w i o n s of his ancestors in the plains,
he might preserve at leaat his personal freedom.
The khPn resided in a mud fortress of some extent, but o~ithvery dilapidated defences. Contiguons were the mean 'huts of his soldiery, and at
a trifling distance the bazar village of Mangalot.
The term Sang Ghw, (the stone fort,) is applied, if
D
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unappropriately, to the mud fortress. It implies,
however, merely a strong place, which Sang Ghar
is supposed to be by the people of this county, and
who were often displeased to find that I could not
concur with them. The revenue of the state was
said to be one lakh and twenty thousand rupees,
of which, it haa been seen, the khAn of BahlwalpGr,
a t the instigation of the Sikhs, or in exercising the
privilege of the stronger party, enforces the payment
of thirty thousand rupees.
It is due to Assad K h l n to record that he has,
in more than one encounter, proved himself a brave
soldier, and on one occasion he gained a splendid
advantage over the Sikh governor of Mankirah in
an action fought on the banks of the Indus. Some
years after I saw him, it became the policy of the
Sikhs to possess themselves of Sang Ghar, and they
did so after a well contested struggle, in which
Assad K h h sustained his former reputation, and
gave them two or three defeats. H e sought refuge
in the hills, and has since been little heard of.
In continuing our journey from Sang Ghar to the
north, we passed through a tract of country compressed between tlie river and the hill ranges to the
west, the road sometimes nearing the one and the
other. The skirts of the hills presented a change
in the vegetable productions, and we were pleased
to breathe a purer atmosphere. Villages were less
numerous, and very meanly constructed; the inhabitants were P a t h s , and the Pashto dialect was
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spoken by them, although they generally understood that of the Panjib. The cultivated produce
was similar to that of the southern parta, and turnips of large size were largely grown as food for
cattle. Herds of buffaloes were everywhere grazing
in the rank pastures of the jangals.
Thirty cosses of road distance led us beyond the
khAn's frontier, apd we entered a more fertile tract,
dependent on the town of D6ra Fati KhPn, held by
the Sikhs. It is smaller than D6ra G h h i KMn,
but is clean, and has a good and well-supplied
bazar. Cultivation around it is not only general,
but choice, as, besides some sugar-cane, there were
fields of poppies, from which some opium is extracted. The villages have an appearance of greater
comfort than those of Sang Ghar, evincing a t lea&
the mildness and protecting influence of the Sikh
government although no advantages can compensate, to their Miihomedan subjects, the idea of
subjection to infidels, and the prohibition to slay
kine, and to repeat the =An, or summons to prayer.
The district attached to Dbra Fati K h h extends
some ten cosses to the south, and about five cosses
t o the north, where it connects with the territory
of Dkra Ismael KhBn. I t is worthy of note, that
i t is the only tract west of the Indus bond j d e
retained by the Mlhbrhjir Ranjit Singh, although
he has reduced all the countries immediately bordering on that river to a state of tributary allegiance.
I have heard it observed, that he has a superstitious

-
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notion whioh renders him averse to establiehlnents
on the western bank. That he has overcome such
prejudices, or departed from his prescribed policy,
in this instance, may be owing to the superior fertility of the district, and that it was deemed advisable to occupy Gerong, a fortress reputed strong,
about three cosses west of the town, and where
are a few guns and a garrison of three hundred men.
At Dkra Fati K h b there were no troops.
From DCra Fati Khan our road mostly led along
the river banks ; the jangal became more intricate,
and the villages farther apart, and more rudely built,
for we were now in the territory of another MQhomedan ruler, the nawkb of DCra Ismael Khan.
The cultivation, when occurring, was wheat and turnips. At this season the wheat had just appeared
above the surface; and it is the custom to allow
cattle to graze the rising crops, which, so far from '
causing injury to them, is said greatly to increase
the vigour and productiveness of the mature plants.
Forty cosses brought us to DCra Ismael K h b ,
immediately before reaching which we passed the
large village of Morad Ali. This Dkra is a newly
built town, about three miles from the river, its
predecessor seated thereon, having been carried
away, about three years since, by an inundation.
So complete was the destruction, that of a large
and well fortified city no token remains to testify
that it once existed. Two or three date-trees have
only survived the wreck of its groves and gardens,
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and in graceful majesty exalt their heads amongst
the surrounding desolation.
The new town promises to become very extensive. The bawv is already spacious, and of commodious breadth, an improvement on the general
arrangement of Indian towns, where bazare are
mostly, of all parts, the most narrow and confined.
On the destruction of the old town the village
of Morad Ali became of consequence, being the
temporary resort of the nawkb and inhabitants ; and,
the new town lying about two coeaes from it, they
will likely in time become incorporated. Indeed,
the various buildings, with the serais, already nearly fill the intermediate space. DCra Ismael K h h
is one of the greatest marts on the Indus, and an
entrep6t for the merchandize of India and Khoras&n passing in this direction. Few s i t e have a
greater commercial importance. The customs levied form the chief source of revenue. The new
fortreas is not one of strength, the Sikhs forbiding the erection of too substantial a place of defence. It is small in extent, of a rectangular form,
with angular towers, on which are mounted six
pieces of ordnance, taken in an engagement with
the chief of T&k. The walls are high, but there
is no trench. The inner fort, or fortified residence
of the nawkb's family, is protected by a ditch; the
walls are lofty, and the several faces are defended
by j i n j a .
The district belonging to N r a Ismael K h h
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extends about forty couses to the north, and thirtyfive cosses to the south. The nawiib, moreover,
exacb tribute, either on his own account or on
that of the Sikhs, from most of the petty rulers
around him, such as those of Kalaichii Darraband,
Marwat, Is6 KhCI, and KWabiigh. His gross revenue may be about three lakhs of rupees, of which
the Sikhs take one-half. His military retainers
are few, but in occasions of need, he calls forth a
levy from his country and his neighbours. While
I waa in the country it became necessary to assemble a force to proceed against Marwat, and I was
astonished to see collected on the plain an array
of two thousand horsemen, comparatively well
mounted and equipped.
The father of the actual nawiib, who was visited
by Mr. Elphinstone in 1808, possessed a fertile
country eaat of the river, comprising the rich and
populous districts of Bakkar, Liya, and Mankirah,
-while on the western side his authority extended to Sang Ghar. H e was disposseclsed by the
Sikhs, and died shortly after. The conquerors have
assigned the son, the present Nawab Shir Mbhomed KhBn, a slip of land west of the Indus for
the support of himself and family.
Seven cossm north-west of DCra is the m a l l
bazar town and detached castle of Khyah. It has a
garrison of fifty men, and is the frontier post on
the side of T&k. Twelve c o w north is the town
of PahibpGr, situated, as its name implies, under
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the hills. Besides these there are no other places
deserving the appellation of towns, if we except
M o d Ali, before-mentioned. The water of the
new city is supplied from wells, and is reputed
unwholesome. The country about a m Ismael
Khin might be rendered highly productive, were
it possible to divert upon its ample and level surface canals from the Indus. n e neglected waste
would become a garden of cultivation, and the
copious returns would speedily ,repay the outlay.
I t is said that the nawAb was anxious to have
supplied his new city with good water by bringing a canal from the Gomal river, which runs
through the TBk territory, but the chief of that
place, whose sanction was necessary, withheld it.
There can hardly be said to be jangal in the immediate vicinity of DCra Ismael K h h , the wide
open plain being merely occmionally sprinkled with
karita bushes, whose red blossoms have a delight
fid appearance in the spring season. Near the villages are always a few Mr trees, the fruit of which
is eaten, and sometimes the palma ricinus, with its
tufb of scarlet flowers ; but no other trees. Tuberoses are indigenous here, and springing up nnheeded in the jangal, they are, when cultivated, the
favourite flowers of the parterre.
It may be noted, that the three Ddrae west of
the Indus have an antiquity of nearly three hundred years, superseding necessarily more ancient
towns. They were originally DCras, or camps of
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chiefs, whose names they now bear, a mention of
whom occura in Ferishta, and is thus stated in
Dow's History :-" In 1641, or thereabout, Ismael,
GhMi, Fati, and Billoca Duda, (Doda Baloch 1) all
governom of various .provinces in that part of the
country, acknowledged the title of Shir."
The Naw&bShir MBhomed K h h is about thirtyfive years of age. Although believed to feel keenly
his dependent situation on the Sikhs, his chagrin
does not prevent him from being corpulent, aa becomes a naw&b, or from amusing himself with many
childish diversions. Indeed it seems the principal
buainess of those about him to find subjects fit to
excite his mirth, and to enable him to wile away
his existence. Hence he entertains fiddlers, wrestlers, keepers of beam and of monkeys, and often enjoys the spectacle of ponies fighting in ,his flowergardens. When one of the animals gives the other
a good shake of the neck the naw8b claps hia
hands, and cries Wah ! wah! His attendants do
the same, and the apartments resound with c l a p
ping of hands and shouts of Wah! wah ! It is
wonderful how all seem to delight in the sport.
H e is fond of hunting, and is very dexterous with
his bow. H e also prides himself on his strength,
and it is asserted can break the horns of an ox
from the living animal. Overlooking these foibles,
he is kind and good-natured, and pays great attention to his mother. His minister was Sherin
Khh, a Dbriini, whob power waa so great aa to
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be irksome to the nawkb. There was great dietrust between them; and when the nawkb entertained men, the minister, who lived at Morid A&
did the same. The latter commanded the force
which discomfited the TBk army some time since,
and is said to have received one lakh of rupees
from Sirwar K h h as a bribe to conclude peace.
While I was at D& Ranjit Singh ordered the naw&b
to repair to Lahore. He aocordingly made preparations for the journey, and oalled upon Sherin K h h
for funds to defray the outfit and expenees. The
minister alledged inability to meet the demands ;
whereupon high words arose, and the nawkb determined to institute an inquiry into his accounts.
I left before the matter was settled, but learned
that Sherin K h b thought fit to retire to BahL
walptlr.

CHAPTER IV.
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Interview with the nawlb.
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THEnawiib was soon informed of my arrival, and
as soon conveyed his desire to see me. In the interview which followed he was very gracious, and
a t it8 close gave particular directions that every
attention should be paid t o me; while apologizing
that the unfinished state of the buildings prevented
the assignment of a house for my abode, he ordered
tents to be pitched within the citadel in which he
resided. I remained some time his guest, saw a
good deal of him, and always found him most
affible in manners and remarkably free from any
affectation of form or state. One day he produced
a variety of articles, belonging once, he said, to
Sarkis, an Armenian merchant or traveller, who
was murdered within his territory by A f g h h or
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Rohilla servants. Amongst them were Armenian
Bibles and Prayer Books, sundry accounts, and many
English quack-medicines, the virtues and properties
of which the nawAb waa very anxious to learn. I
explained to him the miracles they professed to
perform, according to the labels and papers attached
to them, but conjured him to be considerate enough
not to employ them, as age had probably impaired
their efficiency, if ever they had any. H e also introduced a former slave of the unfortunate Armenian, who detailed the mode of assassination of
his master.
The nawiib never failed to send for me when any
amusements took place; and they were so incessantly repeated, that some little philosophy was
requisite to sit patiently during their exhibition.
When nothing more unusual was at hand, recourse
was had to his musicians and minstrels; and their
concerts, although highly charming to him, were of
all things the most distasteful to me. H e sometimes intimated a wish that I would remain with
him, and his people would endeavour to persuade
me to engage in his service, but I gave them to
understand it waa impossible; and the nawiib, perhaps co~l~cious
there was little inducement, did not
press the matter. As Europeans are considered
necessarily expert artillerists, he more than once
ordered his guns to be taken on the plain for practice, at a mark. H e was himself, however, their
sole pointer, and when he made a tolerably good

shot he toddled away, as if deterred by modesty
from listening to the plaudits which burst forth.
There was living at Dkra a Hindii G o l n of great
repute, upon whom I called, as he wnt me a message that Elphinstin Shhib had paid him a similar
compliment. However that may have been, the
sage of B r a m a was a bland old gentleman. H e
received me very politely, and sent a tray of sweetmeats home with me on my departuture.
Two Sfkh retainers of Hari Singh, MQhMji
Ranjit Singh's viceroy, on his western frontiers,
were also resident at Ddra. They occupied a large
house in the town, and once or twice I visited them.
In one of their apartmenta was the Grmth or
sacred book of the S i k h ~ ;m d many of the Banyaa
were accustomed to attend and read it, which they
always did aloud. It was preserved with great care,
and approached with reverence. I was yet in this
town when Mghb Singh one of Hari Singh's officers,
arrived, with sixty horsemen, demanding the sum of
sixty thonsand rupees, and bearing a summom upon
the nawab to attend the M6hlrhjA at Lahore.
These men crossed the river, and suddenly m e
morning entered the citadel, before the nawkb had
risen. They talked very loudly, asking what sort
of a darblr was that of DCra, there being no one
to receive them. The claim could not be evaded
or resisted, and Mhh6 Singh and hiis party were
stationed in the town, and provided gumptuously at
the naw4Ws charge, until he should be able to pay
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the amount called for. By a similar process Hari
Singh collects tribute from the petty chiefs west of
the Indus ; and simultaqeously another party, of
equal strength, was dispatched on an analogous
mission to Sirwar K h h , the nawilb of Tiik. During MhhQ Singh's stay the Hind6 festival of the
Huli occurred. I t had not before been publicly
celebrated by the Hindtie, but this year they
had not only permission, but the nawhb gave a
largess of two hundred rupees to his own Hind6
soldiers to enable them to divert themselvee worthily--only enjoining them to refrain from their
joyoue demonstrations within the precincts of the
citadel, in respect to the feelings of his aged mother.
M&6 Singh invited me to witness the festivities a t
his quarters, and was very courteous, although on
his arrival he had pronounced me to be an agent of
the Company.
It will have been seen, that DQs afforded no
lack of amusements,--the bazar, with ita large concouree of stnmgers, waa itself perhaps the most interesting spectacle. Here were to be found numerous visitors from the rude tribes of the hills,
clad in their felt cloaks and uncouth aandals. Many
were gigantic men, and curiosity was powerfully
excited to know the lands from which they came,
and the races to which they belonged. From Mra,
moreover, is seen, to the west, the magnificent hill
Khaisa Ghar, or the Takht S b l h h , famed in traditionary lore as the spot on which the ark rested,
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and for being the parent seat of the A f g h h races.
Its habitable parts are occupied by the Shirbis,
a lawless tribe, who a l p hold the inferior hills
between it and the plains. They have for neighbours, the M i h r W their colleagues in marauding
expeditions, and of equally infamous reputation.
The vegetable productions of Khaisa Ghar are much
vaunted, and it is remarked that whatever plant or
tree may be found in other countries, will be certainly met with here. Firs and olives are abundant
on its sides, as generally over the minor hills of
the range. The weather beginning to grow sultry,
and inactivity becoming irksome, my thoughts
turned towards KAbal and its cool climate. I was
scarcely competent to appreciate the information
I acquired as to the better mode of reaching it,
but finally decided to gain TQk, and endeavour to
find companions on the route followed by the
Lohihi merchants. I accordingly took leave of
the good naw&b of DCra and passed on to KGyah,
a small bazar village, with castle, seven cosses distant. I then entered the Ti& territory at Pote,
and successively leaving O t t b and numerous $1lages behind me, reached the town of that name,
computed to be thirty c o w distant from DCra
Ismael KhAn. The country from Kuyah to Pote
was barren enough, but afterwards it was well cultivated, as water abounds; and in addition to the
various kinds of grain, much cotton is produced.
I was civilly received at all the villages, and had
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no difficulty in procuring entertainment and lodging.
The approach to Ti& from the east, is distinguished
bp an avenue of full-grown mimosas, extending
perhaps three miles. The town itself is surrounded
by a mud wall, of tolerable height and solidity ; it
has numerous towers, and two or three gates.
Within the town is a citadel, where resides the
chief; the walle are lofty, and strengthened with a
broad and deep trench. I t is built of kiln-burnt
bricks, and at the four anglee are ample towers,
provided with twelve or thirteen pieces of artillery.
The interior of this fortress is very intricately diaposed; and Sirwar Khan, who planned it, appears
to have been determined to place it out of the
power of hie neighbours to drive him out of hie nest.
It is the most massive piece of defensive erection
I have seen in these parts, if Girong be excepted,
which I have not seen. Sirwar Khhn, the nawAb,
is constantly employed in building. No one knows
what he does, but every one witnesses the egreaa
and ingress of labourers, laden with bricks and rubbish, from and into the gates of hie citadel. I t ia
believed that a Eqih predicted to him that the
duration of hie rule and prosperity depended upon
his never ceasing to build.
Tik is firmed for ita fruits, which are plentiful
and cheap. Its gardens yield grapes, oranges, pomegranates, citrons, plums, apples, &c. East of the
town is an immense grove of ehflhtht, or long mulberry trees, which have attained a size superior to
VOL. I.
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any I have elsewhere observed. The bazar of the
town is not extensive, nor do I believe the commerce to be large, or so much so as to allure the
residence of wealthy HindGs, as at Kalaichi and at
D6ra. The revenue of Sirwar Khan is estimated at
one and a half lakh of rupees, of which the Sikhs
exact a portion, I believe sixty thousand rupees.
Being at enmity with his neighbours on the plain,
he retains about a thousand men in pay, mostly Rohillas, on small stipends. These, however, in consequence of some misunderstanding, left him while I
was in these quarters, and I believe he did not
think it worth while to replace them. H e is represented aa having much wealth in coin and
jewels. During the early part of his reign he constituted himself sole proprietor of the lands in his
country, and declared the peasants to be hie slaves ;
hence he derived the profit on the whole of their
produce.
The history of this chieftain is singular enough to
merit notice. He had scarcely seen the light, when
hie hther, who also ruled at TAk, waa slain by a
traitor, who usurped the authority. To confirm himself therein he put to death the fimily of his ancient
prince, with the exception of Sirwar, who, an infant, was concealed by his nurse in an earthen jar,
and carried out of the town on her head. The good
woman affirmed at the gates that she was conveying
a jar of milk. She gained a place of safety, and
brought up the young khAn as her own son. When
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he arrived at the years of discretion she informed
him of the circumstances of his birth. He thereupon presented himself to Ahmed ShAh, the firat
D h i prince, and requested his sssistance to reamer possession of the lands of his ancestors. It
was granted, and Sirwar KMn, in turn, slew the
usurper, with his relatives. H e then placed their
heads in a heap, and sitting on them, summoned
the chiefs and elders of the county to his presence.
He demanded, whether they were willing to acknowledge him as their ruler. An affirmative reply being
given, he announced, that in virtue of his authority,
he rearmed all lands, and that they were not his
subjects but his slaves. I believe that an attempt
to infringe upon the liberties of his people, cost the
father of Sirwar K h h his life ; the son may therefore have felt justified in this energetic vindication
of his hther's memory. Seated on the maanad, he
repaired the town of TBk, and constructed the capacious citadel with a view both to security and pleasure, and seems to have devoted himself to the
amassing of treasure, and to the gratification of his
sensual appetites. His zenha, or female establishment, contains above two hundred females, and he,
with his family, freely indulge in the illicit pleasures
of wine, although he prohibita its use to others on
the score of morality, and because it is contrary to
the precepta of the KorAn.
Sirwar KhAn is now advanced in years, and has
three sons, Alladid, KhodAdsd, and Shhibda. The
B

4

eldest, AlladBd, is called -the vazir, and, ostensibly,
has the direction of public business, holding darbbrs,
and relieving hie father from all details. The young
man is a drunkard, yet he is beloved in the country
for his valour and generosity. In a war with the
N a d b of DCra, some four or five years since, he
commanded the T& troops, about four thousand in
number, the greater portion of them Vaziri auxilia-.
ries, or mercenaries. These banditti fled at the
commencement of the action, leaving the guns exposed, which were captured. Alladikl highly distinguished himself, dismounting, and working one of
the gune, after it had been deserted by ita attendants. H e remained by it until he had received two
sword cuts from Sherin K h h , the commander of
the hostile forces, who recognized him. Then only
waa he induced to remount hie home and provide for
his safety. Peace was purchased by the payment of
.one lakh of rupees to Sherin Khlln.
Besides TQk,there are other two or three small
towns or large villages, and many inferior ones, which
have baears. The fortress of Darbarra is situated at
the mouth of a pam into the hills, seven cosses from
the capital. There fees me levied from such of the
Lohihi merchants who eelect that route. Its walls
me said to be very lofty, and had a most singular
appearance when seen at a distance ; but I am not
certain that the miraj, which is constant here, did
not produce the effect. In walking from Darraband
to TQk I could have almost fancied that I waa tra-
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velling in fairyland, from the fantastic character of
the landscape, owing to this phenomenon. I n the
immediate vicinity of TBk villages are numerous.
About KGndi, the frontier post on the north, towards Bamb, they occur less frequently, and thence
to the hills the space is uninhabited, and broken up
by ravines.
T& is insalubrious, particularly to strangers, the
water with which it is supplied being supposed pernicio& and impure. The nawiib and his fitmily make
use of that derived from a stream about two cosses
distant, which is good and wholesome. The inaalubrity of T& may be accounted for by the extreme
heat, and by its locality, as well as from the quality
are
of its water. The common fruittrees, called k,
spread over the country, and distinguish all the villages.
I had no sooner reached T& than my presence
was reported to the nawAb, and by his orders, or
those of his son Alladgd, I waa accommodated
within the citadel, and informed, that during the
day I should not be interrupted, but that on the
morrow I should have an audience of the nawab,
which I was glad to' hear, having been told so much
about him, and that he did not generally receive
visitors.
Early the next morning I was called to attend
upon the old chief, and after being conducted
through many gatea and' paseages, was brought into
a garden, sufficiently attractive to claim all my atten-
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tion, and to fill my mind with astonishment at beholding so perfect a display in so obscure a part of
the world. The flowers of a thousand hues, the
lakes, whose bosoms reflected the image of the
orange and pomegranate-trees, with their glowing
fruits waving on their margins, and on whose tranquil waters were floating hundreds of white geese,
were objects so unexpected and delighful that I
could not but pay homage to the taste of Sirwar
K h h ; and there needed but the presence of the
ripened beauties of the harem to have presented
a complete picture of eastern magnificence. I n
unison with the splendid scene, was the costly
decorated apartment of the nawgb, into which I
was ushered, and found him seated with his three
sons. On the right side were about a dozen attendants, kneeling, with their firelocks in their hands.
He was corpulent, and his countenance bore the impram of that energy for which his subjects and
neighbonrs give him credit. To me he was courteous ; and, amongst other things, inquired if it were
true that London had a bazar three hundred cosses
in length, telling his sons that one Miihomed Khfin
had told him so. AlladSd K h h was by no means
well dressed, neither was the second son, but the
youngest, Shibdiid, who was a very handsome youth,
and probably therefore the favourite, was superbly
attired. Sirwar K h h expressed pleasure at seeing me, and said I was at liberty to continue his
guest as long as I pleased. When I rose to leave,
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Alladid whispered to a person to lead me to his darb&, and thither I went and waited a short time for
him. When he rejoined me, his object proved to be
to show me a gun he had lately cast, and a number
of gun-adages in preparation. I discovered that
he had acquired the art of casting cannon, and that
he was a very good carpenter, for certainly his
workshops did him no little credit. H e was wonderfully civil, bade me enjoy myself at Ti&; and we

parted.
I found that my journey to Ti& waa not likely to
increase my chances of making my way to Kiibal,
for I could gain no information on which I could act,
and when I mentioned the subject to Alladid K h h ,
he told me, if I stayed a year with him, he would
then give me trustworthy companions, and guarantee
my arrivalbat Khdah6.r. To this proposal I would
not consent, but he was in no wise offended at my
refusal. One evening he returned home so inebriated that it was necessary to hold him on hie
home. He was attended by a numerous cavalcade,
and passing my apartments, happened to think of me,
and sent for me. He insisted that I should take a
cup with him, and called to his people to produce
the flagons, which were concealed beneath their
doaks. An objection was started, that it waa not
right I should use the same cup as the khb, on the
plea of my being no Mussulman, but he would not
admit it. He then made me accompany him to his
quarters ;and on the road, as he held my hand, and I
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was on foot, I was in no small dread of being trampled on by his horse's hoofs. There was, luckily, not
far to go, and when we gained his apartments the
crowd was dismissed, and only two or three persons,
with his musicians, remained. He was very elate,
and much preseed me to remain with him, to make,
as he said, shells, and cross the river, and attack the
Sikhs. He then produced some pictures, and afterwards sang songs from Hafiz, but for a short time ;
as his renewed potations disqualified him, and he
became insensible. Another evening I was sent
for to a fiquiis takkia, or shrine, without the town,
where, it seemed, that the khAn had a party, but
it fortunately happened, before I reached, he had
fallen, overpowered, and the riotous aesembly had
broken up.
While I was a guest here, Immat KMn, a vakil
from the court of Mir RGstam, of KhairpGr in Upper
Sind, arrived. It appeared, the object of his mission
was of no higher importance than to procure a few
hawks and camels, but the ceremony of his introduction gave me an opportunity of witnessing how
such matters were arranged, as Alladid KhAn invited me to be present. It took place in the darbPr
room, a spacious apartment, around which were
seated files of matchlock-men, with their pieces in
their hands. At the upper part the officers and
others were duly arranged, and a seat was prsvided
me on the left of the khan, who entered after the
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preliminary dispositions had been completed. Iie
was followed by the vakil, who was embraced by
AlladGd, and m t e d on his right hand. A package
was deposited in front of the chief, consisting of the
presents 'sent by Mir RGatam. I t was opened, and
a letter taken therefrom, which was read by
A h U d , and drew from him many protestations
of respect and friendship for the rulers o f .Sind.
The presents were ordinary shawls, muslins, kimkibs,
pieces of chintz, kc. I was introduced to the v a i l
as being a Feringhi, or European. H e seemed very
sstonished, and no doubt marvelled what could have
brought me there. During the conference the musicians exercised their skill, and in very good taste,
aa they did not allow their instruments to drown the
conversation. The shAhghMie, or maatera of ceremony, had been busy in arranging the visitors; now,
on their departure they were careful to announce, in
loud and pompous tones, their names, family, and
nmk. Alladhd K h h was well dressed on this occaeion, and his attendants obeequiously fanned. him
with bunches of peacocks' feathers. He eat with the
vakil until the room was cleared, when they again
embraced, and the introduction terminated.
I found at Tiik the party of S
i
k
h homemen deputed by Hari Singh to receive a sum of tribute
money from the nawBb. They were in no reapect so
boisterous as their countrymen at D6ra ; apparently,
in so retired a place and so near the hills, deeming
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it prudent to be quiet. Their claim was admitted,
and they were entertained by the nawtlb, but the
townspeople were prohibited to hold communication
with them.
The NawAb Sirwar K h h seldom left his citadel
but on hunting excursions, when he would be attended by an escort of about one hundred and fifty
horse. When he left, and when he reentered its
walls, a piece of artillery was discharged. H e has
a great notion of the superiority of agricultural over
commercial pursnita, and an anecdote is related of
his practical mode of proving his argument, which
may be cited. I n conversation with a L o h M on
his favourite theme, he directed an ear of wheat to
be brought, which he rubbed between his hands,
and then counted the grains. He observed that
the L O W travelled to Delhi and J h p G r , amid
scorching heat and privations of every kind, and if
on his return home he had made one rupee two
rupees, he gave hie turban an extra hitch, thrust
his hande into his ribs, and conceited himself a
great man. " I," said Sirwar, " remain quietly at
home with my family ; for one grain of wheat put
into the &h I receive forty--or for one rupee I
obtain forty rupees. la my t d c or yours the
better one ?"
I was beginning to be weary of my stay at T&,
when I accidentally saw a Egquir, who, learning that
I wished to go to KAbal, proffered to put me in
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the way of doing so. I liked the appearance of
the man, and my acquaintance telling me I might
confide in him, I immediately made up my mind
to accompany him, and left TAk with him the same
evening, hardly knowing whither he would take
me, but trusting all was right.
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MY strange friend and guide led me over the
country, without troubling himself about a path,
pleading the privilege and nonchalance of a Squir ;
and I was well tired before, late at night, we
reached an assemblage of tents, where I was pleased
to find my companion well known. W e were very
well received and entertained, but the people strove
to persuade the Kquir that he did wrong to encumber himself with me.
The next morning we again traversed the country,
with the same disregard to the mediums of civilization, and at evening gained a village near KGyah,
where we passed the night. My companion had
informed me mi route that he was a hiiji, and but

a dependent on a more important persdnage, the
Fiquir Miihomed Rezza, whom he described as
wealthy and influential, being the p h of a large
portion of the L o h M tribes. The pir would, in
the course of a month, proceed to Kho&
by
the Gomal route, and the hiji felt certain that he
would gladly take charge .of me throughout the
journey. H e farther explained, that he had been
deputed on a mission to Sirwar K h h , who had
promised to send a horse to his master, being willing by such an offering to secure the benefit of his
prayers and benedictions.
Leaving the village, a short march of three or
four miles brought us to another circle of black
tents, where resided the Fiiquir Miihomed Rezza.
H e was no sooner apprised of my arrival than he
came to welcome me, and the cordiality of his
reception fully justified the anticipations of the
hiji. H e engaged to conduct me to his home at
-Shilghar, when, after resting hie cattle a few days,
he would take me to Ktbal, and place my hand in
that of Dost Mdhomed K h h . Miihomed Rezza
was a man of tall stature, and rude in appearance,
but of considerable suavity of manner. He was held
in unbounded veneration by his countrymen and
dependents, who, while they vaunted his wealth,
were no less eager to extol his liberality. Generally,
in the morning a carpet would be spread for him
on the ground without his circle of tents, where
he would seat himself, the company being arranged
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around him, and write tavbes, breathe on beads,
or strings of thread, whom virtues seemed to require frequent renewal. A youth would sometimes
be brought forward, who, commencing by sobbing,
gradually worked himself into the most hideous
convulsions, when the pious man would clasp him
in his arms, and the evil spirit, or other exciting
cause, would be instantly hushed. Such exhibitions
were conducted with perfect solemnity ;and, although
I managed to preserve gravity, I fancied, as I caught
the Eq&s eye directed towards me, that he hardly
expected I should be so credulous as the crowd
about him.
The month of RBmazh came on, observed rigidly
by all good Mfiomedans as a first ; and as we were
to atart for K h o m h after the celebration of the id,
or festival, at ita close the Eqw left for some days,
to settle business he had in the country, probably
the collection of offerings from his disciples. Before
going, he sent for me, and calling his younger
brother, told me, in hie absence to consider him
as my slave, and to beat him at discretion. While
he waa talking, a child from the tents came to say
my breakfast was ready. I was not asked to fast,
and the brother hastened to bring it. He returned
with some very nice cakes and butter, when the
Gquir gave him a terrible slap on the cheek, as it
proved, because he had not brought sugar. I pitied
the young man, but could not help the accident,
and received additional authority to use him as a
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slave, and to beat and kick him as I pleased. It
may be gleaned from this anecdote that the sitnation of dependent relatives is not very enviable in
Miihomedan families; indeed, it is one reproach of
their social system that they are treated as menials.
On another day during this month, I had strolled
to a neighbouring fixed village, where was a grove
of &-trees.
I endeavoured to bring down some of
the fruit by casting sticks and stones, when a woman,
observing me, pulled a stout stick from a hedge, and
without mercy employed it upon me, reviling me as an
infidel for breaking my fast. Expoetulation eeemed
but to increase her fury, and I was perplexed how
to act, for it was awkward to return violence, when
saying, "Why be angry? I am a Feringhi," she
dropped her weapon, expressed great sorrow at her
mistake, and helped me to bring down the fruit,
at which she was much more expert than I had
been. W e were living within six or seven miles
of D h Ismael K h h , and one day being near the
high mad, I met the nawiib, who was returning
from a hunting excursion. He was civil, and I
told him I was going to Khorasih with the Gquir.
Whether he mentioned the circumstance I know
not, but it became known at D6ra that I was residing near at hand, and a deputation came to me,
praying me to give up the idea of the penible route
by the Gomal river, and to take the easier and safer
one of Peshawer, in which my Sikh acquaintance
offered to assist me, if I would cross the river, and
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go up its ec~sternbank within their territory. I
refused, but my DCra friends returned the following
day, and were so earnest in their arguments that I
consented, and accompanied them back to the town,
where I passed the night at the Sikh quarters.
The next morning I crossed the Indus, attended
with a Sikh, JGk Singh, and after passing the sands
and marshy land immediately skirting the stream,
entered upon a fine rich country, covered with
villages and cultivation. This tract, seated between
the river and the desert on the east, formerly belonged to the family of the nawlib of DCra IsmaeI
K h h , but its fertility, and the expediency of bringing their frontiers to the Indus, were sutlicient
motives for its occupation by the Sikhs. Leaving
village after village behind us, we reached the
larger town of Bakkar with a handsome kiln-burnt
brick fortress. There I was introduced to the killidar, a welldressed Sikh, who regretted we passed
so speedily, as he was willing to have given me an
entertainment. W e finally gained BCla, where I
found another Sikh, MGr Singh, the chief of one
hundred men, who civilly welcomed me, and I
became his guest for a few days. My course, so
far from being to the north or towards Peshdwer,
had been to the south, or from it, but JGk Singh,
my companion, was attached to the party of Mbr
Singh, who, it was arranged, should send me, in good
hands, to KGndi'the present headquarters of Sirdk
Hari Singh, whence I could easily make my way to
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Peshiiwer, either by following the course of the
river to Atak, or by crossing it to K u a b k h . The
delay in gaining my object was, perhaps, compensated by the pleasure of surveying a beautiful and
luxuriant country, snd it was a great satisfaction to
escape the heat of the day in the shade of the
groves and gardens, which here accompany and
embellish the towns and villages. MGr S i g h was
a venerable aged S'lkh, of truly patriarchal aspect.
I passed a few days very agreeably with him at
BCla, which forms part of his jiighir. I was well
pleased also with the Sikhs generally, and could
grant that in many points they have the advantage
over the Mfiomedans, particularly in cleanliness,
for it was rare indeed to see one of them deficient
in this respect, whereas the Miihomedan would
seem, from principle, to be careless in his apparel.
In this part of the county I became acquainted
with Lashkar K h b , formerly of more importance,
but now a servant of the M6hkiij6 Ranjit Singh.
He entreated me, as a favour, to write something in
his book, that he might show to any other European
he might chance to meet.
MGr Singh at length announced that he was prepared to expedite me towards KGndi, and that he
proposed I should accompany BowW D&, . a Hind6
D i w b of the Sirdd Hari Singh, who was about to
return to his master to account for the collection of
moneys he had made. The old chief took leave of
me very kindly, asked me if I was satisfied with
VOL. I.
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him, and many times entreated me to accept money,
clothes, and anything I needed. I declined his
offers, and we parted.
W e returned by the same road we had come, repassing Bakkar. I happened, with my attendant,
to miss B o w s Dh, who stayed at some village
where accounts were to be settled, and which
perhaps he had 'not expected. A t the village
where we had preceded him we had therefore to
wait three or four days, until he joined us. When
he did so, I found he was very far from having settled his collections, and I intimated my desire to
proceed at once ; to which he assented; and gave me
a person, but an insufficient one, as I afterwards
found, to accompany me to KGndi, which I under
stood to be forty cosses dietant from our position.
W e started, however, arid made a long march of
twenty cosses, much of it over the desert, which
was succeeded by a fertile and populous tract, over
which were dispereed groves of a species of tree
new to me, and resembling aspens. Sikhs were
located in most of the villages, and I met with
many interruptions from them, from which I had
been secured if Bowh5 D L had given me a competent companion. H e turned out to be a weaver,
and employed by the DiwAn contrary to his willwhile weavers, if seems, in these parts, for some
reason or other, are but little regarded. A t night
we reached a well-built g h a d , sumunded with a
trench, but my ,arrival exceedingly tenifled the
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killadk, or he affected to be so, and closed his
gates, as if he expected attack. About two hours
elapsed, when, finding I was very quiet, some Hind G s W soldiers ventured to leave the fort and a p
proach me. I explained, that I was proceeding to
Hari Singh'e camp, and that there was slight mum
for alarm, when they returned to the killadiir, and
presently again came, saying, he wished to provide
me with supper; which I refused.
I n the morning, considering the nature of my adventures the past day, and the inefficiency of my
guide, which would expose me to fresh cines if I
proceeded, I decided to retrace my steps while I
had the power, and to rejoin Bow6.d Db. I accordingly returned, but not exactly by the same road, in
this instance avoiding the desert, or only skirting its
edge& At evening we reached a large village, where
was a Sikh party, hardly disposed to be civil, but I
fell in with two Lolithi merchants, who the moment they recognized me to be a Feringhii Invited
me to their tdginga, and to be their guest. These
men had travelled in India, vending their fruits
and horses, and weie coneepuently i n some degree cognizant of Europeans. They were loud in
their eulogiums of European justice and liberality,
and professed themselves happy to be friendly to
any one of t,he nation they met with. They informed me, that they had sold mares to Fati Singh
AlGawiila, that he had given them an order on
the village, which ie held by him, for the nioney,
F e
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and that they were awaiting its receipt. These
men entertained me very bounteously, and were
very anxious that I should explain what my countrymen did with dog's heads, as they had observed
in India that men killed those animals for the sake
of selling their heads to the gentlemen. I could
not conceive to what they alluded, and they suggested the heade might be used to make medicine, and slily asserted they could not be intended
for.food.
I could neither solve the mystery nor satisfy them
that I did not conceal my knowledge from them.
On subsequently thinking what fact could have
made so great an i m p m i o n on the imaginations
of these Lohhis, I recollected the practice of
shooting stray dogs in military stations during wrtain seasons, under the apprehension they may be
mad, or become so. The same men had noticed
the practice of firing at military funerals, and
gravely asked whether it was not meant as a menace to heaven if the souls of the interred were
not received.
The next day I found B o w h i D h at the village
where I had left him, and making over his weaver
guide to him, I recrossed the river and regained

Dbra
I now determined to proceed stpight to the
hills, taking a break in them which had been
always pointed out to me as denoting the pass of
Darraband as my point of direction. I was in
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h o p a of again meeting the Fiiquir Miihomed Re&
za, although a little more than a month might
have elapsed since I had left his tents. I started
before sunrise, and the morning was cool and agreeable. I struck over the country, having learned
from my friend the Hiji to despise paths, and
walked in high spirits. There is little jangal near
Dkra, and the few karita bushes sprinkled over
the plain were now laden with their beautiful red
flowers. This delightful scenery did not, however,
last long, and I came upon a naked surfice, with
scarcely a plant or shrub to diversify it, while
the heat grew intense, as it always does in this
country soon after sunrise. Still I did not relax
in my pace, and had made considerable way when
I was tempted to strike for two or three bushes,
larger than usual, where, to my satishtion I found
as I had barely expected but yet wished, a small
pool of water. It was very muddy, but palata,
ble. I had walked much farther on, when I descried in the distance two youths, and some camels
browsing. I made towards them; and as I neared
them they were evidently surprised both at my
presence and appearance. The younger was inclined to run, but the elder stayed him, and awaited me. I could not very well understaxid them,
but saw that my colour was the cause of terror.
The younger lad seemed to think I was a dkv, and
wohd by no means approach me, although assured
by the other that I was only a man, and there
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was no reason to fear. The latter asked me to extend my arm, and, as I thought he did so with a
view of assuring his companion, I complied, when
he seized my wrist, and wrenching it round, brought
me, without power of resistance, to the ground. H e
called upon his friend to come and examine the
bundle I carried on my back, but no persuasion
could remove the fear of the lad, and he kept
aloof. The feIlow wrenched my wrist more and
more, until I roared out that I was the nawkb's
nGkar, or servant; at which he suddenly relinquished his hold and retired, allowing me to recover my feet. . Seeing the mention of the nawiib
terrified him, I denounced all vengeance on him,
when he pointed to his camels, and asked me if
I would drink some milk. I asked whether he
had a pi& or bowl, and found that he intended
to milk into my hands, which I declined, as I
should have placed myself in a position which might
have disposed him to take another advantage. I
had not gone much farther, when a little jangal
occurred, and I presently came to a village, which
I had understood I should find on my road, and
which was satisfactory, as proving I had not deviated from the right course. I did not halt at it,
and again came upon a level surface, which I traversed until evening, without meeting any one, or
seeing a vestige of habitation. I was still walking, when I perceived, at a great distance, a man
walking, and obviously armed. Ife was crossing
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my route, yet I made towards him, and ultimately
approached without his ever having noticed me.
I startled h i m when I aocahd him with " S a l h
Alikiim," but he speedily recovered his surprise,
and returned my salutation. I found that he was
a stranger, and although gohg to some village,
scarcely knew if he was in the road for i t ; therefore, 89 we were both in the same predicament,
we readily agreed to seek it together. I told him
at once that I was a Feringhi, which did not
affect his civility. W e came upon the nest of
some large fo*1, in which were two or three eggs.
My companion took up one of them, regarded it
attentively, uttered some pious exclamations, and
then ;carefully replaced it. On. reaching a group
of tall trees. he ascended one of them, to ascertain if the village he sought was in view, which
we did not reach. until-dark. He had an acquaintance there, at whose honse we were both
accommodated for the night.
In the morning I accompanied two L o h W , who
were going to Gandaph, which we reached after
a short but difficult march. Here resides Omar
K h b , a chief; of Lohihi deecent. His revenue is
about sixty thonssnd rupees, of which he p a p
twenty thousand to 'the n a d b of Dkra. The ancient capital of tbe district is Darraband, romantically situated on the elevated bank of a hillstream. The villages belonging to Omar K h h
are thirteen in number. These would not supply
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his revenue, sixty thousand rupees ; but the greater
portion is derived from the Lohiid tribes, who
annually visit, and remain in this part of the
country during the cold season. They settle, more
or less, along the tract weat of the Indus, and between the river and the hills. In Darraband they
are particularly numerous, and, as in other places,
pay a certain sum for the sufferance of settlement, and for the privilege of grazing their camels. In this district, at the opening of spring
the various tribes assemble; their traders, who
bave dispersed over the Panjiib and India, return;
when, in collective bodies, they proceed through
the district of Ti&, and paying an impost to its
chief at the fortress of Dgbarra, they enter the
hills, and, forcing a passage through the Vaz'lri
hordes infesting them, proceed towards K h o d .
The merchants then spread themselves over the
contiguous regions, even to Bokhih, dieposing of
their merchandize and wares, and purchasing
horse& fruits, and dye-st&
for the ventures of
the ensuing year. Omar K h h retains in pay
one hundred and eighty foot soldiers.
The Lobgnis conducted me to their khC1, or
collection of tents, where I was well received,
but learned, to my regret, that Miihomed Reeza
had departed some days before. A wealthy merchant, J e h h K h h , took charge of my entertainment, and I remained a few days at GandapGr;
but finding there was little chance of the speedy

.

march of the party, as it was awaiting some of
its friends from HindGsh, I proceeded to Darraband, about three or four cosses distant, which
I was anxious to see. This town haa a small
bazar, and there are some large old houses, but
deserted and in decay, their ancient HindG owners
having fled. The water of the hill rivulet is reputed unwholesome, and the inhabitants supply
themselves from a small canal, flowing north of
the town. The neighburhood is agreeable, and
the heat, although severe, did not seem to me so
oppressive as at Dkra. The hills are about two
cosses distant, ravines and broken ground filling the
intervening space. In the garden of Omar K h h
are a few vines and fig-trees, and stnall inferior
apples are produced in some of the adjacent villages. The cultivation, which is principally wheat,
is generally remote from the villages; and at
the harvest season the inhabitants abandon their
dwellings until their crops are collected. At such
times there is considerable danger from the Vsziris, which term here seems given to all the hill
tribes, who descend and murder as welt as plunder. Darraband has been frequently visited by
these marauders. During my stay here every one
slept on the roofs of the houses, as a pretxutionery measure, taking care to draw the ladders, by
which they ascended, up after them.
MGsa K h h , an inhabitant of Darraband, received me at his house, and I sojourned a few days
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under his roof; but hearing no tidings of the approach. of the LohM merchants, I resolved again
to proceed to T& if with no other- object, that
I might see the intermediate country, having found
it was quite practicable .to move, freely about. My
route skirted.the hills, and I found rillages at four,
five, and. six cosses distance from each other. I
was always welcomed, but at one of them I was
told that God must be with me or I could never
have reached it, as no man of the place would
have ventured to march as I had done, alone,
from fear of the VazXs. The r o d to this pa^
ticular village had been very lonely, leading over
deep ravines and chasms, covered with long thick
grass and jangals. I felt no .apprehension from
men as I journeyed along it, but sometimes ruminated Qn the dilemma, I should be in if I encountered wild boars, and other ferocious animal& which
.I knew were numerous enough. A t another village I was requested. by a young man to give
him s charm to secure the affections of a fbir
maid of whom he was enamoured,; or, as he ex-pressed it, to compel her to follow him like a
dog. I found it necesscL1.y to write something on
a paper to satisfy him, with which he was so well
pleased, that he was not only very obliging while
I stayed, but accompanied me two lor three miles
on the road when I left.
I at length reached a village .dependent on Kalaichi, a small district situate between the lands

of Darraband and Ti& and governed by a chief,
Mozafar Khkn. The t o m of Kalaichi was about
six 'oossee to the north, and I had some desire to
have visited it, but circumstames prevented. I t
is a i d to be commercial, and to bave a large
bazar, and that commodities b e a ~.more reaeonable prices there than at Ddrai The revenue of
Moeafar K h h is reckoned at eighty thousand rupee4 of which twenty thousand are paid to the
nawiib of DCra. In. an expedition against Marwat, set on foot from a m , at the instigation of
the %khs, he attended with a quota of seven hundred men. He can hardly, however, retain in pay
so great a number, and probably drew out on the
occasion the strength of his country, in which the
proprietors of lands hold them on conditions of
military service. Moreover, it must be remembered,. that the men of them countries consider
themselves the servants of their respective princes,
and, from their warlike dispositions, are easily at+
sembled. The district of Kalaichi does not indude a great number of villagee, the eastern portion of it being scantily supplied with water, and
the wetern portion, extending to the hills, consisting of ravines and thick jangal, besides being
liable to the incursions of the VazM robbers.
Wild hogs abound in the jangals, and their chase
is the chief pastime of the k h b . Melons, common in all t.hese countries, are particularly fine
at Kalaichi.
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Early one morning I reached a village, where I
found a large party of men seated on chahikpbhis, or cots, and apparently strangers. I joined
them, and although I could not understand the
dialect they spoke, they invited me to sit down,
and handed to me some fragments of cakes, on
which they had just made a repast. One of them,
who spoke HindGstiini, addressed me, and took
away the fragments of cakes placed before me,
telling his companions, as I could comprehend,
that such fare was not proper for me, who was a
Feringhi. The consequence was, that fresh cakes
were prepared, and served, with the addition of
butter and sugar. Many of the party were disposed to be merry, and made motions as if cutting a man's throat, and shooting with arrows, a t
which I had only to laugh as they did themselves. The man who spoke HindGsthi seemed
a busy personage amongst them, and was continually on the move ; therefore I saw little of him ;
but when they prepared to depart,--and some of
them I could make out, asked me to accompany
them,-I
desired him to tell me who they were,
and where they were going. H e replied that they .
lived in the hills, but would return to the village.
I had some inclination to go with them, which increased when I saw their appearance when mounted, for I found all of them had a kind of frock,
or surtout of red quilted linen, lined with yellow,
and being armed only with lances, swords, and
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shields, the effect was far from bad, and I wondered
where such people could come from. I mixed in,
therefore, with the few people on foot, and we had a
most fatiguing march amongst the hills until evening, when we halted at a spot where there was a
rivulet. There we remained, most of the party
separating, and passed the next day. A chah6rpQhi
had been brought, and placed under a projecting
rock for one of them, and excellent cakes and
butter were produced, so that habitations were
probably near, but I saw none of them. As the sun
became perpendicular I complained of the heat,
and the person who had the chahiirpiihi resigned it
to me, and I was left alone. The next morning I
was beckoned to rise, and I found we were to return, which we did, and regained the village we had
started from. I had before noticed how attentive
were the villagers to these men, and now they s u p
plied chahiirpWi with great alacrity. They were
not, however, long needed, for the party making
a short halt, started for Kalaichi, leaving me to.
resume my journey towards Tiik. When they had
gone, the villagers told me they were thieves and
VazE8, so their civility proceeded from dread. They
further informed me, that some days ago, a party of
them had endeavoured to intercept Mozafar K h h
on a hunting excursion, but that the collision had
proved unfortunate to them, the khih having made
two or three of their number prisoners. The men
I had seen were on a mission to recover their
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companions who were detained at Kalaichi. The,
villagers inquired, how I, a man of sense, could have
accompanied them into the hills, and I told them
that my sense instructed me that they would not
harm me, and therefore I accompanied them.
I remained the day at this village, and the next
morning entered the district dependent on Ti&,
here I proceeded from village to village and again
found myself in the capital af Sirwar K h h , although
I did not make my arrival known to him, or to his
son Alladid K h h , as I purposed to make no stay.
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I HAD now become so completely satisfied that
I could freely range amongst the rude tribes and
people of this part of the country, that I was carel e about
~
seeking for companions. 1 had, moreover, found that there was no necessity to conceal
that I was a Feringhi, but that, on the contrary, the
avowal procured me better treatment. The inhabitants of the villages were orderly and peaceable,
while they made it a duty to relieve the wants of the
stranger and traveller. Amongst them there was no
danger to be apprehended, and any little intemption occurring, was from 'the accidental ehcounter
of individuals an the rod. I therefore now made

,
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inquiries at Tiik merely as to the several routes by
which I might reach Peahiher; and from what I
heard of that of BannG, I inclined to take it, notwithstanding the dangers pointed out, as I had
learned to appreciate them, and had acquired confidence, which alone greatly lessens them.
The usual route from this part of the country to
Peshiiwer leads along the banks of the Indus to
KQa B k h , famous for its salt mountains, and
thence by Shakr D a m to Kohh, in Bangash. I had
been recommended to follow this route, both that
it was considered the safer, and that it was likely
I should receive every assistance from Ahmed
K h h , the chief of I& KhCl, a town on the road
south of Kkla Biigh, who had so great a predilection for Feringhh, that the fame thereof was bruited
throughout the county. As Mr. Elphinstone's
mission in 1809 had traversed this route, I decided
to follow the unfrequented one of Marwat and
BannG.
Such is the reputation of the P a t h s inhabiting
these countries, that fiiquirs or mendicants are deterred from entering them. Placing my trust in
Divine Providence, I resolved to commit myself
amongst them, and accordingly one evening I turned my back upon the town of Tik, and, alone, took
the road. A northernly course of some five or six
miles brought me near a village, when the clouds
gathered and threatened rain. I seated myself
under a karita bush while the ahower fell, which
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continued inti1 the approach of night. I then left
my quarters and entered the village to find out a
place of shelter and repose. I found a company
of individuals, seated in a small hut, or shed. One
of them conversed with me, and questioned me as
to my country and religion. On being answered, an
European and Christian, he informed his companions that Hbarat Id, or our Saviour, was an
ass3 or genuine Patiin. This agreeable communication ensured for me a hearty reception, and
excited a little curiosity, to gratify which a fire was
kindled that my features might be the better observed. The best entertainment the village afforded
was produced, and in such quantitiw that I was
compelled to cry quarter. The assertor of our
Saviour's Patiin lineage, who proved to be a Saiyad,
made himself particularly busy, and provided me
with a snug place to sleep in, and plenty of warm
clothing.
I n the morning, a march of four or five cosses
cleared me of the villages of Tilt, and I moved
direct across the country, towards a break in the
encircling hills, through which I waa given to
understand the road led to Marwat.
On reaching a cultivated spot, without habitations,
but where some people were engaged in reaping the
corn, I inquired of them as to the road. They
strongly urged me not to venture done, for I should
infallibly be murdered. Their representations were
so forcible, and so earnestly made, that I was inVOL. I.
a
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duced to take their advice, and turned off in a
western direction, with the view of gaining a small
town and fort, called KGndi, which they had designated, and where, as the high road led from it to
Marwat, it was possible I might find companions
for the journey. I n my progress to this place I
encountered a man, who drew his sword, and was
about to sacrifice me as an infidel Sikh. I had
barely the time to apprise him that I waa a Feringhi,
when he instantly sheathed his weapon, and, placing
his arm around my waist in a friendly mode, conducted me to a village near at hand, where I was
hoepitably entertained. I here learned that KGndi
was a corn distant, and therefore resumed my route.
As I approached it an old man, tending goafs,
seized a small bundle I carried. I expostulated
with him ss well as I could, and prayed him not to
compel me to employ force to make him let go hi^
hold, assuring him at the same time that I did not
intend he should make t b bundle booty; but he
seemed obstinate in his deeiQ;n. He had merely a
stick, and, I could easily have vanquished him ; but
shame deterred me from striking so aged and enfeebled a being. Other persons made their appearanoe, and obviated the necessity of contest. They
asked who I wae, and on my replying a Feringhi,
they pushed the OM man away, and rebuked him
for his audacity. He swore on hie faith aa a MGssulmh, that he had not intended robbery, and that
he supposed I was a HindG. I was led into the

.
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village, and regaled with bread and buttermilk. I
waa here informed, to my great satisfiwtion, that
a party was then in the village that would proceed in the m o r = g by the route I intended to
follow ; its destination bemg Peshiiwer. I found the
party to consist of a SBiyad of Peshiiwer, and his
attendants, with a miinshi of Sirwar K h b the
chief of Ti&, who had, besides other articlee, two
fine camels in charge, as presents to S W Mk
homed K h h , one of the Peshgwer s i r d h . I had
heard of this Saiyad at Ti&, but understood that he
was on a mission from Ahmed Shhh, the pretended
champion of I s l h , in the Yusef Zai country, and
that his object waa to procure funds from old Sirwar in aid of the good cause. I now became instructed that he was an agent of SGlth MWmed
K h b , which did not, however, militate against
his using his exertions to advance the pugnacious
Saiyad's views, although in doing so he was consulting neither the wishes nor advantage of his liege
lord and marster. The great, in these countries,are
but indifferently served.
On paying my respects to the Saiyad, I was most
civilly redeived, and assured of assistance and protection during the journey. I esteemed my fortune
great in meeting with this man, aa in his society
all doubts and misgivings as to the perils of the
route vanished. KGndi had a fort, the residence
of Ahmed K h h , the governor, a respectable man;
who might be allowed to be, what he himself told
a

e
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the Saiyad he was, a good Path, and a faithful
vassal of Sirwar K h b . H e had a garrison of one
hundred men, KGndi being a frontier post on the
BannG side. W e had an opportunity of observing
it waa necessary ; for towards evening the alarm was
beat, and the .soldiers hastened to the plain, the
marauders of BannG having issued from their hills
and approached the place., They, however, retired,
and Ahmed K h h , before re-entering his fort, exercised his few mounted attendants in firing their
matchlocks, and in practice with their lances. The
greater part of his soldiers were on foot, men of
small stature, and clothed in black or dark dresses.
They were Rohillas, or A f g h h mountaineers. We
were provided with a repast of fowls in the evening,
Ahmed K h h having received the party as guests ;
and early on the next morning we started, accompanied by a guide, for Marwat.
A march of about seven cosses, the road tolerably
good, brought us to the mouth of the pass through
the hills; when our guide solicited his dismissal,
urging his fear to attend us farther. The paasage
through th& hills, which are of small elevation,
was generally wide and convenient. About midway were a number of natural wells, or cavities in
the rocks, where numbers of people, men and
women, were busy in filling their massaks, or skins,
with water. These they transport on asses and
bullocks. They had come hither from a distance
of five and six cosses, belonging to the villages on
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the plain of Marwat. The water may be good and
wholesome, but was unpalatable, having been strongly
imbued with a flavour from the numerous skins continually plunged into it. A woman recognized me
to be a Feringhi from the c+p I wore;-the
recognition was productive only of a little innocent
mirth.
On gaining the ascent of the lmt hill in this
small range of elevations, on which was an extensive burial place, the pldm of Marwat and BannG
burst upon the sight. The numerous villages, marked by their several groups of trees, the yellow
tints of the ripe corn-fields, and the fantastic forms
of the surrounding mountains, presented, in their
union and contrast, s, splendid scene. In front and
to the west, the distant ranges exhibited a glorioue
spectacle, from their pure whiteness, diversified by
streaks of azure, red and pearly grey, These beautiful and commanding features of the landscape
were enhanced by the charm of an unclouded sky.
I was lost in wonder and rapture on contemplating
this serene yet gorgeous display *of nature, and
awoke from my reverie but to lament that the
villany of man should make a hell where the
Creator had designed a paradise,% train of thought
forced upon my mind when I thought of the lawless tribes who dwell in, or wander over these
delightful scenes.
The distant hills, which here appeared to so much
advantage, were, I presume, the snowy range of

Sefdd Koh, which separates K h b , or the country
of the JBjis and TGris, from the valleys of Jell&labLd, together with the variously coloured hills,
which etretch westward from KUa B k 4 and in
which the salt-mines are found.
Three or four cosses brought us to the first of
the villages on the plain, which we passed, and then
successively several others. In this part of our
route I went to some reapers, at a little distance
from the road, to ask for water. On learning that I
was a Feringhi, they put themselves to the trouble
of fetching some, which was cool, and Bad been
lying in the shade. At length we entered a village,
where we found the people in a group, sitting on a
prepared mound of earth, raised close to the masjit,
or place of prayers, engaged in discourse, and
amoking the chillam. Similar mounds are found in
all the villages of Marwat, and appropriated to the
same social purposerr, while they have the same location, viz. near to the masjits. Our Saiyad explained to the assembly the objects of his journey,
which had made him their visitor ; and buttermilk
was brought for the party. The houses were neatly
constructed, principally of reeds, the climate and
lack of rain rendering more substantial dwellings
unnecessary. In this, as in every other village, were
two or three Hindi5 banyas. A M h e r march of
two cosses, during which we passed a large pond of
muddy rain-water, brought us to a village, where we

-
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halted to e8e8pe the heat of the day, which had
become very opprmive.
I waa here well received, and attra&ed much
notice. I was lodged in the mjit by myself, my
friends of the party being elsewbere accommodated.
This erection waa neatly and commodiously built on
an elevation ; a chrh&pM, or cot, was furnished me
to repose upon, and large supplies of bread and milk
were brought for my repast. Moreover, the village
barber waa produced, and cut the nails of my fingers
and toes, which were deemed to require an operation ; and my friends of the village continued their
various attentions, shampooing me against my will,
but m v i d I mu& like what they liked themselves, until I signified my wish to take a little
wet.

In the afternoon we left this village for Lakki, a
town distant about six coasea, to which the plain
gradually descends, the river of KhGram flowing in
the hollow. A little beyond the village we demended into an enormous ravine, of great depth; in
crossing it, so intenee was the heat that perspiration was copiously excited. This fracture appeared
to extend llcrose the country from east to west. In
the evening we arrived a t Lakki ; two or three vill a p , with much cultivation, stretching to the left.
This is a town with pretty good bamr, and is seated
on the river of KhGram, a fine streanl. I t may be
said to be defenceless ; the residence of the chief

ROBBERS,

authority, here called t.he malek, although styled the
killa, or fort, not meriting that appellation.
Our party was entertained by the malek, and we
supped on fowls and pillau. In the morning we
wereallowed a mounted guide, armed with sword
and spear, to conduct us to the villages of BannG.
Crossing the river, which at this season of the year
( I believe about the modh of May) was but kneedeep, we ascended the gentle rise of the opposite
plain, on which was seated a village. Our Saiyad
did not think prudent to enter it, but the guide
went there to obtain some information relative to
our route, before we attempted it. The result being,
I presume, satisfactory, we etarted a c m s a barren,
uninhabited plain, in extent about ten cossea, and
chequered occasionally with small stunted bushes
and dwarf trees, mostly mimosas. In one spot
were two or three holes, containing muddy water,
sufficient to allay the thirst of the caaual passenger, but not adequate to supply the wants of
large parties. Passing a large burial ground, we
neared the villages of BannG. On reaching a
place where we found deposits of muddy rain-water,
we fell in with six or seven robbers, armed to the
t.eeth. They did not, however, attack us, although
on the look out for spoil, the party being protected
by the m c t i t y of the Saiyad, whose holy character
was made known t.o them. They were also told that
I was a Feringhi ;and as I was about helping myself
to water from t.he deposit near to which they were
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standing, they obligingly pointed out another place,
where the water was clearer or less muddy. From
this spot.the surface of the plain w& a little more
wooded, but still slightly. On our road we met a
man with an axe in his hand, who, on being told of
the party we had just left at the water, r e t d hie
steps ; he was very thankful for the information, and
eaid that he should have lost his axe. Where the
plain ceased, we again crossed the river of KhGram.
Its course was here rapid and over a stony bed, but
the depth was shallow. W e then came upon cultivated ground, and the villages and caatles. As we
p a d by t h w , the inhabitants, who were generally
sitting outside the gates, would rise and pay their
reepects and salutations, judging, from the demure
aspect of the Saiyad, as well as from his white turban, that he was a descendant of the Prophet, or, like
one, had saintly pretensions ; perhaps also conscious
that no strangers but those armed with a sacred
character would venture amongst them. W e halted
at a town called Naggar, of tolerable size, and
walled in ; but its defenceg much injured by time,
were neglected. The bazar I did not see, but conclude it was pretty large, from the number of
HindGs I noticed: Before we reached Naggar we
pawed a large encampment of VazWrs, who had
come bere for the sake of paeture, which waa abundant. W e were duly provided with lodgings, and
the malek came and sat with US, bringing his musicians and falconers-the latter to display his state,

-.
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aad the fonner to beguile our tedium. H e was a
young man, dreseed gaily in silks of gaudy coloum,
and rather trifling in his manners. H e directed his
attention to me, and, amangst many queatioq inquired what I m u l d wish prepared for my evening's
meal. He ww surprised to find that anything prepared for himself would be agreeable to me. He
farther desired me to write him something that
he might wear, as a charm, around hie neck. Not
wishing to take tha trade of my companion, the
Saiyad, out of his hands, I protested that I poaseseed
no supernatural power or secret. On which the Saiyad
wribbled m e t h i n g on a scrap of paper, which waa
reverentially reeeived by the malek. Conferring
charme and antidotes against accidents and diseaaee
is one of the m e w employed by Saiyada and others
to impose upon the credulity of the ignorant, who,
however, are very willingly imposed upon.
Matters were going on very amicably, when a
soldier recognized in the horse of the TBk mhnshi,
or vakil,
he now announced himself, an animal
that had been stolen from himself. Much altertion ensued, the Naggar people insisting upon the
delivery of the home, and the mlinshi refusing to
comply, maintaining that his master, the nawslb, had
purchased it. This dispute detained us the next
day ; nor were we d e r e d to proceed the following
one until papers were given, and it was agreed that
some one should go'to Tzik to receive the value of
the horse. A singularity attended t,his horse, as it
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waa named by the people the ~ i r i n ~horse,
h i being
branded with numbers and a croes. It had been, as
they asserted, rejected from the cavalry service in
India. On this account they often referred to me,
and urged, that the marks did not allow them to be
mistaken ae t.o the animal.
This f f i i r armnged, we resumed our journey;
and in our progress this day over a well-cultivated
country, were saluted by nearly every individual we
met with a cordial shake of the hand, and the Paehto
greeting of " Urkalah A$,"
or " You are welcome."
I knew not how t.o reconcile this friendly bebsviour
with the eharader for ferocity I had heard of thaw
people, and was gratified to discover that, if implacable abroad, they were poseeased of urbanity at
home. Every house here on the plain, without the
towns, where numbers impart a feeling of security,
is indeed a castle and fortified ; and it would appear
that the feu& existing in the community render it
imperakire that every individual should adopt precautionary measurn for his safety. The advocate of
anarchy, in eontemplating so precarious a atate of
society, might learn to prize the advantagee conferred by a mild and well-regulated government, as
he might be induced to concede a little of his
n a t d right, in preference to existing in a state of
licentious independence, as the savage inhabitant of
Bannh, continually dreading and dreaded.
Near the houses, or castles, were generally small
copses of mulberry treea, and occasionally a few
'
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plum-trees, and vines, were intermingled with them.
Water was most plentiful, and conducted over the
soil in numberlea canals. W e halted this day a t
another good-sieed town, and were kindly received
by the malek. H e was very civil to me, and wished
me to stay some time with him, and rest myself,
pointing out the toils attendant upon the long march
through the hills in front, which he eaid I should
not be able to accomplish, as my feet were already
blistered. H e mured me that I should be paid every
attention, and that a goat should be furnished every
day for my food. He seemed to think that Feringhb
ate voraciously of animal food. I n the evening he
ordered some of his men to practise firing at a target,
for my diversion ; and one of his reasons for wishing
my stay, I believe, was, that I might teach his men
always to hit the mark, which, from what I observed
of their dexterity now, they never contrived to do.
This malek was superior to his brother chief of
Naggar both in yeam and wisdom, and he was so
frank and courteous, that we were glad to stay a
day in the town as his guests. W e occupied the
principal masjit, in which the effects of the party
were lodged--and the camel saddles, which were
pIentifully garnished with silver ornaments, were
covered with linen, the better to elude observation.
The men of the party had gone to the malek's house,
his family, no doubt, having ample need of many of
the Saiyad's charms, leaving a youth, of twelve to
fourteen years of age, in charge of the property. I
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was also reposing there. The youth closed the
doors of the masjlt, and h t e n e d them inside, refusing admittance to persons, who, it proved, were
weavers of cotton stu& and accustomed to lodge
their machinery, when their labour was over, in the
house of God. They insisted upon being allowed
entrance. The youth was stedfast in denial ; and we
were assailed by stones, ejected through apertures in
the walls. They rained in upon us so copiously
that the urchin, apprehensive of the result of a siege,
became bewildered, and opened the doors, when
the assailants poured in; and the covers of the camelsaddles being removed, the silver ornaments were
exposed to observation. The youth was smartly
beaten by two or three of them ; and he, in turn,
espying the miinshi's sword, unsheathed it, and compelled his opponents to fly. H e pursued them,
sword in hand and bursting with rage, into the
town. At this stage of the business the Saiyad
and his companions returned. One of them was
despatched to inform the malek of the outrage ; but,
it proving that no offence had been intended, the
ffiir terminated. The people were particularly
anxious that I, being a stranger, should be convinced that no robbery had been designed, and that
the saddles were uncovered merely to satisfp curiosity. The HindGs even seemed so concerned for
the good repute of the place that many of them
came to me upon the subject, and they assured me,
that had I wealth not to be counted it would be
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secure in this town. There was an impression here,
and I had noted it also a t Naggar, that the property
with the party belonged to me : indeed, that my
companions were my servants, and that my poverty was assumed the better to p through the
country.
The next morning we were provided with a guide
to conduct us through the mountains, and a small
home waa preeented by the malek to our hiyad.
As we took h v e , the malek, with apparent sincerity, again urged me to stay with him some time,
and let my h t get well. H e pointed to the hills I
had to cross, and seemed seriously to think I should
break down on the road. W e were not far, or more
than three or four miles from the skirt of the hill,
to which we directed our oourse. A t a village near
the town we had just left I was accosted by three or
four persons, who told me they were sent by M5r
Kammaradin, with hie sal4m and request that I
would wait for him, as he would be at the town
from whiah we had started, on the morrow. I aaked,
who is Mir Kammaradin, and was told a ffiquh. I
reasoned, what have I to do with a fiiquir, or why
should I on his account delay my journey. The
messengers, while testifying extreme anxiety that I
should wait for their mrrster, were unable to advance
a better motive for my doing so than the wish of
the Mr. I had preceded my companions; when
they came up, I inquired of them who M'rr Kammaradin was, and they said, slightingly, '' A fiqulr
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who has been to Delhi." This answer did not increase my desire to see him, and I dismissed his
messengers. Subsequently, when I reached Peshiiwer, I found that the Wu was a highly respected
p'u, who had been very useful to Mr. Moorcroft,
and that the Vaeiris were his morids, and looked up
to him as their hiritual guide-that
on this masion he wse about to make his annual progreaa
amongst them, to receive their offerings and hie
dues. In conversation with his son at Chamkanni
the young man observed truly, that I had lost an
excellent opportunity of visiting the V d 5 under
the protection of his father ; that I might have seen
what no Feringhi had ever seen, and have filled my
book with extraordinary things. To obviate the
chagrin experienced when I became apprised of
the chance I had suffered to slip away, I endeavoured to persuade myself that " whatever is is
beet ;" yet I have often felt regret, although a w m
that the case was one in which regret was useleaa.
The country of Marwat can scrtrcely be considered independent, revenue, or tribute, being occasionally exacted from it by the naw& of Dth,
whose supremacy ie not, however, acknowledged.
None of his officers reside in the country, the
inhabitants being left to their own control ; and
any demands he makes upon them, require to be
supported by hrce.
Wheat appeared to be the only grain cultivated,
and: goats their principal stock. Horses were few,
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as were sheep and horned cattle, while asses were
more numerous. The heat was very intense, and
the season was more forward than at Pesh6wer.
The great evil of this country is the want of a
due supply of water. For the crops, dependence
is placed upon rain; and bands, or mounds, are
constructed to collect and to divek upon the lands
the bounty of the clouds. I t is clear that in dry
seasons the agricultuPist will be dh-d.
Water
for domestic purposes is brought from long distances; the few pools of rain-water, being judged
unfit for such use, are set aside for cattle.
The villages of Marwat have a cleanly appearance, and the inhabitants, if rude, are yet frank
and manly in their manners. They are one of
the ram,--and there are many such amongst the
A f g h b , although all am not so,-who
have nothing frivolous in their character. If not altogether amiable, t.hey are at least steady and respectable. There is no single authority established in
Marwat, the aeveral villages being governed by
their own maleka, or rather influenced by them.
They are independent of each other, but combine
in cases of invasion, or other matters affecting the
interests of the community at large.
The country of Bannti has great advantages in
a large extent of fertile soil, and in an abundant
supply of water, which can be turned with facility upon the lands. Favoured by climate, its apability of yielding a variety of produce is very.

.
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great. The good people who hold it are not, however, enterprizing or experimental agriculturists, and
beeides wheat, rice, mbng, and a little sugar-cane,
sir-ch6b, or turmeric, is the only plant, of foreign
growth originally, which haa been introduced.
There is so much pasture-land in BannG that,
without inconvenience to their own cattle, the
natives can allow their neighbours, the Vaziris, to
graze their flocks and horses upon it. There are
many groves of date-trees in one portion of the
plain, regarded, perhaps justly, in these countries
as evidences of fertility. The reason may be,
that they are sure indications of water, it being
observed, that without that desideratum being at
hand, they cannot thrive. Cattle, of course, are
plentiful in BannG, and in all kinds of rural wealth
the inhabitants may be pronounced rich.
On the same plain as Marwat the BannG pew
ple have, besides a difference in their costume, a
smaller stature than the inhabitants of the former
place. The Mamati is generally clad in coarse
white linen, in much the same manner as theP a t h s on the banks of the Indus. The people of
RannG wear dark clothing, and are fond of 1Gng h ' i with ornamental bqrders. Both in dress and
appearance they assimilate with the mountain
tribes. They, are very brave, and remarkable for
entertaining an esprit de pys. They are eloquent in eulogiums upon their country, and the
exclamation, " My own dear BannG !" in frequently
VOL. I.
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uttered by them. The authority is vested in the
respective maleks, some of whom, those living in
t o m are enabled to retain followers in pay, as
they derive a money revenue from the HindGs
residing in tbem. They have, however, little or
no power without their towns, every occupant of
a fort being his own master, while he neither
pays tribute nor acknowledges submission to any
one. This state of things, while opposed to the
ambition of an individual, is favourable to cherishing that spirit which preserves the independence of the society at large; and the more powerful do not think their interests would be served
by altering it. The system of equality, while
productive of more or less internal commotion, is
admirably effective when circumstances call for
mutual exertion ; and all parties, laying aside their
private animosities, in such cases, heartily unite
in defence of the public freedom; in the advan$ages of which all participate.
It is possible that BannG may formerly have
been much more populous, and that its government was better regulated; for i t will be remembered, that three or four centuries ago the
high road, followed from Kibal to India, led
through it, as we find in the history of TaimGr's
expedition. That this route was open at a much
earlier period is evident from the notices of the
MQhomedan invasion of the county, the armies
of the Caliphs having clearly advanced through
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BannG and KhGram, upon Ghazni, then, it would
appear, the capital of the country. Hurreeou, where
a great battle is noted to have been fought between the prince of Ghazni and the RIGssulmih
invaders, is plainly the modern Hari-&b, (the Tryab
of some mapa,) in KhGram. Of a prior state of
prosperity, the actual towns in BannG may be accepted aa testimonies - for it is more natural to
consider them as feeble vestiges of the past than
as creations of recent days. They even yet carry
on a considerable traffic, and nearly engross that
with the mountain Vaziris. In every village of
Marwat and of BannG there are weavers of coarse
cottons, called karbh, but in the towns of BannG
are looms employed in the fabric of finer goods,
both of cotton and silk, particularly 1Gnghis. The
HindGs in the two towns I visited were too cheerful to allow me to suppose that they were harshly
treated, or that they lived in insecurity.
Miihiirdjj6 Ranjit Singh once marched with an
army of twenty-five thousand men to Lakki, on
the KhGram river. H e exacted thirty thousand
rupees, but did not judge it prudent or oonvenient to make a permanent settlement in the country, asyit is said, he had contemplated.
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W E soon arrived at the entrance into the hills,
where we found capacious reservoirs of excellent
water. The whole of the day was occupied in the
ascent and deacent of mountains, of great elevation.
A few VazX huts, of miserable appearance, occurred
in some of the water courses. Our people procured
fire from the inhabitants; and did not wish me to
make myself too conspicuous. W e halted awhile
at a spot where two or three vines were hanging
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over a spring of water, and were joined by several
persons, although we did not see their habitations.
I did not consider we were in any particular
danger amongst these hills ; indeed, so far aa I could
judge, in none. The Vaziris, although notorious
robbers, in common with other lawless tribes, regard the descendants of their Prophet with awe,
and a feeling of respectful reverence, and esteem
themselves fortunate to receive their benedictions,
and other little aids their superstition teaches them
to think essential, which they (the Saiyads) liberally bestow, as they cost them little. W e had,
moreover, the Bannii guide with us, whose protection would probably have availed us more, in case
of need, than the hallowed character of the Saiyad ;
the Vaz& and people of BannG being on a good
understanding, one party would consequently be
careful not to invalidate a safe conduct afforded by
the other. It was clear also, that the malek, a
prudent man, had given us a steady and trustworthy guide. While it was yet daylight we
passed around the brow of a hill, opposite to which,
and separated by a water-course, was a much higher
one, on whose summit were a series of walls, describing the ancient fortress, named in these parts, KiXr
K6t, or the infidel's fortress. Above the path we
were following, the rocke were so arranged, that
I waa doubtful whether the peculiarity of structure
waa the effect of art 'or of the sportive hand of
nature. They wore the appearance of decayed
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buildings, while on the verge of the hill was a
parapet, or what so nearly resembled it that, in
the cursory view my time permitted me to take,
I did not dare make up my mind respecting it, and
I would have been very glad, had not the fear of
losing my company prevented me from etaying, to
have satisfied myself.
K&fr K6t is believed by the natives to have
existed before the M&omedan invasion of India.
The stones employed in its construction are represented to be of wonderful dimensions. I have been
told by a gentleman who has visited it, that he did
not consider it so ancient, as there are embrasures
for artillery in the towers. The natives, in reply
to this objection, affirm that the embraaures are
modern additions. The fortress has long since
been abandoned, owing, it is said, to water being
distant. This is one of those placea which deserved a more rigid iiispection. A line of massive wall, wherever found, is styled by the present
inhabitants of these regions, Kkfr K6t, or Killa
Kkfr, equivalent and general terms, which, in
most instances, ill explain the nature of the remains of antiquity on which they are conferred.
So far from having been originally places of defence,
the greater number of them denote the sepulchral
localities of by-gone races. In t.he remote and sequestered sites in which they are found, it is inconceivable that large t o m s and fortresses should
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have been fixed; the former could not have flourished, and the latter would have been of no utility.
Whatever may be the character of Klfr K6t, it
would have afforded me pleasure to have visited it,
particularly as, with reference to its adaptation as a
fortress in modern times, it has sometimes occurred
t o me, that it may be the Naggar mentioned by
the historians of AmGr Taimir as in the vicinity of
BannG, although i t will have been noted that there
is a Naggar in the district of BannG itself.
Night overtook us amongst the hills, and our
guide was desirous that we should rest and await
the mom ; to which the Saiyad would not consent.
A t length, to our great joy, we cleared them, and traversing for about two cosses a broken and stony
plain, where the white pink grew abundantly in a
state of nature, we arrived, after the period of the
last prayers, at a village, seated on the skirt of another and smaller range of hills. Here we occupied
the masjit ; and the malek, notwithstanding the late
hour, ordered his people to make ready a repast of
rice, deeming it incumbent to show attention to the
Ki Sdhib who had honoured him with his company.
A tsiviz, as usual, repaid the hospitality. This march
my friends computed at twenty-four cosses of road
distance; and from its difficult nature, my feet became exceedingly painful, although I had occasionally been seated on the horses and camels. As we
entered this village our guide from BannG took his
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leave, saying, that the people here were his enemies.
H e hoped that we were satisfied with him,and shook
all our hands in turn.
A t daybreak next morning we ascended the
hills, our route over which was visible from the village. W e crossed three successive ranges, of considerable altitude, although very inferior in that respect to the great mountains of the former march.
Our route led westernly, until we crosaed a small but
rapid stream, after which we turned to the north.
The hills since leaving BannG had been tolerably
well-wooded, although they produced no timber
trew. In these smaller ranges the quantity of wood
increased, and pomegranate, with other wild fruittrees, were abundant. In t,he valleys and water
courses a variety of aloe was constant.ly seen. W e
at length came into a valley of considerable extent,
and halted during t,he heat of the day in a small
copse, where weavers were occupied with their
labours, and close to a village, at the skirt of the
hills to the right hand. Our morning's repast was
provided by these weavers, who set before us cakea
of bread, beautifully white, which I found were prepared from j G t X flour. On crossing the stream just
mentioned, the party refreshed themselves with the
water. A tin vessel was given to me by the Saiyad,
who afterwards replenished it, and handed it to one
of the TBk camel-drivers. The man refused to
drink from it, as I had used it, aeserting, that I was
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not a MGssulmiin. The Saiyad smiled. I had often
found that in towns the low and ignorant, especially
such ae had visited India, would reject any vessel I
had touched, alleging that Europeans ate swine,
and, moreover, dogs, jackals, &c. Men of sense and
condition were not troubled with like scruples, and
from them I heard of no such indecent remarks.
Europeans have certainly an evil reputation for not
being very choice in their food. There is a saying,
t,hat a MGssulmiin may eat with a Jew, but should
never sleep in his house; with a Christian, on the
contrary, he should never eat, but may sleep beneath
his roof. It is supposed that the Jew rises many
times during the night, with the intent to slay his
guest.
In the afternoon our party resumed their journey,
proceeding up the valley which leads to H h g G rand
Kohit. The scenery is extremely diversified, and
many of the trees were charged with flowers,
unknown to me. Beneath the hills, on the opposite side of the valley, were two or three villages
with houses built of stonw, as the structures
here universally are. Small copses of fruit-trees
were always seen near the villages, the vine, the
plum, and the peach. I was so exhausted this day
that I lagged behind the party. The camel drivers
also, having discovered that I was not a MGssulrnh,
declined to allow me to ride their animals, although
requested to do so by the Saiyad. I did not re-
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member the name of the place where it was intended to pass the night, but I followed the high
road until it branched off into two directions.
I might have been perplexed, but a shepherd hailed
me, and told me to take the road to the right. H e
had been instructed by my friends to point it out to
me. I was soon overtaken by an armed man, but I
could understand little of what he said, his dialect
being Pashto. I saw, however, that he intended to
be very civil. I n his company I arrived at a village, where I found the Saiyad and his party, and
where we passed the night. The village was called
Ahmed Kozah, and had a amall bazar.
I n the morning, we traced a road skirting the
hills to the left, the valley to the right having considemble expansion, with two or three villages, and
much cultivation. In the course of our progress
we passed many small groves of mulberry and other
trees, where masjits were erected, with dependent
and contiguous wells of water, serving at once as
places of repose and refreshment to the weary passenger, and for devotion. The union of these objects I judged extremely decorous and commendable, and as reflecting credit on MGssulmih manners
and hospitality. I often availed myself of them on
this day, for the sad state of my feet did not allow
me to keep pace with my friends. I had long descried, on the summit of a lofty hill, a white tomb,
arriving parallel to which was the small town of
HhgG, in a recess of the hills, with numerous
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gardens, or orchards of fruibtrees, in its vicinity.
I t was said, I believe, to be eight cosses distant
from Ahmed Kozah.
I was here conducted to the chief, SadG K h h , a
son of the Nawbb Samad K h h , who resides at Kbbal.
He received me courteously, and invited me to stay
some days with him; to which I had no difficulty
i n consenting, as the road was not now so dangerous, and companions could at all times be procured. The Saiyad and his party had, I found,
passed on without halting here, the reason for
which, although I knew not at the t.ime, became
manifest in a few days by the events which developed thex~lselves. I was utterly incapable of
keeping up with them, and felt no anxiety for
the few effects in charge of the good man, which
I was certain to recover whenever I reached
Pesh6wer.
H h g b comprises perhaps three hundred houses,
and has a small bazar, the Hind6 houses in which
aie built of mud. The fort, in which the chief
dwelt, was built of stones, and defended by jinjiils.
The situation of this little town is very pretty,
and it is bounteously provided with water, many
fine springs issuing from the adjacent rocks, and
forming a rivnlet, which winds through the valley in the direction of Kohkt. I n its numerous
orchards were the vine, the apple, the plum, the
peach, the common mulberry, and the shkhtGt,
or royal mulberry, as here called. I t may be
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noted, that the common mulberry of these countries is not that of Great Britain (the morus
n i p ) , the latter being what is called the s h a tGt, or royal mulberry, at KAbal. This term, as
at HhgG, and the countries to the south and east,
. is applied to a very different tree, which is not
known at Ktbal, and produces long taper fruit, of
colours both red and white. I also observed the
bramble, or blackberry-bush, scrambling over the
hedges. Sadfi K h b had a small flower-garden,
which he tended himself. This young chief was far
more respectable in appearance and behaviour than
the great men I had been, of late, accustomed to
see; he was indeed a well-bred Dfiriini. He was
allowed by his people to be of amiable disposition,
and was considered a devout MGssulmh, which
meant, I presume, that he was punctual in the
observance of prayers and fasting. Yet he had,
like most men, his foible-also a common one in
the east,-he was addicted to kimia, and had expended much time and treasure in the idle search
of the great secret, which would, it is believed,
enable the discoverer to make gold at discretion.
A few day's after my abode here, intelligence was
suddenly received of the approach of a hostile force
from Peshhwer. SadG . K h b immediately collected
the revenue due to him, and proceeded with his
followers to KohAt, where his elder brother, MQhomed O m h K h b resided. The brothers, in consultation, concluding it was impossible to repel the
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invasion, returned to H b g G ; and taking all their
property with them, evacuated the country, and
retired, by a mountain route, to Kiibal, which I was
told they would reach in eight days. With MC
homed O s m b K h b were two or three elephants,
and a numerous z e n h . I now understood why
the Saiyad had not halted here ; he must have heard
of the expected movement, and was aware t.hat, as
an agent. of S u l t b Miihomed K h b , he would have
been liable to detention, and that the presents he
was conveying would, in all probability, have been
taken from him.
I had a good opportunity of passing on to Kkbal,
had my feet justified the t.hought that I could have
kept company with the retiring host. Although
improved by rest., they were not yet quite well, so
I scarceIy entertained the idea. I had also a few
papers amongst my effects in the Saiyad's charge,
to which I at.tached a value at the time, and did
not wish to lose, although i t subsequently proved
that I was unable to preserve them.
H h g 6 having been abandoned by its chief, I had
no inducement t.o remain there, and accordingly
proceeded up the valley on the road to Kohlit. The
scenery was extremely beautiful, the valley never
very broad, in turn contracting and expanding, but
always well filled with trees, generally mulberrytrees, I presume indigenous, whose fruits were now
ripe. Villages occasionally occurred, in all of which
I was kindly received. Near one of these I met

.
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a small reconnoitring party from the Peshiiwer force.
The leader asked me a few questions, but at the same
time assured me that he had no intention to molest,
or interfere with me, a stranger. At a village
called Lo, a saiyad made me his guest, under the
idea that, as a Feringhi I must be acquainted with
some secret, which he hoped I would impart to
him. Here were a profusion of springs of water,
and many gardens of plum-trees and vines, the
latter supporting themselves on the branches of
the former. In this village, as in the other ones
I had passed, the HindGs had deserted their dwellings, having paid the year's impost to their old
rulers, and being fearful to be compelled to pay it
over again to their new rulers.
From Lo I continued my route up the valley,
delighted with its picturesque appearance. A t
length I met a second party of mounted men, attended by two or three fellows, running on foot.
The latter stopped me, and searched me so roughly
t.hat my shirt was rent. Addressing myself to the
leader, who told me his name was FaizGlah K h b , I
remonstrated in strong language against such cowardly treatment, and asked him if he did not think
he ought to be ashamed of himself. H e expressed
regret that my shirt had been rent, but directed
'lrMQhomed
one of the men to escort me to Y
KhCn, the commander of the in~vadingforce. The
fellow instantly seized my shirt collar; on which
I bestowed a few ilnprecations on FaizGlah K h h ,
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who rebuked his myrmidon, and told him to conduct me decently, and not as a prisoner. The fellow t.hen took me by the hand. Pin Miihomed
K h h was the youngest of the four brother S i r d b
of Peshiiwer, and I found, with his troops, was close
at hand. W e soon came to the camp, located beneath t.he shade of mulberry-trees, and I was led
before the chief, who happened to be passing along
in a pdki. H e silently acknowledged my salutation, and was told by t.he man who brought me,
that I had been met on the road, but had no papers.
The man was dismissed, and I was taken to t,he
darbh, which the S i r d b was now proceeding to
hold. H e was very sulky, and did not address a
word to me, although at. times he took a minute
survey of me. The various minor chiefs were very
civil, and supplied me with fruit, unripe plums,
wbich, by t,he avidity with which they devoured
them, they seemed to prize more than I did. During t.his audience several messengers arrived, all
announcing the departure of t,he two brothers fmm
HiingG. Ph Miihomed K h h hypocritically expressed his satisfaction that they had adopted the
prudent part and declined battle ; observing, that
they were his relations (nephews), and MGssulmhs.
I had been seated by the side of Sh6kGr K h h , a
cousin of the Sirdiirs, the second in rank in the
camp, and of high reputation as a soldier. H e was
young, frank, and ingenuous, and his manly deportment testified that his character for valour was not
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exaggerated or undeserved. When the darbk
closed, he took me with him to his quarters, and
we were engaged in conversation and smoking the
hGhak, which he freely gave to me, until he was
summoned to the noon repast. in Pir Mihomed
KhWs tent; on which a young man, t,he son of
AbdGl W a a b K h h , a chief of consequence, took
me by the hand, and led me t o his quarters, telling
me I must be his p e s t while in the camp. My new
acquaintance, I found, had but lately returned from
LGdiiina, where he had been in the service of the
ex-king S6jah a1 MGlkh. H e there had become, in
some degree, familiar with Feringhh, and hence the
cause of his civility to me.
On the following morning the troops marched
for HhgG, a salute of artillery being first discharged, in honour of the conquest of the country.
I bade farewell to my friend, and took t.he road to
Kohkt. This place was situated mid-way between
the two towns, being six tosses from either. There
was a pretty village seated at the foot of an eminence in the midst of the valley, on whose summit
was a well-built t.omb. After proceeding about
three cosses the valley considerably widened, and
disclosed a large plain, a t the upper end of which
was t.he town of Kohh. The villages in this part
were riot so numerous.
On reaching Kohkt, I was entertained at the
h w of a mG116, being conducted there by a
young man, with whom I had joined company on
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the road. The town is seated on and about an
eminence, and is walled in. On a superior mound
is the citadel, not very formidable in appearance,
and much dilapidated. It serves for the abode of
the chief, and is furnished with a garrison. The
omp Bad of the place is agreeable, and the
whole has an aspect of antiquity, which H h g 6
has not. The h a r is considerable, and the HindGs have a brisk domestic trade. There are
some manufactures carried on, and that. of rifle
barrels is extensive, and of good reputation.
There are many gardens in the neighbourhood,
where the fruits, although neither very abundant
nor particularly esteemed, are those both of cold
and warm climates. The fruita of Kabal are seen
mingled with those of India -a mango tree, the
only one, indeed, of its species so far north on the
western side of the Indus, flourishes and ham
fruit, in company with apple and walnut trees.
The principal masjit in K o h h is a handsome edifice, comparatively speaking only. It is more distinguished by the baths belonging to it, which
are commodious, and filled by springs of water
gushing from the rock on which the masjit is
built. The water of K o h h is much vaunted for
its sanative properties; that of HhgG, although
beautifully transparent, is reputed to be unwholesome. Kohh, the capital of a province, is but
small; I question whether it contains five hundred houses.
VOL. I.
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The province of Kohlit, of which H h g 6 . is a
dependency, belonged to the Nawlib Samad K h h ,
one of the numerous sons of the celebrated Sarfarib, or PNmdar K h h , and therefore half-brother t.o the present rulers at Peshiiwer, Kkbal, and
Khdahar. Possessed of great wealth, he resided
at Klibal, and committed the government of Kohiit
to his sons. The revenue derived by Miihomed
O s m h K h h from Kohlit, and ita annexed lands
and villages, was said to be eighty thousand rupees; while that enjoyed by Sad6 K h h from
HhgG and its vicinity, was asserted to be twenty
thousand rupees.
The plain of Kohlit and the valley of H b g 6
are well cultivated and populous. Wheat is grown,
but the stony soil in many parts seems more adapted to the culture of maize, or jGii.rii as here called,
the quality of which ie excellent, and the returns large, while the flour makes admirable bread,
and is the general food of t.he inhabitants. The
great command of water, in many situations, is
made available for the irrigation of rice l a n k the
produce of which is ample and good. There is
reason to believe that the mountains of this province contain many curious mineral substances, as
well aa useful ones. Indifferent coal is found
generally on the surface, the .country being included in the great coal formation, which, whatever may be ita value, evidently extends for some
distance west of the Indus in these latitudes. I
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fesr the mountdnous character of the county
about KohBt, and thence to the Indus, will scarcely authorize the hope that this useful mineral will
ever be found but in veine too thin to repay the
labour of extracting it. Perhaps it may be in
greater quantity at KAnigoram, where it is found
in conjunction with iron, which ie constantly worked. But from this place to the Indue the transport would be difflcnlt. I have procured specimew of asbestus, said to occur in veine parallel
with the coal strata at KAnigoram; and both are
stated to be in a hill. Jet, and other bituminous
products, are also brought from the neighbourhood
of Kohiit, as well as fluid bitumen, or m G h . W e
are told of lapis lazuli, or a stone m m b l i n g it,
and of 'indications of copper, to be found in the
rocks between Kohiit and HhgG. It will have
been noted, that the mountains of Bangash are
well-wooded, therefore there is abundance of hel,
but there are no large timber trees. The climate
appeared to be temperate, and I should have sup
posed genial ;but it is complained that HhgG ie unhealthy, the cauee whereof ie referred to the water.
It is, in truth, buried, ae it were, in the hills; and
the circumstances which contribute to the pictuweque effect of its location may impair the
salubrity of ita atmoephere.
The inhabitants of the village8 in the valley
leading from HbgG to K o h h I discovered were
principally Shh, as are all the tribes of the
12
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TGria, their neighbours, although not so bigoted
as these; or, being under control, they are compelled to conceal their fervour. The TGrh are
very particular, and accustomed when they see a
stranger, to ask him if he is straight or crooked,
putting at the same time the fore-finger to their
foreheads, and holding it, first in a perpendicular
position, and then in a contorted one. If desiroue
to be civilly received, the stranger had better reply that he is straight, by which they understand
he is a Shh.
As the government of K o h h and H h g G is on
all sides surrounded by turbulent and predatory
tribes, it is always necessary to have a sufficient
body of troops in it, both to ensure internal peace
and to collect tribute from the dependent villages, who withhold it, if not enforced. The little village of Abmed Kozah had been but recently, I was informed, compelled to pay tribute
by Sad6 K h h .
About this time, or a little previous to my visit,
the Sirdsis of K h d a h G and PeshAwer, jealous of
the prosperity and growing power of their brother
Dost Mhhomed K h h at Kbbal, had concerted a
plan to attack him on either side. In furtherance
of this combination, the Peshtiwer army was to
have marched upon Jeliilabdd, while that of KAndahG was to advance upon G M . I n mticipation of the simultaneous movement, Pir Miihomed Khln had now possessed himself of Kohbt,
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as the Nawbb Samad K h b , although their brother was, from hicl residence at Kbbal, considered
in the interest of Dost Mihomed K h b . Whether he was SO or not,-and it did not follow that
he was,-the opportunity to acquire an accession of
territory, so conveniently situated, was too tempting to be neglected. It struck me, that the a p
proach of F
'u Mihomed K h h was entirely unexpected; and Sad6 K h h spoke of the whole
busin- as a moat flagitious one.
The plain of K o h h appears on all sides surrounded with hills; on the eummit of one of which,
to the north, is seen a watch-tower, by which the
road to Peshiwer leads. The ascent to this ie
long and difficult, and said to be dangerous, the
adjacent hills to the west being inhabited by
lawless tribes, who are not MGssulmh. They
may be Shik who would not be considered MGssulmkns by the orthodox SGni inhabitants of the
town of Kohbt. I, .however, having little to a p
prehend, as I had nothing to lase, started alone,
and made for the hills. Where the plain ceased,
a long and open darra, or valley, commenced, where
it was evident the Peshiwer troops had been for
some time encamped, prior to the retreat of M d
homed Osmln K h b from KohAt; and this valley
continued to the foot of the kotal, or pass. I ascended the mountain, and safely reached the summit, on which stood the tower, having met no one
on the road. ,The tower was deserted. From thie
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point a long descent brought me into a valley,
where were signs of cultivation. As I followed
the road through it, I was overtaken by a man,
who said nothing, but walked by my side. H e
offered me a piece of bread, which, to avoid giving
offence, I accepted. H e then picked up a blade
or two of gram, which he twisted, and still preserving silence, repaired a casualty in one of my
shoee. W e arrived at a pond of water, which I
was paasing, when my companion, who I had began to suspect, was dumb, asked me, if I would
not brink. W e now parted, his course being different to mine, and I rrgsin proceeded alone. I
soon arrived at a village mated up the hill to the
right, to which I went and rested awhile. The
water here is procured from a spring in the rocks
above the village, and this spot I also visited.
Beyond this village the valley contracted into
a defile, over which a substantial band, or rampart, had once been projected. It is now in ruins
and unheeded. Pessing this, the defile opens upon
a plain of large extent, and a village, distinguished
by itr, towers, is seen under the hills to the left.
Leaving the high road, which leads directly across
the plain, I struck off for the village, which was
named Bangi KhCl. I found a DGrhi there, with
hie servant, who told me that the village on the
hill which I had passed belonged to him, that is,
that he received the revenue from it. He regretbad that he had not met me there, as he could

.
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then have better shown me attention. As it was,
he was very civil.
In the morning he followed the road to his village ; and I was going to take that for PeshLwer,
when the Patiins of the village were so urgent
in entreating me to pass the day with them, that
I acceded. I was now led to the hitjra, or house
set apart for the accommodation of travellers, and
where, in the evening, the old and the young assemble, to converse, and smoke the chillam. Here
was hung up a musical instrument, for the use of
those who were qualified to touch its harmonious
strings. The water at this place was excellent,
but brought, I think, from some distance. Most
of the males went out during the day to the
fields, where the harvest was in progress, and they
sallied forth, fully armed with matchlock, sword,
and shield. I pasaed here the second night, and
the eneuing morning was about to leave, when an
idiot-who being unfit for labour, was unasked to
p e r f o q any, and therefore generally loitered about
the hGjra,--asked me for my cap. I could not
give it to him, as to walk bare-headed was out
of the question, on which account he might as
well have asked for my head. But he was not
satisfied unless he gained his point, and soon
evinced an inclination forcibly to acquire it. I
Bad received two or three slaps on the face, and
more buffets, and was at a loss what t o do with
the fellow, being averse to strike him, if it could

be avoided, when, luckily, some one appeared, and
I was enabled to get off before the matter had
grown serious, and while I yet retained the cap
coveted by the poor man. I speedily regained
the high road. The plain was partially cultivated
with wheat, and the parties engaged in cutting
it had always their arms piled near them. Beyond this space a fresh defile, amongst low hills,
led into a much larger valley, under the hills
encircling which, both to the right and left, were
villages and gardens. I hailed with pleasure these
appearances, as a token of my approach to a populous region. As I proceeded along the road two
horsemen galloped towards me from a small c o p e
of trees at some distance. I was considering what
might be their intention, having no thought but
that, at the best, they were soldiers of Ki Mghomed
K h h , and that I should again have my shirt
rent, and be searched for papers - when they
reached me, and one of them, before I could divine
what he was about to do, had dismountec, and
embraced my feet. What was my astonishment
when I beheld an old acquaintance, Saiyad Maemed, a DGrhS. of Pesh6wer ! H e had recognized
me, or rather I may say, the Feringhi cap, which I
had not long before been in danger of losing. H e
was so anxious that I should return with him for
two or three days to Kohlit, whither he was going
on business, that I was overcome by his entreaties
and his tears, although I questioned whether I
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might not as well have gone on ta PeshQwer. Saigad Miihomed took up his attendant behind him
on the horse he rode, and I put myself into the
vacant saddle. W e halted at no place on the
road, and by afternoon had reached Kohht, where
we put up with some relative of Saiyad M C
homed's.
Two or three days after my second abode at
Kohiit Fw Miihomed K h b returned from HbgG,
where he had left AbdGl W&ab K h b as governor.
In the evening, as I was taking a stroll, he also, in
c o r n of his evening's ride, came near me. Observing me, be turned his horn from the path,
and rode to me. He was now very civil, and asked,
moving to and fro his hand, why I had not.gone
to Kiibal. I told him I had neither horse nor money,
and asked, in turn, how I could go to Kiibal. " Oh,"
he said, " I'll give you horse and money, and you
shall go with me to Kgbal." I knew nothing at
this time of the politics of the country, and had
not before heard of the S i r d e s notion of going to
Kiibal; therefore I inquired, when he was going? and
he answered, that he should return to PeshQwer in
a day or two, and then, aa soon as his horses were
shod, he should go. I remarked, " Very well;" and
he requested Saiyad MQhomed to bring me to him
in the morning. To account for the SirdWs altered
.manner, I supposed that he had learned at H b g 6
that I had no farther connection with Sad6 Khiin
than as a s t m g e r partaking of his hospitality ; and

now that he had no suspicion of me, he could afford
to be W a r .
Saiyad Mihomed had a brother-in-law, SAleh
Miihomed, the miriikor to the Sirdh, a man in
better circumstances than himself, and from his
office poseessing a little authority. He relieved his
relative from the charge of entertaining me, and
took me to his queders, where I soon became at
home in the D W camp. The weather was very
warm, and we were stationed beneath the shade
of mulberry-trees in a garden, plaoing our cots, on
which we reclined and slept, over a canal flowing
by us. After the lapse of a few days, rm express
meeeenger arrived from Peshiiwer, and the news
he brought at once threw the camp into bustle and
confusion. The home were immediately ordered
to be shod, and the noisy nglbands became very
busy with their hammers and horse-shoes. I
learned from SUeh MBhomed, as soon as he was
a t leisure to tell me what was the matter, that
M y a d Ahmed ShAh, so renowned or so notorious,
had left his retreat in the YGmf Zai country, and
had moved upon Hashhaggar, a fortrees ten or
eleven coeses from Peahiiwer. It was neceesary to
march that very day, ~ E I the peril was imminent.
Before sun& parties had begun to move, which
they did without any order, and before night the
whole force was on the road to Peahiiwer. Pir
Miihomed Kh6n was pleaaed to assign me a seat
on his elephant, so I travelled comfortably ; and in
the morning we reached the city, having passed
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over twenty-four cosses during the night. I was
unable, of course, to see much of the county; however on leaving the valley in which I met Saiyad
Miihomed, a slight transit over low hills brought
us into the great plain of Peshiiwer. On our left
hand was a ruinous oaatle, of some size, which my
companions were glad when they had passed, it
being, as they said, a common resort of robbers.
h i t h e r were they quite at ease until they had
crossed the barren uninhabited country, extending
from the hills we had left to Mittani; the first
village of the cluster, immediately dependent on
Peshgwer, a distance of eight or ten miles. The
range between Koh&t and Peshiwer extends easternly to Atak, while westernly it stretches to SeGd
Koh. Other parallel rangea compose the hilly tract
inhabited by the Khaibaris add Momandg which
separates Peshiiwer from ChGra and the JelQabid
valley. At the point where we left the range we
had, to the weet, minor hills intervening, the AfriXi
district of Tiri. At Mittani we halted awhile for
the sake of fire and water. The elephant was extremely docile and manageable. He seemed to have
great dread of a horse coming behind him ; of which
faculty the people with us profited, both to divert
themselves, and to make the huge animal accelerate
his pace. A t Peshtiwer we went to the GGr Katri,
an old fortified SerG where Saiyad MQhomed, who
had preceded ns, was ready to reoeive me, and to
aanduot me to the house of Saleh Miihomed, whiah
happeied to be quite close.
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SALEHMAHOMED
did everything in his power to
make my residence at Peshiwer as agreeable as
possible, and people of all classes were most civil
and desirous to oblige. I made a great number of
acquaintance ; and there seldom occurred any diversion or spectacle that I was not called to witness.
The change also from a life of wandering to one
of repose wm not in itself disagreeable ; and every
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scene had the charm of novelty to recommend it.
The inhabitants, if not so civilized as to have lost
their natural virtues, were abundantly more so than
the rude but simple tribes I had so long been conversant with; 'and as a stranger I had only to experience their good qualities. I had ample reason
to be satisfied with them.
Pin Miihomed Khan frequently sent for me, and
was profuse in orders that I should be supplied with
money, and all needful things, none of which were
complied with, which I the less heeded, as the
Sirdk sometimes intimated a desire that I would
remain with him, which I as constantly declined
to do. Also, when I spoke to him of moving on to
Kkbal, he would say, as he did at KohBt, that he
was going there himself. One day he sent for me,
and I found him sitting on a chahhiihi just within
the entrance of his house, having thrown off his u p
per garments, being covered with perspiration. H e
was cooling himself with a handkerchief, and telling
me he wes going to battle, asked if I would m o m pany him. I replied, tbat I would. At which he
seemed pleased; and the next day sent to me the
same elephant on which I had ridden from KohBt.
Our destination proved to be Hashtnaggar, eleven
cosses from Peshiiwer, which was threatened by
Saiyad Ahmed Sh&, who had made another advance
from the Yusaf Zai districts. Here I was introduced to his brother, Saiyad M6homed K h h , who
holds Hashtnaggar and its dependencies, and we
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stayed some days encamped on the banks of the
Kibal river, until the S i r d h were aasured that
the saiyad had retired, when we returned to Pesh&wer.
The city, which was represented to have flourished
exceedingly under the D b r M monarchy, has much
declined, owing to the vicissitudes of power, and the
recent spoliations and devastations of the Sikhs.
The B a l a Hissar, once a favourite winter residence
-of the ancient kings, waa entirely in ruins, only the
garden remaining, in a neglected condition. The
houses, most of them slightly constructed, of which
the city is composed, may still number nine or ten
thoueand, which estimate would give from fifty to
sixty thousand inhabitants. The environs are covered with mounds and vestiges of former h a b i b
tions, not, however, of the present city, but of its
remote predecessors. The residences of the sird6.m
and of the nobility are, many of them, very respectable, and there are a great number of handsome
and spacions gardens, although it is complained that
the Sikhs have, in their inroads, cut down many of
the best grown trees for fuel.
I succeeded in finding out the saiyad, with whom
I had parted at Hbg6, and the good man delivered
me my effects, which he had carefully preserved.
I visited so many people at Peshiiwer, that it would
be impossible to enumerate them. Amongst them
was a zadG sai sh&z&da, or prince, who had been
to Bombay, where he had seen, as he informed the'
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circle around him, three lakhs of cannon. I had
also many friends amongst the miillas, or priests;
and they have not only a character for learning,
but are distinguished by amenity of manners. I
should judge, however, that their scholastic reputation is not now so much merited as formerly it
may have been. I was one morning conducted to
Chamkanni, three or four miles from the city,
where resides the relict of a celebrated saint, herself
eminent for her virtues and liberality. My arrival
being announced to the lady, she sent a message
that E l p h i d i n Siihib had paid her a visit, and had
presented her with a variety of articles, which
she yet preserved, and highly prized. An apology
was made that the usual hour of rep& had gone
by; still it was urged that I should partake of a
dinner, which was immediately brought in, and
comprised so many delicacies, and was so admirably
prepared, that I was surprised. The old lady,
moreover, excused herself for not seeing me, by
a message, that she had seen no male since the
death of her husband. The holy family at Chamkand was formerly very wealthy, and were alwaye
hmous for costly hospitality. I had a proof that
in the decline of fortune they were anxious to
preserve their ancient reputation. The attendant
mfillas showed me over the tombs of the departed
saints, the masjita, and other buildings; and regretted, as I did, that they had been deeecrated
by the Sikhs. On another occasion I was invited
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to a village feast, some two or three miles from
the city, and found a large concourse of people
assembled. The entertainment consisted of rice
and roghan, but it was so bitter, that I was obliged
to declare I could not eat it. SUeh Maomed,
who was with me, instructed me that the unpalatable taate had been caused by certain twigs, which,
according to him, were employed when it is intended to moderate the appetite8 of guests; and
it proved that this feast was, in great measure, a
compulsive one, wherefore the person, at whose
charge it was made, not feeling at liberty to evade
it, had taken this plan of making it as little expensive to himself as possible. I was amused to
witness the wry faces of the company, who, nevertheless, persieted in eating, especially as SUeh
Miihomed had busied himself to procure me a dish
in which the t w i g had not been inserted, and to
which I was able to do justice.
The gardens of the city afforded at all times
pleasant walks, and, whether public or private, they
were open to visitors. I n many of them were wells,
into which, during winter, water is placed; they
are then closed, and reopened in summer, when
the fluid is drawn up delightfully cool, a great
object, as ice is not to be procured, or only by
s i r d h , at great trouble and expense. The climate
was very sultry; to obviate which the better houses
have s c t r d k h h , or apartments under ground.
Some of these have many stages and flighb of
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steps, but the lower ones, where the ten~perature
most decreases, are dangerous from the presence
of snakes. I found these places of refuge from
heat to be very unpleasant, as they caused a cold
perspiration, and I hardly eupyose they can be
healthy, although they are not the less used.
Peshiiwer this year had a fearful visitant in the
cholera; which commencing, I believe, at JaipGr,
in RAjpGtba, had passed on to Amratsir, and
thence following the line of the great commercial
route, had crossed the Indus. I t was computed
that five thousand deaths had been occasioned by
i t ; and it was no less lamentable to reflect on the
destruction, than on the slight remedies employed
to cope with the fatal disease. It may be judged
how unable were the physicians of Peshiiwer to
contend with so powerful a foe, when sugar-candy
became the favourite medicine. Many people who
seemed to have survived the attach of the cholera,
were suffered, as I thought,, to die from inanition,
and some of my neighbours, I believe, were lost in
this manner; nor could my entreaties induce their
relatives to give them food. I t was urged, that
the sufferers had a distaste for it. Mfiomedana
have a commendable resignation to disease, as to
the other accidents of life, but i t is distressing to
behold their apathy under circumstances, when a
little exertion would sfford relief. Amongst the
inhabitants of rank who perished, was ShakGr
K h h Biirak Zd, whom I met. between HhgG
VOL. I.
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and .Koh&t, reputed the bravest officer attached
to the interests of the chiefs of Peshhwer. This
epidemic, it may be remarked, had travelled also
from Jaipiir to the Bikkanir frontier, where it
manifested itself at the 6rst village. The RAj6
SGrat Singh ordered the place to be burned,--and
aaved his kingdom from desolation.
PeshLwer was now governed by the Sirdirs Y6.r
Miihomed K h h , SGlth Miillomed K h h , Saiyad
Miihomed Khb, and Pir Miihomed Khh,-four
brothers, sons of PLhindah K h h , and by the same
mother. They appeared to preserve a good understanding with each other, and aesembled daily at
a common darb*, or council, at their mother's
house. Each, of course, had a separate darbh to
transact ordinary business with his own dependents.
The Sirdk Yk Mihomed K h h , the eldest, was
nominally the chief, and in fact posseseed the larger
proportion of revenue, but f i r Miihomed K h h ,
the youngest, was perhaps the most powerful, from
the greater number of troops he retained, besides
being considered of an active, indeed, rather daring
spirit. S G l t b MLhomed K h b waa not supposed
to want capacity, and waa held to be milder and
more amiable than his brothers; but his exceaaive
love of finery exposed him to ridicule, and the
pleasures of the h h m seemed to occupy more of
his attention than public aflkim. Saiyad Mihomed
. K h h wae in intellect much inferior to the others,
and looked upon. as a cypher -in all matters of
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consultstion and government. SGlth Mlihomed
K h h waa, moreover, distinguished for his enmity
t o Dost Mdhomed K h h of Kbbal, and for his
extraordinary affection for his half-brother, RAharn
Dil, Khbn of K h d a h h . He was also of the Sird h the one who paid most attention to Europeans
who passed through the country,-in
this respect
vieing with the Nawiib Jab& K h h at Kbbal.
The territory held by the S i r d h ia of v e v
limited extent, comprising only the city of Peshiwer,
with the adjacent country, which might be included
within a circle drawn from the city, as a centre,
with a radius of twenty-five miles; but then, it is
uncommonly fertile, and well cultivated; the command of water being so abundant from the rivers
B h and JelAabiid, which traverse it. The gross
revenue of the city and lands was estimated at ten
Iiikhs of rupees, to which one 16kh has been added
by the acquisition of KohAt and H h g G ; which
place8 have also afforded an increase of territory.
The military retainers of the S i r d h , probably, do
not exceed three thousand men, if so many; but
they could call out, if they had funds to subsist
them, a numerous militia. Their artillery numbere
ten or twelve pieces.
The inhabitants of the city of Peehliwer are a
etrange medley of mixed races, of Tijika, Hindkis,
PanjBbh, KBehrnih, &c. and they are proverbially
roguish and litigious ; but the cultivators and reeidmts in the country are Afghhs of the Momand,
K 2
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Khalil, and Kogihi hmilies, and a very healthy
population, ardently attached to their country and
religion, and deserving better rulers than the ones
they have.
The Sirdiirs of Pesh+wer cannot be called independent, as they hold their country entirely at the
pleasure of h n j i t Singh-a natural consequence of
the advance of his frontier to the Indus. Still the
Sikh S j i i has not yet ventured to assume the full
authority, and they are left in power, remitting him
tribute, and placing their sons in his hands aa
hostages. They are impatient under the yoke, but
every manifestation of contumacy only tends to
confirm their subjection, and to aggravate the annoyances inflicted upon them.
But a year or two since Saiyad Ahmed Shflh appeared in these parts; and in the YGeaf Zai country, succeeding in arousing the fiLnatic M6homedan
population, collected, it is said, above one hundred
thousand men. If this number be exaggerated,
it is yet certain that he had a prodigious host assembled, for he was joined by adventurers and crusaders
from all parts of AfghBnistAn, and even from India.
He gave out that he had a divine commission to take
possession of the PanjAb, Hindoath, and China, and
swore that he would compel Ranjit Singh to turn
MGseGlmh, or cut off his head. The Saiyad marched to Noshik, on the K&bal river, and crossed it,
intending to commence his operations by the capture of Atak, od this side the key to the Panjib.
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The Peehtiwer S i r d h united themselves with the
Saiyad, and joined his camp with their troops and
guns. The Sikhs prepared to meet the crisis; and
Hari Singh, at the head of thirty thousand men, was
to keep them from crossing the Indus, until the
Miih&iijii should amve with a large army, including all his regulars, from Lahore. In the MGssG1m h camp all was hope and exultation,-numbers,
and the presumed favour of heaven, permitted none
to doubt of success,--and a distribution was already
made of the Sikh towns and villages. The soul
of the Saiyad dilated; and in his pride of feeling,
he used expressions implying that he considered
himself the master of Peshbwer, and the Sird6.m
as his vassals. They became suspicions; and their
final defection, if not owing to this circumstance
entirely, is by some palliated on account of it.
The one half of Hari Singh's force, under an old
warrior, BGdh Singh, had crossed the Indus, and
marched near to the village of Saiyadwaa, where
they threw up a sangar, or field-work. The Saipd
established himself at SaiyadwAla, and his host
surrounded BGdh Singh's force within the sangar.
The Sikhs were in great distress for some days;
and Biidh Singh at length lost patience, and determined to extricate himself or to perish. I n the
meantime he had communicated with the DGriini
chiefs of Peshbwer, assuring them, that if they
took no part against him in action, he would excum their conduct in having joined the Saiyad,
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to the Sirkb, or to h n j i t Singh. H e reminded
them of the immense army on the road, under
the orders of the Sirkh, and pointed out that,
the destruction of himself and troops would not
influence the issue of the contest, and they must
know the S i r k k was " eGriiwar," or all powerful.
These arguments decided the S i r d h ; and on the
morning of battle, they who, with their cavalry
and guns, were stationed in front, at once passed
to the rear, Yk MBhomed K h h commanding,
setting the example, and crying " Shikas ! shikas !"
or " Defeat ! defeat !" B6dh Singh, who had three
guns, dkharged them, invoked his GGrG, and
charged the MGssulmAn host. Resistance was very
trifling : the happy temerity of BGdh Singh wae
crowned by deserved sucoess ; and the Sikhs boast,
that each Singh on that famous day slew fifteen
or twenty of his enemies; admitting, however,
that they did not fight, but threw themselves on
the ground. The Saiyad, who had assured his
men that he had charmed the Sikh guns and
matchlooks, became insensible. His friends say,
that he had been drugged, by the artifice of
the Sirdim. They pretend that he was struck with
panic. However t h i ~may be, he was nearly captured in the village of SaiyadwAla, and the desperate resistance of his HindGstgi followers alone
prevented the accident, and gave time to his elephant to be swam across the river. Ranjit Singh
arriving soon after this victory, the whole army
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marched to Peshiwer ; and their presence produced
the greatest misery to the city and country. It
is probable that Peshiiwer waa at this time very
flourishing, but now a sad reverae was to befal it.
Part of the town, and the BQlla Hi&, m long
the favourite -residence of Shhh SGjiih, were destroyed, and a number of the gardens were out
down to eupply the camp with fuel. The h o n m
of the great were involved in ruin, the maejits
were deeecrated, and the whole country ravaged.
The Miihhjii suffered the Sirdih to retain their
territory, as had been promised by BGdh Singh, but
he increased the amount of tribute, to be paid him
in horses, swords, jewels, and the celebrated Bbia
rice, while he carried away with him, as hostage,
the son. of YG Mihomed K h h . The occasion
of Ranjit Singh's first visit to Peshiiwer, was when
he defeated the attempt made by the Sirdk M&
homed Azem K h h to recover Khhmir, and the
provinces west of the Indus, when the Miih6rijii
gallantly anticipated the attack by crossing the
Indus, encountering and dispersing his host at Noshiha, and marching on to Peshiwer.
. From that period Peshiiwer became tributary to
him, and the S i r d h were, to all intents and purposes, his vassals. He has established a system of
eending annually large bodies of troops to the
country, avowedly to receive his tributary offeringa, k t also, no doubt, to prevent it from reviving, and gaining its former consequence. Thiv
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works so oppressively that Yb Miihomed K h h ,
in 1828, remonstrated, and submitted, that if it
were the Sirkiir's pleasure that he should continue
at Peshiiwer, these annual visitations must cease ; if
otherwise, he should retire to his brother at Kibal. Itanjit Singh replied, that he might remain,
(aware that he had no idea of going,) and, to
mortify him, directed that a horse, named L6la,
to which a great name attached, should be sent
to Lahore. Y& Miihomed K h h affirmed that
he would as soon surrender one of his wives as
the horse. Monsieur Ventura, an Italian officer,
was sent to Peshliwer, with a force, to compel
the delivery of the animal. The owner, SGltAn
Miihomed K h h , swore on the K o r h t.hat it was
dead; and M. Ventura not being so interested in
LCla as his royal master, believed the Sirdh, or
affected to do so, and returned to Lahore. A
short time afterwards Ranjit Singh was informed
that LCla was alive, and the Italian was again
wnt off, in the midst of the rains, to bring L61a
or Sfilth Milhomed K h h to Lahore, in this instance without troops, or but with very few of
them. Just at this period it occurred that MMGla
ShakGr, envoy from ShAh SGjah a1 MGlkh, reached
Lahore from LGdiha, wishing to arrange for the
recovery of Peshiiwer and Kiibal for his master,
who proposed to pay an immediate sum of three
lakhs of rupees in cash and jewels, and hereafter an annual tribute. The Mbhiiriiji refused to
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listen to theee terms, but took care to inform Y6.r
Miihomed K h h of them, and threatened him, that
if the annual presents were not doubled, and the
horse LCla produced, he would send the king with
an army to recover his etates. The Italian officer
had reached Peshiiwer, on the mission for Ula,
when the Saiyad Ahmed Shiih unexpectedly made
a dash at Hashtnaggar, defeated the S i r d b Saiyad
Mihomed K h h , and took the fortress. H e then
possessed himself of Kills Hind, a fort in the direction of Atak ; and success increasing his confidence,
and swelling the number of his followers, he again
promised to become formidable. I had left Lahore,
and waa at Haidarabid in Sind, when the tidings
of the Saiyad's victory reached there, and it waa
quite a holiday for the good people, who were expecting to be themselves invaded by a Sikh army,
for Ranjit Singh had at this time seriously contemplated the subjection of Sind, and was making
the necessary preparations. The first good news
waa followed by more, and it wae known that the
Ssiyad had entered Peshiiwer, and that the Sird6r
YBr Mdhomed K h h was slain; hut the accounts
varied in the detail of the mode in which these
events were brought about. It afterwards proved
that the Sirdiir had marched to eject the Saiyad
from Hind, and had been surprised by night and
slain, and that the Saiyad had entered Peshdwer,
the remaining three S i r d h being compelled to
evacuate it h i the defection of Faizfilah Khkn
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Hbiirkhiid, but that he did not think prudent to
retain it, and restored it to the Sirdiirs on their
agreeing to pay him one l&h of rupees, which
a certain Molavi was left behind to receive.
The Saiyad had scarcely retired when the S i r d h
slew the Molavi and FaizGlah K h b . Assistance
was received both from Lahore and Kiibal; and
finally the Saiyad's garrison at Hind was captured,
and he was again driven within the limits of the
YGeaf Zai districts.
The train of events neceesarily made the surviving Sirdiirs more than ever dependent upon the
mercy of Ranjit Singh, and it is needlees to add,
that the much coveted LQla was soon on his
journey to Lahore, as waa a son of S G l h Mfiomed
K h h , to replace as a hostage the son of his deceased brother.
The YGmf Zai tribes hold the country north of
the course of the great Khbal river, and have the
river Indus for their eastern boundary, while on the
west, they are neighbours of the Otman Zai Mol
mands and of the tribes of Biijor. Immediately
north of the first river are the KamAl Zai, AmAn
Zai, .and Rezzar tribes, holding the tract forming
the north-eastern portion of the great plain of
Peshiiwer. To their west are the Bai Zais, a lawless tribe, and north of them the valleys of Sawat
and Banir, with Phcht6.h; still farther north are
the districts of Shamla, DM,
&c.; the whole being
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a very fine country, productive in grain, and abounding in pasture, while it swarms with an intrepid
m e of men, distinguished not only for the spirit
with which they defend their own country and
freedom, but for the alacrity with which they
enter into any contest in support or honour of
their faith.
The level country between the K & M river and
the hills to the north, haa been overrun by M a g r6j6 Ranjit Singh, and a tribute fixed on the inhabitants of four rupees on every house, with a
certain number of horses. No people have been
more severely treated by that conqueror, yet his
vengeance was brought down upon them by their
own folly, but for which they might poesibly have
preserved independence. The first collision between the Sikhs and them rude but warlike people
was in the disastrous expedition of the, S i r d t
Miihomed Azem K h h , when a levy of them m a
encountered by the Miihiir6jri himself on an eminence north of the river, and oppoeite to the DGr h i camp. The Y h f Zais were vanquished, and
extinguished; but the gallantry of their defence
made a serious impression on their victors, who
perhaps would not willingly have sought again to
involve themselves with a people from whom so
little was to be gained, and victory so dearly purohased. The defeat of these Ghhis, or champions
of the faith, is always considered by Ranjit Singh as

one of his most memorable exploits. Subeequently,
the course of operations against the P a t h of
Ganghar led the Miihb6jij6 to the eastern bank of
the Indus, and the YGsaf Zais on the opposite bank
slaughtered cows, and insulted the Sikhs in the
most aggravated manner. Ranjit Singh had not intended to cross the river, and probably the YGsaf Zais
imagined that he could not, owing to the rapidity
of the current; but at length unable to control his
anger he stroked his beard, and called upon his
Sikhs to avenge the insults offered to their GGrG.
Monsieur Allard, present with his regiment of
cavalry, not long before raised, strove to dissuade
the MiihihiijL from the attempt, but ineffectually,
and was ordered himself to cross the river. The
Sikhs gallantly obeyed the call of their prince, and
precipitated themselves into the stream, but such
was the violence of the current, that it is said the
fearful number of twelve hundred were swept
away. M. Allard mounted his elephant, and at the
sound of his bugle the disciplined cavalry passed
into the river, but in entire ranks, and the regularity and union of their movement enabled the
regiment to cross with only three casualties. Ranjit
Singh at once observed the advantages conferred by
discipline, and in his delight commanded, -on the
spot, new levies. The YGsaf Zais were panic-struck
at the audacity of their once despised assailants,
and fled without contesting the bank. An indiscriminate slaughter of man, woman, and child was
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continued for some days. The miserable hunted
wretches threw themselves on the ground, and
placing a blade or tuft of grass in their mouths,
cried out, " I am your cow." This act and exclamation, which would have saved them from an
orthodox HindG, had no effect with the infuriated
Sikhs. A spectator of these exciting scenes described to me the general astonishment of the
Sikhs at finding a fertile country covered with
populous villages, and gave it aa his opinion that
had the M6hbiijb profited by the consternation,
which the passage of the river had caused throughout the country, he might have marched unopposed
to KAbal.
Of all the A f g h h tribes the Yiisaf Zais possess, in greater perfection than any other, the peculiar patriarchal form of government ; which, suitable
for small and infant communities, is certainly inadequate for large and full-grown ones. While
no people are more tenacious of their liberty and
individual rights, the insufficiency of their insti.
tutions, under existing circumstances, operates so
detrimentally upon their general interests that
there is a strong tendency amongst them towards
a change; a fact which must strike any one who
hlbs attentively watched their proceedings of late
years. With the view of defending their liberties,
they have been known to invite people of consideration to w i d e amonget them, proffering to make
common cause with them, and to assign them a

tithe of the revenue of the country. It is clear
that they were unconsciously anxious to surrender
the liberty they so much prized, and to place themselves under the control of a single master. Such
offers have been made to Sad6 Zai princes, and
Dost Miihomed K h h has been invited to send
a son amongst them, under whom they would arm.
To their feeling in this respect, as well as their
religious enthusiasm, may be ascribed the fervour
with which they have received Saiyad Ahmed Sh&,
and the zeal they have demonstrated in his cause ;
which, besides being deemed that of I s l h , is
considered by them as that of their own freedom. To him they have yielded a tithe of the
revenue, for the support of himself and followers,
and have manifestly put him in the way of hecoming their master, if he may not be considered
so already. This Saiyad, after his signal defeat
by the Sikhs, being no longer able to attempt
any thing against them, directed his hostilities
against the DGriin; S i r d h of Peshliwer, whom
he denounced as infidels, and as traitors to the
cause of I s l h . Upon Yk Miihomed K h h he
conferred the name of YkG Singh, and ordered
that he should be so called in his camp. Whenever his means enabled him, he put the Khaibaris
and other tribes in motion ; while, from the YGsafZai plains, he threatened Hmhtnaggar. By such
a; mode of warfirre, although achieving little of
codsequence, he kept hid enemies in constant un-
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certainty and alarm. He paid his troops in Company's rupees ; hence many supposed him an agent
of the British Government. How and where he
obtained his occaeional supplies of money were
equally inexplicable. H e had with him a strong
body of Hindtisthi Molavis and followers, who
were his principal strength ; and as auxiliaries,
B h m K h b and JGma K h h , expatriated Khalil
arbiibs of Pesh6wer. They were both brave men,
and B h m K h h had a high reputation, hut were
both very inimical to the Dbriini Sirdiirs. Few
me'n have created a greater sensation in their
day than Saiyad Ahmed; and, setting aside his
imposture or fanaticism, the talent must be considerable which has produced effects so wonderful,
and which contrives to induce confidence in his
mission after the reverses he has met with.
Amongst the P a t h s of D h a n and the countries east of the Indus, he is constantly prayed
for, and fervent exclamations are uttered that
God will be pleased to grant victory to Saiyad
Ahmed. H e also figures greatly in their songs.
It is generally believed that he is a native of
Bareilly in Upper Hindosth ; and it appeara
certain that, for some years, he officiated as a
mblla, or priest, in the camp of the notorious adventurer Amir K h h , respected for his learning
and correct behaviour, At that time he made
no pretensions to inepiration, and was only regarded in the light of an unassuming, inoffensive
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person. He has now emissaries spread over all
parts, and many Miihomedan princes and chiefs
are said to furnish him with aid in money. Ranjit Singh has a very great dread of him ; and I
have heard it remarked, that he would readily give
a large sum if he would take himself off; and it
is also asserted that the Miihiriijii cannot exactly
penetrate the mystery with which the holy Saiyad
enshrouds himself. I first heard of him at BahL
walpGr, and waa told of the large numbers who
had passed through that city from Hindosth to
join him. It was suspected that he was sent by
the Siihib loghs, by the vulgar, and I was often
questioned on .the point, but of course was unable
to reply, for I could not conceive who the Saiyad
was, or could be. As I proceeded up the banks
of the Indus, parties, large and small, were continually passing me on the road, and I found
that the name of Ahmed Shah G h h i waa in the
mouth of every one. A t Peshgwer the public
opinion was universally in his favour, and I had
a great desire to have passed over to the YGsaf
Zai country to have witnessed what was passing
there; but the tales related of his sanctity and
austerities deterred me, and I distrusted to place
myself in the power of a host of Miihomedan
bigots and fanatics. Afterwards, a t Kindah&, I
heard i t broadly asserted that he was an impostor ;
and I found that well-informed persons were very
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generally cognizant of the value to be attached
to his pretensions.
My friend Siileh Mfiomed held a village, called
Wadpaggar, about four miles from Peshiiwer, on
the road to Hashtnaggar. As the harvest wss
over, the presence of his men was necessary to
receive their master's share of the produce; and,
as some of them were stationed there, I also went
and resided a t the village, being glad to change the
scene a little, and to escape from the pestilence
raging in the city. I had often mentioned t o
SUeh Miihomed my wishes to continue my journey;
and he had entreated me to remain a little, b n the
plea of finding good company, and that the season
of the simfim might pass over. While at Wadpaggar I was visited by a P a t h of one of the
neighbouring villages, who proffered to accompany
me, even if I passed by the route of Khaibar, and
I thought seriously of leaving so soon as I could
see, and take leave of my host.
It chanced that the indefatigable Ahmed Sh&
made another demonstration against Hashtnaggar,
the third since I had been in these parts, and the
Sirdkr, Pin Mghomed K h b , with his troops, set
off helter-skelter to oppose it. Skleh Mghomed,
of course, accompanied his mwter ; but, as I w a ~
at the village, I had not been asked to go, and
therefore remained. The P a t h came nearly every
day to call upon me; and I decided, at length, to
VOL. I.
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depart for Kiibal, and to run the chances of a
journey through the pass of Khaibar.
I therefore left Wadpaggar for the village in
which the P a t h resided, as there also dwelt the
family of Mi Kamaradin, whose people I had seen
in Bannb. I was courteously received by SQdadin,
the son of the Mir, and became his guest for the
evening. H e informed me, that his father, on
account of the services he had rendered to Mr.
Moorcroft, was greatly suspected by the sirdih
of Peshtiwer, and was universally, but unjustly,
supposed to be in receipt of a stipend from the
British Government. H e would have been pleased
that I should have stayed with him some days,
and very much wished me to accept assistance,
both in money and garments, but I excused myself, aa I had experienced I could do without the
first, and as to the last, I had purposely abandoned
what I had, to save the Khaibaria the trouble of
taking them.

~
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FRQM
Peshiiwer to the valley of Jeltllabiid there
are three distinct klifila routes, all of them leading
through the great hill ranges separating the two
countries, viz. those of Khaibar, AbkhPna and Karapa. The former is decidedly the preferable, from
its level character and directness, but the most
dangerous, owing to the lawless disposition of the
predatory tribes inhabiting it. I t is therefore seldom frequented, and only by %q&, or large bodies
of troops ; kkfilas of traders, and others, passing by
the more difficult and tedious, but at the same
time the more secure routes of Abkhha and
Karapa.
With my Pat,& companion I started before daibreak, taking with me, besides my mean apparel,
nothing but a small book and a few pais, or halfL 9
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pence, which, the better to elude observation, were
put into a small earthern water vessel. My P a t h
carried with him two or three cakes of bread, to
be provided in case of inhospitable reception, hardly
to be expected, and a knife, which he tied in the
band of his peyjhas, or trowsers.
Our course led due west, and four or five cosses
brought us to Tiikkkl, the last village in this direction belonging to Peshiiwer, and where the cultivated lands cease. W e halted but for a few minutes, and entered upon a barren, stony plain, extending to the hills. To our right was a large
artificial mound, called the Piidshkh's Tope, near
which the last battle was fought between Shkh
Sfijah and Azem Khkn, brother of the Vazir Fati
K h h , when the former being defeated, fled to
Khaibar. In crossing the plain, about mid-way we
came upon a DGrilni choki, or guard station, where
were some half dozen horsemen on the look out.
Nearing the hills, we approached the small village
of J h , at the entrance of the pass, surrounded by
a low wall of stones, cemented with mud. I t may
contain fifty or sixty houses, but has no bazh or
resident HindG. W e did not deem i t prudent to
enter the village, and halted during the heat of the
day a t an enclosed z i h t , or shrine of a saiyad,
or other saintly character, which lies a little to the
right. Here was a masjit, a grateful shade from
a few trees, and a well of indifferent water.
When the fervour of the sun had abated, we con-

tinued our journey, but avoiding the high road to
our left, which is practicable for artillery, we entered the hills, taking a foot-path. After passing
for some time over a succession of small rounded
hills, covered' with many novel plants and shrub&
and particularly with sorrel, we descended into a
deep, but spacious water-course, down which flowed
a fine clear rivulet from the west, and there we
fell in with the high road which led up it. In
this distance we had passed a scanty spring of
water, over which numerous wasps were buzzing.
They good-naturedly allowed ug to drink without
annoyance. Hitherto we had neither met nor seen
any person. Proceeding up the water-course we
at length reached a spot where the water supplying
the rivulet gushes in a large volume from the rocks
to the left. I slaked my thirst in the living spring,
and drank to repletion of the delightfully cool and
transparent waters. This locality is called Ali Maejit, and is connected, by tradition, with H b r a t Ali,
who, it is believed, repeated prayers here, besides
performing more wonderful feats. Over the spot
where the H h t stood in the act of devotion a
masjit is erected, whence the appellation of the
place.
Immediately adjacent hereto were some twenty
men sssembled, sitting in the shade of the rocks ;
most of them were elderly, and of respectable
venerable aspect. Our salutations were acknowledged; and after replying to their queries, as to

.
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who we were, where we were going, and on what
business, they invited us to pass the night with
them, telling us that we should indeed And a village
a little further on, but nearly bare of inhabitants,
who had come hither with their flocks, as is their
custom, at a certain period of the year. To this
village they themselves belonged. W e willingly
accepted the invitation, and sitting down with them,
I became an object of much curiosity, and, aa I had
conjectured, on leaving PeshCwer, my European
birth did not prove to my disadvantage. They
spoke nothing but Pashto, and were amised that
I was unable to speak it aa well
themselves.
My conversation was maintained with them through
the medium of my P a t h interpreter. The n e * ~
of the arrival of a Farang, or European soon spread,
and many persons came, aficted with disorders and
wounds.
I could not forbear regretting that I had no
knowledge of medicinal remedies, &B I should have
been gratified to have administered to the wants
of these poor people, whose reception of me had
m fully belied the reports of their neighbours. I
askerted my ignorance of the art of healing, but
was not credited ; and finding it impossible to avoid
prescribing, or to be considered unkind, I took upon
myself to recommend such simple appliances as
might be useful, while they could do no harm. . I
particularly enjoined cleanlinesa, which in all their
maladies eeerned to be neglected from principle.
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For an affection of the eye I contrived a shade,
which was much admired, and prized as a singular
effort of ingenuity. There were three or four cases
of sword wounds; in which I advised the removal
of the unseemly applications placed on them, to
keep them clean, and thereby to allow nature to
take her course. Their plasters were made of mud
and salt, a mixture which may or may not be
judicioug but which I afterwards found was very
generally used in all cases of wounds. I presume
it to be, if not hurtful in the filst instance, of doubtful benefit after a certain time, for nothing is more
common than to see wounds continue open after
any danger from them is over, apparently owing
to the repulsive agency of the dirt orammed into
them.
I received many thanks for my prescriptions, and
eat with the campany until the approach of night,
smoking the chillam, and listening to their conversation, at which I appeared to be much pleased,
although I understood but little of it. They pointed to an eminence, on which they told me Sh&
SGjah had passed the night after his defeat at
Tii.kk6.l.
W e now amended the hills, and on the tabular
summit of one of them found the inhabitants of
the village in a bivouac. There were but three
khats, or couches of thew countries, amongst them,
yet one was abandoned to me, it being urged that
I was a Farang, and had prescribed medicines. My

companion received a mat. As night advanced, a
supper was brought of wheaten cakes, roghan, and
milk. The chillam also was furnished, and three
or four young men came and sat with me, around
my khAt, until I felt disposed to sleep, and on being
dismissed, they asked me, if during the night they
should bring the chillam.
Such was the attention I received from these
savages ; and I am pleased to record it, as affording
an opportunity of doing justice to hospitality and
kindness, and as it opposes an agreeable contrast
to the treatment I have experienced amongst other
barbarous tribes. In the morning my eyes opened
upon my friends of the preceding evening, who,
anxious to anticipate my wants, were ready with
the eternal chillam and a bowl of buttermilk. My
departure that day was unwillingly consented to.
Proceeding through the darra, or valley, which
now widened, and was plentifully garnished with
stunted trees, we met two men of the wildest appearance, running in great haste, with the matches
of their firelocks kindled, and without covering to
their heads. They mid they were in search of their
enemies, who had paid them a visit in the night.
W e passed each other, and soon after beheld a man
running after us. H e was also armed with a
matchlock. W e were a t first dubious as to his
intentions, but on his overtaking us, it proved that
he had no other motive than to persuade me to
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look at a sister, who was lying sick in the village,
to which we were now near.
I could not but consent, and found a miserable
being in the laat stage of declining nature. I
was told that she had been three years in so deplorable a state. All I could do was to recommend
attention to her regimen, and obedience to her
wishes whatever they might be, that the few remaining days of her earthly sojourn might pass as
serenely as possible under the circumstances of her
case.

This village, called ' Gh& L&la Beg, contained
perhaps eighty to one hundred houses, composed
of mud and stones, and had a eubstantially constructed bGrj, or tower.
Leaving Ghari Liila Beg, we entered a plain of
perhaps two miles in circumference, on which I
counted twenty-four circular and rather lofty towers ;
to each of them was attached one or more family
reeidencea. Such is the nature of society here,
that the inhabitants, oppressed with mutual feuds,
frequently carry on hostilities from tower to tower,
most of which are within musket-shot of each
other. These erections also serve them to secure
their properties, in case of an inroad upon them,
or on the march of troops through their country,
as they are eufficient against cavalry, or any arm
but artillery. On our road we were accosted by
two youths, who begged us to proceed to a house
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to the left of our path. We were civilly received
by a sturdy young man, who instantly produced
a cake of bread, and, as usual, the chillam. H e
had heard of my arrival in Khaibar, and was overjoyed that I had come to his house, hoping, it
turned out, to profit by my medical skill. The
skin of my new client waa plentifully sprinkled
with eruptive blotches or pimples. H e appeared
extremely anxious for my advice, yet showed a
delicacy in asking it, as if fearful I might not
confer upon him so much favour. On telling
him that I thought something might be done for
him he was almost frantic with joy, and expressed
his gratitude with much earnestness and eloquence. .
His father now arrived, a man of respectable a p
pearance and benign features. H e waa glad to
see me, and asked what I considered to be the
nature of his son's complaint ; adding, and pointing
at the s d e time to his stores piled around the
apartment in carpet bags, that he would give all
he possewed were his son's disorder removed. I
informed him, that I supposed the blotches were
occasioned by heat and impurity of blood, and that
they would gradually disappear if his son took
medicine. The old man seized my hand, and asked
me if I was certain of his son's disease ; I replied
nearly so. H e waa delighted, and told me, that
it was believed in the valley that his son had the
Bid Farang, or venereal affection, that he was
shunned by his neighbourn as unclean, and that
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his wife, the daughter of one of them, had been
taken from him on that account, and now lived
with her father. I assured them I had no idea
that the disorder was the one suspected, and r m m mended the use of such remedies as could be easily
procured. I thought it possible the eruption might
be the itch, or something analogous ; and my P a t h
prepared a mixture of roghan and sulphur, with
which he undertook to anoint the patient. He
did so, and rather roughly, for he first tore down
the skin with his nails until blood$appeared, and
then rubbed in the ointment. The young man
mid, that when he ran about his face became
flushed and. intolerably red, and every one pointed
st him. I directed him not to run about, to keep
himadf quiet, and take simple medicines, and gave
him the hope he would speedily be better.
W e were treated with kindness by the old man,
whose name was Khair Miihomed, and he would
not allow us to depart until we had partaken of
a repast of cakes and butter. His wives prepared
the food, set it before us, and attended upon us.
He wished us to stay the day, but we decided
to go on.
W e had scarcely regained the high road when
we were hailed by some people sitting beneath
one of the towers. On going to them, I was asked
to advise for one of them, who had a pain in his
belly. I directed the employment of the seeds
of panirband, (a plant growing abundantly in the
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hills,) which are much prized in many countrierj
for their salutary virtues, and which I had found
serviceable in a similar affliction. A man was despatched to procure some, and soon returned with
a quantity of them, which, having identified to
be the genuine thing, I departed. W e again followed the road, and approached the last house in
the plain, enclosed within square walls, but without
a tower. Observing three or four persons seated
at the gateway, we went towards them, deeming
it advisable, that it might not be supposed we
were clandestinely passing. W e saluted with the
ordinary " Saliim Alikam," and received the invariable reeponsive gratulation of " Alikam Salim." W e
found the house to be the abode of Alladiid K h b ,
one of the most influential men in the valley, and
known, both in and out of it, by the name of Alladbd K h b Chirssi, being a great smoker of chirs,
a deleterious composition of hempresin. He said,
he recognized me to be a Farang in the distance,
by my, step; and, aeserting that some day his
country would be under European authority,
begged me to remember him if it should so happen
in his time or mine. I had here to personate a
physician for the last time, my patient being either
the wife or the sister of Alladiid K h b . She was
in the last stage of atrophy, or decline. I was
asked if I thought it probable she would recover;
I replied in the negative, as the disorder had
grown superior to earthly remedies, and that God

only could effect a cure. My host, who was a
man of sense, agreed with me; and, after smoking
the chillam, I departed.
Not far from this house we were met by a man,
who,, observing the water-veesel carried by my companion, asked for water. It will be remembered
that in this vessel were the pais, or copper money
we had with us. The P a t h told him that his
people were near, and that we had far to go, and
might not find water ; but the savage insisted that
he would drink. Other reasons were urged in
vain, and finally, the one that the vessel and water
belonged to me, who was not a MGssu1mi.n. The
man then swore he would drink if it killed him.
The P a t h , finding him obstinate, desired him to
place his hand under his mouth, into which he
poured the water, and so dexterously that the
pais were not discovered; the fellow drank, and
went satided away. I know not, however, how
the fluid, in which thirty or forty pais had been
soaking for as many hours, may have afterward0
agreed with his stomach or digestive powers.
I n this small plain is another of those monuments, called the Pbdshiih's Topes. It is in good
preservation, and consists of a massive rectangular
basement, on which rests a cylindrical body, terminating in a dome or cupola; it is erected on
the summit of an eminence. I have noted the
existence of another in the plain of Peshiiwer, and
1 have hear4 of othem in the Panjiib. The inha-
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bitants of theee parts refer these structures to
former Piidshh, or kings, sometimes to Ahmed
Shiih, but I judge their antiquity to be remote.
The stones employed in the Khaibar monument
.are of very large dimensions, and the whole haa
a grand and striking aspect.
A t the western extremity of the plain is a burial
ground, and the eurfsce of the soil is a little broken.
Making a f i g h t turn in the hills, we entered another plain, of much the same extent, inhabited by
Shinwhis. The people who had so much need of
medicine, were Afr6dis. The houses here were enclosed in walls of roughly cemented ston* such
erections being substituted for the circular towers
of their neighbours. W e left these houses to the
right, and had traversed the extent of the plain,
and were about to descend from it into the valley
or defile beneath, by a small pass called Landi
K h b when two men, with kbds, or long kniv*
in their hands, rushed upon us from the rocks, and
etopped our progress. Neither of us had before
seen these fellows, who pounced upon us as if from
the clouds. One of them, with a peculiarly evil
countenance, proceeded to rifle my companion, and
the other, milder favoured, examined me. The
pocket knife of the P a t h was soon wrenched from
the band of his trowsera, and my chiiddar, a long
piece of cloth I wore loosely thrown over my
ehoulder, was taken. I n one corner of this was my
book, which, m well as I could, I signified to my
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dqoiler, and told him it was mala-ki-lritbb, a
mGlla's, or a pious book. H e untied it, and returned
it to me. I thmupon shook his hand; on which
he was also willing to have returned my chAddar,
but his fiercer colleague would not permit him.
This fellow fancying I had been too leniently examined, left the P a t h and came to me, and very
severely scrutinized me. H e found nothing, but
clearly did not know what to ,make of me, my
colour probably perplexing him. At the onset my
P a t b had put the water-vessel containing the pais
on the ground. This did not escape the vigilance
of the sharper of the ruffians, who took out a tuft
of grass inserted in its mouth as a stopper, very
carefully observed it, and then replaced it, but not
thinking of taking up the veesel, he miseed the
copper money. H e also made the P a t h untie the
package containing the aakes of bread, and on finding what they were, he shook his head, implying
that he did not rob bread. A comb, taken from
one of us, was also returned. At the close of the
affirir a youth joined, alike armed with a long knife.
A b u t to leave, my companion e x p d n g his anger
rather too honestly for the occasion, and comparing
our treatment with that we had met with from the
AGdis, knives were brandished, and many threatening~utte-red. I desired my P a t h to forbear useiess reproaches, and the milder of the robbers deprecating violence, we departed. I was surprised
at this adventure, inasmuch as I had been given to
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understand that if I could pass unmolested through
the AfrGdie, there was less to be dreaded from the
Sh'mwhh, who from their commercial pursuits are
not so savage. These people breed numbera of
mdes,. and are engaged in the carrying-trade.
W e had not gained the valley, when we were
hailed by other armed men, tending flocks of goate
on the hills, and had we not been plundered before,
we must have resisted, or submitted to it here. As
it was,they did not come to us, my P a t h holding
up is packet and hallooing Ddodi, or bread, and I
showing my book, and shouting out MGlla-ki-kitAb.
In our paseage along the valley we were ordered
to halt by fellows on the ridges of the hills, but
they were too distant to cause us apprehension, or
to induce us to comply, so we allowed them to bawl
away unheeded. W e at length reached a spot
where a rivulet crossed our track. The water m
excellent, and there was a small plot of rice. Here
an armed man presented himself. He looked very
suspicious, and undecided whether to interfere with
us or not, but let us go in peace. From this p l d
the valley widened, and we passed the ruins of
rather an extensive fort, constructed on an eminence or mound in the midst of it. Near i t are
a series of wells, of small depth, in two or three
of which only we found a very little water. The
fortress is called Haftchiih5, or the seven wells, and i~
probably one of the old ChAghatai castkg so n u m e
m u ~ l yerected in these countrie~for the protection

of the roads. It is said to be a dangerous spot in
the season of hot winds, which rage here with fatal

fury.
From Haftchiihi, the valley, much more open,
became sandy, and so continued until we reached DSka, a small fort and village dependent on
JelQabQd. Evening had overtaken us before we
cleared the d-and
it waa night when we leached
DBka W e still found the people seated in a circle
near the masjit, and 'although it wae too late for a
regular repast to be prepared, barley cakea were
brought us, which were so disagreeable that I could
not eat them.
Throughout the whole extent of the pass, or d m
of Khaibar, on the creat of hills, there are the remains of ancient forts and buildings, whose extent,
neatneaa, and solidity of structure, evince that their
founders must have been much more enlightened and
opulent than the present inhabitants of these countries. The usual reply to any question as to their
origin is, that they were built by infidels or by
demons. There are some of them of remarkable
extent, and they must have been once most important
works. I much regretted the impossibility of closely
inspecting them. There are also amongst these hills
a great number of artificial caves.
I missed my chiiddar at night, for its employment
was to cover me when I slept, yet, on the whole, I
was pleased with my passage through Khaibar. My
companion had instructed me on all occasions t~
VOL. I.
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appear pleased and cheerful, a salutary counsel,
and one which stood me in good stead, as did the
indication of perfect tranquillity, and most implicit confidence in the good faith of those I fell in
with.
KHAIBARI TRIBES.

Of the Khaibar tribes there are'three great diviaions, the AfrBdls, the ShimwAris, and the Orak Zais.
Of these, the AM& in their present locality, are the
more numerous; the Shhw&rb, more disposed to the
arts of traffic; and the Orak Zaia, the more orderly,
if amongst such people any can be so pronounced. The
Afkddls occupy the eastern parts of the hills, nearest
Peahbwer ; and the Shinwgris the western parts,
hoking upon the valley of JelQaMd. The Orak
Zaie reside in Tmh, intermingled with the AMdfs,
and some of them are found in the hills south-west
of Peshiiwer. I t was a malek of thie tribe who
oonduded Niidir ShAh, and a force of cavalry, by the
route of ChGra and %ah, to Peshiiwer, when the
principal road through the hills was defended against
him. The S h h d r i s , beeidea their portion of the hills,
have the lands immediately weet of them, and some
of the valleya of the Saf6d Koh range. More westernly still, under the same hill range, they are found
south of JelhlaW, and are there neighboura of the
Khodnb. These are in the condition of unruly
subjects. There are also some of them in Ghorband, and they dwell in great nnmbera bordering on
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Biijor to the north-west, where they are independent, and engaged in constant hoetilitiee with the
tribes of BBjor and of K ~ s t ~ .
Ymh and C h b are said to be fertile and wellpeopled valleys, enjoying a cool climate, in comparison
with that of PesMwer ; and it is not unueusl for the
s i r d k and other$ who have an undentanding with
the inhabitants, to
the warm weather in the
hrmer of these placee ; whieh haa dm frequently become a p h of refage to the dietreseed. A t ChGra
resides K h b Bah$dar Khtln, A m who attained
eminence amongst hie tribe from the circumof
his attendance at court during the sway of the Sad6
Zlris. Shhh SGjah married one of hh daughtere,
and has, on more than one occasion, found an aeplum
with him. The Khaibaria, like other rude Afghan
tribes, have their maleke, or chiefs, but the authority
of these is very limited ; and aa every individual has
a voice on public affairs, it is impossible to describe
the confusion that exists amongst them. Of course,
unanimity is out of the question, and it generally
h a p p e ~that
~ a nMw&ti, or deliberation on any
business, tenninatem not by bringing it to a conoluaion, but in strife amsqpt themselves. The portions of the Afrgdi and ShtnwQritribes who inhabit
the defiles of Khaibar, through which the road
lea& from Pesb;iwer to the Jel6labBd valley, are but
inconeiderable as to numbers, But they are extremely infamous on account of their ferocity, and
their long-indulged habits of rapine. Under the
hl2
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Sad6 Zai princes they received an annual allowance
of twelve thousand rupees on condition of keeping
the road through their country open, and abstaining
from plunder. They called themselves, therefore,
the NGkarih, or servants of the king. It would appear, from every statement, that they were in those
days little scrupulous. Still, kllfilaa followed their
road,--ao manifestly the better and nearer one,-submitting to their exactions and annoyances, and satisfied with being not wholly rifled. Their stipend
being discontinued by the Bhrak Zai Sird&-to
whom the attachment they evinced to ShAh SGjah
has rendered them verysuspicious,-they have thrown
off all restraint, and the consequence baa been that
the Khaibar road is closed to the traders of Peshiiwer and KBbal.
They are, in the mass, very numerous, and it is
boasted that the AfrCdi tribe can muster forty
thousand fighting-men,--of course an improbable
number,--or one which might be presumed to include every man, woman, and child amongst them.
On various bccasions, when their strength has been
exhibited, from two to five thousand men have
assembled. At J h , a little village at the entrance
of the paas on the Peshiiwer side, resides, generally,
Sh&h RasGl S h a , a nephew, aa he pretends to be,
of the notorious Saiyad Ahmed S h a ; and in quality
of his agent. A1 the time of my visit he, as well
as many of the village people, had fled into the hills,
apprehensive of an attack from the S i r d h of

Peshiwer. When Saiyad Ahmed Sh& has funds,
he can always command the services of two or three
thousand Khaibaris, the most desperate and needy
of the tribes. Upon Ranjit Singh's excursion to
Peshiiwer, the Khaibah opened the bands, or barriers, of the B h river, and inundated his camp by
night. They were on the alert, and profited by the
consequent confusion to carry off much spoil and
many horses. The M6hbijB was chagrined, and in
the morning summoned the Peshkwer S i r d h who
asserted that it was not their deed; and then he precipitately left for Lahore, having made only a stay
of three days.

CHAKTER X.
DBka-Ha&
NohcBBesowd.-Albino.-Cave&-Anciwt
vestiges.-AmbMr Khh-Goshtar.-B4tti
Kot.-Koh Ssng SGrsiLh.- Tope. - O h i d
Kwh.- Kheh.-Ali
BAghh- JGE
6hbL- Khalil KBQLn.- His attentions- Sihposh K&AWGl Qenni K&.-Ddnl
lady-Khalil Iolan a politician.
-Political movements.-Abdtil Ganni KhEin's meaeurea-PartZemh Khhing with Khdil Khiln.-JelBlaGd.-Mdhomed
Hin charscter-Revenue and force-Hin
political bias.-Provinceof Je1Mabiid.-Nawhb J a b b KhBn.-Audience of him-Hie
civility.-Molivi and Brirhman.-Their profewion.-Leave JelC
labid, Plain of Jel&b4d.- Rivera.- BBlla B8gh.- SGrkh
R6d.-Valley.-AdEnapGr.-Intended
robbery.--SGrkh Pril.HBviziing$nE.-Mal&
of Fatthb4d.-Mulberri~Advice requestd--Change in climate and scenery.-Book
lost.-Kotal
Karka~ha.-Tkd.Haft Kota1.- Tchakri.- Fossil ahella.Khivd K&bal.--Killah Mohssn.-Bini Sbr.

I HAVE noted my arrival at D&a, This village,
situated about half a mile from the great river of Jelaabiid, is also at the western entrance of the paes
of Khaibar. The Ab-khha route, to and from P 4
shiiwer, alike commences and terminates at it.
From its position, it is therefore a constant k s l a
stage, and is the station of a guard of Momands,
who levy transit fees on passengers and merchandize.
There are two villages of the name, K a l b and
KhGrd, or the great and little. The last is passed
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on the A b - k h h route. W e had halted at the
former.
W e left D4ka a t daybreak, and for some time
passed over a well cultivated plain, until we made
the small village of Ghirdi, seated immediately on
the river. Hence the road led through low, bare
hills to H a d r Noh, (the thousand canals,) a large
straggling village, placed on the brink of m a l l eminences, which fringe the plain stretching from them
to the river. Haziir Noh is considered equidistant
from D&a and Baasowal, and four c o w s from
each. The high road skirts the plain to the south,
extending beneath the eminences on which the village stands, but we followed a path intermediate
between it and the river, and intersecting the plain,
which together with marshes, has a great proportion
of meadow, and land cultivated with rice. This
plain, throughout its whole extent, is most copiously
provided with water, gurgling from innumerable
springs, at the line where the eminences to the left
blend with it. A t Bassowal we found an enclosed
village, and two or three agricultural castles. W e
were hospitably entertained a t the village ; and the
people brought a young female Albino that I might
see her, jocosely remarking that she must be a
Feringhi, and in the same mood recommending me
to take her with me.
Opposite to Bassowal, which is cloee upon the
river, very high steep hills confine the stream, and
at their eastern extremity are a series of caves, with
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triangular entrances. The spot is called c h a k d r ,
and there are, besides, many other vestiges of antiquity there. Bassowal appears to occupy an ancient
site, and has some venerable tamarisk trees, the remains of its antique groves. The same kind of memorials also distinguish the vicinity of Ghirdi. Between Brtssowal and M k Koh (the snake hill),
which occurs about three miles west of it, the soil is
strewed with fragments of potters ware, and similar
indications are seen all round the eouthern termination of the hill, even so far as Bdtti Kot, a distance
perhaps of five miles.
W e left Bassowal in the evening, but inatead of
following the high road, which passes by Bitti Kot,
and thence by SGrkh Dew& to Ali B k h h and Jekilabdd, we took a pleasanter, and possibly a shorter
one, tracing chiefly the river bank. Beyond Bassowal we crossed a marsh full of reeds, and then, by
a short and open passage through the hill Mk Koh,
we arrived at Ambhk KhBna, a small village on
the river. Hence we traversed the plain of Chahiir
DCh (the four villages) for four or five miles, and
again approached hills, which, like Mk Koh, close
upon the river. Opposite to Chahk Dbh, across
the stream, is the small and bare looking district of
Goshter, into which the Karapa road from Peshiiwer
conducts. A few naked castles are sprinkled over
the plain ascending to the hills; and there resides
FattGlah Khan Momand, a chief of less consequence
than Siidat Khan of LapGra, and less respected.

.
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South of the plain of ChahPr DCh is the village of
%tti Kot, h e d for the ziarat of AkhGnd MGm,
in virtue of whose holy benediction the snakes, numerously found on Mar Koh,-which
derives its
name from the circumstance,---are believed to have
been rendered harmless. I might have noticed, that
at Ghirdi is a celebrated ziarat of a saint, who was
as much in his element when in the water as a fish,
for it is credited that he would dive into the river
a t Ghirdi and re-appear a t Atak.
The path from ChahAr Dt!h winds around the
hills, overlooking the fine stream. Practicable to
footmen, it is difficult to horsemen, who in some
places are compelled to dismount. A t one spot
there is a sGr&h, or aperture, for some distance
through the rock, whence the whole of the hills are
often called Koh Sang SGrAkh (the hill of the perforated rock), and the same name is applied to the
path. W e came opposite to another of those monuments called Topes, seated on an eminence. It was
very picturesque, and the scenery was so agreeable
that my P a t h companion asked me if there were
any spots so charming in my country. A little beyond, or north of this Tope, a branch from the hills
bounding Goshter terminates in a point, which from
the white colour of the rock is called Safid Bini (the
white nose, that is, projection). The hill itself yields
steatite, to which its colour is due. About a mile
hence we came to a village called Ghirdi Kach, located
pleasantly in a small amphitheatrical recess of the
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hills, which in the neighbourhood produce asbestus.
W e passed the night here in a masjit. The people
supplied us with food, but did not seem to be well
pleased that I was not a MGssulmb.
The next morning we continued our route, still
leading along the river bank. On the opposite side
waa the district of K h e h , which had commenced
from Sfled Bini It is abundantly garnished with
castles, villages, and gardens, and haa a good deal
of cultivation. I t is much more extensive than
Goshter, and to the west is described by the river
of Khonar and Chitrm, called here the K h e h ,
which divides it from BisGt. Clearing at length
the hills named indifferently K6h Sang SGr&h,
or K6h Ali Bi'igh6.q we reached the village of the
latter name, seated on rising ground, and about
a mile from the river. Here we halted during midday in a tamarisk grove, where some weavers of
lGnghis were engaged in their business. At this
village, called also Sammah Kh61, is a shrine, to
which lunatics are brought, it being believed that
in virtue of the benediction of the saint interred
here, they recover their reason.
In the evening we started, intending to reach
Jelilabid, some eight or nine miles distant. W e
chose a path between the high road and the
course of the river, which led through a low tract
overspread with marshes full of flags, and with
p t u r e land. W e had passed the point where the
K b e h river falls into the river of Je161ab6d, and
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had the district of BisGt on the opposite side of
the river, when reaching a small village, JGi Sh%hi,
(the royal canal,) we were invited by a party sitting
under the shade of some trees, to rest awhile. The
chief man proved to be Khal'll K h h , a Baiyiit, and
farmer of the customs of Jeliilabiid under the Nawiib Miihomed Z e m h K h h . He told me that
he lived in BisGt, and was so urgent that I should
epend two or three days with him that I consented.
In the evening we were ferried across the stream
in a boat, and I found the K h U s castle, a very
neat and commodious one, seated amid the most
luxuriant fields of sugar-cane and lucerne, and with
good gardens, and fine groves of trees attached. In
the immediate neighbourhood were many other
handsome castles, and the country around seemed
quite a garden. The heat was the only drawback,
which, although oppressive, did not appear to produce sicknees, nor did it absolutely prevent a pereon
from moving about freely during the day. Khalil
K h h and his M I y were most kind and civil.
In the day-time they would sit with me under
the shade of the mulberry-trees, and in the evening
the youths of the contiguous hamlets would exhibit
their rural sports and games, which were manly
enough, but rough withal. I wished to make inquiries about the Siiipoeh K& ; and various people,
Hind6 and Mhomedan, were brought, who pretended to have some knowledge of them. I heard
their wonderful and incongruous accountg but
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benefited little by what I heard. As so great an
interest, however, is entertained respecting these
races, the succeeding chapter will be devoted to set
forth such information as I have since acquired with
reference to them.
I had remained two or three. days at K h d i
KhWs castle, when a messenger from AbdGl Ganni
K h h , one of his neighbours, came and entreated
that I would step over to his castle. I did so ;and
found that the K h M s object was to procure my
advice for his young son, who had recently become
deaf. I explained that I knew nothing of d i s m
but was scarcely credited. They much wished to
put something into the ears, and protesting that
I did not dare to interfere with so tender an organ,
I besought them to employ no violent remediea.
The mother of AbdGl Ganni K h b , a most respectable DGrhi lady, gave me an interview. She was
unveiled, and held an ivory-mounted cane in her
hand. She expressed much solicitude that her
grandson should recover his hearing. I suggested
that benefit might arise from warmth, and protecting the parts from air, but I suspect it was little
conceited that remedies so simple could be of use.
At this meeting I was regaled with a profusion of
grapes and melons, and I was not allowed to return
to Khalil KhMs castle for a day or two, being detained as a guest. AbdGl Ganni K.hh, who was
a B h k Zai, and relative of the ruling s i r d h in
A f g h h i s t b , had a handsome seignorial castle, with
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all necessary appurtenances, as became a man of his
rank and condition.
My friend Khalil K h h was a violent politician,
and indulged frequently in severe diatribes against
the NawBb Miihomed Z e m h K h h , whom he represented as an incapable ruler, and aa little better
than an old woman. AbdGl Ganni Khan had also
while I resided with him an opportunity of displaying
his political bias, and I'waa surprised to discover that
within three miles of Jeliilabiid, he was not only
inimical to the Nawkb, whose relative he was, and
whose subject I should have considered him to be,
but that he was in the interest of the Peshiiwer
i d . I have in other places mentioned the coalition of the S i r d h of PeshCwer and Kiindahh with
the object of humbling Dost Mihomed K h h , and
that the Peshgwer army was to move upon JelC
hbiid. Sufficient reasons had prevented its march,
but the idea was not abandoned. Now it seemed
the Kandahiir army had moved, or was about to
move upon Ghazni and Kiibal. Dost Mihomed
K h h had summoned Miihomed Z e m h KhPn to
attend him. His absence leaving the Jeldabiid
province bare of troops, the NawBb Jab& Khih,
governor of the Ghiljis between KBbal and J e l k
labiid, was appointed to protect it from invasion on
the side of Peshiiwer; and tiding were at this time
brought to AbdGl Ganni K h l n that he had arrived
with his troops at Jeliilabiid. The khPn immediately ordered the ferry-boats to be secured, avow-
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ing, that he would not allow J a b k KhQn's soldiery
to cross the river, and pillage his raiyats. Some
persons asked the khAn, whether he was not acting
precipitately, and he replied that the Peshiiwer
army would arrive in a day or two, strong in cavalry
and guns, and that there was nothing to fear. He
then went into the country to concert measures;
and I found that he had two other brothers in
=fit,
holding their jaghirs vnder the NawAb, but
no more friendly to him than waa AbdGl Ganni
Khb.
While the latter was absent I returned to Khalil KhAn, but could not crom the river, as a guard
was ~tationedover the ferry-boats. I was not then
aware that by passing higher up dn the same side
of the stream, there were other ferriea beyond
the BbGt district. After a farther stay with Khalil K h h , he having himself business which required him to cross the river, it was arranged to
make a jaa, or float, of inflated skins; and on it
we passed. I took bewell of the friendly K h h ,
who strove to induce me to accept clothes, money
and homes, but I forbore to trespasa on his bounty.
I was sorry to have learned during my abode with
him, that his affairs were embarrassed; and that
his anger with MAhomed Z e m h KhAn was principally owing to the latter being apt to require, as
Khalil K h h thought, unreasonably, an adjustment
of his long unsettled accounts.
We soon reached Jelfilabiid, which we entered
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by the eastern gate, after having passed the decayed, yet very obvious ramparts, of two former
towns, whose site is now occupied by the present
town, the smallest of the three. Enclosed within
mud walls, i t has but an indifferent appearance,
yet its bazar now exhibited much activity, being
filled with the soldiery of the NawAb Jabiir
KhAn.
The fine and productive province of Jelaab6d is
held by the Nawkb M a o m e d Z e m h K h h , son of
the Nawkb Amad K h h , who died in the government of Nra G h h i K h h , in which he waa succeeded by his son, who then* acquired the title
of Nawkb. H e is, consequently, a nephew to Dost
of K h d a h k and
Miihomed Khb, and the Sir*
Peahiwer. H e was expelled from DEra G h a ~
K h h by Samandar Khh, Popal Zai, who took
poesession of the place in the name of Sh&h Miihmiid ;and Miihomed Z e m b K h h then joined ShBh
SGjiih a1 MWkh, who was a t that time advancing
from BahkwalpGr, having been invited from Liidi&a by the Sirdih M&omed Azem K h h . Samandar K h b wss with some difficulty driven from
DEra G h b i K h h , and Miihomed ZemAn Khkn
followed the Sh& to Peshiwer, where quarrelling
with the Sirdir MBhomed Azem K h b , the monarch fought a battle, was defeated, and presently
became a fugitive.
I know not exactly in what manner he acquired
the government of JelQabBd, but conjecture that
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he held it during the authority of Mfiomed Azem
Kh8n a t Kkbal, as in the S i r d S s expedition against
the Sikhs he was despatched to raise levies in the
YGsaf Zai country. His interest, however, in the
family was always considerable, and the Vazh Fatti
KhAn united his daughter to him. H e is said to
be very wealthy, but is by no means generally respected for ability. H e appears to be deficient in
firmness, and rulea with too lax a hand. Placed
over restless and turbulent subjects, he haa no
energy to control them; and it would seem his
averseness to cruelty prevents him from repressing
diaorders or punishing the guilty. It is unfortunate
that the qualities which are amiable in the private
individual, should be errors in the ruler, but they
do so operate in M a o m e d ZemBn K h W s case,
and his authority is despised because it is not
feared.
The revenue of Jeliilabfid, including that from
the Tiijik villages and lands of LGghmih, amounts,
it is said, to above three lakhs of rupees, and might
be largely increased. The S i r d b keeps up but a
limited military establishment, and, in case of need,
generally employs the iljbi, or militia of the country, which he can assemble to the extent of two
or three thousand men. H e can also call upon the
services of the petty saiyad chiefs of Khonar, and
of SAdat K h h , the Momand chief of LiIlpGr. H e
has six pieces of artillery, not in very good order,
Although an ally of Dost M6homed K h h , he is
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supposed to have a bias towards the Sirdiirs of
Peah6wer; and the connection, it is thought, will
become cloaer. He provides for many members
of the B h k Zai family, by giving them lands and
villages, and Je161ab6d affords an asylum to some
whose political misdemeanours have made it necessary for them to abandon Kibal.
The province of JelidaGd extends from the
Kotal of Jigdillak to Dhka, in a line from west to
east. To the aouth, the great range of SCed Koh
divides it from KhGram, and to the north a series
of hills, of nearly equal elevation, separates it from
KAfristAn and Biijor. D&a, the eastern point, is
at the entrance of the celebrated pass of Khaibar,
which leads through the hills of the Khaibar tribea
to Pesh6wer. The beautiful valley of JeliilaMd is
extremely well watered, and besides the SGrkh RGd
and KArasG, with a number of rivulets which flow
from the S&ed Koh, the great river of KAbal glidee
through it, receiving in its course the united river
of Liighdn, composed of the streams of Alfshang
and AlingAr, and lower down the fine river of
KBmeh, Khonar and Chitrid. These rivers flow
from the north, and have their sources remote from
this part of the country. The climate of Jeltilab6d
is remarkably diversified. The winter season is
particularly delightful, although subject to violent
wind storms; and in the summer, while in the
centre of the valley, or along the course of the
river, the heat is exceseive, the skirts of the SaGd
VOL. I.
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Koh contain a number of cool and agreeable spote
to which the inhabitants may retire.
I was no sooner recognized at Jeltilabiid to be a
Feringhi than many hastened to inform the nawAb of my arrival that popular chief being notorious for his good feelings towards Europeans. In
a short time his people were with me, requesting
me to wait upon him. I was not then particularly acquainted with his history, bat had heard
it frequently remarked at Peshiiwer, that there,
SGlt4.n M6homed Khhn was the Feringhi's friend;
and at Kbbal, the Nawkb Jab& K k . I was
not in the best trim to appear before the good
nawAb, or before any other person, yet I had
discovered that Afghhs are not particular as to
trifles, and that I waa just as well received in
rags as I should have been had I been more
sumptuously arrayed.
I therefore accompanied his emissaries to a garden house without the town, where the chief had
established his quarters. H e was in the upper
apartments, which w e k choked up with hie subordinate officers, attendants, and soldiery. H e
saluted me civilly, and said that I must stay with
him, to which I replied, no, and that I intended
to go on. He then observed, that I muet stay
two or three days with him, and I again replied,
no; on which he said that I must at least spend
the day with him; to which I answered I had no
objection. The people about wondered how I had
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got through Khaibar, and the naw$b remarked
for me, that I had nothing to lose. H e informed
me that he would provide a man to conduct me
in safety to K6bal; to which I did not object,
and thanked him. H e then inquired if I needed
any thing, and I replied negatively. The n a d b
directed that I should be taken every care of, and
I took my leave of him. I was now conducted to
a house, which I was told to consider mine aa
long as I pleased to occupy it, and to give' myself no anxiety about anything, as all my wants
would be attended to by the nawhb's orders.
I was soon visited by two singular characters,
the one a Molavf from Lahore, the other a Br&mAn from Laknow. They stated, that they had
m h set out on a tour for some years, and &cci=
dentally meeting, had become companione. Chance
had brought them into contact with the nAwab,
and they were now sojourners with him. They
much praieed his good qualities. I n mannere and
conversation they were extremely refined and intelligent, and had mirth and spirituality, which I
had never before witnessed in a Miihomedh or
Hindii. They seemed independent in circumstances, and their apparel, equipage, &c. all bore
the marks of affluence. Both made me offera of
clothing, money, &c. and apparently with eincerity. I had indeed some difficulty to decline a
horse, which was urged upon me by the Malad,
who could not imagine a person could travel,
N

e
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without pain, on foot. I accepted their invitation
to pass the day with them, and leaving the house,
accompanied them to their quarters. I knew not
their names, but heard the Braman merrily addressed as MGlla Mall. I afterwards learned that
they were versed, or reputed to be, in the occult
secrets of kimia, or gold making, which at once
accounted for their companionship, and for the
high favour they were held in by the nawkb,
.who is one of the most ardent votaries of the
mysterious ecience to be met with in Afghhisth.
Early the next morning we started from J e l k
lab&& the nawkb having given a very good man
to accompany us to Kkbal. He had also provided
a horse for me to. ride on, and occasionally, or when
inclined, I made use of the animal. Leaving the
choice of road to our new attendant, we were
led the high one, skirting the border of the cultivated plain on our right, and generally winding
around the bsse of a series of conglomerate elevations to the left, which extend for fifteen or
twenty miles to the great mountain range &Ed
Koh (the white hill), which noble barrier define^
the limits of the Jeliilabiid valley to the south,
and divides it from Bangash. The plain of J e l k
labiid is cultivated to a high degree, and in this
part of it, with an average breadth of three or
four miles, has a length from Jeliilabhd to BQlla
B&gh of twelve or thirteen miles. Its entire
length being estimated from the hill of Koh
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Sang SGr&h, and carried beyond BBlla B k h ,
would be double this distance, but the portion
east of the town is by no means so abundantly
cultivated, or so populous as that to the west.
This tract is covered with a profusion of caatles,
villages and gardens, while to the north it is defined by the course of the Kilbal river, flowing
beneath sandstone elevations, stretching to the
skirts of the high ranges occupying the space between Khonar and Ltighmh. Behind, or north
of these ranges, is the region of the Si6posh
KAfrs. Besides the KAbal river, the plain is copiously irrigated by other streams, and notably
by the SGrkh RGd (the red river), which enters
it from the west, and falls into the main river
at DarGnta; by the R a m 6 (the black river),
which east of BQla Bhgh unites with the SGrkh
RGd ; and by' the numerous and beautiful springs
of StiltAnpGr, which form a rivulet flowing through
the centre of the plain by ChahG BAgh. Few
countries can possess more attractive scenery, or
can exhibit so many grand features in its snrrounding landscape. In every direction the eye
wanders on huge mountain ranges.
W e passed successively to our right the larger
villages of the plain, ChahG Bhgh, distinguished
for its royal garden, and for being the abode of
a venerated Hind& GGrG; SGltbpbr, famous for
ite orchards and springs, and the reputed shrine
of BdbL NQnak ; Shamsipfir and WattipGr; until

we reached the mall enclosed town of BBlla U g h ,
seated on the southern bank of the SGrkh Rbd,
and the representative of the ancient AdinapGr,
whose slender vestiges are on the opposite bank.
This place is more commercial than JelhlaMd, has
many Hind6 tradere, and a few bankers psident
at it. The site being more elevated, the climate
is less sultry. To the west, there is a large royal
garden, and the environs to the east are highly
cultivated, particularly with sugar-cane. To the
south and west, a bleak stony plain extende. W e
found here six pieces of artillery, belonging to
the Nawhb MBhomed Z e m h KhBn, lying without the town-gate to the south; and halted during the day at a takia, o; Mgbomedan shrine.
In the evening, complying with the wishes of
our guide, we left the high road leading to Nimla
and Qandamak, and descended into the valley
of the SGrkh Rhd, which flows at the base of a
mountain range, the Si& Koh (black hill), s e p
rating the Jeliilabiid county from LGghmh. This
range stretches from DarGnta to Jigdillak, with
a length of about twenty-five miles. W e proceeded up the valley, passing a few Afghan ham..
lets and fortlets, and occasionally crossing the.
minor rivulets, which flow into the Sbrkh RGd,
having their rise in the Sfled Koh range. The
valley was everywhere cultivated, so far as the
scantinese of the soil permitted, but the surface
was rookp and unfavourable to the farmer. The
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houses were alike mean in appearance and structure, and it was evident that their tenants, rude
Ghiljis, were not very affluent. On the hills behind BAlla BAgh, under which are the ruins attributed to Ad'maptir, we had noticed a great
variety of ruined parapets and walls, also a few
caves with triangular entrances. At a spot in
this valley, called Kang Karak, where a large rivulet joins the river, and where a road over the
plain of B h a k strikes off to Nimla, there were
a more considerable number of caves, and the
locality was agreeably picturesque. At length we
halted at a hamlet, and passed the night on the
roof of one of the houses. W e had little to
lose, but a robber thie night intended to have
taken that little. He had crept, in pursuance of
his plan, upon the roof, but chancing to awaken
my companions, he was compelled to fly.
The next day, still tracing the course of the
river, now gliding through hills on either side,
we came upon the high road, at a locality called
SGrkh PG1 (the red bridge), from a dilapidated
structure of one arch thrown over the stream, according to a Persian inscription on a rock near
it, by Ali M e r d b K h b . The river is fordable,
I suspect at all seasons, unless when increased by
sudden swells. The road led hence to Jigdillak;
but, implicitly obedient to our guide, we again
struck across the country to the south ; and leaving
the Ghilji district of H i s s h k on our left, turned
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westernly, and ultimately reached HdvizdngtSni, a
spot where we found a dwelling, with a few vine8
near it, a flour-mill, a tandGr, or baker's oven, an
assemblage of AfghPn tents, two lines of fine stand&d mulberry-trees laden with ripe purple fruit,
and a spring of delicious water. Beneath the shade
of the mulberry-trees were sitting some eight or
ten persons. W e discovered that they were in
some degree strangers as well as ourselves. The
greater number of them were the party of a malek
of Fatthbid, a village three or four miles south of
Bdlla BAgh, whom business had brought here ; and
the others, a SiihibzBda of Loghar, with his attendants. In the lmt we had a companion for our
onward journey; and we soon became familiar with
the whole of the party, and sat with them. The
mulberry-trees were shaken, and an enormous heap
of the fruit was placed before me. I had eaten the
mulberrie~of KohBt, HbgG, and Peshbwer, but had
never before seen or tasted fruit comparable to the
present. I needed not encouragement to enjoy the
treat. In the course of the day the malek observed to me, that he had ten wives, and wiehed
me, from my Feringhi knowledge, to communicate
some specific to strengthen him. I asserted my
inability to oblige him, and he wished me to look
into my book. I said that the book was on very
different matter, and did not look into it. He
was exceedingly persisting that I should consult
the book, and I unwisely did not humour him, it
'
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not occurring to me that he might be merely
eurious to see what was in it, or whether there
was any Persian writing which he might understand.
Since leaving Biilla Biigh, although the weather
was still warm, we had by no means experienced
the heats prevailing in the plain of Jelilabiid, and
in the country to the east. We were quite conmiom by our feelings that we were travelling into
a purer and cooler atmosphere. At this place, however, the change was extremely sensible, and I was
in high spirits a t the certainty of having reached
the cold country. Neither was I less delighted at
the novelties shown in the aspect of the country,
and in its vegetable productions. Here I first met
with the common but fragrant plant, terk, and amnot express my joy when I inhaled the breeze perfumed with its odour. I was never tired of roving
about the low hills in our neighbourhood, and found
everything new and pleasing, but I was unusually
glad, and a strange presentiment arose in my mind,
which I could not banish, that some present evil
would befal me. I n the evening I was the gueet
of some one, I knew not of whom, but a stewed
fowl was brought to me from the A f g h h tents,
where the females prepared the repaat for the
whole party. I ate a portion of it, and was told
to tie up the remainder for the morning. I did
so, and placed it near my book, and as night came
on, went to sleep. I n the morning my book was
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missing. I was chagrined to lose so simply what
the Khaibar robbers had respected, and returned
to me. Ineffectual search was made over the
neighbourhood, and I waa compelled to leave without recovering it. My companions suspected the
malek of Fattiabiid might have taken it, but there
was the probability that some dog, or other animal,
had carried it off with the fowl, which had also
disappeared. My regret made me use high 1p a g e , but I was cautioned to be moderate, as the
inhabitants, Ghiljie, were bad people.
W e left H 6 v h h g M , to me a disastrous spot;
and our small party waa augmented by that of the
Loghar Sfiibziida, a respectable and agreeable person. W e made this day the passage of the Kotiil,
or pass of Karkacha, the most southernly of the
routes leading from JelLlabiid to Kiibal ; the other
is that of Jigdillak ; and both lead to T6zi. I cannot
call to mind that the KotAl wm anywhere difficult,
but I dismounted during the greater portion of it,
rather from consideration for my horse than from
necessity. The hills are not abrupt, and many of
them have a e u r h of dark red soil. They cover
the space between the Jeliilabbd valley and A m h
Koh, the western continuation of SaEd Koh, where
the SGrkh RGd rises; and from the river washing
away their particles in its course, it acquires, in
certain seasons, a deep red tinge ; whence its name.
The pass afforded some delightful scenery, and the
bills, overspread with pine-fir, and holly-trees, were
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peculiarly interesting. W e descended into the
valley of Tb5, where we halted at a collection of
pastoral A f g h h tents, the people receiving ue as
guests, being happy, it appeared, to entertain a S k
hibdda's party. T 6 i waa a picturesque valley, with
a castle, and much cultivation, on a rivulet, near
which we halted. At its southern extremity, in
the high hills confining it, were visible the caatlee
and gardens of various Ghilji chiefs, who own the
valley. The rivulet of Ti% flows, with a marked
descent, by S h Bbb$ and falls into the KAbd river
near Siirbi. W e found at Tkzi in the garden attached to the castle, the troops of SadG KhAn, the
chief whose expulsion from HhgG I have noted.
They were under the orders of a NGb, and en reacts
to reinforce the Nawtlb J a b b K h h at Jeliilabgd.
I chanced to stroll near them, and narrowly 0scaped having a scuffie with some of them, who
wished to treat me aa a Ghilji rogue ; others recognized me, and in lieu of maltreatment I was overwhelmed with goodness. I sat some time with the
leader, and was regaled with apricots, sent for from
the Tkzi Malek's private garden. Rsadiness was
professed to recover my book, and the nGb said he
would do hie beat, when in a day or two, he should
be at HBvhhglhi. W e remained the night at
Tkzi.
The next morning we crossed the sucoession of
paeees, called the Haftkotiil, (seven passes,) the
road tolerably good, and reached the table lands,
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extending to KhGrd Kiibal (Little Kiibal). At their
commencement was the grave of Jabiir, the progenitor of the great Ghilji family of that name,
and beyond it the remains of a Chiighatai fortmas.
The plain to the south has for boundary a wellharked hill range, under which we see the castle
and gardens of Tchakri, where resides W d i a
Karoh Kh6l Ghilji, and notorious freebooter. As
we approached KhGrd Kbbal we passed the remains of anbther Chiighatai fortrese, constructed of
a white argillaceous stone, containing fossil freeh
water shells, which abound in the formation of the
plains hereabouts. Beyond the fortress a short
tanghi, or defile, through which flows a rivulet,
conducted into the plain of KhGrd Kflbal, of fair
extent, comprising some cultivated lands, a good
deal of pasture, and a fine rivulet, which coming
frcim MG&i passes through defiles to BhGt Khbk,
and thence into the river of KAbal. The village
of KhGrd Kiibal was seated on the opposite side
of the stream, at some distance, under the hills.
Neither did we visit it, although it is a common
halting-place. W e had heard that the cholera,
which had been so destructive at Peshiiwer, had
travelled on to KgSbal, and was raging with great
violence. The SiihibzQdawaa afraid to venture to
the city, and aa the direct way to Loghar leads
from KhGrd KAbal, we now separated. H e would
have been pleaaed that I should have accompanied

bim, and have remained in Loghar until the per+
tilence had ceased; but I declined his polite proposal, as I did not purpose to linger at Kabal, and
hoped to p a s unharmed the one or two days I
might stay in its vicinity. W e crossed the hills
separating the plain of KhGrd Kglbal from that
of the great city, by a by-path, and descended upon
Killa Mohsan, where we halted, and had bread
prepared. Towards evening we started anew, and
crossing the meadows of l%grb, and the river
of Loghar, we reached by sunset the castle of Ag6
M a at B'mi SQr (the nose of the city), about three
miles south of the B a a His& of KAbal. This
castle belonged to a family, many of whose members resided at Pesh6wer ; and I had been directed
to repair to it, and to make it my home.
I found that the mother of Ag6 LBla was dwelling at it. She sent a message of welcome to me,
and informed me that she was going into the city
that night, where some one dear to her was indisposed, but would return in the morning, and every
attention should be paid to me. The good lady
went; and I wso told in the morning, she was no
more. The cholera had added her to the number
of its victims.
The city, I learned, was in charge of Miihomed
AkMr Khan, second son of Dost Mhhomed KMn,
who, with his army, was encamped at Ghazni,
awaiting the arrival of his hostile brothers from
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I determined to Ioae no time in pro-

ceeding to the Sirdsi.'~camp, being as curious to
witness the proceedings of an ~ f ~ h Parmy
n
aa
desirous to eecape from the baleful influence of
contagion and diease.
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THEHonourable Mr. Elphinstone, in the Appendix
to his admirable work on Afghilubtkn, has included
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an account, aa given by one of his agents, MGlla
Najib, of the singular and secluded people known
to their Mihornedan neighbours as the Siiposh
Kiifrs, or black-clad infidels, and who inhabit the
mountainous regions north of LGghmh and Khonar, and between the courses of the Nadjil 'and
K h e h rivers.
It is pretty certain that MGlla Najib, who is still
alive, never ventured into the Siiposh country, as
I believe he pretended ; still his account is the only
tolerable one which has appeared of the customs
and usages of the mysterious race. At the period
of the Kkbal mission in 1809 it was easy for him
to learn all that he haa recorded, by actual communication with the numerous individuals of their
nation, who were wont to visit the towns and
villages of Peshatt and Khonar, under protection
of Saiyad Najim, then the ruler of those districts,
who preserved an understanding with his Siiposh
neighbours.
No subsequent accounts have contributed much
additional information, being merely hearsay statements, given and received at random: and a little
reflection will teach that trustworthy information is
scarcely to be expected from casual sources. The
M6homedh bordering on the Si6posh frontiers
are incompetent to speak accurately of the manners,
habits, history, or traditions of tribes with whom
'they have no friendly intercourse.
. They repeat, therefore, the wondrous tales they
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have heard from persons as ignorant as themselves,
whence their variance with all probability, and with'
each other. I t also happens, that the few Siiposh
who are seen in the adjacent countries are such as
have been kidnapped, and generally children or
shepherd boys, amongst the rude@ and less informed of their own countrymen ; and consequently
unqualified to give testimony on the topics concerning which European curiosity desires to be
satided. The six or seven Kiifr youths I have
seen were obviously in this predicament, and incapable of replying clearly to questions on subjects
which they did not comprehend.
For these reasons, we can obtain but vague and
defective information as to the Sipoeh races from
their neighbours ; and even this has been in many
caserr misunderstood by careleas inquirers, who have
been therefore led to aecribe to the objects of their
researches a descent from the Arabs, from the
KorGsh, or from other equally improbable stocks.
There can be no doubt but that great interest
attaches to a people on all sides environed by hostile neighbours of a different faith, but whose valour,
assisted by the strength and intricacy of their mountainous abodes, has enabled them, to this day, to
maintain independence, and to baffle the attempts of
all invaders to subdue them. To us, this interest is
considerably augmented by the knowledge that these
indomitable tribes have an unusual fairness of complexion, and a regularity of features, which would seem
VOL. I.
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to identify them with the European family of nations.
W e are not permitted to account for these physiological distinctions by referring them to the influences of
climate or of situation, as such influences do not similarly affect their neighbours, in like manner exposed
to them. W e cannot behold the fair and regular
countenance of the Siiposh, his variously coloured
eye, and shaded hair, and suppose for a moment
that he is of the same family as the TAjik, or the
H a z k the Uzbek, or the Kirghiz. In proportion
as we find it impossible to affiliate him with any of
his neighbours, our anxiety increases to ascertain
his origin, and to verify the causes which ,have enshrouded him with mystery, and isolated him, under
the shelter of his inaccessible retreats, from the rest
of mankind.
When no one knows, all may conjecture,-but
with regard to the Siiiposh community, the Asiatic
and the European would probably apply very different speculations. The latter might fondly fall back
upon the remote period when the son of Philip led
his victorious arms into the regions of central Asia,
and call to mind the various colonies he planted in
them to promote the security and permanent retention of his acquisitions. He might remember the
Macedonian colonies of Alexandria ad Caucasem,
of Arigseum and Bazira;-the
garrisons of Nysa,
Ora, Massaga, Peuceleitis and Aornos. He might
also recollect, that a number of sovereigns, of Greek
descent, subsequently ruled in these countries, until
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they were overrun by the Getic hordes of Scythia.
He would not hi1 to discover that the region now
inhabited by the Sliiposh is eurrounded by the very
countries in which the Greek sovereignty prevailed,
and that it is encircled by the colonies, posts, and garrisons, known to have been established in them ;while it is naturally that into which the expatriated
princes and their subjects would have been driven,
or into which they would have retired to escape the
fury of their fierce and barbarous invaders.. H e
might farther be pleased to find, that the conclusiom which such recollectione would tend to suggest were sanctioned by the recorded traditions
existing in these quarters, and that they are strengthened by the fact, that many petty princes and chiefs,
some of whom, now Miihomedam, but originally
Siiiposh, claim descent from the Macedonian hero ;
and have preserved vague accounts referrible either
to their reputed ancestor's marriage with the fair
Roxanq or to his amour with the captive queen of
Ma#iap.
But while, if we were enabled positively to pronounce the Si8posh tribe to be descendants of the
Greek colonists and subjects, we might plausibly
account for their loeation, and rationally enough for
their physical and phymological distinctions and peculiaritiee, it is scarcely allowable, on our scanty
knowledge of them, to draw so bold and welcome an
inference.
From the period of Getic ascendancy to that of
0
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the appearance of Miihomedan armies in the countries bordering on the Indus, we have no extant r e
cords to apply to for any information on the history
of the times. The discovery of a multitude of coins,
which may be classed into many well defined and
distinct series, and which were undeniably current in
these countries, yield abundant testimony that not
only did they undergo a number of political convulsions, and experience considerable alternations in the
authority of various dynasties, but that divers religions were introduced, and patronized by the monarchs of the day. Such testimony is, moreover, confirmed by slight notices, acquired through foreign and
indirect channels.
In the absence of positive historical evidence we
need not expect to derive any intimation applicable
to the SGposh tribes, but we may reasonably suppose that, if then located in their present seats, their
manners, usages, habits, religious belief, and opinions, may have been more or less changed and modified by their intercourse with the several races of people, who, of various origin and creed, dominated in
the countries adjacent to them: for it is poesible
that, until the intolerant and persecuting Miihom e d h established his sway, they were in communication with the inhabitants of the plains; ss they
would not have had the same reasons for jealous
distrust and hostility.
W e know little of the government of these countries under the vicerays of the Caliphs, or how long
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they continued to exercise it, yet it must have been
for a considerable period, if we accept as evidence
the large number of their coins found. It ie still
certain that the Hind6 princea, east of the Indus,
recovered the regions weat of the river by the expulsion of the early Mihornedan governors, as we
find them in peaemion, when Sabakhtaghin, of the
Ghaznavide line of princes, found himself strong
enough to undertake their conquest, and to carry
his arms to the Tndus. His son, the celebrated
Miihmfid, distinguished himself in these campaigns,
and, if we credit tradition, Jeliilabhd, or the proviuce
of Ningrahiir, was the scene of severe contest, while
the district of LGghmh, in particular, immediately
to the south of the Siiiposh region, became the
theatre of a 'most sanguinary and obstinate warfare
between the Mlissulrnh m i e a and the infidels.
From this epoch we have, I believe, tolerably
authentic accounts preserved by MQhomedan historians. Their works relating to the exploits of
Sabakhtaghin and his son, merit examination for
the purpose of eliciting who these infidels were,
who so bravely defended their country, and whether
they had any connexion with the Siiiposh. It will
strike any one, that if previously there had been
no enmity between the natives of the hills and the
inhabitants of the plains, there was now ample occasion to have given rise to it. May it be, that
from this date existe that hostility which has endured unabated for so Illany centuries ?

Sabakhtaghin died 997, A. D. It was somewhat
before that time, therefore, that these events took
place. Yet it is not until more than fuur centuries
afterwards that we find the Sibposh mentioned by
name, and as occupying the country they now hold.
The conquests of Amir TaimGr brought these people to his notice, and he made an expedition against
them, which is rather circumstantially detailed by
his historian, Sherifadm, and contains a few particulars worthy of note.
In 1399, A. D. that conqueror being at Anderiib,
the inhabitants complained to him that they were
grievously oppressed by the idolaters of Ketuer, and
by the Si6posh. It would appear, that the general
name of the northern parts of the region of K&ist h was Ketuer, or Katbwar. The prince8 of Chitr81, who in the time of TaimGr were no doubt
infidels, and who are among those claiming descent
from Alexander, beiug still stiled Sh& Katiiwar,
or the kings of Katiiwar. Chitdl is also called, in
the countries to the south, KlshghQr-f-khGrd, or the
little Khhghiir. It was asserted by the complainante that the Sibposh extorted excessive sums of
money from them, calling it tribute and karaj, (a
term in use at this day,) and in default of payment,
killed their men and carried off their women and
children. TaimGr selecting nearly a third part of
his army, (or three out of every ten soldiers,) marched against the SiAposh. He reached PejAn, mid
to be a towti of Bitdakshbn, two day^ from AnderLb,
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whence he detached a large force to the left, or
north, while he proceeded himself to Kavuk, where
finding a demolished fbrtwsa, he ordered it to be
rebuilt. Neither of these localities are perhaps
exactly known, but it may be inferred that Kavuk
was in the valley of Panjshir. From Kavuk, TaimGr made the ascent of the mountains of Ketuer.
These were the range dividing the courses of the
Panjshir and Nadjil rivers ; and this natice substantiates the fact that the country to the esst of Panjshir
was called Katiiwar, and that the term was a general one applied to that part of Kiifrish. The
passage was difficult, from snow, but when the army
had m o u n t e d it, they descended upon a river,
(that of Nadjil,) whew was a fortress on the western
bank. This was abandoned by the Sitiposh, who
crossed the river, and occupied the summit of a
high hill.
The infidels are described as "strong men, and
as large as the giants of Aad. They go all naked ;
their kings are named Oda and Odashooh. They
have a particular language, which is neither Persian,
nor Turkish, nor Indian, m d know no other than
this." TaimGr passed the river, and attacked the
Si4posh position, which, defended with singular obstinacy, was at length carried. The males of the
infidels, whose souls are said to have been more
black than their garments, wew put to the sword,
their women and children were carried away.
" TaimGr ordered the history of this action to be

.
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engraved upon marble. It happened in the month
Ramadan, in the year of the Hejra 800, (June
1398,) and he added the particular epocha which
this people used, that their posterity might have
some knowledge of the famous pillar of the ever
victorious TaimGr. This pillar, so inscribed, gave
the greater pleasure to the emperor, in that these
people had never been conquered by any prince in
the world, not even by Alexander the Great."
This quotation comprises interesting details. First,
the erection of the marble pillar. Secondly, the
recorded fact that the Sihposh had a peculiar
epooha. And thirdly, the allusion to their valour
and long independence, and to Alexander.
As regards the pillar, it would be satisfactory to
ascertain whether it be still in existence. I may
note, that the extracts from Sherifadin are taken
from the English version of the French translation
by Petit La Croix. The French author, it is to
be feared, has in some insstances taken liberty with
his original, and the English author may have treated the French one with as little ceremony. Whether a pillar waa erected or not,-+ work requiring
wme time and labour,-there is little r e e n to
doubt but that some inscription recorded the triumph of TaimGr. To the north of Nsqjil, a district dependent on LGghmln, and through which
the river named after it flows, and which river
we suppose to be the one to which TaimGr had
arrived, is a structure, or some other monument,
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known by the name of TaimGr His&. In the
ordinary acceptation of the term Hiss& in these
countries, it would imply a superior fortress, but
as the place is, in the Siiiposh country, it is not
visited by people from without, and all that can be
ascertained is, that there exists some token of the
conqueror's visit, bearing his name, and which is
admitted, by tradition, to relate to him. I t might
not be inconsistent with probability to believe, that
by Taimur H i d r may be known the remains of
the fortress on the river, abandoned by the Siiiposh,
and dismantled by TaimGr. Near it would be, of
course, the inscription which it would be 80 desirable to recover. The malek, or petty chief of
Nadjil, also claims descent from Amir TaimGr, to
whom is ascribed an amour, precisely of the same
nature as the one attributed to Alexander.
The fact that the Siiposh had, at that period,
a particular era, is also important, because it may
be hoped that they have preserved it, and that people who have certain ideas on chronology, may not
be altogether without them on other subjects.
The allusion to the long independence of the
%&posh proves that their establishment in their
mountain seats was not considered of recent date,
and the notice of Alexander shorn that the emperor and his historian were acquainted with his
progress in these countries; and it is certain, that
although the romances of the poets have superseded, with the vulgar, the rational history of the
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Macedonian conqueror, still there are persons more
correctly informed.
The large detachment sent by TaimGr to the
left, met with signal disgrace and discomfiture.
It is pretended that a reinforcement partly retrieved it, but it is clear that the success of the
emperor himself was rather equivocal; and, without
attempting to maintain a position in the country
of the warlike infidels, he hastily returned to Anderiib, and rejoined the rest of his army.
From this time it appears to have been the
practice of the Miihomedan princes of TGrkistAn
occasionally to make inroads upon the Siiiposh,
not so much with the view of reducing them as
of gaining. for themselves a reputation, and of
meriting the illustrious title of Ghikhi or champion of the faith. History notes many such crusades as that of S G l t h Miihomed Mirza of Bokh i h , in 1453, A. D. who won the honourable title,
whatever may have been the fortune of his arms.
I t has, however, occurred, that combinations of M&
homedan princes have been made against the independence of the Siiiposh, and that m i - from
different quarters have entered their country. .But
these have been invariably repulsed, unable to
overcome its natural obstacles, and the gallantry
of the mountaineers who defended it.
The celebrated Baber, in his Memoirs, repeatedly
mentions the Si&posh under the designation of
KAfrs, yet, as his notices are incidental, they im-
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part no light upon their history, religion, or other
important points, connected with them ;--still they
are extremely intereeting, both as concerns them
on minor details, and the neighbouring countries
and people to the 0011th ; the activity of the observant prince having led him to make frequent
excursions amongst the latter. In the sequel we
shall have occasion to refer to many of his intimations. In this place, it may suffice to note,
that the lapse of a century and a quarter had
brought about no change in the nature of the
relations between the Sihposh and the people of
Panjh'lr and Anderiib, whose ancestors had claimed
Amir TaimGr's protection. Baber, describing Panjh'u; notes, that " I t lies upon the road, and is in
the immediate vicinity of Kfistiln. The thoroughfare and inroads of the robbers of KBfristh
are through Panjhir. In consequence of their vicinity to the K&
the inhabitants of this district
are happy to pay them a fixed contribution. Since
I last invaded Hindusth and subdued it (in 1527),
the Kbfrs have descended into Panjhir, and returned, after slaying a great number of people,
and committing extensive damages."
Baber had previously noted, that in 1514 A. D.,
the year in which he took Cheghherai on the
K h e h river, " The Kafrs of Pich came to their
mistance ;" and adds : " so prevalent is the use of
wine among them that every KGfr lias a khig,
or leathern bottle of wine about his neck. They
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drink wine instead of .water." A t an earlier period, in 1607, a. D. he had led a plundering expedition against their rice-fielde in the valley of Birain, which he thus describes :- " Some persops
who were thoroughly acquainted with every part of
the country, informed us, that up the river of the
T u m h of Alishend, the K& sow great quantities
of rice, and that probably the troops might there be
able to lay in their winter's corn. Leaving the dale
of Nangenhar, therefore, and pushing speedily forwards, we passed Saigal, and advanced up to the
valley of Birain. The troops seized a great quantity of rice. The rice-fielde were a t the bottom
of the hills. The inhabitants in general fled and,
escaped, but a few KClfrs were killed. They had
posted some men in a breastwork on a commanding eminence in the valley of Birain. When the
K& fled this party descended rapidly from the
hill, and began to annoy us with arrows. We
stayed one night in the Kifrs' rice-fields, where we
took a great quantity of p i n , and then returned
to the camp." Here is the cool narration of a
cool exploit ; yet Baber nowhere speaks of the
K& with particular ill-feeling, or discovers the
slightest ambition to win, at their expense, the
title of 'Ghhi, of which Amir TaimGr had been
eo proud. Their jovial habits, so much in keeping with his own, may have somewhat prepoeeeseed him in their favour. In 1620, A. D. he
mentione having eent from Bedrav, (in the pre+
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sent Taghow,) one Haidar Alemdar to the KBfrs.
This man on his return met him below the pass
of BBdij, (the present BBd Pash,) and was " accompanied by some of their chiefs, who brought with
them a few skins of wine." The present probably
explains the nature of the mission.
It is singular that Marco Polo, who, if the statement transmitted to us in the twenty-fifth chapter
of his First Book, as given by Marsden, be implicitly credited, resided for a year in Balashan, or
Biidakshh, should not have particularly noticed
so interesting a people as the Siiiposh. His account of the inhabitants of Bascia in the following chapter, is scarcely applicable to them, as he
instances, that they are of a dark complexion,
which, assuredly, the Siiposh are not.
In 1603, A.D. Benedict Goez, a Jesuit, crossed
the Hind6 Kosh by the pass of Perwh, to Anderiib. H e heard of the Siiiposh tribes ; and being
told they were not Miihomedans, and that they
d m k wine, and array$ themselves in black, inferred that they were Christians. The fanciful
notions of the zealous miseionary are not mow
ludicrous than those of later Europeans, who have
imagined them to be Arabs.
The reports of Goez must have excited considerable interest and curiosity respecting these tribe8
throughout Europe ; but nothing was done to increme our knowledge of them until the mission
of the Honourable Mr. Elphinstone in 1809, when
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the report of MGlla Najib gave as much information respecting their manners and usages as a
native could be expected to acquire. It also furnished a vocabulary of their language, I doubt not
aa perfect as could be composed by a native, recollecting that he heard with the ear of a native
of Peshiwer, and that his orthography may be
questionable, because peculiar.
Attaching every value to the report of MGlla
Najib, it must be still conceded that we have no
information of the S'iposh race, which does not
require confirmation; neither are we likely to obtain a s a c i e n t acquaintance with this interesting
people, until some intelligent and adventurous
European shall penetrate into their sequestered
valleys; and by the results of his own observation, and of direct intercourse with the best informed of themselves, enable us to form accurate
notions of their present and past state of society,
of their religion, language, and other matters relating to them. Until wa have such testimony,
we must be satisfied with the dubious accounts
of natives; but we, aa Europeans, can never from
them q u i r e the knowledge we wish to possess
of the Siipsh.
The boundaries of the country they occupy are
well known, and their limits have been considerably
contracted since the period when they were first
brought to notioe ; both by the encroachments of
Miihomedan tribes, and by the ddlcation of their
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own people at exposed and accessible frontier villages; who, to preserve themselves and their possessions, have professed themselves to be converts
to Isliim. Such people preserve their original customs and manners in a great degree; and their
religion is so equivocal that they are termed Nimcha, or half Mbsaulmhs. They communicate with
Miihomedans and Siiiposh, and are, therefore, in
some degree us>ful; but their sympathies are supposed to side with the friends from whom they
have unwillingly, and but nominally, seceded.
Three large rivers flow through Kiifristh from
north to south, and augment with their waters
the river of Kkbal and Jeliilab&d, which ultimately
falls into the Indus. The two westernly ones unite
at Tngari of LGghmh ; and the joint stream, after
a short course of eight or ten miles, falls into the
Kibal river a t Kergah, in the same district, about
a mile to the east of Mandariiwar. The easternly
river, known as that of b e h , falls into the KBbal
river east of Jelilabiid, qnd at a distance of about
twenty-five miles from Kergah. The K h e h flows
through Chitril, and its source is more remote.
On the east, it may be considered the boundary
of the Siiiposh territory, as the river of Nadjil
and AlirJhang forms the boundary on the west.
The sourca of the Nadjil river are said to be
not very dietant, and it is the smallest of the
three rivers. The central river, which joins that
of Nadjil, is more considerable, and is said to have

\
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a far longer course. I t is the only one which has
- a peculiar name, or one independent of the localities through which it passes, and is called Kow,
pronounced exactly as the English word cow. I t
must not be mistaken for the Cow-mull of Rennell,
which is the Gomal, a river rising near the pass
of PChwb, at the head of Bangash, and with a
course from west to esst, flowing through the
SGlimAni range, west of the Indug into which it
falls a few miles south of DCra Ismael K h h . The
river of Nadjil we have supposed to be that a t
which Amir TaimGr amved ; and this need scarcely
be doubted, as Baber, in noting that there are
three passes over the Hind6 Kosh from Panjhir,
calls the uppermost, or the one farthest to the
east, by the name of Khewa, clearly the Kavuk
of Sher'Ifadin. This river is, therefore, so far
known to history. Of the river Kow nothing is
known, beyond the fact of its junction with the
former at Yngari, having traversed the eastern part
. of the valley of LGghmh, named Alingb.
With the river of K h e h we are better acquainted, there being a route along its course, by
which khfilas sometimes, but not often, pass from
the valley of Jeldabiid to Chitdl. The route leads
and by ShCghi, Baziid, Kallatak,
through %tit,
ShGwah, and Killah PidshAh, to IslhpGr, at the
head of the valley of Bbdiai, leading to Bar-kot,
Darninj, and the D h N h . From IslhpGr, whew
the valley of Khonar also commences, constantly
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tracing the river bank, the road passes Kandi and
Nurgal to Pattin, where the stream is crossed, and
then tracing the opposite bank, conducts, by Khonar
and K u l i g r h , to Peshatt ; thence to D u n a i , lately
taken from the Peshatt chief by M h Alam Khan
of Biijor, who keeps a garrison there, as it is at the
foot of the pass of Shammatak, by which the great
mountain range, stretching from Khonar to Chitrtil,
is crossed to Biijor. From Duniihi the road leads
to Sirkani, and Hind6 RAj--dependent on the Biijor
chief; beyond them are Shigal and Asmh, inhabited
by Sh'mwiXls; and again beyond them, are Sidposh
villages, which passed, the valley of Chitrill is entered. Above A s m h is a large cataract, and the
river above Peshatt is, in some places, narrow
enough to be bridged ;-from Peshatt jhlas, or floats
of inflated skins, pass freely down it. From Pattan,
where it is usual to cross the river, as is done for convenience, and a regard to safety, there is still a road
along the western bank, which passes many villages,
aa Nibi, ShAhkhGti, KGlmhi, Kotgdhi opposite to
Peshatt, Noreng Piiy6.u opposite to DGniihi, Noreng
BBlla opposite to Sirkanni, and TCshar opposite to
Hind6 G
j. There are also many amall rivers or
rivulets, which fall into the K h e h , from the west,
in this part of its course. They generally flow down
valleys, inhabited by h16homedana or Nimchaa, who
are immediate neighbours of the Sidposh, and with
whom, as the case may be, they a& in hostility,
or on amicable terms. Of these the dam, or valleys,
VOL. I.
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of Ma&, Pgch, Shiniighh, and Ch&ghanser&, are
the most remarkable. The Siiiposh, in this route,
between the ShinwSs and Chitra, exact karaj,
or a tax, from kgfilas, but do not otherwise molest
them, although the traders are glad to get through
them. Owing to this distrust, or that the road is
penible, as it is said to be, and probably that the
ShinwC~s,a lawless tribe, are more to be dreaded
than the Klfrs, this route is not much used, and
khfilas generally prefer crossing the hills at DGniihi
to Biijor, whence they proceed northernly to Dh,
beyond which they have to recross the same range,
descending into the valley of Chitrill.
To the north, the limits of the Siiiposh are defined by the line of road leading from Chitrtd to
Faizabiid, of Biidakshih. This appears to extend
from east to west, and crosses a high mountain
range, probably the true HindG Kosh, the third or
fourth march from Chitrill. From the valley of
Panjshh they are separated by a lofty range, the
principal peak of which is called Koh Kohwrtnd,
and on the south, it haa been gleaned, that they
border on the districts of Nijrow, Taghow, Nadjil,
LGghmlin, and ShCwah. From LGghmb they are
separated by a high mountain, Koh Karinj, and
from ShCwah by that of NGrgal.
From the summit of Koh Karinj a most extensive and commanding view is obtained of the region
inhabited by the Si6posh. The eye wanders over
an immense space of low rounded hills, with few
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prominent ranges, or any particular mountains of
great elevation.
The impreseion derived from the coup Sat2
coincides with the understood nature of the tract.
I t being represented as hilly, and traversed by
innumerable n m w and rugged valleys and defiles,
the roads chiefly leading along the banks of precipices, and frightful chasms, while it is amply s u p
plied with rivers, rivulets, and torrents, but the
abundance of water is unfortunately unaccompanied
by any extent of cultivable soil. The table space4
which seem to prevail, may be presumed alike
unavailable to agriculture, whether from the rocky
character of the eurface, or from the absence .of
moieture. It is allowed that no practicable spot
is neglected, and that jGiiri mekhiihii or Indian
maize, is the grain usually cultivated, and frequently
on terraces artificially constructed.
The unfitness of the country for the purposee
of tillage is so evident that the principal sttention
of the inhabitants is directed to their orchards,
which yield them amazing quantities of fruits;
found also, in the wild state, in the greatest profusion over their hills. It is known that they have
vines and walnut-trees, and it may be presumed
peach, almond, and pistachio-trees, which abound
in the hills of their neighbourn They do not, however, procure grain from the adjacent tracts, which
is 8ccounttd fsr by the fact that their diet consists principally of meat, c h e w curds and fruits,
P 2
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both h s h and dried. The quantity of cheese made
and consumed by them is said to be surprising.
The natives of the Kohisth of Kbbal, and of the
dependent valleys of Sir Auleng, Panjsh'u, Nijrow,
&c., subsist much in the same way, and although
they can obtain more easily grain, they have a
remarkable predilection for cheese and dried fruits.
Ktbal is supplied with cheese from those parts, and
the people of Nijrow are very expert in its manufacture. Dried tiits, or mulberries, which are no
doubt abundant with the Siiiposh, are a favourite
food of the Kohisthis, and much used by them in
lieu of bread. They devour them by handfuls,
washing them down with water, and travel with
bags of them, m regularly as the Siiiposh do with
khige of wine.
Homed cattle are mid to be scarce among the
Siiiposh, as are sheep, but they have numeroue
flocks of goats. These, besides supplying them with
food, furnish them with clothing; and from the circumstance of wearing the prepared skins with the
hair outside, they have gained the name of Sihposh,
or black-clad.
Little is known of the vegetable productions of
the country. The river Kow, when swollen by the
melting of snows or by rains, brings down to LGghm h branches of an odoriferous wood, suppoeed to
be -sandal, but which is, likely, the juniper cedar.
The Sibposh hills are popularly thought the locale
of the meheb ghiya, or plant of affection, the pos-
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d o n of which is said to secure the love of ally
one to its fortunate owner. As so valuable a plant
would be in high request, it is ingeniously assigned
to an inaccessible region.
It is also universally believed that gold is found
in large quantities in this country, and it is fancied
that it grows with the grain. The metal is pale coloured, and called Tilla KAVi or straw-coloured
gold, of the same quality as, I believe, Chinese gold
generally is. The rivers flowing through K l f r i s t h
undoubtedly bring down gold with them. There
are constantly numbers of gold-washers employed
near Peshatt on the river of Chitdl and KBmeh.
The metal is also found in the rivers of LGghmAn,
and in the river of KBbal, into which they fall, and
is sometimes collected near Kergah and Chahb
BAgh of LGghmh, and again near JelSlabBd. On
the joint river of the Kohistln of KAbal, before it
enters the SSfi hills, there is a spot preserving the
name of Zir S h G though now unfrequented, and it
is certain that all, or nearly all the rivers flowing
from the north have auriferous sands, as quantities
of the metal are procured in the YGsaf Zai districts.
It may be worthy of note, that the people who
search for the gold are not of the countries, but of
the Panjiib ; many are natives of JClarn, on the river
of that name. It is not improbable that the rivers
of KAfristBn, when increased in volume, may pass
over soils enriched with gold and carry down the
precious particles with them. At such times they

'necessarily flood the narrow valleys through which
they pace, and the little patches or plots in them,
sown with maize or other grain. On their eubidence, it is possible, that grains of the metal may be
found adhering to the roots of the plants, which have
arrested their progress; whence the fiction of the
growth of gold with the grain of the country.
As regards the division of the Siiposh into tribes
no one knows, or pretende to know any thing about
them. Nearly as little can be ascertained of their
towns and villages. On the Khonar frontier, where
they have more intercourse with their neighbours
than on any other, the nearest of their villages are,
Katthr, Gambir, and DCh Uz, said to be near to
each other, and on the crest of a table-land. There
are also in that quarter Arans, TshGmia, AmlsGz,
Pandit, and Waigal; and all of them are said to be
on the ridges of table-lands, at the extremities of valleys. The three first villages are said to have one
thousand houses each, and maleks, or principals, with
the nama of Udh, Eralch, Kerim BktGr, and
KodAla. The two last belonging to Dkh Uz.
A m is said to have three t h o d houstw, Tshbmfa, Amlshz, and Pandit, one thousand houses each,
while Waigal is supposed to have six thousand
houses, and to be the largeat town in these parts.
It may be reasonably suspected that these calculations are above the trnth ;. etill, when it is known
that there .are large and populous villages in a
country, it is difficult to reconcile the fact with

.
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so complete a state of barbarism as is imputed
to the Siwh, or to avoid the impression that,
men assembled in such communities must have a
certain kind of order prevalent amonget them, and
be eubject to some of the influences inseparable to
society. It may be remarked, that they appear to
have condensed themselves a t the heads of the valleys which they have lost, and by taking up a position on the edges of their table-lands, strive to
oppose the farther progrew of the Mhomedan.
&iyad Najim of Khonar strove to force this bamer,
but ineffectually. In the time of Baber they still
held the wllep, as he noticea that of Pich (now
called PCch, or the tortuous). The natives of PCch
now call themselves Sms, and are independent, but
avow themselves to be Miihomedans. I t is strange
that their neighbours of Dara NGr, and the remoter
inhabitants of Taghow, who are expreesly stated by
h b e r to have been, in his time, Kkfh, alike call
themselves Wrs, which may be a S i 6 . p h appellation ; and there is a village called SbvS, dill belonging to them, at the head of Dara NGzi, leading
from LGghmh. Baber unfortunately gives few
items of intelligence respecting K W t Q n . Describing the boundaries of Kiibal, he says, " In the hill
eountry to the north-east lies KBfristAn, such aa
Kattor and Gebrek." Kattor may be either the
Ketuer of Amir Taimbr, or Katth, which we have
noted as one of the villagee west of the valley of Khonar. In the latter case, Gebrek might be Gambir,

easily transformed to Gaber-ak; if otherwise, the name
is singular. In describing Nijrow he states, that
" Behind it, in the hill country, all the inhabitants
are KPfrs, and the country is K&fristAn." The inhabitants of Nijrow would seem to have been in
the transition state, for Baber, after noting that they
boil their wine in making it, and fatten cows in the
winter seaon, goes on to say, that they " are winebibbers, never pray, fear neither God nor man, and
are heathenish in their usages." A good Mihomedan would now make exactly the same remarks of
the Safis of Dara NGr, who have continued for
above three centuries in the same state, as Baber
notes, that during his time only they discontinued
the practic,e of eating hop.
In speaking of Alisheng, he informs us, that the
part of KAfristb nearest to it "is called Meil,"
and " that the river of Alisheng comes down from
Meil." It has been already seen that he has mentioned a foray from Alisheng upon the valley of
Birain. Neither it nor Meil can be exactly identified, but Nadj'll is about twelve miles north of
Alisheng, and I believe there is no place of the
least note between them. Again, in speaking of
Alingib, the eastern T u m h of LGghmh, he notes,
that " The part of KAfristh that is nertrest to
Alingar is Gewhr, and the river of AlingG cornea
down from Gewir." I can offer n6 illustration of
Gewir. No boundaries to the Dara NGr are ment,ioned, but we are told that " KGner and NGrgil

form another TumBn. It is situated in the midst
of KAfristAn, which forms its boundary." Biiber
correctly states, that " NGrgil lies on the west, and
Khner on the east of the river ;" and a little farther
on that "the lower part of this TumAn is called
Milteh-Kendi, below which the country belongs to
the Dereh Nbr, and Ater." His succeeding description of ChQhanseriG is entirely applicable to
the place a t this day. " Another Balbk is Chiighaneerai, which contains one village only, and is of
limited extent, lying in the very jaws or entrance
of KAfristh. As its inhabitants, although MbssulmAns, are mingled with the KAfm, they live according to the customs of that race." T h k e centuries
have in this instance produced no difference in the
relative condition of this place ; it is now, as formerly, the boundary between the MGssulmdn and
K$fr, and its inhabitants, under the rule of Biijor,
we compelled to live on a good footing with their
, formidable infidel neighbours. They call themselves
TBjiks, and trace their origin to the K a i h heroes.
In the year 1519, A. D. Baber took by assault the
citadel and town of Bajor, and m-red
the ruling
chief, or sGltAn, with the greater part of his family,
and about three thousand of his ill-hted subjects.
This wanton sacrifice of human life, in conformity
with the barbarous spirit of the age, and intended
aa a severe military example, seemed to require
extenuation ; and in showing the reasons which actuated him, Baber plainly intimates that the de-
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voted people were what would now be &led Nimcha Miihomedans. He says : " As the men of BQjour
were rebels to the followers of Islib, and as, beeide their rebellion and hostility, they followed the
customs and usages of the infidels, while even the
name of Isliim was extirpated from among them,
they were all put to the sword, and their wives and
families made prisoners. Perhaps upwards of three
thousand were killed." Thia slaughter occurred on
the 7th January, and on the 12th January, B a b r
recorda that, "The Kifrs in the neighbourhood of
Biijour, had brought down wine in a number of
skins. The wines and fruits of Bgjour are wholly
from that part of KPfristb which lies about B&
jour." This notice, exemplifying the fitmiliar intercourse of the Si6posh with the invader's camp,
points out likewiee that the country north of Bbjor, and east of the great mountain range of ChitrPl and Khonar, was then possessed by them; that
the Shinwikia had not then intruded themselves, and
that the natives of D'rr were not then converted.
There is nothing more evident from all Baber's
details than the fact, that the countries of Kkbal,
Nangenhh, LGghrnkn, &c. were in his days in&
nitely less populous than they are at present ; and
we find him constrained to remedy the loss he had
inflicted upon the population of Bijor by the location in it of the people of Bisdt. On the 30th
January he diepatched " Yusef Ali Bekawel to colleot them, and remove them to Bbjour;" and he
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prefaces this announcement by informing us that
" the people of B'iGt are connected with those of
Ikrjour ;" in itself a fact of some consequence.
As regards the language, or dialect spoken by the
Sigposh, there can be no doubt but that they have
one, which, as Sherifadin has recorded, is neither
exactly Persian, nor Turki, nor Hindi. It is remarkable that on the south western, and southern
borders of the S'iposh country, or in those pointe
where it connects with the actual limite of the
Kibal and Jel4labihI territories, there are four distillet dialecte .qoken, independently of the more
prevailing ones of Persian, AfghAni, TGrki, and
Hindi. The dialects in quecltion are called Pertlncheh, Pwhai, LGghmMi and Kohistgni. The
Perhcheh is spoken by a few families of the same
name, resident in or near Panjahh ; the Paahai, by a
few families, also of the same designation, occupying
some half dozen villages in the hills east of Nijrow ;
by the inhabitants of Nijrow generally; and by thoee
of Panjehir. The two latter people are, however, acquainted with Persian, whiah the few Paahai families
are not. The LiighmM is spoken by the TQik inhabitants of LGghmh, who also speak Persian. The
Kohistbi is spoken by the W
i inhabitante of Dam
NGr, Dara MazBr, Dam Pdch, &c.; who know no
other dialect. I t is said, and with every appearance of
probability, that them eeveral people are able to hold
converse with the Si&psh. On a comparison of
their dialects, although they by no means coinaide,
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there is sufficient eimilarity to authorize the assumption of their affinity, and the conjecture that they
are the remains of some old language, once general
in this country, before the introduction of Persian,
Arabic, and TGrki, and that they have a close reeemblance to that spoken by the Siiiposh. Of
these four dialects, the K o h i s W most nearly approachee to Hindi ; and, on listening to people conversing therein, I was able, without comprehending
the whole of what was said, to understand the
general purport of their discourse.
There are also other dialects spoken by various
people in the valleys of Kiibal and JelAlabiid, descended from the m e original stock ; and the natives of Dir and Chitril have alike dialects unintelligible to their neighbours, but which it may be
presumed are undeqtood by the Siiiposh. Maemedans conversant in Arabic have recognized in
the dialect of Chitriil many Arabic terms, and they,
as well as Persian terms, are to be found in the
other dialects I have mentioned ; which is no subject of wonder, considering that for a long period
the Caliphs dominated in these countries, and that
the Arabic language and literature must have been
very generally introduced. The language of the
Siiiposh will be more or less blended with Arabic
terms, as their settlement in their present abodes
may have happened before or after the first Miihomedh invaders; and this test may be advantageously applied both to determine that period
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and the antiquity of the several dialects ; of which
the one most free from foreign terms may reasonably be concluded to be the most ancient, and that
most resembling the original language. I t will be
observed, that the names LGghmhi and Kohisthi
k
merely refer to the localities in which certain d i a
lects are spoken ; and I notice this to suggest, that
of these several dialects spoken on the Siiiposh borders the Pashai may be the more original. We
are enabled to trace a people of this name, although
now obscure and nearly forgotten, throughout the
whole county from Panjshir to Chitrill. In Nijrow
are still a few Pashai families ; in LGghmAn, a
village at .the foot of Koh Karinj, preserves the
appellation of Pashai ; in Khonar, the actual t o m
of Peshatt, retains a nominal memento of the Pashai
race, as in Biijor does the village of Pash-griim.
The inhabitants of Panjshir and Nijrow, speaking
the Pashai dialect, although now calling themselves
Tdjiks, may not unreasonably be .supposed to be
of Pashai descent ; and the same remark may apply
to the Sas of Taghow; the Dara NGr, &c. and to
the inhabitants of LGghmAn. The testimony of
Baber is positive that these several people, as well
as those of Biijor, &c. were in his time either Kiifrs,
as he styles the Siiiposh, or Nimcha M i h o m e d h
in a state of transition, which some of them continue
to be to this day.
The PerAnchehs, besides the few families at
,Panjshir who preserve their ancient dialect, are
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found over a large tract of county, and it is well
known that their conversion to Islim is of comparatively recent date. A t the city of Kiibal some
of the more eminent merchants are Pednchelrs.
They occupy a considerable village in KBmeh ; they
alao inhabit Makkad on the Indus, and again are
found at Atak, and the towns between it and the
J6lam river. I n all situations they are a commercial people.
The natives of Nijrow, who have assumed the
name of TAjik, have become better Mtihomedane
than they were in the time of Baber, and their
vdour, and difficult country, have been sufficient
generally to preaerve their independence. They are
numerous and well armed, having all muskets.
The Paahai hmilies in the vicinity of Nijrow are
a distinct community, but on a good understanding
with their neighbow. Their , largest village is
Hishpi, and they are represented aa extremely hoepitable. Their females wear A-bands, or veils of
horse-hair, covering merely their h e s . Belonging
to Hishpi are numerous orchards, well stocked with
walnut, mulberry, pomegra.nate trees, and vines.
Their mountains are covered with the jelgozeh pine,
and the balbt, or holly trees.
The S4fw or people so called, are widely spread.
It haa been noted that they inhabit Taghow. They
now speak the Afghhn dialect, but I am not certain
that they do not also speak Paehai. Baber distinctly notes that the people of Taghow were in
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his time KAfrs. Under their present name, they
became known to Nhdir, who cultivated a friendship with them. They then inhabited a larger tract
of country, and were in hostility with the Ghiljls,
who had previously expelled them from the lands
to the south of Taghow, and between KAbal and
Jeldabdd. On this account Nddir regarded them
favourably. The inhabitants of Dam NGr, Dsra
Ma.&, Dam Pkch, and of all the valleys opening
upon the Khonar river, who, originally Klifh, have,
for security or convenience, profbaed themselves
M&homedans, are in like manner called SBfvu:
these speak a dialect called Kohistgd, and no
other. Their situation enables them to maintain
independence, and prevents much intercourse with
them ; whence they preserve nearly all their ancient
manners and us8;ges. In the hills, south of Bgjor,
in a district called SGrkh Kambar, we again find
SiVi'i, who are most likely converted infidels; and
south of them, at Bghi, are a people called YeghW,
who consider themselves Afghins, but speak 8
peculiar dialect, which no AfghAn can comprehend.
A t BQh5 are many caves and ancient vestiges. It
is the first march from Goshter, on the Jelaabiid
river, towards Bhjor. I have intimated that SiX
may be a S i i p h appellation ; it however oceurs
to me-seeing
it borne by people in all instanma
seceders from the Siiiposh community-that it maj
have been conferred upon them in consequence of
that secession, for Siif signifies pure; and in sepa-
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rating themselves from the impure idolaters, they
would have merited from MBhomedans the distinguishing name of Sfrfi, or the pure people.
It is agreed that the Sidposh place their corpses
in deal boxes, and, without interring them, expose
them on the summite of hills; but it is not explained whether this is a final disposition. There
can be no doubt but that the usages of a people
with regard to their dead are important evidences of the faith professed by them ; or, if not
clearly indicating it, that they may show what
faith is not professed. Thus, we are not permitted to consider a race that does not burn its dead
of Hind6 faith ; and the rule of semi-exposure,
adopted by the Siiiposh, haa contributed, probably,
to their being suspected to be a remnant of the
Gebers, or followers of the reformer Zerdesht.
I h d , at one time, this opinion, but could not
conscientiously adhere t o i t ; for, in no account
did I ever hear the least mention of fire-worship
amongst them. There is the certainty, that within
the three laat centuries there were people called
Gebers in the Khbal countries, particularly in LGghm h and Biijor; also, that in the days of Baber
there was a dialect called Geberi. W e are a h
told that one of the divisions of Kkfristh was
named Gebrek. But it does not follow that the
people called Gebers then professed the worship
of fire ; they may have merely preserved the name
given to their ancestors, who did so. The dialect

called Geberi is at present unknown, nor can it
be decisively assigned to any one of the various
dialects still spoken, although possibly due to one
of them. Baber enumerates, "Arabic, Persian,
TGrki, Mogoli, Hindi, AfghMi Pashai, Parhehi,
Geberi, Bereki, and Lamghhi." This list would
still ~ t a n dgood, substituting for Geberi, K o h i s W ;
while it might be augmented by adding the various
dialects spoken in the hill-countries encircling Btijor.
Of ancient dialects or languages, known by name
to the well-informed natives of Central Asia, are,
it may be noted, H G n G (Greek), H i b r a (Hebrew), SGr'llahi (Syriac), and Piihlavi ( P a ) . That
in former time fire-worship existed to a certain,
if limited extent in Afghbistiin, is evidenced by
the pyrethm, or altars, still crowning the crests of
hills at GarddGz, at B h i h a t SGghb, and at
other places. Near B h i h is also a cavern, containing enormous quantities of human bones, apparently a common receptacle of the remains of
Geber corpses. At MGrki Khgl, in the valley of
Jeliilabiid, and under the SafGd Koh, human bones
are so abundant on the soil that walls are made
of them. There is every reason to suppose it a
sepulchral locality of the ancient Gebers ; and, as
if to leave no doubt of it, coins, found in some
number there, are invariably of a Geber line of
princes, and have the distinguishing fire-altar on
them.
I t is farther agreed, that amongst the %&posh
VOL. I.
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the females are separated fiom the community,
and located in a house set apart for them during
the periods of childbirth and menstruation. In
the former event, a seclusion of forty days is conaidered necessary. It is possible that these observances may be in force with Gebers; but they
are also adopted by certain classes of HindGs, and
by other people, and are not, therefore, to be accepted as testimony to a particular faith.
On the primary subject of religion, reports and
opinions am too vague and various to admit even
e plausible conjecture to be made. The furious
MBhomedan will not concede that they have any;
while the less emlous pretend that they reverence
trees, and other inanimate objects. The HindG
believes them to cherish, in their retreats, his own
anomalous creed, and that they perform pbja, on
altars. From the testimony, however, of the SiL
p& whose fate has made them captives, it is
olear that they have some kind of worship, and
that their deity ie named Digon. The topic is
one on which they dislike to be questioned, either
that they are incompetent to reply, or that amongst
Mdhomedana they h l delimy in =pressing their
sentiments. It may be supposed that a strange
medley of rites and superstitione prevails among
them. While as tenacious of their religion, what
ever it may be, aa of their liberty in their mountain fastnesses, the Si6posh captive, without heai, tatioq becomes a Miihomedan, and
manifests no

,
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aversion to abandon his old faith. It need not
be remarked how different would be the conduct
of the most wretched Hind6 on such an occasion.
It is generally supposed that chastity is not an
accomplishment of the SiQposh ladies, or that a deviation from it is lightly regarded, and easily compensated. Mhhomedam also insist, that their high
notions of hospitality, and of the attentions due
to their guests, induce the Siiiposh to resign their
wives to those who reside under their roofs. It is,
moreover, affirmed, that marriage ceremonies are
extremely simple, considing merely of procuring
two twigs, or rods, of the respective heights of the
bride and bridegroom, and tying them together. They
are then presented to the couple, who premrve them
with much care, as long as they find it agreeable or
convenient to live together. If desirous to separate,
the twigs are broken, and the marriage is dimlved.
Whatever degree of truth may attach to such etories, there is some reason to believe that the Si&
posh, in this respect no worse than MBhomedans,
do not allow their females an e q d rank with themselves in society, and it is commonly credited that
the weaker and W r part of the community undergo many unusual labours,and cany on even all the
duties of agriculture. Married women are distinguished from virgins by wearing a ring in the right
ear.

The S i 4 p h are afRrmed to build their houses of
wood, of several storiea in height ; it ie also said that
Q 2
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they are much embellished with carving. These
accounts are trustworthy, as we witness that the
SBfh of KGabiid in the hills west of LGghmh,
and who have been converted, actually reside in such
dwellings, and we observe a great taste for carving
in the present inhabitants of LGghmh, who always
elaborately decorate the wooden framework at the
entrances of their dwellings and castles. From
some of the hills of Lfighmh the tall houses of the
Siiposh may be distinguished on a clear day.
While they are skilful as joiners and carvers, they
are equally so as smiths, and are regular customers
for the raw iron smelted from the sand 'ores of
Bijor. Whenever mention is made of their drinking-cups and bowls, it is always added, that they are
ornamented and embossed in a costly manher.
The testimony of Baber and of Benedict Goez,
that they are a social race, and indulge freely in
wine, is amply confirmed by the general reports of
the present day, and by the fact that their wine is
easily procurable. All that I have see11 of i t waa
brought in skins, and so sour as to be undrinkable.
It is said, however, that they have good wine, and
that the better classes, in default of jars, preserve it
in cisterns, hewn in the rock. Their neighbow the
Nimchas, and S8fi of Dara NG,also make wine,
and large quantities of vinegar, the latter being an
article of tmEc, and prized. These people also hive
bees, and have many peculiar customs, which are,
probably, those of the Sitiposh. The nativea of
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Nadj'll fatten capons, which, it may be gleaned
from Baber, the people of Nijrow did in his time.
Amongst the singularities imputed by the Mahomedans to the Siiposh, is their objection to sit on
the ground, or to take their repasts on it, and the
custom they have of using chairs or stools. That
such donveniences are in vogue seems sanctioned by
the presence of a low chair in the houses of the
poor throughout LGghmih, and likewise in the
houses of the Kogiftnis, an old tribe dwelling
about Gandamak, and thence to the Safkd Koh,
and once more extensively spread over the country.
It is possible the custom of sitting in chairs waa
formerly general in the valleys of Liighmh and
Jelilaba.
They are said to shave the hair of their heads,
allowillg only a tuft to remain on the crown. I n
this they assimilate, indeed, to HindGs ; but there
are also many Miihomedan tribes that do the same.
chiefs, and sons of chiefs, insert their tufts in leathern rings, a token by which, it is believed, they
may be distinguished.
W a r is said to be determined upon in a general
council of the chiefs and elders, when a cow is sacrificed, and the meat distributed to all present. The
ratification of a truce, or treaty, is signalized by
kissing the nipples of their antagonists, and, as usual
in all matters of ceremony, is solemnized by a feat.
They are said to eat raw meat, or rather meat
slightly cooked. The Mihornedan, whose viands must
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be overcooked, considers it a proof of barbarism.
If tme, it would be only a matter of tmte in
cookery.
The arms of the Sgposh are bows and arrows--the
latter thought to be poisoned,-with long knives and
daggers. With the bow they are very expert.
Those contiguous to the Mirhomedans are gradually providing themselves with fire-arms, and procuring coarse cotton cloths and lGnghb, are assimilating also in dreas to their neighbours.
The Miihomedans in their wars and forays are
glad to secure the persons of the Siiipoeh; the latter
are said almost invariably to slaughter the Maemedans. In these d a p the mGllat3, or priesta of
LGghmh, occasionally preach s crusade against the
infidels, and in small bands venture on the limits of
their lands. Success does not usually tempt a frequent renewal of such expeditions; while they are
not generally countenanced, as they lead to severe
retaliation. With the Shinwbis of Shigal on the
river of Khonar, and with the SiXi of Dara P h h ,
the Siziposh are on very hostile terms; with the
Tijiks of Chiighansersii they are on a good understanding, exacting karaj, or tribute, but granting in
return, perfect security. The TAjiks, on their part,
if they have notice of an intended foray by the
ShinwWi will inform the Siiiposh, whether actuated by fear or inclination. With the natives of
Chitriil, it is believed, they are on a friendly footing ;
and it is related, that they respect herald0 and car-
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riers of letters, who pass unmolested through them,
having their letters in a bag suspended from the top
of a pole, with a wreath of flowere attached to it.
If they have no direct trade with their neighboure
on the plains, they have an indirect and trifling
one through the medium of the neutral Nimchaa,
by which they supply themselves with salt, coarse
l h g h h , and cotton hbrics, knives, needles, firearms, gunpowder, &c., giving in exchange dried
fruits, honey, vinegar, wine, &c. From such of
their neighbours, who from weakness are compelled
to give them karaj, they exact some of the above
articles, with earthen jars, which are desirable to
them. They formerly colleated karaj from many
of the towns and villages of LGghmh, and even
now have not entirely desisted. They choose the
time when the rivers are swollen, and when the
inhabitants of one part cannot cross to the aseietame of those in another. They then descend in
large bodies; and it is usual to comply with their
demands, which are not very serious, to get rid of
them. They regulate their conduct according to
their reception, and if unopposed employ no dolence. Chahh B&gh of LGghmh was constantly
exposed to their visits, until i t was given to Hiiji
K h h , aa a portion of his j6ghir. He deemed it
disgraceful to permit such exactions, and by locating in the town a competent garrison prevented
them.
Some few years since a Geber of Yezd, named
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S h a r i k , visited Kiibal, and went in pilgrimage
to Liilander, where, agreeably to tradition, RGstam
is believed to have been slain. He thence proceeded to K&fristh, under the conviction that
the K& were Gebers. Malek OsmAn, the chief
of Nadj'll, to whom he carried letters from Khbal,
expedited him into the country, and enjoined him,
for some reason, to return by the same route as
that by which he entered. Shlihrik neglected this
advice, and coming back was intercepted, and slain
by a Maomedan party from KbiabLd. Previous
to this afiir, there had been a feud of old standing
between the Tiijiks of Nadj'll and the Sdfis of
KUabiid, which for some time had been suffered
to lie dormant. On this occasion the Siifis fancied
that if they could contrive to kill this Geber, the
guest of Malek Osmh, the odium would fall upon
the malek's head. They succeeded only in part.
The malek indignantly resented the murder of
ShBhrik: the old feud was revived, and continues
in full force.
Amonpt the many people I have discoursed
with who pretended to have had intercourse with,
or to have visited the Si;iposh, I know but
one to whose narrative I felt inclined to give any
confidence. This was one Malek Mann'lr, who
had been in the employ of Akram K h h , a son of
the Sirdk Miihomed Azem Khin, and was st&
tioned in Khonar, after the seizure, by the Sirdk
of the famous Saiyad Najim. Malek Mannir's
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account I have heard repeated at intervals of two
and three years between, without variation. I t does
not contain so much exaggeration ss we usually
hear, and as his statements on other matters connected with that part of the county I have always
found to be correct, it may be worthy of a place
here. The malek, a sensible and observant, was
not a literate person, and I give his narration in
the unconnected nianner in which I received it.
" In company with Malek Sir Ballend of Ch6ghansariii, I went to the KAfrtown of Kattiir.
KAfh call MQhomedans Odkl, and say they have
driven them to the hills, usurping the plains, and
eating their rice. The men wear tufts of long hair
on the crowns of their shaven heads. Msrried
women wear a ring in the right ear. Corpsea are
placed in deal boxes, and exposed on a hill. Poles
are placed on the boxes, and smaller sticks are
made to cross them, if the deceased have slain
Miihomedans; the number of cross sticks denoting that of Miihomedans slain by the parties when
living. The houses of the K& are five or six
stories in height, and the men are fond of sitting
on the tops of them, singing and drinking wine.
Adjacent to the town of K a t t h was a house set
apart for the accommodation of their females during menstruation and childbirth, who under such
circumstances are not allowed to remain at their
homes. When I asked if they believed in a future
state, they lauglierl, ant1 asked, in turn, in their own
VOL. I.
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language ' TGt miij, bGt j2? literally, ' Father dead,
rice eat?' In reply to another question, they said
their God was at Kfibal, and paid them a visit once
a-year on a horse. Asking if they had seen their
God, they said they had not ; and then asking how
they knew that he came, I was answered that their
priest, or guardian of the idol, told them so. I was
conducted, without any reserve, to the bhGt k h b a ,
(house of the idol). A t the door was seated a very
aged man, the guardian. He rose and opened it.
I wm led through three or four apartments filled
with articles of raiment, swords, shields, knives,
&c., the consecrated spoils of Mrihomedans. From
them I passed into the chamber of the idol, an
erect image of black or dark-coloured stone, .of
the ordinary size of a man. The bad odour proceeding from the apartments filled with the raiments was such, that I could not stay long. Incredulous as to a future state, the Kfifrs believe
that sins are visited by temporal calamities ;
amongst which they reckon drought, pestilence,
hail, &c. On the return of a party from a
dhm, or foray upon Mbhomedans, such as have
slain an enemy brandish in triumph over their
heads sticks or poles, called s h h t , with the
cloth- of their victims on them. The less fortunate hold their poles behind them. The maidens of the villages issue forth to meet them,
their bosoms filled with walnuts and dried fruits,
with which the victors are permitted to retire, while
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those who have brought no trophy have their h x a
pelted with ashes and cowdung. A feast is prepared, and cows are slain; the meat is cut into
alices, and parboiled in a large veseel. The lucky
individuals receive shares in proportion to the number of Mtihomedane they have slain, the others receive single shares, over the shoulders of the person
presiding at the feast, and who distributes the contents of the vessels. Broth is unused by the K&
who say it produces flatulency. Besides meat, they
feed largely on cheese. The K h are very social
and hospitable. W e had brought as presents to
Malek Udfir salt and lhnghh, and when we departed a collection of dried fruits was made from
every house in the town for us."
As to the possibility of opening a communication, and establishing an intercourse with the Si&
posh, it is allowed by respectable Mghomedans,
that there would be no diEculty, provided the c a p
ture and conversion of them were discontinued.
The late Saiyad Najim of Khonar proved that it
was easy to make them peaceable neighbours, and
to be respected by them, even although he had
waged ware against them. Neither is his instance
a solitary one. When Sh& Mhhmfid, of KAbal,
released the imprisoned princes of his family, and
appointed them to o5ces and to governmente, one
of them, to whom Lfighmh was given, became on
very good terms with the neiglibouring Siiiposh.
He wished to have erected a fortress at ~toniepoint
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within their frontiers, and they acquiesced. The
Vazir Fati KhAn grew jealous of the prince, and
of his intentions, and deprived him of the province.
Some eight or nine years since the late Amir Mihomed K h b , brother to Dost Mdhomed K h h ,
being in LGghmh, a deputation of the Siiiposh
waited upon him, under the guidance of Malek
O s m h of Nadjil. They represented to the sirdh
that some Sidposh chief', their enemy, had great
wealth, and proffered, that if the sirdiir would attack him, they would serve as guides, and otherwise assist him. They were treated civilly, but the
wary Amk Mhhomed K h h distrusted them.
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WE stayed but two or three days in the neighbourhood of Khbal, the severe mortality discouraging a longer sojourn in a spot otherwise so
delightful. On our departure, however, we entered the BQla Hiss& by the D e r w h Sh&
Sh6hid; and I little imagined that the Armenian
quarter into ;hioh it l e a . would, at a future
time, become for years my settled place of abode.

.

W e met an Armenian, who recognized me to be
an European, and pressed me to spend a day in
festivity with him. I declined ; and he then accompanied us for some distance, pointing out
the palace of Dost Maomed K h h , the old Dafta
Khha, or Record Office, of the former Sad6 Zai
princes, and other public buildings. We passed
through the crowded bazars of the city, in which
the prevalence of the'cholera seemed in no manner
ta diminish the numbers of the rabble, or to affect
the activity of trade. W e had every reaeon to
admire the abundance of all kinds of provisione
and supplies, particularly of fruits, and were much
struck with the varieties of costume worn by the
individuals we met, plainly showing how p e a t was
the influx of strangers to a place so celebrated
for its commerce.
W e left the city by the defile between the
hills Koh Khwoja Safiv and Assa Mkhi, and entered upon the level and luxuriant plain of Chahiir
DGh, having crossed the river by the PGI, or
bridge of Sirdib NNir K h h . To our left was
the tomb of the Emperor Baber, with its marble
masjit and gardens, and numerous caatles and villages, seated d d a moat beautiful cultivation ;
while on our right were other castles and villages,
and in the distance the snowelad hills overlooking
Peghmih, whose orchards, in so many dark and dense
masses, were visible at their skirts. W e arrived
a t Killa K&, a mall village at the extremity of
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the plain, towards evening, and halted at it. An
individual received us as guests, and led us into
hie orchard, where we regaled ourselves with apples
before partaking of a'more substantial meal at his
house. In the morning we proceeded to Arghandi,
and thence, over a sterile plain, to Maidh, a charming locality, watered by the river of Kiibal, which,
flowing from the valleys of J e l l b and Sir Chishmeh, here crosees the line of road, and winding
through the glens of LQandar, directs its course
upon the plain of Chah6.r DCh and the city. W e
pcrseed the evening at a castle some distance farther
on, called Killa DGriini from its owner, one Shir
Mihomed K h h . The next morning we moved
on to Tope and ShCkhabid, where we croseed the
river of Loghar, a more considerable stream than
that of Kibal, and took up our quarters for the
evening at the caetle of GG1 Miihomed K h h , the
NiGb of Wardak under Amir Miihomed K h h ,
.the Sirdik of Ghazni. The k h h received us
with cordiality, partly, perhaps, because he wished
advice for an obstinate disease with which he waa
d i d . As his castle was a good one, and I
understood that he had built it himself, I inquired
as to the expense, and he told me two thousand
rupees. W e had often on the road been paseed
by small parties of horse and foot, in progrem to
join Doat Miihomed Khh's camp. The next day
we fell in with one of these a t a village, the chief
of which, a young man, had bee.n seized with
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cholera. My companion, the Patiin, was very
fond of representing himself a Mir, or Saiyad, on
our journey, and on this occasion assumed the
character of a descendant of the Prophet, in virtue
of which he urged the dying man to repeat his
kalma, or profession of faith, which he did, and
was applauded accordingb. His attendants had
purchased a sheep as a kairiit, or offering, and we
benefited by the act of piety, aa we took our
dinner with them. They wept over their expiring master, and asserted that he was of a respectable firmily. W e halted for the night at a w t l e
held by H a z i m ; who, making no objection to
afford us shelter, were unwilling to provide us
with supper, which we procured at an adjacent
Afghih castle, and then returned. Two or three
Lohinis also paa~ed the night with us, and they
found the owners of the castle no more hospitably inclined than we had; on which they upbraided them in particular, and their entire race
in general, aa being infidels, and contrasted the
reception they experienced in Loghar, from which
it seemed they had just come, with the treatment
they now met with. Their rebukes induced the
H a z b to produce milk, which had before been
refused ; and, as if desirous to wipe off the charge
of inhospitality, they added a dish of apricots. The
next morning we reached Ghazni, where we found
the army encamped on the plain below the town;
and we went at once to the tent of Hkji K h h ,
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as we had been recommended to do on leaving
KBbal.
Our reception by the k h h proved that, if intruders, we were not unwelcome ones ; and he immediately signified his wish that I should avail myself
of his own tent, so long as I might remain in camp.
Some five or six persons, two of them his brothers,
were sitting with him, and their conversation naturally enough turned upon Feringhis. The k h h
much praised their universal knowledge, and equity,
and his dicta were apparently received by his auditors with assent. One of these put the question,
whether it had not been prophesied in the K o r h
that the NassQras, or Christians, were to dominate
over the MBhomedan world? The k h h replied
it waa ; but it was not certain what Cliristians were
intended, the English or the Russians. The khan
promised to introduce me to Dost MQhomed KhELn ;
and a repast was served ; after which the kkliiin,
or chillam, was put before him, and coffee brought
in, made by his brother, Hglji Ahmed K h h . I
had not seen this beverage before west of the
Indus, and wid so ; when I learned that Hbj;
Ahmed, who had been to Mecca, had acquired
a taste for it amongst the Arabs, and that he
prided himself upon his skill in preparing it. A
dissertation on coffee followed, a i d a Persian distich was cited, by no means in its favour, aa it
imputed to it qualities not likely to recommend
it to Mhhomedans, the husbands of many wives.
VOL. I.
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After some more conversation, the party broke
up, and the k h h stretched himself out to repose.
As I was unaccustomed to such indulgence, I strolled,
with my P a t h , about the camp and the environs of
Ghazni.
There was no person, not excepting the sirdir,
at this time in AfghAnistAn whose reputation stood
higher with the multitude than did that of HAji
Khhn. He was allowed to be a gallant soldier,
was considered a firm friend, and, singularly enough,
had a character for veracity. I shall not, in this
place, eqter upon his history, with which I afterwards became better acquainted, aa I shall have
occasion at a future time to advert to it. It may
suffice to observe, that I had no means to appreciate his real character, and freely gave him credit
for the virtues which common report attributed
to him.
The Khodahhr army was now enca&ed a few
miles from Ghazni, and a W h e r advance would
necessarily lead to a conflict. It was computed
.to be eleven thousand strong, while that of Dost
MQhomed Khan was scarcely reckoned to exceed
six thousand men, yet no apprehensions were entertained in the Ghazni camp, as the advantages
in the efficiency of the troops and the conduct of
the leaders, were entirely on the KAbal side ; while
it was conjectured that, in the event of collision,
the KAndahiir force would be disabled by defection.
With such impressions, all was confidence, and
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the soldiery were occupied with amusements as
though no enemy had been at hand.
The cholera, however, had travelled on with the
army from Kibal, and was causing serious loss, both
amongst the forces and the inhabitants of Ghazd.
My curiosity led me to visit the tomb of the celebrated SG1tii.n Miihomed; and in the courts and
gardens belonging to it was displayed a revolting
spectacle of disease and misery. Crowds of poor
wretches had crawled into them, anxious, possibly,
to resign their mortal breath in the sacred spot,the dying were confounded with the dead,-and
almost all were in a state of nudity; either that the
miserable sufferers had cast off their own garments,
or, as likely, that amongst their fellow men there
had been found those base enough to profit by their
forlorn state, and to despoil them. Ghazd has
numerous z i h t s , or shrines, and all of them were
now so many charnel-houses.
H&jiK h b kept his word, and introduced me to
Dost M6homed K h h a chief of whom I had heard
all people speak so favourably, both in and out of
his dominions, that I should have regretted to have
missed the apportunity of seeing him. He waa
seated in a very emall tent, crowded with people.
I had di5culty to push my way through them, but
when near him, he gave me his hand and told me
to sit down. He was distinguished from his courtiers by his very plain drew of white linen, and at
this period was remarkably spare. ITe smiled and
R 2

asked what language he should speak; and being
told I could not converse in Pashto or Persian, he
spoke in those languages to those near him, and
they repeated to me what he said in Hindfiekid;
for I found, that although he well understood that
dialect, it was hardly thought becoming in a DGrhi
Sirdk to hold communications in it. His questions
were few and unimportant, and he had clearly so
much business on hand, that he had no time for
lengthened conversation. My audience was, therefore, brief, and when I rose to leave he desired
HAji K h b to bring me to him again when he
should be less engaged. The plain attire of Dost
Miihomed KhAn singularly contrasted with the gay
dresses of the chiefs sitting about him ; and behind
him stood a young man, magnificently clad, who,
I was told, was Habib Ulah K h h , his nephew.
The chiefs were very civil to me, and expressed
themselves as familiarly as if we had been old
acquaintance.
I had been two or three days in the camp, when
suddenly a genera1 beating of drums, and flourishes
of martial music, announced that the differences
between Dost Miihomed KhAn and his rival brothers of KAndahiir, had been arranged without an
appeal to arms. Visits were exchanged between
the principal leaders of either army, and Hgji
K h h embraced his elder brother, GG1 Miihomed
KhBn, who but a short time before he ran the
chance of encountering acl an opponent in the field
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of battle. W e were desirous to have accompanied
the KhdahBr army on its return, but it decamped
eo precipitately that it waa equally impossible to
join it or to overtake it, had we followed.
HAji K h h during my stay with him had one
morning a private conversation with me, of which
I thought little at the time, but have often recalled
to memory since, in connexion with his subsequent
extraordinary career. He stated, that he had no
reason to complain of Dost M6homed K h h , yet
he had many enemies ; and he should be well satisfied if the artillery were under the direction of a
person in his interest, and of course he wished me
to undertake the charge, promising to induce Doet
Mghomed Khbn to give it to me. His remarks
were so pointed that I smiled, and aaked him
whether he intended that I should consider myself
in his service or that of Dost Mhhomed KhAn.
He paused for a moment, and replied, in that of
the %rdar. I, however, explained to him that I
had no desire to engage in the service of any one,
and only wished to make the best of my way to
Persia. EIe was not quite satided, nor altogether
disposed to abandon his idea ; and having done with
me, called my P a t h on the one side, and directed
him to represent the great advantages which would
attend my acceptance of the charge.
As the question of service had been bruited, I
leas courted a second interview with Dost Mihomed K h b , particularly aa the cholera had carried
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off one M h AbdGl Rehmih, the s i r d e s chief of
artillery, and I had been told that he had said,
when the loss was reported to him, that my arrival
was a lucky accident. Hkji Khb, however, had
spoken to him on the subject, and the sirdh, while
willing to have made overtures himself, it seemed
was not so pleased to attend to the directions of
his vazh,-for
so the k h h considered himself,and I heard that many high words passed, the k h h
professing to be indignant that his counsels should
be slighted. He then attacked Dost Maomed
K h h on another point, and insisted that it behoved
him to give me a horse, and a present of money
to enable me to continue my journey to the west.
The sirdir was no more consenting to the one proposition than to the other, and Hkji Khkn admonished
him that one of the dutiee of hie station was to
show liberality to all strangers, especially to Feringh'b,. that they might go satisfied from his country, and give him a good name.
The khkn informed me, when he returned to hie
tent in the evening, what had passed between him
and the sirdh, and assured me, in return to my
proteetations that I needed nothing, that he would
again bring the matter forward in the morning.
By daybreak an uproar was manifest in the direction of Dost Mihomed K h h ' s tents, and people
came, telling us that the sirdk had struck his
tents and was about to march. The khhn was
surprised, and remarking, " Does he march without
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informing me?" went hastily to commune with his
chief, having given orders to his attendants to make
ready for marching. In the oonfusion which arose,
I and my P a t h went towards the town; and presently the plain waa covered with bodies of horse,
and strings of laden animals, moving, aa we found,
upon the SGlimAn Khkl province of ZGrmat.
Dost Miihomed Khan was emphatically designated
by his brother, the Vazir Fati K h h , as one of the
swords of KhorasAn, the other being Shir Dil K h b ,
a former shirdk of KAndahh; and these two, it
is said, were the only ones of the vazir's many
brothere in whose favour he so far dispensed with
etiquette as to permit them to be seated in hie
presence. I t is not my intention to narrate the
particulars of the acquisition of KAbd by Dost
Mihomed K h h . It may, however, be generally
observed, that on the demise of the Sirdir M6homed
Azem K h h the authority here devolved upon his
eon, Habib Ulah KhAn, together with coneiderable
treasures. The incapacity for government of this
youth, rash, headstrong, profuse, and dissipated, was
soon evident; and his misconduct invited the a t
tempts of his ambitious uncles to supplant him.
Doet Mihomed K h h , in possession of Ghazni, and
in charge of the KohistAn of KQbal, was first in the
field, but Habib Ulah, who was personally extremely
brave, was enabled, by means of his tramre, to
repel repeated attacks. Still he was much pressed ;
when the S i r d h of Klndahir and Peshiiwer, fear-

'
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ful that Dost Mdhomed K h h might prevail, and
anxious to participate in the spoil of their nephew,
marched, avowedly to assist him, and reached Klbal.
From this time a series of most extraordinary
events occurred : the authority of the son of M k
homed Azem K h h had virtually ceased, and the
only question remaining to be decided was as to
the appropriation of his wealth and power. The
K h d a h G and P e s h b e r Sirdbs in coalition had
possession of Kbbal, Dost blfihomed Khin standing
alone, and opposed to them. He, who had once
been the assailant upon Hsbib Ulah K h h , now
asserted himself his defender, and a strange succession of skirmishes, negotiations, truces, pejuries,
&c. followed. The state of anarchy had, nevertheless, endured so long that thinking people began
to reflect it was necessary some efforts should be
made to bring it to a termination, and the S i r d h
of KhdahCir contributed to bring about a crisis
by perfidiously seizing, first the person of their
nephew, and then his treasures. I t may have been
their desig.n to have retained Kiibal, but their
tyranny was so exce~sivethat the people no longer
hesitated to form leagues for their expulsion. The
attention of most men was turned upon Dost Mbhomed K h h , as a fit instrument to relieve the
county, and the Kazilbbhes, in particular, opened
a communication with him,-then a fugitive in the
Kohist&n,--and urged him to renew his efforts; of
course aaeuring him of their assistance. Hiiji K h h ,

in the service of the Kbdahib S i r d h , perceiving
the turn affairs were taking, also secretly allied
himself with the Kohistb chief, as did the Nawiib
Jiibar K h h , with many other leading men of the
city, and of the country at large. Dost Miihomed
K h b was soon again in arms, and as soon a p
proached Kiibal. The combined sirdih, aware of
the precarious tenure of their sway, and of the
confederacy against them, thought fit to yield to
-the storm rather than to brave its fury, and therefore entered into fresh arrangements, by which
they left KAbal in charge of SGldn Miihomed
K h h , one of the Peshiiwer Sirdiirs. The Khndahib S i r d h retired with their spoils. The claims
of Hiibib Ulah K h b were forgotten by all parties,
and it was still hoped to exclude Dost Mihomed
Khin from KQbal. SGltAn Miihomed KhAn governed Kiibal for about a year without gaining the
good opinion of any one, and as he discouraged the
Kazilbish interest, t,hat faction still inclined to
Dost Mdhomed K h b . The latter chief, availing
himself of a favourable opportunity, suddenly invested his half-brother in the BQla Hissbr, or citadel. The means of defence were inadequate, and
mediation was accepted; the result of which was
that S G l t b Miihomed K h b retired to Peshiiwer.
Dost Mihomed Khln, engaging to remit him annually the sum of one l&h of rupees, became master
of Kiibal and its dependencies.
A new distribution was the consequence of this
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sirdih'a elevation. G h d with its districts, wsa
confirmed to Amir Miihomed Khan; the Ghilji
districts east of KAbal, and in LGghmBn, were made
over to the Nawlb Jab& Kh&n; and Biman was
assigned to H&ji Khan. Hibib Ulah Khln was
deemed worthy of notice, and was allowed to retain
one thousand horse in pay, while Ghorband was
given to him, in jiighh. Dost M6homed Khan had
more claimant,^ on his generosity than it was in his
power to satisfy, and from the first was circumscribed in his finances. KAbal is but a small country, extending westward to Maidan; beyond which
the province of Ghami commences, and eastward
to the kotal, or pasa of Jigdillak, the frontier of
Jelilabbd. To t.he north it extends to t.he base of
the Hind6 Kosh, a distance of forty to fifty miles,
while to the south it can scarcely be said to extend
twenty miles, there being no places of any &nsequence in that direction.
The revenue enjoyed by Dost M4homed K h h ,
including that of Ghazni, LGghmAn, &c., was estimated at fourteen l a h a of rupees, and strenuous
efforts were making to increase it,, especially by
enforcing tribute from t.he neighbouring rude tribes,
who, for a long time profiting by the confusion
reigning in the country, had withheld payment.
Dost Miihomed KhAn had already coerced the Jiiji
and TGri tribes of KhGram, and of Kost, and wss
preparing to reduce the SGlimELn KhCl tribes of
ZGrmat. His brother, Amk Miihomed Khln, col-
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lects revenue from the H&iha of BbGt ; and it
is contemplated to reduce to submission the WI
tribes of Taghow.
Of the military force of the country, or of suoh
portion of it aa on ordinary occasions can be
brought. into the field, an idea may be formed by
what has been noted of the army collected at
Ghazni. It was computed to consist of six thousand men, while the N a d b J a b k K h k with
seven hundred men, was stationed at Jeliilabiid, and
other bodies were newsarily dispersed over the
country. The Nawab Miihomed Z e m Khan, aa
an ally of Dost M6homed Khan, wse, indeed, in the
camp, but had brought only his specially retained
troops; and on this occasion it was plain that Dost
BI6homed K h h had made no extraordinary efforts,
as the iljw or militia of the country, was not called
upon to serve.
He had about twelve pieces of artillery with him,
which were much better looked after and provided
than those of K h d a h k ; three or four other pieces
are with hiu brother in Ghazni, and the Nawilb
Miihomed Z e m h K h h has some half a dozen
more, which I passed at Wlabiigh, and which he
did not carry with him. It is also probable there
were other pieces a t Kiibal.
The assumption of authority by Doet M&med
K h h has been favonrable to the prosperity of
Kabiil, which, after so long a period of commotion,
required a calm. I t is generally supposed that he
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will yet play a considerable part in the affairs of
Khodn.
H e is beloved by all classes of his subjects, and
the HindG fearlessly approaches him. in his ridand addresses him with the certainty of being attended to. H e administers justice with impartiality, and has proved that the lawlew habits of
the Afghin are to be controlled. He is very attentive to his military; and, conscious how much
depends upon the efficiency of his troops, is very
particular as to their composition. His circumscribed funds and resources hardly permit him to
be regular in his payments, yet his soldiers have
the satisfaction to know that he neither hoards nor
wastes their pay in idle expenses.
Dost Mihomed K h h has distinguished himaelf,
on various occasions, by act.9 of personal intrepidity,
and has proved himself an able commander, yet
he is equally well skilled in st.mtagem and polity,
and only employs the sword when other means fail.
H e is remarkably plain in attire, and would be
scarcely noticed in darbiir but for his seat. His
white linen raiment afforded a strange contrast to
the gaudy exhibition of some of his chiefs, especially
of the young ,Habib Ulah KhBn, who glitters with
gold. I n my audience of him in the camp at
Ghazni, I should not have conjectured him a man
of ability, either from hie conversation or from his
appearance; but it becomes necessary to subecribe
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to the general impression ; and the conviction of his
talent for government will be excited at every step
through his country. A stranger must be cautious
in estimating the character of a DbAni from his
appearance merely; a slight observer, like myself,
would not discover in Dost Mhhomed K h b the
gallant warrior and shrewd politician ; &ill less, on
looking at the slow pacing, coarse-featured I-IAj$
Khh, would he recognize the active and enterprising officer, which he must be believed t.o be,
unless we discredit the t.estimony of every one.
Of Dost MBhomed K h a s personal views there
can be little known, as he is too prudent to divulge
them, but the unpopu1arit.y of his brothers would
make it easy for him to become the sole authority
in Kho&.
I have heard that he is not inimical
to the restoration of the King SGjah a1 MGlkh, and
it is a common saying with Afghbs, " How happy
we should be if Sh& SGjah were Pbdshbh, and
Dost MBhomed Vaz'lr."
The king, it is known, has a sister of Dost M&
homed K h b in his htiram, but how he became
possessed of her is differently relat,ed. Some say,
he heard that she was a fine woman, and forcibly
seized her ; others, that she was given to him with
the due consent of all parties. Dost Mghomed
K h h , and his brother at G h d , are supposed by
some to be Shias, as their mother is of that perd o n . They do not, however, profess to be so to
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their SGni subjects, although possibly allowing the
Shia part of the community to indulge in a belief
flattering to them.
The principality of Ghazni is held by A&
Milhomed K h b , full brother of Dost Mdhomed
K h h and was acquired by the latter some yeam
since from Kadam K h h a governor on behalf of
Sh&h MQhmGd. Dost Miihomed K h h , it is mid,
called the unfortunate governor to a conference at
the town gate, shot him, and entered the place.
H e was allowed to retain his acquisition ; and attending his intereeta in other quarters, consigned
it to the charge of his brother. In the many
vicissitudes which subsequently befel him, Ghazni,
more than once, became a place of refuge to him,
and he always contrived to preserve i t ; and on
finally becoming master of Kfibal, he made it entirely over to his brother, who had been eminently
useful in advancing his views, and was entitled to
so much consideration.
Dependent upon Ghazni are the districts of N b i ,
Oba, Khbiigh, and Mokar, on t,he road to K h dahh, and the province of Wardak on the road
to Kfibal, wit.h Nilwar to t.he north of this line, and
Shilgar, with Logar, to the south-east and east.
Under the kings the revenue is said to have been
fixed at two liikhs of rupees, but Amir Miihomed
Khan realizes much more, besides obtaining eighty
thousand rupees from Wardak, and forty thousand
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rupees from Logar, not included, I believe, in the
estimate of two 16k.h~.
This sird4r is reported as exercising zillam, or
tyranny; yet, although he is severe and rapacious,
and governs his country with a strong steady hand,
he is not altogether unpopular, either with his subjects or his soldiery. The former know that he will
have his dues, and that they must live in peace with
each other, but they are also certain that he will
not beyond this molest them, and above all that
he will not vexatiously annoy them. The soldiery
are conscious that he requires strict obedience,
and that they should be always ready for his service, but then they are secure- of their pay. H e
is continually intent upon enriching and etrengthening himself, but unwisely, in promoting his own
selfish projecte, tends to impoverish his eubjects ;
for, shrewd as he is, he haa not the sense to know
that the best st.rength of a ruler is the prosperity
of those he governs. But for such reasons, his
administrative talents would command every commendation, and his well-filled stores and magazines
might be looked upon with great complacency. As
governor of Ghazd he has put down every chief
within his jurisdiction whom he deemed likely, from
character or command of resources, to o&r opposition to his measures ; some even he has put to death,
and on that account has incurred odium. Yet, in
the advance of the U n d a h h army upon Ghazni
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no one thought of joining it, and at N h i the
H a z h owners of a castle ventured to defend it,
and slew several of the invaders. FGr Dil Khan,
moreover, drew off his men, remarking, that he could
not afford to lose troops before castles, as he should
want t.hem in the approaching battle.
Amir Maomed Khln, in political matters, identifies himself with his brother Dost Miihomed K h b ,
who reposes confidence in him, which he dares not
place upon any other person. Neither does the
Kiibal chief object to his brother's advancing his
own particular views, aware t.hat he has no designs
hostile to himself.
As a commander, A& Miihomed K b h , while
allowed to be prudent, and not wanting in personal
vdour, is not esteemed a very fortunate one, which
may perhaps be owing to his astonishing corpulency,
which unfits him for any great activity. The bustling state of a f i r s has often brought him into
action, particularly in the Kohisth of m b a l ; and
the rebels there, when they heard that the unwieldly
Sirdk was sent against t.hem, would rejoice, for
they concluded that he would certainly be beaten.
It may be remarked, that while he possesses
absolute power at Ghazni, it is understood that he
holds it under his brother.
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OURjourney from Kiibal to Ghazni had been
one wherein little danger wae to be apprehended,
'and we now understood that we might probably
pass on without interruption as far as Mokar, the
limit of A& Miihomed K h a s rule, but that
beyond it we ought not to expect that the independent Ghiljb would allow us to traverse their country without putting us to some inconvenience. We
determined, however, to proceed at once, without
waiting an inde6nite period for companions, and
relied on our good fortune and dexterity to carry
us through the much-dreaded Thok$. W e had
eupplied ouhelves, when paasing through the bazar
at Kibal, with barraks or cloaks of camel-hair, and
VOL. I.
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LOHANI KHAIRI.

our principal fear was that they might be taken
from us, which would have reduced us to great
distress, as we needed them by night, when the
cold was severe.
W e started from Ghazd, and a long march
brought us to K b b d g h , where we left the road,
and gained a Lohiid khairi, or assemblage of
tent,s. There was a small P a t h mud hamlet adjacent, near which the people of the khairi were
collected, some smoking, and others amusing
themselves in a kind of Pyrrhicdance, describing a large circle, and brandishing their swords.
The evening time of prayer arrived, and the company retired to the masjit, leaving me alone with
the Patgns of the hamlet, one of whom, who had
just joined, asked the others who I was; and
being told that I was a Feringhi, and travelling
,for " 861," or amusement, he inquired what dl
there could be in a country where there was not'
a
-and
taking up atones, he cried to me
" Lib, I
k !" or, be off. The others imitated him ;
and I was instantly surrounded by the ruffians,
who shouted loudly, while each held a stone
within his hand; one of them with a short thick
stick, seized me by the throat, and directed a
blow at my head. Aware of my danger, and
that the stroke, if given, would have been the
signal for a volley of stones, I made extraordin a y efforts and stopped it with my hand, and
afterwards held the fellow's arm so firmly that
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he had to struggle for its release. At this moment a Lohhi, who descried my peril, came
from the khairi, and t.aking me by the hand, led
me away. In the morning I was so disgusted
with the evening's adventure that I hesitated as
to what course to adopt, and whether to return
to Ghazni, or to throw myself into the H
k
oountry, and endeavour to pass by representing ourselves as pilgrims to Meshed. The impracticability of the high road waa asserted by all we
spoke to; indeed, the day before we had met
persons returning from Mokar, having been first
rifled. Robbery, if a necessary evil, would be to
us a grievous one ; but the disposition to violence
was a new feature in t.he eavage character, which
I had no inclination to encounter. Our LohM
friends pointed out a road through what they
called their own, or the Lohihi country, by which
they usually travelled to Kbdahiir, and which
was considerably to the left, or south of the high
road. My P a t h , who disapproved of the H a z h
route from his religious prejudices, recommended
us to trust to God, and to proceed by the indicated
road, and I yielded to his counsel without being
certain that I was acting wieely.
Again in motion, we crossed a most sterile and
desolate tmt, in which we fell in with a few
hub, in the last of which we saw a HindG, who
was obliged to crawl into his house, the door not
being large enough to admit him otherwise. We
s 2
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procured some cakes of bread at a L o h h i khairi;
and after having been the whole day on foot, we
reached at night, after crossing a small salt-water
stream, a husbandman's solitary tower, standing in
the midst of a patch of cultivated land. We
found it occupied by a Ghilji, and we proposed
to stay the night, making use of some hay near
at hand for our beds. There was a village distant about t& miles, under a low range of hill,
to which, the ~ h i l j isuggested we should repair;
but we objected that we were weary. He gave
us a cake of bread, which was divided. This poor
man had no chillam, and aa a subetitute had
made two holes in the ground, connecting them
with a hollow reed : the tobacco he placed at the
one end, and having lighted it, he filled his month
with water, and lying flat upon the ground, inhaled the smoke. I attempted to do the same,
but not knowing how to manage the water, I
was nearly choked, and spirted the contents of
my mouth over the machine. The old A f g h h
was very wroth, and reproached me for want of
manners. It was well, perhaps, he did not know
that I waa a Feringhi and infidel.
The next day, in our progress over the wild
county, we met a shepherd lad, who directed us
to his khairi, a long distance from our road, but
where we went, in the hopes of obtaining our
morning's meal. We found our pastoral friend
bad overrated the hospitality of his tribe, and we
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were in bad temper, having wandered unprofitably so far from our path. W e paseed for some
time amongst low rounded hills and elevations,
and at length reached a spot where was a stonebuilt house, of one apartment, and a plot of cultivated land. Here were several men, besides the
master of the house ; one of them noticed my pantaloons, which were rather tight fitting, and said
they were like the Feringhi dress, but nothing kther paseed. When they were gone, the good old
man who lived here, and who was a mala, said
he knew all the time that I was a Feringh;, but
said nothing, as the men were all bad in his
country, and might have done me harm. W e
regained the high road, and in course of time
fell ih with a small party of Lohiit&, halting for
the midday in a place where there was no
shade or shelter of any kind, but such as they
contrived to make by suspending their 1Gnghh and garments on poles. They had two or
three camels; and near there were two holes,
with a little water in them. W e partook of the
L o h W fare, consisting of bread steeped in roghan, and afterwards reposed; but although covered with my barrak I was nearly broiled by
the excessive heat. W e started with the Lohiids
towards evening, not only because they were following our road, but that they invited us to pses the
night at their khairi. About auneet we arrived
at the lake Abistgda, extending as far as the
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eye could reach to the south. I left the party,
intending to slake my thirst in its waters, and
was mortified to find them salt. The lake was
filled with red-legged white fowl, and did not
appear deep for a great distance from its margin,
as they' were clearly standing in it. I n rejoining
the party I had to run a little to avoid being
intercepted by two or three fellows who, observing
my movements, endeavoured to cut me off. North
of the lake was the Lohihi khairi, which was a large
one of many tents. It chanced that the night was
one of festival, or feast, and the males of the khairi
sat down to a common supper. I did not join
them, having been provided with a tent, but was
so bountifully supplied with their good fare that
I was compelled to observe they were too generous, when I was told that I should need what I
could not then eat, for the morrow.
On leaving this khairi we came upon a cultivated plain, on which the harvest was collecting.
There were several Ghilji villages on our right,
and many individuals were dispersed about, employed in the labours of the field. W e avoided
these as well as we could, but not without being
twice or thrice hailed, when the P a t h went forward and communed, while I sat on the ground
until he ret.urned,-both of us judging it better
I should keep from observation. By dodging
about the fields we much increased the length of
our road ; but it was necessary, aa the Ghiljis are so
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accustomed to rapine, that we could not otherwise have escaped. About this time I chanced,
in conversation with the P a t h , to use an English exclamation, which he conjectured to be a
term of abuse, and he threatened to leave me.
I coolly went on, and told him he was at liberty
to do as he pleased, and shortly after he came
up, and, expressing himeelf in fair language, suffered the affair to drop. This man was certainly
of use, but I felt how much I was at his mercy,
which he on this occasion seemed willing to let
me know. I did not believe he intended to quit
me, but suspect he wanted an apology for what
he considered abuse, which I did not think fit to
make, as he was in error.
Our course led to a few mulberry trees, shading
a spring of water at the foot of a low range of hills,
or rather elevations, which divided the couptry we
had traversed, belonging to the ThokL, under Shah6badh K h h , from that of the Teriki Ghiljh under
K h h Terik. Halting here during the heat of the
day, towards the afternoon we entered the range,
and were well in it when we passed two shepherd
youths, sitting upon the summit of a small hill overlooking the road. They were playing on their
pipes of reed, and looked like innocence itself.
They mked a few questions, and the P a t h answered
them, saying, also, that we were Saiyads. W e
paksed on, but had not gone far when we heard
a shouting, and looking behind, beheld the two

youths running after us with long poles, and their
arms extended like wings. They hallooed and
called upon us to stop, swearing we were not
Saiyads. As they neared us we picked up atones,
and succeeded in moderating their impetuosity, and,
by alternately walking briskly and turning to keep
them at a due distance, we contrived to make good
way. Our chance of escaping plunder now depended upon clearing the hills without meeting
other persons, who might join the youths, and we
fortunately did so. As soon as we gained the level
plain they stood still, and finding they could get
nothing else, asked for the Saiyad's blessing. The
Pat& held up his hands, as they, now distant, did
theirs, and charitably consigned them to Dhak and
perdition.
' The plain we were now in was of large extent,
and bounded in front by a range of high hills.
Many fixed villages were scattered on its sdwa,
and there was a good deal of cultivation. We made
for a black tent, where we were civilly received,
and my P a t h had the effrontery to tell the simple
owner that I was a Sh&h&da, or ZadG Zai prince.
H e asked, why, in that case, I vent.ured to K h d a h k ;
and the P a t h said that I was poor, and the s i r d h
therefore would take no notice of me. A repast
was prepared of cakes of bread and krGt, and our
feet, as well as hands, were washed before it was
served. While we were eating the wives of the
A f g h b stood behind us with ladles of hot roghan,
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which they occasionally poured upon the krGt ; and
when we had finished they took what was left to
make their own meals upon. W e then went to
a grove of mulberry-trees adjoining a village, and
took our rest. In the evening we started for the
castle of K h h Terik, and were wilfully misdirected,
so that it was sunset before we reached it. I was
here no longer a Saiyad or Shiihzllda, and the k h h
made us welcome. He showed me his hands
covered with pimples, and requested medicine that
they might be removed. Khan Terik was about
fifty years of age, stern in features, but kind in manner; untutored, as most A f g h h k h h are, but.considered refined even at K h d a h k . He had three or
four handsome boys, his sons, who were gaily dressed
in red silk trowsers, and fine white muslin shirts.
The eldest went out, and returned with a load of
fresh trefoil, and one of the younger ones, observing that my shoes were hard and dry, went into the
inner apartments of the castle, and brought out a
lump of sheep's fat, with which he did me the honour
to rub them.
- A camel being noted wandering on the plain, all
the khWs servants were despatched to secure it,
and it was brought as a prize into the castle. I t is
just to add, that it wss restored when claimed, soon
afterwards. At night we were accommodated on
a takht, or sofa, adjoining the entrance into the
private apartments, and had a supper of cakes and
mutton, with roghan and sugar. W e were h i s h e d
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with felts and coverlets, and the k h h eat with us
for some time after supper. H e talked about KQndahlir and its s i r d h ; and I gleaned that he had
most esteem for Kohan Dil K h h . His brother
had the charge of attending on me, and providing
me frequently with the chillam. I n the morning
we were not suffered to depart before we had taken
breakfast. I inquired of the k h h as to the distance
of Khdtihh, and he replied that he did not know,
but that, estimating the journeys made by walking
from morning until night, it was three days distance.
he khh's castle, a recently built one, is oonsidered handsome by the Ghiljis. It is merely the
common square castle, with towers a t the angles,
but i s kept in good repair, and its walls are pierced
with niatchlock holes. Contiguous is a fine garden
and orchard, well stocked with young fruit-trees.
Within the castle, half the space is occupied by
the private apartments of the khan and his family,
and the other half is a court, surrounded with the
rooms of his dependants, and with stables. Ilis
stud consisted but of one good horse and six or
seven inferior ones. K h h Terik is the head of the
Teriki tribe, and is dependent, more or less, upon
the Sirdkrs of K h d a h k .
Leaving the castle, we made a very long march,
and about sunset' were for some time searching
amongst the hills for a Bakhthri khairi, to which
we had been advised to go.. W e were lodged in
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a building, of which one half served for a masjit

and the other for a rendezvous for the people of the
khairi. Here assembled both the young and the
old men to converse, to sing, and to smoke. A
youth brought a fair quantity of tobacco, which
he tied up in a corner of my shirt, and which, considering its comparative value here, waa a great
present.
The next day we crossed a fine stream, possibly
the Lora, which waters Peshing and Shoriiwak, and
there was a large khairi on its banks, which we did
not, however, visit. Having approached some hills,
and it being midday, we went towards three or four
tents we observed, and on entering the first of them
found a man and his wife, the former lying naked
on the ground. H e wrapped a cloth around him,
and as the P a t h avowed himself to be a Mir, and
I was said to be a Saiyad of HindGstb, he directed
his wife to prepare bread for us, in return for which
he was to receive a charm. While the simple repast was in progress, our host observed that I resembled a Hazba, and my P a t h busied himself
in twisting threads, on which he very devoutly
breathed, and gave them to the A f g h b , to be worn
around his neck.
From the information here received, my companion proposed to push on without resting, as usual,
at midday, as we had some defiles @I pass through,
in which it would be as well to meet 110 one; and
s t this time of day the c,ountry people generally
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sleep. W e soon entered the hills, and a slight
ascent brought us to the summit, whence a long
descent followed. W e luckily fell in with no person whatever, and found ourselves in the D G r h i
country dependant on K h d a h k . Amongst these
hills the hollyhock waa naturally growing. W e passed
the evening at a khairi, and fixed ourselves at the
maajit, which here waa merely a square piece of
ground, marked by stones, and set apart for prayers.
I was noticed at this place for not joining the multitude in the pious offices of the evening; and,
notwithstanding I excused myself by pretending
sickness, and lay down, I could not save myself
from two or three kicks. A LohM coming from
KAndahk joined us, and although he recognired
me to be a Feringhi, he behaved discreetly and kept
the secret. When we were alone, he inquired why
I could venture to rove amongst people so wild,
and proffered to place me with all safety in MGlth,
if I would accompany him. The good men of the
khairi provided us with cakes of bread for supper,
and with felts and clothing for the night; but as
nothing was furnished to eat with the bread, the
L o h b i said they were infidels, and produced from
his own stores a bag of almonds.
The next day we reached a castle, the dwellings
within which were covered with domes--the first we
observed, although we afterwards found they were
general in Kihdahiir and its vicinity. W e then
crossed some table-lands, with- the surface overspread
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with agates, and then made a small hamlet, where
we procured two or three cucumbers, but no more
substantial food. W e next gained the bank of
the Tarnak river, which we traced for some time,
and finally crossed the stream, when we fell in with
the high road from Kbdah6.r to Ghazni and KBbal.,
The villages we found were situated some distance
from it, as my P a t h said, to avoid the intrusion of
troops passing ; the direction in which they lie may,
however, be ascertained by the paths leading to
them. W e followed one of such paths, and found a
village, where the khln, a Sad6 Zai, was seated
under a tree with his people. W e sat down and
conversed with him, while he made his breakfast of
bread, curds, and melons ;after which he retired within his castle. Here we found it difficult to procure
food, no one seemed inclined to give or to sell ; on
which the P a t h applied to the kh& who sent out a
cake, and presently after, a woman, for the consideration of five Khbal pais, prepared more bread for us.
On regaining the high road the P a t h , aa our bread
had been cooked without salt, drank of the Tarnak
water, as he said to promote digeation, the river
being, according to him, sang& or heavy, that is, imbued slightly with a saline principle from the soil
through which it flows. We afterwards reposed for
a time in the shade of a column standing near the
road side.
This structure waa built of burned bricks, and
was, perhaps, thirty-five or forty feet high. It is
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called Tirhdliz, and is believed to denote the spot a t
which an arrow from the bow of Ahmed Shhh fell,
the monarch standing on an eminence of the hills
near. It may, however, be more ancient, as the
eminence alluded to alike exhibits some vestiges of
former buildings.
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Near the column we p
d the ziiirat, or shrine of
an AkhGnd, and towards sunset turned from the road
and found a village, where we fell in with a k h h
of kspectability, and some of the artillery-men of
K h d a h h , with their gun, which had been disabled
on their return from Ghazni.
On the following day we gained Killa Azem, a
large village with castle, where my Pattin finding
some people acquainted with Mir Kamaradin of
PeehAwer, boldly asserted himself to be anephew of
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the Mi. The appearance of this man was so rude
that I wondered any one could be deceived by his
pretended relationship with the venerated Ki, but
his tale seemed to be credited here. When the
villagers assembled for evening prayer, the p 6 h
namib, or person who stands before the congregation and recites prayers, in deference to the Pathn's
supposed sanctity and affinity, wished him to officiate
in his stead, and a long contest of civility ensued,
which amused me not a little, as my companion was
so illiterate that he could not repeat his prayers.
Of course he declined the proffered honour, and fell
in with the group behind, where he had nothing to
do but to imitate them in the required genuflexions and prostrations, mumbling what he pleased
to himself.
The next day we reached the city of K h d a h i r ,
and went to t,he house of Hamaradin K h h , a
B h k Zai, and relative of the sirdir's. As soon as
the k h b was apprised of my arrival he expressed
pleasure that I had come to his house, and assured
me that I might stay at it as long as might be
agreeable to me.
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HAMARADIN
KHANwaa a very respectable chief,
and although he did not trouble us much, made it a
point to call every morning, and sit some five minutes before breakfast. I soon found it would be
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necessary to we the SirdL FGr Dil K l i h , as he had
received an intimation of my arrival, and accordingly
I waited upon him at his house one evening. The
sird6.r was seated in an enclosure, called the SGrat
KhAna, or portraihhamber, and the walls were indeed covered with paintings of females, which did
some little credit to the skill of the artists, and to
the taste of the sirdb who had called it forth. The
area was filled with flowers. H e surprised me by
asking, if I was not the Feringhi who had been a t
T6.k and PeshAwer, and without being very communicative, expressed his astonishment that Hindfisth
waa not the native county of Europeans, as he had
supposed it to be. H e addressed himself to Mima
Yaiya, his confidential secretary, ' who was standing
behind him, and directed him to be most attentive
to my wants, and to take especial care t.hat I lacked
nothing; when some of his people remarking to me
that I must remain in the sirdhr's service, and I replying in a decided tone that I would not, he re- .
scinded his prior orders, and observed to his mirza
that it was not necessary to be so attentive. My
interview with the sirdiir was productive of just so
much benefit, that aa he had not objected to my stay
at. K h d a h b , and as it was of course known that I
had seen him, I was held at liberty to remain as long
as 1 pleased.
One day as I was passing up the bazar a stout,
good-humoured elderly man, a mirza, who was sitting in one of the shops, seized my hand, and saying
VOL. I.
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that every Feringhi waa his friend, insisted that I
should go with him to his house, near at hand, and
limping, for he was lame, conducted me to it. He
produced a flagon of spirite, and wished me to
drink, but I excused myself, and he ordered the kaliGn. He informed me, that he had been at Bombay,
and had taken a letter from the Sird& R a h h Dil
K h h to Elphinstin Siihib, and he exhibited an
Arabic Bible, presented to him by that gentleman.
I asked him if he ever read it, and he replied,
"

Yes."

I became acquainted with many persons, and
amongst others, with a son of the late Sirdk TaimGr
KGli K h b , and he was so urgent that I should
spend some time at his house, that having obtained
the consent of Hamsradin K h h , I complied. Nothing could exceed the civility of my new host, and
he was milder in disposition, and more amiable in
manners than DGrM noblemen generally are. He
. complained that his circumstances were straitened,
although he had horses, villages, and servants ; but
perhaps he was piqued at the neglect of his uncles
the sirdim, recollecting that 'his father had been an
elder brother of the B h k Zai family, and that he
had fallen in action with the Sikhs. The k h b
always took his breakfast at noon with me, and the
evening's repast, or supper, in his private apartments,
with his ladies. On the occasion of his first meal
with me, his niisir, or steward, who was a Khhmiri,
'
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and insolent, as many of his race are, observed, that
it was not proper to eat with me, because not being
a Mihornedan I was unclean. The khan asked two
or three people, who were also present, for information, and they decided against the Khhmiri. He,
however, wm still positive, and the kh%n sent for a
neighbouring 6khGnd of repute to settle the point.
#
The man at once pronounced the objection abeurd,
and being invited to sit down, became one of the
party. The k h h had gardem about three miles
from the city, whither we often made excursions, pawing two or three days there at a time. I had often
tasted k h t , the universal and favourite aliment of
the Afghins, but never enjoyed it so much as at this
place, where it was really well prepared, and with
the addition of fried biidinjh and excellent bread
made an admirable dish.
I had remained some time with the friendly
k h h , and suffered no inconvenience, but from the
incivility of his KBshm'ui servant, who, naturally
prone to mischief, never forgave his defeat on the
question of its being improper to eat with me. He
had a complete ascendancy over his weak master,
who scarcely ventured to rebuke him. And I believe that he was even angered because I would
not reply to him, or notice his rude conduct. Still
it did not cease; and as it incommoded me, I took
the opportunity, when the khan had gone to one
of his villages on businees, to remove to the-citadel,
T 2
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where T became the guest of Sirafrb K h h , a
Rohilla chief of three hundred men, in the service
of the Sirdk Meher Dil K h b .
The Sirdk Kohan Dil K h b , alone of the several
s i r d h , resided in the fortress; and I had hardly
been located there when I was sent for by his son,
MQhomed Sidik K h b , a fine intelligent youth.
He showed me his stock of curiosities; amongst
which was a box of European prints, to be seen
through a magnifying glass, and which he seemed
to prize highly. After our acquaintance had commenced I waa very much with him, being sent
for whenever fruits were brought to him, when
he strolled about the gardens of Shhlimk within
the citadel, or when he amused and exercised himself at archery. I was present when he celebrated
his first nuptials with a daughter of my first K&nd a h k friend, Hamaradin KhiPn; and the next
morning he sent for me to partake of some melow.
An BkhGnd was also there; and the young khan,
hiding his face in the old man's lap, expatiated
rather pruriently on the raptures his new state
had opened to him. At this time he received
from his father the government of Grishk, a fortress
on the Helmand river, and, as he intended to go
and reside there, he proposed to me to accompany
him.
When I reached ICBndahk it was understood
that the sird6m contemplated a march upon Shik6rpGr; and that NQib GGl MQhomed Khin was
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to remain in charge of the city during their absence. This man had great influence, and Wa8 of
the Popal Zai tribe. IIe had originally been K h rb's governor at &ihdahlir, and surrendered it to
the Birak Zai S i r d h , who besieged it, when
Kdmr6.n informed him that he did not intend to
march to its relief. By his means, therefore, in
some measure, the s i r d h acquired the city they
have since held, and GGl MAhomed K h h , distrustful, perhaps, of placing himself in the power
of Shaziida Kimrib, remained with them, and
appeared to attach himself td them. Courtesy permitted him to hold .his title of N&b, and he was
considered, next to the sirdim, the man first in
rank at K k d a h k . Now that the ShiktirpGr expedition was projected, and he was to remain in
charge of the city, it is asserted, that he wrote to
K h a n , offering to make it over to him. His
messenger was seized near Griehk, and the nGb,
unconscious that his intended treachery had been
exposed, attended the d a r b k as usual, and was
made prisoner by FGr Dil K h b . The caution and
feare manifested on this occasion by the s i r d h
were very great. The nGb was detained throughout the day in the house of FGr Dil K h h , and by
night he was privately removed, in a palanquin, to
the citadel, where a part of the house of Kohan
Dil K h h was set aside as his prieon. The custody
of his person wm intrusted to HindGsthi soldiers,
it being apprehended that the sympathy of Afghiins
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might be excited, or that they might be seduced.
The gates of the city were closed, and strictly
guarded ; all was on the alert, it being thought
probable that the numerous friends and adherents
of the captive chief might attempt his rescue.
Bodies of troops were instantly despatched into
those parts of the country inhabited by his GlGe,
or tribe, to prevent insurrection,--a necessary step,
as the sons of GGl Mihomed K h h had escaped
from K h d a h b .
I left the N S b in prison; and the expedition to
Shikikptir was deferred, as it proved, never to take
plsee. H e was eventually released, and suffered
to proceed to Peshkwer, where he was connected,
by marriage, with the Sirdb Y6.r Miihomed K b b ,
who would not, so strange is A f g h b custom, the
lass courteously receive him on account of his
meditated treason to his Kihdahtir brother. It
is due to GG1 Miihomed K h h to state, that some
persons at Kilndahiir, in common with the whole
of his friends, maintained that the story of his
correepondence with K~~
was a fiction, invented by the s i r d h to excuse the seizure of
his wealth, and his degradation, he being obnoxious
to them as a chief of the anden ~tprne. The
NGb died at Peshiiwer. Some years afterwards,
being there when it was occupied by the Sikh
SirdG Ha15 Sing, I fell in with one of his sons,
who was unsound in mind, and accustomed to muse,
and stand bareheaded in the sun. When he re-
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tired with the sirdiirg I occupied the house in
which he had lived, and in the sard k h b a , or
under-ground chamber, belonging to it, the earth
was dug up, no doubt on amount of treasure having
been buried there. He went to mbal, but did not
live long.
The city of K b d a h & is surrounded by mud
walls, which have a circumference of three miles.
There are, I believe, seventeen towers on each face,
besides the angular ones; and a trench was carried
round, under the direction of the late Sird6.r Shir
Dil K h h . Its situation is convenient, as it is on
no side commanded; and it has five gates, one of
which opening upon the id-g&h, and leading into
the citadel, i~ generally closed up. The citadel
occupim the north-west quarter of the city, and is
wid to have been built by Sh&&da K h h , who
formerly held the government of the city and country. The present city was projected by Ahmed
Shtlh, the founder of the DtiriS monarchy, and
on that account in all public documents is styled
Ahmed ShiU. It superseded another city, designed. by Nddir Sh&, whose ruins are to be seen a
little to the south-east, as that replaced the more
ancient city, taken by that conqueror from the
Ghiljb, and then dismantled by him. Its ruins are
about two miles distant from the present city, seated at the foot, and on the acclivity of a hill, and are
still considerable.
At the point where the roads from the principal
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gates intersect each other is a covered building,
called the Chah6.r S56, whose lower apartments are
occupied by traders, and the upper ones are called
the Nobat K h h a , from the Nobat being daily performed there. The principal bazars are wide and
spacious, and - had originally avenues of treee, and
canals, leading along either side of them, but they
are not now well preserved. No city can be better
supplied with water, which is brought by large
eanals from the Arghacldn river, and then distributed by so many minor ones, that there is perhaps
no house which has not one of them passing
through its yard. There are also many wells, and
the water is considered preferable to that of the
canals as a beverage.
Of the area included within the city walls so
much ia spread over with ruinous and deserted
houses, extensive courts, gardens, and ranges of
stabling, that it is probable there are not above
five t.housand inhabited houses, by which estimate
the population would be from twenty-five to thirty
thousand souls. Notwithstanding the city is acknowledged to be the takht, or metropolis of tho
Dhrhis, the public mosques, and other buildings,
are by no means handsome, arising principally,
perhaps, from a deficiency of materials; and this
evil has been detrimental to the substantial erestion
of the city generally, the houses being almost nni\lemlly built of unhumt bricks, and covered with
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domes, there being no fuel to burn bricks, and no
timber to make flat roofe.
Ahmed Shiih was consistently interred in the
city of his creation, and his tomb is one of its
most interesting objects. It stands in an enclosure
surrounded with apartments, and lixies of mulberry
trees. Of octagonal form, it is surmounted with a
cupola, and is farther embellished with minarets. I n
the central chamber of the interior is the king's tomb,
of white marble, covered with rich carpets. The
ceiling is gorgeously gilded, and painted with lapis
lazuli, and at the top is suspended a brazen or
gilded globe, supposed by popular belief to have
been closed by the sovereign before his death, and
to contain his soul.
The residences of the m r d h while large and
sufficiently commodious, display no architectural
taste or beauty; the balconies of their bidla khihas,
or upper rooms, are, indeed, curiously carved in
wood, and constitute their chief ornamental appendages. The arg, or citadel, being constructed of
kiln-bunlt bricks, appears to advantage from the
exterior, and the entrance is somewhat imposing.
Within, the palaces of the former kings, with their
painted chambers, are desolate, or occupied by the
menials of the present rulers, who seem studiously
to avoid residing in them.
The bazam are well supplied with good ~ r l d
cheap provisions, and with a great abundance of

excellent fruits. Kbbal is famed for the quantity,
K h d a h b for the quality, of its fruits ; yet I found
them so reasonable that a maund, or several English pounds of grapes, was purchased for a pais;
and figs, plums, apricots, peaches, pea% melons,
and almonds, were nearly as cheap. The pomegranates of K h d a h k are, perhaps, unsurpaseed,
and justly enjoy a great repute in these countries.
Meat, while very good, is not perhaps so cheap
as at KPbal, but roghan, so generally used, and
' bread, are cheaper, as are curds and eggs; of the
latter ten or twelve being sold for one pais. It
is a great blessing to these countries that subsistence is so cheap, and that the poorer claaaee are,
consequently, little affected by the struggle% for
political ascendancy amongst the chiefs. Fuel is
one of the articles considered dear, and ie brought
from a distance. In the neighbourhood of K h d a h b are some objects worthy of notice, such as
the GhiMJemshid, or the cavern of Jemhid ; what
is called the petrified city; and the Z i h t , or shrine
of Bib6 Walli; and more distant, the Z ' i of
Sh# MakhsGd, which annually drawe numerous
visitors from the surrounding country. The valley
of the Arghadn river is also a delightful locality,
from its verdant meadows, its villages, and orchards.
The provinces of K h d a h b are administered by
four sirdiin, brothers, viz. F h Dil KhAn, Kohan
Dil K h k R a h h Dil KhAn, and Meher Dil K h b .
There was, originally, another brother, and joint
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sirdiir, Shir Dil K h b , who died a year or two before I visited the country.
They.are all eons of Sarfariiz, or Pfdihdah Khby
and by the same mother. I have just related the
manner in which they acquired Khdshiir, which
happened about the time when K h b ' s son, Jehhgir, was expelled from Kiibal; and they have
since been allowed to retain the territory, which
was won, as it is said, by their own ewords. Their
deceased brother, Shir Dil K h h , was a brave soldier, and had distinguished himself on many owa&om, in the war carried on by his half-brother,
the fhmoas Vazir .Fati Khiin, against the Persians; then in an attempt to take poesession of
Her& ; and finally, at K M , where an unprecedented series of intrigues and perfidies was terminated by the spoliation of Habib Ulah Khh,
with whose treasures the gird& returned to K h dahb, and died soon afterwards.
As the present s i r d h occupy what is acknowledged the takht, or metropolis of the DGrhb,
the elder brother, FGr Dil K h h , in his communications with foreign states, assumes the title
and tone of Piidshah; and seems, moreover, to be
inclined to support his pretensions by force of
arms. He affects a control, or perhape, rather, supremacy over his brothers established elsewhere,
whioh they verbally admit. This sirdk is prudent and cautious, and more capable of calculating soundly than any of his fbmily. He is remark-

'
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able as being the only prince, (I mean native,) I
believe I may say throughout Asia, that pays
his soldiers regularly. The stipendiary in his service invariably receives hia allowance monthly.
His brothers do not profit by the example.
When I waa at KAndahb he made a rigid reform in his military establishment, and purged it
of all inefficient hands. The sirdb is guilty of
extravagant oppression; and taxation is pushed as
far as possible, or as the patience of the subject
can endure. The people, after giving him credit
for punotuality, and a regard to truth, heartily
execrate him, and pronounce him to be " bissik
sakht," or very hard. His nephew, the son of
TaimGr KGli K h h , one day lamenting the condition of Khdahiu; and describing its advantages
of situation and fertility, ascribed all the misery
existing to the tyranny arhd incapacity of the
rulers. When I would ask a DGriini, what could
induce a man of sense, aa FGr Dil K h h had the
reputation of being, to be so intent upon extortion and the impoverishment of the count+, the
reply wae, that being aware he was an usurper,
and uncertain how long he might continue in
power, he was amassing as much treasure as he
could, while the opportunity was afforded himas was the case with all the BBrak Zais.
The sirdb, like most of his family, has psseed
an active and eventful life. On the seizure of
his brother, the Vazir Fati K h b , at Herit, he
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w a made a prisoner by K h r f i n , who subsequently released him, and appointed him m'rr, or
principal of his tribe. H e fled from Her& urged
thereto by the reproaches of his blinded and degraded brother, and at Andiili, a caatle near
Grishk, organized the opposition which eventually gained Khdahiir. On the death of the Sird k Mhhomed Azem K h h at KAbal, he marched
there, and confirming the son of the defunct Hahlb Ulah K h h in authority, seized the person of
ApGb S h h , the mock king of his late brother's
creation, and terminated the farce, for such it
had become, of Sad6 Zai rule.
Of the others, Kohan Dil Khkn is most esteemed, being reputed the most warlike of them,
and to have, besidea, a little generosity and manliness in his composition. The two others are of
less consequence, and I never heard any one speak
very favourably of them. Meher Dil KMn, indeed,
while his other brothere are, or profess themselves
to be, rigid SGnis in religion, and therefore use little
scruple in their dealings with the Pikdw&ns, or
Sh'hs of the country-affects a liberality on the
score of faith, and pretends to sympathise with
all who are ill-treated on that account; he is,
therefore, more popular than his brothers with the
Shia population, which is not inconsiderable. H e
is, however, suspected to be in this, and on other
points, a " thag," or hypocrite ; and his talent for
dissimulation and deceit haa been evinced on many
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occasions, particularly when, at Kiibal, he was the
agent in deluding and making prisoner his nephew, Habib Ulah K h h , preparatory to the appropriation of his wealth, by the late Shir Dil K h h .
All the Sirdim of Kindah& me educated men,
and Meher Dil K h h is even literary, and a poet,
writing verses, you will be told, hater than other
men can write prose.
When I arrived at KAndah6.r the s i r d h were
at variance ; and there were two distinct darbks.
Fbr Dil Khbn held his alone, while the others
assembled at the house of Kohan Dil K h h in
the arg, or citadel ; the latter considered it necessary to unite against their elder brother, to whom
they never went, or paid any kind of obedience.
At length a reconciliation war, effected, the three
brothers 6rst paying a visit to Fbr Dil K h h , who
afterwards returned them the compliment. The
result of the renewal of intercourse wss, that Khodti
Nazzar, an An& Ghilji, known h i l i a r l y by the
name of M h a h , or uncle, (which he had been
effectively to Shir Dil K h h ) , was appointed M W tahiir, or chief manager of aflhh. The first measures of this minister were popular ; but he hss
since, justly or unjustly, acquired the reputation
of being a " shaith," or devil.
The city of K h d a h k is regulsrly built, the
bazar being formed by two lines, drawn from opposite directions, and intersecting in the cent- of
the place. It is consequently compoeed of four
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distinct quarters, over each of which one of the
s i r d h exercises authority. While residing within
the citadel, near Kohan Dil KhWs residence, I
had an opportunity of seeing the daily visitors as
they passed to the darbk of the three confederate
brothers. Amongst the unwilling ones were invariably from fifty to one hundred HindGs, some of
them, no doubt, men of respectability, and all
merchants or traders, who had been seized in their
houses or shops, and dragged along the streets to
the darbiir, the s i r d h needing money, and calling
upon them to furnish it. This waa a daily occurrence; and it was certainly afflicting to behold
men of decent appearance driven through the bazar
by the hirelings of these DGrM despots, who wished
to negotiate a loan. Yet I have seen the HindGs
of this city on occasions of festivals, assembled in
gardens, with every sign of riches in their apparel
and trinkets; nor did they appear less gay than
they would have been in a Hind6 kingdom. The
gains of these men must be enormous, or they
never could meet the exactions of their rulers;
and without extravagant profits, operating aa an
offiet, they never could submit ao patiently to
the indignities heaped upon them in every M b
d m h country, from the prince to the lowest
miscreant who repeats his kalmah.
I am unable to state the amount of rsvenue
possessed by these s i r d h individually. I have
heard twelve lirkhs of rupees mentimed as the
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probable sum of the
revenue of the county,
which may be thought sufficient, looking at the
deterioration everywhere prevalent, aad the o b
stacles thrown in the way of trade. Of this sum
the larger proportion will be taken by FGr Dil
K h h , who is also in possession of large treasures,
acquired on the demise of his brother Shir Dil
K h h , of which he deprived his heirs.
Neither can I assign to each brother the share
he holds in the division of the county, or only
in a general manner. Kohan Dil K h h has charge
of the western frontier, important as being that of
Her& ; he has also authority over Z e m h DLwer, and
the districts of the Garm %1. This sirdk collects
the tribute from the H a z h tribes dependent on
K h d a h h , and, it may be, from the NGr Zai country
of Dargwat, bordering on the Helmand. R a h h
Dil K h b draws revenue from some of the country
to the east, neighbouring on the independent Ghiljis,
and from Shoriiwak, Peshing, and Siwi-the latter
north-east of Dddar and Kachi. Meher Dil K h h
enjoys the country to the north-east of Khdahiir,
which also touches upon the Ghilji lands, besides
various portione in other parts. Fiir Dil K h h reserves to himself the fertile districts in the vicinity
of the city, where the revenue is at once productive,
and collected with facility. In the distant provinces troops are not generally stationed, but are required to be annually sent, as tribute is mostly
paid only after intimidation. The authority of
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Kbdahdr is acknowledged over a considerable
space of country, and the Kh&a tribes of Toba,
with the Ter'h, and other rude tribes in that part,
confess a kind of allegiance, allowing no claim on
them, however, but that of military service, which
is also rendered to the s i r d h by K h h Terik, the
chief of the Ghilji tribe of Tereki. The present
chief of Balochisth, Mehrdb K h h of KalGt, was,
after I left Khdahiir, compelled to pay a tribute,
I believe of one 16kh of rupees, KalGt base coin,
equal to about four thousand rupees of K h d a h k
currency, and to engage to furnish a quota of troops,
and otherwise to assist in the furtherance of FGr
Dil Khgn's projects against Sind. A proper understanding with this chief was very necessary, even
essential, as the success of an expedition to the
south would greatly depend upon his friendship or
enmity, it being unavoidable that the army should
march one hundred and fifty cosses through hi8
territories. The capture of ShikikpGr would lead
to a collision with the rulers of Sind, who, although
they might assemble numerous troops, would be
little dreaded by the DGriids.
- In 1827 the power of Kdbal attracted the attention and excited the apprehensions of the S i r d h
of K h d a h k ; and R a h h Dil K h h started on a
mission to Peshdwer. He proceeded. to MarGf, a
fortress belonging to the family, and thence took
the route, followed by the L o h h i kdfilas through
the Vazbi hills to Ti&, Dost RIAhomed Khin
VOL. I.
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making a v&n attempt to pick him up on the road.
H e had with him five hundred, or, as some say,
eight hundred horse, and extorted money and necessaries from every unfortunate chief he met with.
H e encamped near the town, and demanded a large
sum of money from the surly and wealthy Sirwar
K h h , who, however, considering that his walls were
high and thick, and that he had guns with which
his KAndahhr guest was unprovided, absolutely
refused; and the b d e d mrdk waa compelled to
decamp, and make the best of his way to Peshtiwer.
There a circumstance occurred, which although not
bearing on the immediate subject, may be mentioned as descriptive of the manners of the times. Ranjit Singh hearing of Rah6m Dil KhWs visit, and
that he had a valuable sword, immediately sent his
compliments, and expressed a desire that the sword
should be sent to Lahore. The pride of the Duriid
sirdiir must certainly have been mortified, but fearing the consequences of refusing compliance to the
polite request to himself, or to his brothers at Peshiwer, he forwarded it. Ranjit Singh, of course, accepted the present, as a @shkaclh, or tributary offering, and must have chuckled at the helpless condition to which the once terrific race had become
reduced.
R a h h Dil Khan returned to KBndahh, accompanied by Y6.r Miihomed Khfln, the elder of the
Matters
PeshLwer Sirdbrs, and hie half-brother.
were soon settled, and it was agreed to humble Doat
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Mihomed KhQn. For this object he was to be
attacked from the east and from the west. In
pursuance of the arrangements, Pir Mihomed K h h ,
the younger of the Peshiiwer S i r d h , expelled the
sons of the Nawkb %mad K h h from the districts
of KoMt and HhgG ;but the famous Saiyad A b e d
Sh&, assisted by B h K h h and JGma K h b ,
Khalil arbabs, or chiefb, and instigated, no doubt,
by Dost Mihomed K h h , by keeping PeshiSwer in
continual alarm, reduced the sird6rs to the necessity of defending their own territory, and prevented
them from marching on JelilaMd and K&bal,as had
been concerted. I have narrated, in the narrative
of my journey from Ti& to Peshtiwer, the circumstance of my falling in with P
i Mihomed K h h
between Koh&t and H h & . I have also shown
how the activity of Saiyad Ahmed Sh&h,-too late,
indeed, to prevent the conquest of those places,compelled the sirdk to march precipitately from
Koh6t to Peshiiwer. During my stay at Peshd
wer the Saiyad did not relax his efforts, and, by
sallies on Hashtnaggar, allowed the sird6rs no respite from anxiety. Subsequently, when I had found
my way aa far aa Ghazni, I found Dost M6homed
K h h encamped, with six thousand men; and the
army of Khdahiir, stated at eleven thousand
men, was about seven cosses in front. A battle
was daily expected by the men, but I doubt whether intended by the leaders. Vakils, or envop,
were, in the first instance, despatched by Dost M C
u a
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homed Khan, who, the best officer in the country,
is $dent
enough to gain his ends by fair words
rather than by violence. These vakils demanded
the reaaons of the hostile array ; asked if the B h k
Zais were not MGssGlmhs and brethren, and whether it would not be better to unite their arms
against the %khs, than ingloriously employ them
in combating DGrhis against each other. They,
moreover, submitted, that Dost Miihomed Khln was
perfectly aware of the right of primogeniture of his
brother FGr Dil KhAn, and that he occupied the
takht, or capital. The K h d a h h Sirdike claimed
the surrender of half Kfibal, and the whole of
Loghar and Shilgar, as a provision for the young
son of their late brother, S h h Dil K h h . The negotiations were so adroitly conducted by Dost Mk
homed Khan and his friends, that a treaty was
concluded, by which he lost not an inch of ground,
but agreed to make an annual remittance to KBndahG of the amount of revenue of Loghar, valued
at forty thousand rupees, for the son of Shir Dil
K h h ; as it afterwards proved, never intending
to send it. He moreover expressed his willingness
to coSperate in FGr Dil Khln's projected expedition
to Sind, alike without meaning to fulfil his engagement.
The troops of Dost Miihomed Khan, although
inferior in number, being choice men, were sanguine
.of success, and at least possessed confidence, a pre.sage of victory. I t was expected, however, in the
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event of an engagement, that the greater part of
the K h d a h k axmy would have gone over to the
highly popular S i r d k of Kabal, who is called the
" dostddr sipdhh," or the soldier's friend.
The K h d a h d r troops hastily retired, and Y h
Mdhomed KhAn, who had accompanied them to
Ghazni, quietly passed on t o Peshhwer. The sird h of that place had, however, benefited by the
operations, as they had possessed themselves of
KohClt and HhgG. These they were allowed, by
treaty, to retain, as an equivalent for a claim of one
I&h of rupees from the revenue of Kabil, which
Dost MQhomed K h h had agreed to pay to S G l h
Miihomed Khbn, to get him out of the county,
but which he had forgotten to do as soon as his object was gained. The Nawiib Samad K h b was
carried off about this time by cholera, and his two
sons, neglected by Dost hfiihomed K h h , were provided with jighire in the province of Jeliilabid, by
the Nawslb Miihomed ZemAn K h h .
As soon as Dost Milhomed Khhn was relieved of
the presence of his Khndah6.r brothers, he moved
into the county of ZGrmat, inhabited by the Ghilji
tribe of SfilimAn KhCI, very numerous and powerful,
and who had not hitherto been reduced to the condition of subjects. HAji K h b boasted of having
urged this measure, the s i r d k being unwilling to
disturb the Ghiljis. A vast number of castles were
destroyed, and much spoil made, while the annual
amount of tribute to be paid in future was fixed.

.
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The Iands of Khan Terik, a vassal or ally of Khdahiir, were also ravaged; and although the news
thereof excited some indignation in the bread of
the sirdtk.s, they did not interest themselves to protect their suffering friend; and I venture to think
that KMn Terik, conscious they could not, or would
not afford aid, never thought of soliciting it.
The revenue of the K h d a h k S i r d h I have
already stated at about twelve lakhs of rupees ; and
it h been seen that they had assembled a force
computed at eleven thousand men; but on this occasion they had not only drawn out the fljM, or militia of the country, but had assembled all their
allies and dependents. I t is not supposed that the
sirdim regularly entertain above four thousand men,
of whom three thousimd are cavalry, and considered
good; but, as if suspicious of their own DhMa,
they are generally Ghiljb ; to whom the s i r d h may
dso have a predilection on account of their mother
being of that tribe. K h d a h Q contains, in its fertility and its resources, all the elements of a powerful state, and could provide a large military force,
but neither the funds nor the popularity of the present chiefs will allow them to profit by the advantages. The artillery, of twenty pieces, is equally
divided between the four brothers. Some of them
are unserviceable, and amongst the better ones are
two or three Dutch p a , which they correctly distinguish by the name HllandCz.
The S i r d h of Khdah6.r affect no kind of pomp,
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and even FGr Dil K h h is content, amongst his own
kawAnins, or chiefs, with the simple appellation of
Sirdiir. On the whole, they are decidedly detested,
and a change is ardently desired by their peopl%
who are aadly oppressed, while one of the fairest
provinces of K h o d is daily accelerating in deterioration.
I had intended to have passed the winter at
He&, and would, with that view, have amompanied M6homed Sidik K h h to Grbhk, which lay on
my road, but his departure eeemed indefinitely delayed, and my Path companion was averse to undertake the journey alone, being terrified by the
accounts he heard of the Tok'i plunderers of Siswho infest the deaert between Griehk and Farra,
and of the Allamtins, who carry off partiee between
Farra and He&.
He reasonably urged, that if
AfghAns were to be encountered, he might hope to
pass through them, but that with Baloches and
TGrkomb he had little chance; while he had no
wish to be oonsigned to slavery. It chanced that
Att6 Miihomed K h h , called the Khor, or blind,
d v e d from Kibal en lnnzte to Mecca, and my Path
was anxious that I should have joined him, as he
was proceeding towards Sind, but as I declined to
do so, he asked me to consent to his availing himself of so favourable an opportunity of visiting the
sacred place ; which, of course, I readily did.
I adhered to my intention of proceeding to Herit,
and started alone from Khdahir, hoping to gain
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Grishk, and there to await companions. I passed
about twelve miles on the road, but found it impossible to proceed, being interrupted by every person
1 met, and I returned, having lost every little article
I carried with me. Subsequently, a lucky accident
prevented my joining a small k s l a , whose destination was Farra, as it was attacked and plundered on
the road by the Allamhs. Winter had -now fairly
set in, and finding I had no chance of reaching
,Herzit, the only alternative open to me was to move
towards ShikiirpGr, while the season permitted the
transit of kUdas. On inquiry, it proved that one
of these was about to start in a day or two, and, as a
preparatory measure, was already encamped without
the ShikibpGr gate. A young man belonging to i t
promised to inform me when it was ready to march,
and confiding that he would do so, I remained a t
the house of Sirfar& K h h , expecting his summons.
My Kilndahk friends had been anxious to have
enabled me to pass comfortably through the journey,
but I refused to profit by their offers to the extent
they wished ; still, I had accepted a small sum of
money, which was urged upon me in so kind a manner that had I declined it I might have offended.

CHAPTER XV.
Dreary countj.-Se&.--Quest
of road.-Wild
Path,.-Gain
road.-Signs of the kMla- Tents. - Invitation.-Repast.Treatment a b r repast.-Despoiled.-Provided
with lodging.Reviled for an infidel.-Renewed ill-treatment.-Mutual ignorance.-Dismissal.-Forced
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ention of my property.-Demand
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I PROCEEDED alone from Khndahiir, with the intention of overtaking the khfila, which had left two
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days before, in progress to ShikhpGr. Although
perfectly aware of the danger of travelling in these
countries, particularly for a stranger, and understanding that the kdfila would march slowly, being
burthened with women and children, and judging
the danger would not be excessive within two or
three days from the capital, I had every expectation
of reaching it the second march.
Arriving at the last of the villages in the neighbourhood of the city, I entered it with a view of
procuring food, but could prevail on no one to prepare it. A t a short distance from the village I observed a black tent, which, I presumed, was occupied
by a pastoral family, and, they being more hospitable
than the fixed inhabitanta, I repaired to it, and
found people who could not speak Persian, and I
being ignorant of Pashto, we were mutually at a
loss. I succeeded in conveying the information
that " doudi," or bread, waa required, and that
they should be paid for it. To this they agreed;
and while the wife was kneading the dough
the husband's attention was attracted by the sight
of a drinking vessel, which I had purchased at K h dahh, and he took, or rather seized it, returning me
the few pais I had previously given him. Nor did
he stay here, but absolutely eearched me; and my
coin, which I had bound in the webcord of my perj h a s , underwent his inspection ; the vicinity of the
-village alone deterred him from making i t booty.
Bread waa at length served. While eating it, I could
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comprehend the discourse of the famiIy related to
me, and I heard the word kiifila pronounced several
times, which encouraged me to hope it was near at
hand. Having smoked the chillam, as is invariably
the custom in these countries after meals, I took
leave of my host, inquiring, by signs,the direction of
the high road to ShikiirpGr. He undemtood me,
and directed my sight to a whitish-topped peak
among the distant hills, under which, he asserted, the
road winded.
Having yet two or three hours of daylight, I
dashed across the country between me and the
hills without a sign of habitation,
and came
upon a Iarge swarhp of briny water, which I had
some difficulty in clearing. At length I reached a
large solitary building, uninhabited and in decay,
which had probably been formerly a semi : here
were two or three chambers, in decent preservation, in one of which I took up my quarters for
the night, although the doing so was not unattended with danger, as, from the remains of recent fires, it was evident the place was frequented ;
and I inferred, that in so sequestered a spot, and
distant from any path or road, it might be the
resort of robbers, or other doubtful characters.
Recommending myself to Divine protection, I
resigned myself to sleep, and awoke in the
morning, having had no other companions than
pigeons, whose numerous nests covered the vaulted roofs of the buildings, and no other visitante
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than a few owls, that, with their large flapping
wings and discordant cries, occasionally broke in
upon my repose.
Started, and nearing the hills, observed the village called K h 6 z Hiiji. The city is not visible
from hence, a small detached line of eminences,
Koh ZtQtkar, intervening. Reached a k h e z without water, and made for a building, which I
found to be a deserted flour-mill. I could not
discover the road I was in quest of, but concluded I should gain it by following the line of
sand hills, which now appeared on the right; towards which I accordingly shaped my course. A p
proaching them, a horeeman, one of the wild Paths,
in the uncouth garment.s of his tribe, galloped
from them. H e rode towards me, and, I believe,
asked me the mad to some place or other, but
as I was unable either t o understand him, or to
return an answer, his vociferations were to no
effect, and, applying to me a11 the curses and
abusive epithets his language furnished, he left
me, and galloped off, to my great satishtion. I
now descried in the distance a string of camels,
which were, without doubt, pacing the desired
road, and I hoped might be the kiifila I was
seeking. Gained a mad, in which were abundant
prints of the feet of men, horses, and camels.
There was no person in sight that I could ask if
t h e road wm the one for ShikiirpGr; however, I
entered it without hesitation, and proceeded five
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or six cosses wit.hout meet,i~igor seeing any one.
To the right and left were hills: to the right
of sand, to the left of black rock, slightly covered
with soil. The road, in fact, described the line
where the sand desert connected with the clear
country. There was no vestige of inhabitants.
Found the camels I had seen to be returning
from KAndahiir, whither they had conveyed wood
from Rob6t. This. modified me for the moment,
as it left me dubious as to the road, but on passing the return camels, which had halted, I again
perceived the traces of men, horses and camels,
ss before, and the rinds of pomegranates, which
had manifestly been that day only thrown on the
ground. Tbis encouraged me to hope the k8fila
was very near. Arrived a t a kiirez, to the right of
the road : the water of bad quality, and unpalatable, though clear and transparent. Continued
marching, with still the same signs of the caravan, when the shades of evening began to obscure the horizon. A t the distance of a quarter
of a mile from the road, I observed two or three
.trees, which, with the circumstance of the k h e z
before mentioned, winding in the same direction,
indicated the presence of some village. Found
about one hundred and twenty tents, arranged in
a semi-circular form; in front of which were two
spots, enclosed by stones, which served as masjib.
It being the time of evening prayer, I went up
to one of these, and saluted with the usual Sa-
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l h Alikam, and was invited to sit down. When
prayere were finished one of the men, decently
apparelled, said to me Doudl kouri, dil ter rWi"
which signifies, " if you will eat bread, come here."
I accepted the invitation, and accompanied him
to his tent, which was well furnished, after the
fashion of the country; and before the entrance
were picketted three tolerable horses, The whole
had an appearance of easy circumstances, indeed of
comparative opulence. Bread was cooked expressly for me, h t e r waa brought to wash my hands
before eating, and I was encouraged to eat heartily.
I felt perfectly at ease, and was doing justioe to
my entertainment, having fasted throughout %he
day, when another man came in, and seated himself by my side. The repaat being finished, the
new visitant applied a rather rude slap on my
cheek; at which I merely smiled, presuming it
was intended as a joke, and although a severe
one, yet, as these savages understand little of
decency, and being alone among many, it was
but common prudence to pass it off lightly. He
then asked me for my upper garment. This I r e
fused, still thinking him disposed to be merry.
I however, found, to my cost, he waa not trifling,
for he despoiled me of it by pure force, as well aa
of my headdress, &c ; in short, left me nothing but
my p e r j h a s and shoes. H e also applied two or
three additional slaps on the cheek, and a liberal
allowance of terms of abuse in Persian, which was
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all he knew of that language. This he did in ridicule of my ignorance of Pashto, which he was continually urging me to speak. During this time my
worthy host, the master of the tent, encouraged
and abetted my despoiler, and received some paia
which were in a pocket of my upper garment. The
clothes were detained by the other ruffian, who,
after a while, conducted me to hie tent, one much
smaller, and of mean appearance. He bade me sit
down by the fire and warm myself, and in due time
spread felts on the ground by the fire-side, which
were to serve me for a bed, and informed me I
might repose myself; cautioning me, aa I understood him, not to attempt to escape during the
night, for I should be certainly seized by the dogs.
I stretched myself on my sorrowful bed, and mminated on my deplorable situation, consoling myself, however, that it did not appear the intention
of my friend to despoil me of my perjbss, in the
webcord of whioh, 1 have before stated, waa my
small stock of money ; and calculating on certainly
reaching the k S l a the next day, if allowed to
depart in the morning, and if I should be able to
repair my deficiency of raiment. Still my situation wae sufficie~tlywretched ; yet, from the fatigue
of the day's march, the power of a naturally strong
constitution, and the presence of the fire, I shortly
fell asleep, and enjoyed uninterrupted repose during the night, awaking only in the morning when
kicked by my host, who called me a k f i , or infidel,
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for not rising to say prayers, which he presently
repeated on the very clothes of which he had despoiled me the preceding evening. I was now led
into the tent in which I had been originally entertained, where several other men were assembled. Here I was beat with sticks and cords, and
had some large stones thrown at me. I made no
doubt but it was intended to destroy me ; I therefore
collected my spirits, and resolved to meet my fate
with firmness, and betray no marks of weaknew
or dejection. Thanks to heaven, it was ordered
otherwise. I was asked if I was an Uzbek, an
H a z k or Baloch. The latter question was many
times repeated, but I pereisted in tlie negative,
being conscious that the Baloch tribes were the
enemies of tliese men, (the NGr Zais,) and I asserted that I was from Kach Mekrln, they not
having the least notion of an European. This
answer might have proved unfortunate, for I have
since learned that Mekrtln is a component part of .
. Balochistb ; but the geographical knowledge of
these savages was no better than my own, and they
stumbled over the words Kach Mekrh, without
being able to divine what country it could be. At
length, the sun being considerably elevated, they
dismissed me in the state of nakedness to which
they had reduced me, telling me, " D6ggar I&-di
warza," or, to " take that road." I walked about
thirty paces, a few stones being complacently
thrown after me, when I was hailed by a man to
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return, and eat bread before I went. I was compelled reluctantly to retrace my steps, ss a refusal
might have involved my destruction, and I again
came in contact with the ruffians. Instead of giving me bread, they renewed their consultations conm i n g me; and I gathered from their discourse
that it was in question to bind me, and reduee me
to slavery. My w e now assumed a serious aspect; yet I was not wholly depressed, as I reflected,
that the road to K h d a h k was large and well
defined, and that any night would take me to the
D h M villages, where I knew they would not dare
to follow me. It happened, however, that I was now
observed by two or three aged venerable looking
men, who were standing before the entrance of the
tent, on the extreme left of the semicircle, which
was larger than any of the others, and had before
it a spear fixed in the ground, the symbol, I pre-,
sumed, of authority. They beckoned to me, and
I went to them, followed by the men who had
so ill-treated me, and many others. A question
was put to one of these aged men, who, I found,
wss the mtilla, or priest, if it was not lawful, according to the K o r b , to detain me as a slave, the singular reason being alleged, that they had performed
the rites of hospitality towards me the night before.
The mfilla instantly replied, that it wss neither
juat nor lawful, nor according to the Korln, but
decidedly to the contrary. Perceiving the mfilla
to be a man of some conscience, I asked him if he
VOL. I.
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understood Persian; on his replying, a 'little, I related to him how I had been treated. He expressed
the greatest regret, and, severely rebuking the
offenders, urged them to restore my efkte. This
they were unwilling to do, and much debate ensued ;
in which, being eupported by the mGlla, I took
a part, and ventured to talk loudly. To one of my
questions to the man who had the most ill-treated
me, and struck me. on the cheek, if he waa a Mihaulmh, he replied, " Bishiik Mfissumh," or, that
he was one in every resped. As if my misfortunes
were never to oease, my money, which until now
had eacaped observation, was seized by one of the
men, who asked what I had concealed there. The
mula desired him to desist, saying, " Oh ! merely
a few onions, or something of that kind;" but the
fellow wrenched out the webcord from my perjhaa, and, with eyes glittering with delight, mrolled the little money I had. The miilla assumed
a stern authorative tone, as did the other inmates
of the tent; he seized the robber by his arm, and
ordered him to restore the money, and other property. His orders were obeyed, and everything
was restored.
After receiving the mfilla's benediction, I made
for the high road. I might have proceeded one
hundred yarda, when a man came running after me,
and, sword in hand, demanded my money. Observing two young men approaching with matchlocks,
notwithstanding hie menaoes, I refused to deliver

,
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it until their arrival. They hrtunately understood
a little Persian ; and asserting that I waa a stnmger,
prevailed on the robber to depart. I asked them
where they were going, in the hopes of finding companions; they replied, fowling. Gaining the high
road, I proceeded, .rather depreseed in mind, aa I
could not conceive that the d a n s would suffer me
to depart unmolested, after having had a sight of
money ; and I walked along with the almost certainty of being followed. For a considerable d i e
tan- I fell in with no one, until I arrived at a spot
where the road branched off in two directions, where
was aleo a grave, newly p e p r e d , and over which
were seated fifteen or twenty men. I would have
avoided their observation, but they discovered and
hailed me, asking if I had any s n d or tobacco. I
replied in the negative. One of them came, and
taking me by the arm, led me to the gmve, where
I had to submit to a variety of questions, but wtu
finally d i s m i s d without receiving any injury. The
r o d here gradually m e n d s for a short distance,
and then again descends. It is the point where the
roads from Quetta and Shor6wak meet. I had
gained the descent, when one of the men, without
doubt an inhabitant of the village-to which probably his fellows belonged-came after me, and
asked h r my money. As he was alone, and had
no other weapons than stonee, I might have resisted
him, but fearing the other men would come to his
assistance, I produced the money; and representing,
x2
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as well as I could, that the S h i k h G r road was long,
and that food was requisite, I succeeded in preserving the half of it. Chancing to use some expressions in which the word MGssulmh occurred, he
took offence, and seizing my neck, was about to
proceed to acts of violence. I also prepared for
defence, deeming it as well to die fighting as passive before such a wretch, when some camels appeared on the top of the ascent, with four or five
attendants.
He now loosed his hold, as I did mine, and waa
about to depart, when I informed the camel-drivers
of the robbery ; at which they merely smiled. Seeing it, he returned, and wrrs willing to renew hostilities. It being an object with me to accompany
the camels, which were going my road, and still
having some money and clothing, I used my endeavours to pacify him, which, with some ado, was
accomplished.
While a stone is within reach the P a a s of
these countriea are never at a loss for offensive
weapons. I have seen severe wounds inflicted by
these missiles. They assert that Cain killed Abel
with stones, which appears to have established a
precedent for their use.
One of the cameldrivers told me to mount a
camel, but I could not catch one. I learned they
were proceeding to Robit. They were those I
had passed the day before. W e marched four or
five koss, when they halted, and told me that in

I
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the evening they should go to Robit. I would
have continued my journey, but, alas! I was to
encomter robbery anew. My clothing and money
were now taken, and I was entirely stripped. In
return for my perjimas they gave me a ragged pair, .
which did not cover my knees ; my shoes alone
escaped, being either too large or too small for
their several feet. I did not part with my money
or apparel very willingly, or very peaceably ; in fact,
one of the ruffians unsheathed his sword, but the
others forbad violence. I appealed to them as
men and MGssulmbq but this only excited their
laughter.
I was still arguing with them, when two men
made their appearance on the road. The Robiit men
convereed with each other, conjecturing they might
be companions of mine, and began looking at their
own means of defence. They, however, felt perfectly easy, being five in number, and armed. The
new comers proved to be HAjis, a name properly
belonging to such as have made a pilgrimage to
Mecca, but assumed also by those who are going to
the holy place, or pretend they are so. One of
them had a smattering of Persian, and endeavoured,
but ineffectually, to procure the return of my effects.
As these men were proceeding to join the kAfila,
I accompanied them, the camel-drivers much wishing to detain me, willing, as they said, to entertain
me the night at Robit.
1 waa now destitute, a stranger in the centre of
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Asia, unacquainted with the language,-whioh would
have been most uaeful to me,--.and from my colour
expoeed on all occaeions to notice, inquiry, ridicule,
and ineult. Still I did not deapair; and although
I never doubted the rule of Divine Providence,
yet had I done so, my preservation in so many case8
of extreme danger, with the oontinual b i b of ciromstances to extenuate misery, would have removed scepticism, and d e d to my mind the conviction of the existence of an omniscient and benevolent Being, who does not neglect the meanest
object of his creation.
It was some consolation to find that the kAfila
was not firr off; and with my new companions I
proceeded, without apprehension of fnrther plunder, having nothing to be deprived of. I had,
moreover, the mtisfirction of inferring tha,t any
ehange in my c i r c w c e s must be for the better,
as it could not well be for the worse. On the road
we firat met a horseman, who desired and received
the benediction of the HAji. This was given, the
applicant turning his back tow& the HAji, who
repeated or mumbled something, in which the words
dgniah, or wealth, and Biamillah, or in the name
of God, were the only ones audible. A t the close
the HAjZji stroked his own beard, and gave the barbarian two or three elape on the back, which completed the bleming. The P a t h salamed with much
respect, and departed well satisfied. In this rencontre I passed unnoticed. A little farther on we
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met two men, who came acrm the hills on foot,
but tolerably dressed. They also received.the Hiiji'e
benediction, and discoursed a ehort time, inquiring
news of the Baloch tribes, who, i t appeared, had
but a few days before scoured the country, and
plundered the villages. I afforded matter of mirth
to these men; and they expreaeed themselves much
eurprised at seeing a man who could not apeak
Pashto. The Baloches spoken of were the Tokb
of Sisth, formidable marauders, under the ordere
of the notorious, K h h J a h k k h h of Illamdk.
Until now we had been on either side surrounded
by low hills: they o e m d here, and we had before
us the extensive plain of Robh. There was nothing in the shape of tand the only objects relieving the monotony of the scene were two or three
buildings in the distance, apparently the square
killas, the common defensive erectiom of these people, and to which their skill in military architecture
is hitherto confined. Before us, on the high road,
whose course being straight is visible for some distance, was a building with arched roofs after the
Kbdahiir mode, which on reaching we found to be
a houz, or reservoir of rain-water. The building
was substantial, and the water good. It is a work
of utility, as I saw no other water between the village I left in the morning and Itobiit, a distance, I
suppose, of fifteen or twenty miles. I t is calledHouz
Maddat K h h , from its founder, a DGriid sirdir, of
some eminence in the reign of Taimtir ShCh. The

embers of the fires kindled by the men of the caravan, who had halted here awhile in passing, were
still alive. About two or three miles farther on, we
approached the assemblage of tents on the plain of
Robiit. They .covered the plain for a large extent,
and must certainly have been five or six hundred
in number. My companions went to the nearest of
them, with the view of procuring food and lodging
for the night, and directed me to a ruined fort,
where they told me I shoald find the klfila.
These HAjb, or men representing themselves aa
such, travel about the country, subsisting on charity ;
and, as ignorance begets superstition, and superstition begets dread, they are looked up to with much
awe and respect by these savages, who tremble at
the very name of Mecca. Their character for sanctity ensures them the beet of entertainment, in return for which they give blessings, or, if able to
write, scraps of paper, which contain, aa their credulous clients believe, preservatives, charms, and antidotes against all disasters and diseases. In them
countries, where travelling to other individuals is
attended with so much danger, they proceed in
perfect security. In more civilized countries, and
in the toms, they are treated with less respect ;
and although their character for sanctity is not disputed, they are usually told that Allah, or God, will
supply their wants, and are reduced to sit in the
masjits, the common resort of the destitute.
On my road to the k a l a I was accosted by a

P a t h , who asked if I was not a H&ji; I said Hoh,
or yes, when he uttered sn exclamation relative
to the wretchedness of my condition. Found the
kLfil aencamped under the fort wall, and joining it,
it was no easy matter to satisfy the curiosity of the
several individuals composing it, but this accomplished, I became an object of neglect, and I began
to fear the possibility of suffering from want among
these people. I went to Khlidar K h h , the principal man in the company, and, stating my case, requested his assistance during the journey. H e
frankly replied, he would give me none, and farther
said, I should not accompany the k u l a . Night
coming on, fires were kindled, round which the individuals of the kkfila respectively grouped. Having
no other clothing than the tattered p e r j h a s of the
camel-drivers, and the cold being so intense that ice
was found on the water in the morning, of the thickness of, perhaps, three quarters of an inch, I suffered
accordingly, and ventured to approach the fires, invitation being out of the question. I did so only to
meet repulses. I was rejected from all of them:
some alleging I was a KElfr, others no reason at all.
In this deeperate state of affairs, I was thinking of
hazarding a visit to the tents, when a poor, but humane fellow, came and led me to his bivouac. He
said he was but a poor man, and lived coarsely, but
that I should partake of hie fare during the journey;
that he had absolutely no clothing, or I should not
continue naked. My new fiend, named Mihomed
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Ali, was one of four aesociates, who had two or three
camels laden with pomegranates. I gladly availed
myself of his offer, and returned him my acknowledgments. He kindled his fire, and seated me by
it, desiring me on no account to be dejected, that
God was merciful, and would provide everything
needful. I now became easy as to subsistence, and
considered myaelf as one of the kala, whose composition I shall here briefly describe.
The most important personage waa KhMm K h h ,
l%rak Zai, and son of JGma K h h , formerly h a a m ,
or governor, of ShikibpG; and now in the service
of Wali Mrihomed Laghhk the Nawilb Vazir of
Ladkhilna in Upper Sind. JGma K h h waa a
brother of the reigning chiefs in Kbdabiir, Kiibal,
&c.; but whether that his descent was tainted,
that he had slender ability, or that he had little
ambition, he had separated himself from them.
His son, KhMar Kh& carried on trade, and trafficked largely in horses. Business had led him
to K b d a h h , where he had carried his women
and children ; he was now escorting them back.
H e had a number of attendants and horses, and
a plentiful show of tent-equipage for the accommodation of his ladies, who on the march travelled in camel kajiiwae, or panniers; his nephew,
AbdGlah K h h , a fine young man of extraordinary
height, accompanied them. Next in consequence,
was one they termed, by way of respect, Hiikamkda,
who was the bibhi, or director of the kAfi4 81-

though Khldar Khh, or &her AbdGlah K h h ,
appeared to order the marohes. There was also
two or three Shikibpfir aaiyade, well mounted and
apparelled, and a well-fleshed jovial homeman, in
the employ of the Sind chiefs : beeidea these, were
a few poor traffickers, who drove camels, awes, &a.
laden with fruits, anuffS and miscellaneous articles.
Hhkamziida owned the greater part of the mera
,
consisting of fnrit, fieah
chandize in the W
and dried, madder, and carrawaye.
I was seated with my new frienda, when a youth,
travelling without means, m e , and said he would
put me in the way of procuring food for the night.
I paid no great attention to him, feeling easy on
that score, but my companions told me to go with
him. I therefore obeyed, and waa provided with
a formidable long pole, for what purpose I was
at a loss to conjecture; the youth and another
DGrhi, destitute but well dreased, being similarly armed. W e then made for the tents, nearing which, my associates commenced howling Allah !
Allah ! Allah ! and the poles, I found, were to keep
the dogs at bay while the begging of bread was
carried on. The appeal for charity at no one tent
was ineffectual, the inmates hastening to afford
their mitea, many even asking if b u r or b d
was needed. Our begging was carried on systematically. The youth, who appeared perfect in hie
part, and accustomed to such scenes, going towards
the entrance of the tents and stating we were Hiijia,
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while I and the DGrM5 by plying our long poles,
had to contend with dogs asailing us on all sides,
as if conscious we were demanding the scraps which
they considered their due. About thirty or forty
pounds weight of bread was procured, of which I
merely received as much as sufficed for the evening's meal. The cold increasing as the night advanced, I suffered much from the want of clothing ;
my companions, on preparing for sleep, furnished me
with a quantity of wood, to enable me to keep
the fire alive during the night, over which I was
to sit ; I did so, with my knees drawn up to my
chin ; nevertheless the severity of the cold was seriously felt. Towards morning, my situation being
observed by a Mogal soldier in the service of Kh&
dar Khhn, he came and threw over my shoulders
a postin, or great-coat, if I may so express myself,
made of the skins of dumbas, or large-tailed sheep,
the leather excellently prepared, and the fleece
well preserved. They are the general winter habits
of all classes in Khorash, and are certainly warm
and comfortable.
I endeavoured to rise and return thanks, when
I fomd that, what with the heat of the fire in
front, and the intensity of the cold behind, my
limbs were contracted, and fixed in the cramped
position in which I had been so long sitting. I
now became alarmed lest I should not be able
to accompany the kiifila; nor should I had it
started early in the morning, as khfilas generally
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do; but this, with a view to the convenience of
the women, did not march until the sun was high
above the horizon. This was a fortunate circumstance, as the solar heat gradually relaxed the
stifkess of my limbs, and as I became warm in
walking the pain lessened. I know not whether
to impute my misfortune here to the presence of
the fire or to the cold. My legs and arms were
covered with blotches, and a t their respective joints
were reduced to a state of rawness. The latter
. evil disappeared in a few days, but the pains in
the limbs continued to distress me exceedingly
for four or five months, and have not wholly left
me to this day, and probably never will. The present of this postin was undoubtedly the means of
my preservation, as I never should have been able
to have passed another night in similar nudity;
and the cold, I afterwards found, increased for
the next eight or ten marches.
The marches were not of extreme length, and
I contrived tolerably- well to keep up with the
kkfila, starting with the aseee, which went on first ;
when, if unable to keep pace with them, I was
sure of having the camels, which followed them
behind, and which were always considerably in
the rear. In this manner I was secure from interruption on the road by the inhabitants of the
country.
W e made five or six marches, over a wild and
dreay county, the surface of the soil thinly che-

quered with low stunted bushes and planta ; amongst
which the terk, and khhGtar, or camel-grass, were
the most prominent. There were no fixed h a b i t
ations, and few traces of cultivation. From the
plain of Itobiit we entered that of BGldak, slight
rises, through which an easy road led, marking
, possible, more forbidtheir boundaries. It w s ~ if
ding in aspect than the former, and there was
much of its extent occupied by sand hillocks.
I n one of our mamhes we passed a body of men,
women, and children, migrating with their property
to some more genial climate during the winter.
The men had moat of them matchlocks, but, I suspect, no ammunition, as they begged flints and
powder; and a small quantity of each given them,
elicited many thanks. These people moeeed our
route. M e n bulleta with the men of this county, I believe, are generally out of the question,
having seen them, in many instances, making substitutes of mud, which they mould and dry, and
place in the ground, as they say, to harden. With
such projectiles they contrive to kill large fowls,
&c. During our progress we one day fell in with
a large deposit of wheat chaff, intended as winter
provender for cattle. I t was ~pened,and all the
available animals of the kMla laden with its contents; KhAdar Khtln and the kMla bibhi directing
the operation, and remaining with the mounted
men while it was carried on.
We here saw no inhabitants, although from this
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deposit, and the existence of water at some distance
to the right, it was natural to infer that there were
some in the neighbourhood. I could not here help
drawing a conclusion, that if these kldilaa are liable
to insult and extortion among these people, they
in some measure deserve it, for, in no case where
plunder could be aafely perpetrated, waa it omitted.
The sheep or goat that Btrayed into their track waa
invariably made booty, and if they met with but
a few tents, they did not hi1 to procure flour,
roghan, Mt, &c. without payment, which the inmatee gave, fearing worse treatment. At one of
our halts, by a pond of rain-water, called Dand
GhGlai, a faquir, mounted on a small horse without
saddle, came from an a d j m n t colleotion of tents,
which we did not see, and demanded alms, expatiating much on the splendour of the ten@ and
on the wealth in the k u l a . AbdGlah Khiln asked
him for his blessing, and while he was receiving
it some of the men were engaged in fixing a cord
around the neck of a large-sized dog which accompanied the faquir, and they succeeded in' purloining it without notice. A t this halting place
large melons were brought to the k u l a for sale.
The Hiljis, as usual, when any tents were near;
went into them to pass the night, procuring better
entertainment there than among the men of the
kiifila; indeed, throughout Khomth, among the
DGrihh, charity appears extinct, as does also, with
few exceptions, the existence of any kind of social
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or benevolent feeling. We at length reached a
formidable range of hills, at the entrance into
which it was intended to have halted, but it was
discovered that there was no water in the spots
where it was usually found. KhAdar Khan was
much mortified, as it was evening, and it became
necessary to crose the range at once, a labour he
would have been glad to have reserved fop the
morrow. Men were, however, despatched on all
sides to much for water, and one returned with
a piece of ice, which he exhibited as evidence of
his discovery, but the water, although near, trickled
from the crevices in the heights above, and would
have been useless with respect to the animals;
moreover, to encamp close to it was impossible. In
this dilemma, two of the Atchak Zai appeared. They
stated that they were acquainted with water very
near, but wouId not discover it unlem they received
grapes, raisins, snuff, tobacco, &c, in short, something of everything they supposed might be in
the Ufila. KhAdar K h h strove to induce them
to moderate their demands, and much time was
wasted in fruitless parley. The gesticulations of
the savages, had I been free from pain, would have
sufficiently diverted me, aa well as the stress they
laid on 6b6, as they call water, with the enormity
of their demands. The k h h , unable to come to
terma with them, gave the order to advance.
W e now ascended a steep and difficult path,
down which the water oozing from the rock trickled
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down. There waa also much ice, and many 'of the
camels slipped; the women had previously been
removed, and seated on horses. This ascent naturally involved a troublesome descent, and we
had to pass another elevation, equally precipitous,
before we reached the summit of the pass, 'from
which the extensive plain of Peshing burst upon
the sight. A t the bottom of the pass we found
ourselves at the head of a dam, had a good place
to encamp in, water in fair quantity from springs
near a t hand, with plenty of fuel, the small wood
on the adjacent hills. This pass, that of Kozhak,
waa the only one we had hitherto met with, and
the only obstacle we had encountered on the route,
which, since leaving Khdahiir, had been otherwise
free from natural difficulties. The mountain range
over which i t leads haa considerable length, and
while here it forms the western boundary of Peshing, lower down it marks the eastern boundary of
Shordwak. Besides the principal pase of Kozhak,
there are two other well-defined and frequented
ones to the south, those of Rogani and B&dh, both
crossing into Shor6wak; by the first of these the
Lora river winds through the range.
I n the morning we continued our progress
through the darra, with hills on either side, of
inferior altitude. There were numerous mimosa
trees, from the trunks and branches of which gum
plentifully exuded; i t was eaten eagerly by the
men of the kkfila, but I found it bibter and unVOL. I.
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palatable. On arrival & a small hut, constructed
of the boughs and brtlnches of trees, two or three
men rushed from it, who, under the pretence of
examination with refemnce to duty, rifled all the
packages carried by the asees, and forbad further
progress until their claims were satisfied. These
men refused either to give water or to disclose
where it could be found, and only after receiving
a quantity of tobacco, would they give fire to
enable the ass drivers to smoke their chillams.
Both parties were in full debate, when Khiidar
K h h and the horsemen, hitherto in the rear, came
up, and instantly ordered an advance, it being nonsense to hear duty talked of in such a place, and
by such men. I wa~,in truth, surprised at the
audacity of these fellows, who were nearly naked;
nor could it ever have been imagined that such
miserable beings were entitled to cdleat dutiee.
They were without weapons, and probably calculated on the stupidity or timidity of the asa drivers,
who they might also have thought were proceeding
done. During their s e w h a KorAn m i v e d the
w k s of their respect, being applied to the eyes
and lips.
On dearing this darra, we entered the plain of
Peshing; to the right, on rising ground, stood a
quare castle, belonging to AbdGlsh K h h , Sirdb
of the Atch.& Zais. There were two or three mulbemytrees near it, m d some cultivation of wheat,
.Iucern, and melons. KhBdar KMn and his mount.-
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ed men rode up to the castle, for the purpose of
arranging duty matters, and wished the whole of
the ki%la to have accompanied him, but the men
would not wneent, fmring the rapacity of the
Atohak Zai Sirdiir, should they place therneelvee in
hie power. We therefire, under the orders of
Abdhlah I(h%l, the nephew, pllssed op, and crossed
a small river, on which was a vilkge, the houses
built of mud. W e then directed our course towards andher village, a circular tower in which
ww visible far off. There we halted ; the water
supplied from a pond, the river being considerably
dietant. U d a r K h b joined us, and exprwed
anger that the k s l a had not accompanied him, RS
the affiir of duty would have been arranged.
The men who now came from the village to
claim duty were moat beggarly-dreesed, and without shoes. A most wntentious scene o m e d ,
being exorbitant ; and nothing that
their dm&
evening was settled. These officers of the customs
stayed with trs during the night, and were most
oppressive vieitsds, admitting no refusal of mything tbey asked for. The next day passed also in
*my
discussion, m d the evening approwhed
without any satidkctory result, when the M a
&hi seized one by the neck, and pusbed him tot
wards &he horses, telling birn to count them, it
a p e n g that the number of horaea in the caravan
waa dieptited. To oount twmfy, or twenty-five,*
sctuJ l y exceeded the ru$an's nulmericaa ability ;
Y 2
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it was necessary to count them for him. The
spirited conduct of the k u l a bgshi seemed to have
its effect in bringing matters to a close ; money was
now paid, and matters were considered settled.
The men, however, did not leave us, and towards
night urged b h claims as to the asses, and they
with their burthens were carried into the village for
inspection. I n the morning a new subject for
altercation was found ; and a well-dressed youth
made his appearance, who wrote Persian, and officiated as scribe ; nor waa it until the day was conmderably advanced that the kkfila was permitted
to proceed, fees having been given to the scribe
and others.
I could not estimate the degree of danger attending our stay here, but KhAdar Khfln, who, on the
m r e of his family, had the most at stake, was continually walking to and fro in great agitation, and
frequently uttered fervent ejaculations that God
would deliver him from the hands of the Atchak
Zais. I t would have given me pleasure, had I
known Pashto, to have learned what p a d during
the debates at this place, for undoubtedly much
eloquence was displayed on both sides. I could
glean, that the Atchak Zais ridiculed the menace of
forcing a passage without payment of duty, and
that they aseerted it was much better to have
HindGs to deal with, who without parley or hesitation paid five rupees for each ass, whewas they
could only procure two from a Mbesulmh, apd that

I

after much dispute. The conduct of the men, who
on the plea of collecting duty fixed themselves
upon the kafila, was most outrageous and extraordinary. They insisted that food should be prepared for them, and would not allow it to be
cooked, kicking over the pots with their feet, and
then with their closed fists scattering the fire. It
was evident they wished rather to annoy than to
be well entertained, and the consequence was, they
were served with meat nearly raw, which they
devoured like cannibals. The two evenings we
halted here, the men of the village assembled in
great numbers around us (for curiosity merely),
seating themselves on the ground, at a little distance. None of them had weapons, which are
perhaps scarce among them. Abdhlah K h h , their
sirdb, had, I was informed, a piece of ordnance,
possibly a jinja, at his castle.
Leaving the village, our course led through a
small belt of tamarisk jangal, clearing which we
halted between a village and river close to it, the
same, probably, we had before passed. The stream
was in a deep sunken bed ; and there are no wheels
on its banks to make the water available for purposes of irrigation, the natives saying they have no
material for ropes. The water of this river, the
Lora, which loses itself in the sands of Shoriiwak,
is a little saline to the taste, and is esteemed ponderous.
The next day's march led us anew amongst low
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hills, and over an uneven country. W e halted
near a rivulet, two or three villages bearing t o
the left, with a few trees i n t e v n e e d about them.
These, I believe, were inhabited by the Ali Zai
P a t h s , and were dependent on Shhll. During
the night robbery waa commited on one of our
saiyads, who suffered to the amount of one hundred
rupees ; his K o r b , which was carried off, was
afterwards returned in a mysterious manner. The
thieves were not discovered, but the Ali Zai had
.
the credit of the robbery.
The next march was cheerfhlly performed by
the kifila, as it removed them from the country
of the Patiins, and brought them fairly into that
of Mehdb K h h , the BriihSi chief of Kalht. Here
danger to the same extent did not exist; but in
these semi-barbarous countrieg where tyranny and
misrule prevail, oppression never ceases. This day
1 was so absolutely exhausted, and my pains were
so severe, that I was utterly unable to keep pace
with the kifila, abd the camels even passed me.
Leaving the rivulet a village occurred, near which
the men were emplo~ed in winnowing corn ; they
suffered me to pass unmolested. Beyond it was
a khEt of clear but badly tasted water, with a
few tGt, or barren mulberry-trees, on its course ;
and, farther on, a line of undulating eminences,
~ m d i n the
g large plain or valley of Shill. Among
the eminences I was compelled, from the acuteness .of my sufferings, to cast myself on the ,earth,
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and truly death, at that time, would have been
hailed as friendly. With much difficulty I made
my way into the plain; and in progress to the
town, prominently mated on a lofty mound, and
distant some three or four cosses, I replied to all
1 met that I was a Hiji. I t was dark before I
reached it, when I learned from a eoldier at the
western, or Hanna gate, that the Mfila was immediately under the southern wall of the town.
I passed into the b-,
where I met Go Mbhomed, one of my companions, who oonducted me
to the remainder. All were glad to see me again,
fearing some accident had happened to me; and
I amused them by relating my adventures ea a
HQi on the mad.
I may here observe, that my situation in the
kMla, as regarded attention and civility, had b&
come very supportable. KhMar K h h , who bad
refused me assistance, saluted me with c o n p
tulations the very next day, when he beheld me
comfortably clad in a post'h, and never passed me
on the road without notice. The U l a bibhi associated himself with my companiom in a kind
of mesa; I consequently had my meals with him,
m d was invariably treated with kindnew. This
man I afterwards saw at Haidanrbiid in Sind, where
he had engaged in the military service, on a salary
of two hundred rupees monthly.
The kkfila halted two or three days at ShAll, to
arrange the matter of duty, which is collected

there, and to allow men and cattle a little mt.
My pains grew intense, so much so that I was
unable to accompany my friends on their departure. I made an effort to keep pace with
them, but finding I could not, I returned to the
town, not venturing, from what I had heard of
the Bolan pass, to run the chance of proceeding
alone through it.
A t Shfill I was very hospitably treated, being
lodged in the clean and upper apartment of the principal masjit, near the southern, or S h i k e G r gate,
and regularly supplied with abundance of good provisions. My afflictions daily became less ; and a t
length I announced my ability to depart, whenever a kiifila might amve. Two or three home
kkfilas from K h d a h k passed, but I was not allowed to accompany them, it being feared I should
be left behind on the road by the horses.
The town of Shfill, or, as often called, Quetta,
and Kot, is surrounded by a slight mud crenated
wall, and may comprise three hundred houses.
These lie at the base of a huge mound, on which
stands the ruinous citadel, now the abode of the
governor JellAl K h h . The bazar is tolerably well
supplied, and is a fair one for a provincial town,
being the centre of much traffic with the neighbouring countries. I t is situated conveniently on
the road between Khdah% and ShikArpGr, as well
aa with reference to Kaliit, and other places. There
are many small gardens belonging to the town,
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fhich appear as if newly planted, the trees being
young. There are the vine, the fig, the pomegranate,
the plum, and, I believe, the apple and pear ; mulberries and apricots are plentiful, as are also melons
in their season.
The valley of ShiiIl may be about twelve miles
in length, with an average breadth of three or
four miles. It is well supplied with water ; and,
besides good wheat and barley, yields much lucern,
with, I believe, some madder. The ~ieighbouring
hills-the native region of the wild sheep-provide
ample pasture for very numerous flocks of the
domestic animal ; and Sh&l is proverbially celebrated for the excellence of its Iambs.
I was much pleased with the climate in this
valley, the frosts during the night being gentle,
and the heat of the sun being far from oppresvive during the day, as is the case at K h d a h k
even during the winter. The people told me, that
in another month they might expect snow, which
would continue for two months, during which
time they would be lefi to their own protection,
the garrison retiring to the warmer country of
Diidar; and I saw them repairing the casualties
in the town walls. They entertain apprehemions
from their troublesome neighbours, the Kh&kas,
who live in the adjacent hills to the east, and
north-east, and who have, on more than one occasion, sacked the town.
The outsides of the houses in the town were
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moetly covered with the carcases of sheep, salted
and exposed to dry. The principal bones are extracted, and the limbs extended with small stioks.
!Chese flitches of mutton,--and they have, when
called
cooked, very nearly the taste of bacon,khaddit by the Baloches, and 1 h d h by Afghim.
They are generally used for winter consumption,
when the flocks of the pastoral tribes are removed
to the plains of Kachi.
Besides the town of Shal, there are in the
valley a few other villages, as Ispangal55 and Kar h i ; the latter under the hills to the wat, inhabited chiefly by saiysde, and boasting many gardens; with many small hamlets, belonging to the
Sherwbi BrhGh, towards the south. There are
likewise some castles contiguous to the town, the
principal of which is owned by Samtrndar KhAn,
a DGrbi nobleman of note.
The valley of ShAll was originally held by the
KAssi Afghhs, who still dwell in the town and immediate vicinity. Having passed under BrahGi rule,
the SherwM tribe have intruded themselves into
the southern parts of the valley; and eome of
the villages bordering on it, and included in the
district, ae KGchiliik, on the road to Peshing, and
Berg, on the road to MaetGng, are held by K h h s ,
wholly or chiefly.
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A LAWE kifila arrived from Khdahiir, of a
multifarious description, and I was allowed to join
it.. During my abode at ShCIl I had received
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many attentions, from a respectable and wealthy
Bdhman of Bikkanir, ,named RGghlAll. Learning I was about to leave, he invited me to his
h o w in the evening; and after ssking me if I
could teach him to make gold, to plate copper
with silver, and to cure diseases of the eye, he
provided me with what I needed much, a suit of
cotton clothing, and a supply of flour and roghan
for my journey. My M h u l m h friends found
a kid-skin, into which they placed my provisions,
and slinging it over my shoulders, I followed the
kkfila, which had preceded me.
As &on as I joined it one of the camel-drivers, finding that I was going to ShikibpGr, took
my load and put it on one of his animals, so I
walked unencumbered. The fimt march, of five
or six miles, brought us to Sir-iBb, beneath a
emall detached hill at the extremity of the vdley, where we halted, near the source of a rivulet
of fine water, which gives a name to the locality.
There was some tilled land here, but no inhabitants. To our right was the high mountain Chehe1 Tan, and where it terminated to the south,
M-edescried the small pass, or lak, as here called,
leading to MrrstGng, so famed for its fruits., To
our left were alike hills, and in front, the Dasht
Bidowlat, over which the high road to ShikhpGr passes. The director, or bLhi of the k s l a ,
was named Baloch K h h , and the camel-driver
who had befriended me by lightening me of my

A WITTY FELLOW.
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burden, proved to be in his employ. This led to
Baloch K h h inviting me to join his party, which
o f , course was very agreeable to me, and I a t
once became easy in the kiifila. W e were here
joined by a pastoral tribe of BriihGis, who were
proceeding to the warmer countries below the pass.
They mustered above three hundred firelocks;
and as the journey from hence to Dtidar was esteemed perilous, their company was acceptable.
Early in the morning, having filled the massaks, or skim, with water, we lefi Sir-i-kb, and
skirting the eastern base of the small hill we had
halted under, we then struck across the bleak,
sterile plain of Bidowlat. W e occupied the entire day in the transit, and by evening gained
the entrance into the Bolan hills, and having
crossed a very slight ascent, we decended gradually into
darra, or valley, where we halted.
There was no water here, but our people had provided against the want. W e were this night
highly amused by a witty fellow, called Shah&badin, who personated one of the Atchak Zai, and
proffered to diclose where 6b6, or water, could be
found. H e imitated the tone and expressions of
the savages exactly, and extorted loud peals of
laughter from his auditors. I had got over the
first march to Sir-i4b pretty well, but the long
one of this day proved too much for me, although
the road had been good, and I experienced a renewal, in some degree, of my former pains..
'
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On the following morning, our course led us
along the valley, which had a contimrsl but gradual and easy decent. To march was toileom.e,
aa the bed of the valley was filled by small stones
and pebblee. From it we gained another valley, with which it communicated; and here, after
a short distance, we came upon a variety of
springs, the water of which gushed from the rocks
to the right, and formed a stream. Some of the
springs discharged large volumes of water, which
released themselves with a considerable noise.
This spot is called Sir-i-Bolan; and the sourcea
are thorn of the rivulet, which has fixed its name
upon the pass. W e did not halt here, but proceeded until we reached K a j u a spot so called
from a solitary date-tree, which arose opposite
to us in graceful majesty,--an emblem of our ayproach to more genial climes. Our road was
throughout this march along the same darra,
and over the same kind of pebbly surface. We
Bad seen no inhabitants, but occasional tracks
across the hills seemed to indicate their existence near. During the sight the sentinels were
particularly alert, keeping up an incessant diecharge of matchlocks, and shouting Hai ! KBbad&! Hai! K i m & !
Our next march continued through the d a m ,
and we lost the Bolan rivulet, while to the left the
country became more open. The road a h beeame
less stony, aa we reached Bibi NBni, where we found
&&
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another rivulet, which, I was told, came from the
hills of Kalilt. This place is a shrine of some repute, and has some curious legends connected with
it. The hills here yield fuller's earth, or some analogous substance. The road winds through the low
hills at this point, and enters the extensive plain of
Kirta. The river flowed t o our left, and crossing
the plain we halted a t Garm-Bb (warm spring), or
the sources of the third river we meet with in the
Bolan pass. About half a mile to our left, or to the
north, was the m a l l village of Kirta, inhabited by
Baloches, subjects of KalBt, but at the mercy of the
predatory hill tribes. Many of the women came
to procure water from the springs, which, aa their
name implies, are tepid, and in the pools formed by
them are myriads of small fishes. The houses of
Kids were constructed of mud and &ones; and
amongst them wae a square tower. There is eome
land cultivated, principally with rice, and there
might be much more, were there any security.
Our Brbh6i companions were deairoua that the
Ufila ehould have halted at Kirta for a day, but
this waa not acceded to, although the march we had
in front wae through the most critical part of the
pas. The kkfila therefore proceeded without them.
Laving h & b , we came upon a large marsh,
with a muddy bottom, and much choked up with
reed8 and hp. It ie formed by the waters of
Gurnab, and from it issues the clear stream, which
hen=, to the termination of the pas was to be our

-
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attendant. This marsh immediately precedes the
entrance into a series of defiles, and is not, I
believe, to be avoided by beasts of burden, who
with di5culty wade through it. Pedestrians,
like myself, leave it to the right, and follow a
slender path winding around the enclosing hills.
In this march we had continually to crow and recross the river, whose bed waa generally occupied
with large boulders, and occasionally with flags.
The water was delightfully transparent. During the
early part of the day the d m waa more or lees
open, or not so contracted aa to be termed, justly,
a defile, but on approaching a spot called KhGndilIh the hills on either side closed upon each other,
and the narrow passage between them was entirely
filled by the water. Previous to arrival here the
k S I a waa condensed, and the armed and mounted
men formed in a body, it being judged fit to move
with caution and be prepared, in a part of the paas
which, of all others, seemed to be the most dreaded.
Within the defile there was a large cavern in the
hills to the right, and under it a pool, said to be
unfathomable ;-there was evidence of great depth
of water in the limpid and azure-tinged water. The
scenery was here su5ciently good ; indeed, throughout this day's march the natural features of the
several localities were interesting. Emerging from
the defile, we traversed a fine open space, fsvourable
for encampment, with the river to the right, and
also winding to the front. Crossing it, we again
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paased through defiles into another and lengthened
darra, but wide and open ;-and
this traversed,
other defilea led us into a more spacious valley,
where there was an abundance of coarse grass. It
may be observed, that there is throughout this journey more or less forage, particularly from Khiindill h ; there is also a good quantity of cultivable soil ;
and, from the admirable command of water, it is obvious that, were the country secure, great quantities
of rice might be grown. As it is, exposed to perpetual depredations, no one dares to settle in the
valley, or cultivate its soil. Neither is adequate
advantage taken of its plentiful pastures, for no one
ventures to graze them. From t h i ~labt valley,
which haa an appellation I forget, derived from its
berbage, a short passage cleared us of the pass altogether, and brought us into the plain of D6dar.
The broken ground here was covered with stunted
trees and brushwood, and we had finally to cross the
river, which flowed to the right hand. Passing a
few old tombs and shrines, we at length halted on
the borders of a canal of irrigation, with the t o w of
Dirdar and its date-groves in sight, some two or
three miles distant.
I muld have enjoyed this march under other circumstances, but what with its length; and the ill
condition I was in, it proved a p6nible one to me.
The constant c m i n g of the river, and the neceesity
of tramping so often barefooted, nearly exhausted
me, and my feet at the close of the journey were
VOL. I.
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sorely blistered. I t was in vain I strove to keep
company with the ktlfila; and before reaching
KhGndillAn,-behind
it as usual,-two
or three
shots, fired from the hills, caused me to raise my
eyes, when I perceived three or four men. They
were, however, too far off to give me trouble,
and I saw that they were moving from, and not
towards me.
The magnificent pass of the Bolan may be said
to be, throughout its extent, perfectly level, the
gradual ascent of the upper portion of it, and the
slight kotal, or pass, if deserving the name, by which
the Dasht-Bidowlat is gained, scarcely forming
exceptions.
It is interesting on many accounts: being, with
the MGlloh pass, far to the south, the only route
of this level character intersecting the great chain
of mountains, defining, on the east, the low countries
of Kach Gandiiva and the valley of the Indus ;while
westward, it supports the elevated regions of Kal&t
and S a h h w l n . There are many other passes over
the chain, but all of them from the east have a
steep and difficult ascent, and conduct to the brink
of the plateau, or table-lands. Such are the passes
of TakM and Niighow, between the Bolan and
Mhlloh routes, and there are others to the north
of the Bolan. Thia pass is no less important, aa
occurring in the direct line of communication between Sind and the neighbouring countries with
Khdahzir and K h o d n . I t also constitutes, in this
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direction, the boundary between the Sard %1 and
Garm %I, or the cold and hot countries. The
natives here affirm, that all below the pass is Hind,
and that all above it is Kho&.
This distinction
is in great measure warranted, not only becam the
pass separates very different mcee from each other,
speaking various dialects, but that it marks the line
of a complete change of climate, and natural productions. As we near Dddar we behold the &kh, or
milky euphorbia ;-no plant is more uniformly found
at the verge of the two zones : belonging to the
warmer one, it stands as a sentinel, overlooking
the frontier, over which apparently it may not
step.
Our next march was merely a change of ground,
and brought us within a mile of the town of Diidar.
I was unable to visit it, but it appeared to be walled
in, and of some extent, containing many tolerable
looking houses. The HindGs of the baear resorted
to the ktlfila to traffic. The neighbourhood was
well cultivated ; the soil, besides being naturally
good, is well watered by numerous caJlsls, large
and small. Many hamlets are sprinkled over it ;
and the produce, besides grain, consists of sugarcane, and the indigo plant. There are two fszls,
or harvests, the vernal and hibernal. The town is
held by the K h h of Kalht, and the governor is
generally one of his household slaves.
W e halted near D6dar for two days. TransiL
fees were levied from the k&fila; after which our
za
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company, augmented by Baloch traders, started for
BAgh.
The hills in this part of the country describe a
vast semicircle, the principal ranges to the west,
before noticed, stretching away to the south, and
ending only on the shores of the ocean. Immediately to the north, and north-east of DBdar, are other
hills, enclosing the valley of Sibi, and the abodes of
Kh&Q, Kadjaks, Shilbchis, B h G Zais, Marris,
and other mingled A f g h h and Baloch tribes : while
to the east extend a succession of ranges, the southern termination of the g ~ e a SGlimih
t
chain running
parallel to and west of the Indus. On the side
bordering on Diidar and Kachi, they are inhabited
by savage tribes, whose predatory habits render
them a great annoyance to the inhabitants of the
plains, as they frequently issue from their faatnessea
in overpowering numbers, and plunder the villages.
On the opposite side they look down upon Sanghar,
DCra G h h i Khan, and the Kallit chiefd districts
of H h n d and Diijil. The heat at DQdar is singularly oppressive, and the unburnt bricks of the old
tombs a* pointed out as having become of a red
hue in the fervent rays of the sun.
At a-little distance from Diidar a line of jabbal,
or low hills, or rather a fracture in the surface,
extends from east to west across the county, and
separates the particular valley of DQdar from the
great plain of Kach Gandiiva. The road throughout this fissure is level, but the broken mass assumes
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a variety of fantastic shapes, ahd may have a breadth
of three or four miles. Where it ends, the hard
level plain begins.
I had scarcely commenced the march from D6dar
when I was seized with vomiting, occasioned I
knew not by what, unless by the water, which
here has a bad repute. It was night when we
marched, both to avoid the heat of the day, and
that the manzil, or place of intended halt, was dietant. The kkfila soon parwed me; and helpless, I
laid myself on the ground, and awaited morning.
I was fearful of losing the road. At the dawn of
day I arose, and continued my way. I passed
through the fracture just noted, and had reached
the plain beyond, when my disorder drove me to
seek the shade of some low hills to the right of the
road. Here two or three horsemen of the k s l a ,
who had stayed behind, came to me. They kindled
a fire, their object being to smoke chirss. They
encouraged me to proceed, telling me I should find
the kkfila at a village, the trees of which were
visible in the far distance. I strove to do so, but
was soon redriven from the road ; and this time, the
bank of a dry water-course afforded me shade. At
length, with my strength somewhat renewed, I again
followed the road, and by evening, approached the
village of Hiri.
Here was a river, the Nbii, to which I hastened.
to appease my thirst; and on crossing a ravine to
regain the road a rufIian assailed me with a drawn
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sword, and ordered me to accompany him. Clearing the ravine, he examined my posth, and t h e kidskin bag containing the remnant of my flour, which
I chanced to have with me this day. Much parley
ensued, he insisting I should follow him, and I
objecting to do so. I told him, if he was a robber,
as his weapon made him superior, to take what
he wanted ; to this he replied by putting his fomfinger between his teeth, and shaking his head,
signifying, I presume, that he was not one. I was
unable to prevail upon the fellow to depart ; when
a Hind6 suddenly made his appearance. Neither
I nor my oppressor had before seen this man; an
angel could not, however, have more seasonably
interposed. The Baloch, still unwilling to relinquish me, said I was a thief, but the Hind6 would
pot admit it; and asking me if I belonged to the
kifila, told me it was on the other side of the
village. On hearing this, and that I had friends
near, the fellow relaxed, and I and the Hind6
passed over to the other side of the ravine. . The
Hind6 separated from me, and I made for the
road, when the Baloch, looking and seeing me alone,
called me to return, and as an inducement plied
me with stones. Having the ravine between us,
and descrying three or four men in a cultivated
field adjacent, I paid no farther attention than to
return him his missiles, and the abusive epitheta
he liberally bestowed with them.
I next went to the men in the field, and told

DANGER OF LOSING MY SHOES.
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them the Baloch striking across the plain was a
robber. My tattered garments were again explored; and certainly had I possessed anything
worth plunder it would have been taken. As it
was, the elder of the men remarked, What could
be plundered from you?" and in the same breath
asked me to exchange my shoes for a pair of chiip
las, an uncouth kind of sandal. I refused, although
the shoes were old, and absolutely worn out, as
they had become convenient to my feet; yet my
refusal was of no avail, and the shoes were taken
from me; the men asserting that I gave them of
my free-will, and I, that they were forcibly seized.
It was promised that a youth should conduct me
to the kiifila, which was said to be two comes distant. The good HindG, it seemed, had told me
it was here to disentangle me from the Baloch.
May his righteous purpose excuse the untruth.
The old man, however, on putting the shoes on
his feet, said they were not worth exchanging, and
returned them. H e then placed his fingers upon
his eyes, and swore that he was a MGmulmii.n, and
no thief. H e invited me to pass the night at his
house, by way of atonement, and assured me of
good entertainment. I might have trusted myself
with him, as this application of the fingers to the
eyes is equivalent to a most solemn oath, but it
was my object to gain the k u l a . I therefore
declined, and the road being pointed out to me,
I struck into it.
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Night coming on, I repaired to some old sepulchres, or z i h t s , on the road-side, to await the
rising of the moon, the better to find my way. By
moonlight I proceeded, but it was soon manifest
that I had missed the road, and, ignorant of its
direction, I thought it best to tarry until morn,
so I wrapped myself in my postin and went to
sleep.
At daybreak I observed, not far off, a man of
respectable appemnce, of whom I inquired the
road, ststing that I had gone astray. H e lamented
that a MGssulmiin, for such he supposed me, should
have been compelled to sleep on the plain, and
leaving his own path, he guided me into mine.
I n a short time I made a village, situated on the
NWi river. The river occupied a wide bed, and
the banks on either aide were high. I descended
into the bed, and under shelter of the near bank
I passed the village unobserved. Beyond it, I took
my frugal breakfast, soaking my scraps of bread in
the waters of the stream.
Here I was accosted by a youth, who also wanted
to exchange shoes. He had himself a new pair,
and perfectly sound. The exchange would have
been to his prejudice, as I pointed out to him,
yet I could not afford to part with my old and
easy ones. He did not, however, insist. I was
hardly yet aware that a Baloch generally prefaces
robbery by proposing exchange, or by begging
some article, as the plunderer of the A f g h h tribes
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near K b d a h k first asks his victim if he has any
tobacco or snuff. The brother of Mehriib Khan
of KalAt was encamped near this village with a
party of horse.
From the river-bed I passed through a fairly
wooded jangal of small Mr, mimosa, and tamarisk
trees. It swarmed with the pastoral BriihGi tribes,
who had recently arrived, and taken up their winter
quarters here. Beyond this belt I reached the
small town of H6ji Sheher, held by MBhomed
K h h , the sirdih of the Sherwtlni BriihG'~. It
was walled in, and contained a small but good
bazar. The two domes of its principal masjits had
been conspicuous for a long time above the jangal.
Within the walls mere perhaps two hundred and
fifty, or three hundred houses, Hind6 and Miihomedan; without were groves of large b6r and mimosa-trees. The Sherwhi chief levies a transiL
fee on merchandize. I found that the kAfila had
stayed the night here, but had passed on in the
morning for B k h .
A Hind6 directed me as to the road I was to
take, but cautioned me not t o go alone. I went on,
having become habituated and indifferent to danger
and adventure. The same kind of light jangal
prevailed. I was soon paseed by three Baloch
soldiers, mounted on camels. One of them said
to me, in Persian, " A h ! ah ! you are an Uzbek."
I told him I was not, but he maintained that I
was, laughing, and in good-humour. This was not
,
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the first time I had been taken for one of these
Tartars.
I n the town of Shal, notwithstanding my own
affirmations, confirmed by many of the inhabitants,
that I was a Frtrang, or European, several believed
that I wak an Uzbek. The mGlla, or priest, who
officiated in the masjit, where I was lodged, one
day informed a large company, with an air of great
self-satisfaction that I was a Turk. He nodded his
head, and winked his eyes, as if his superior penetration had discovered an important secret. Another individual seriously annoyed me by persisting
that I was a kMgar. This term I had heard in
D h and the Panjab used to denote a bull. It
was to no purpose that I contended I was a " mirdem," or man, and no kArigar, or, as I understood it, bull. The individual in question would
have it'that I was one, or at least a kwigar. A
better acquaintance with languages taught me that
the word was employed in Persian to exprees an
adept, or expert person, in which sense, no doubt,
the man intended it. A t the same place a woman
daily visited me, always bringing some trifling
present of fruit, sweetmeat, &c., and craving my
blessing. I could not surmise why she thought me
qualified for the task, until I heard her one day
tell another woman that I was the " diwbeh," or
idiot, from MastGng.
Continuing my route through the jangal, I came
upon a deserted and ruinous castle, and then upon

,
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a village to the left of the road. I t was dark when
I reached a cluster of villages and date-grove%
which I was so certain was B&gh that I did not
inquire, and satisfied that I should find the kifila
in the morning, I retired for the night to a z i h t ,
and quietly reposed.
I t turned out, however, that I was mistaken, and
when I arose at daybreak, I found that the place
was called Tirkhi, and that B&gh was a good cow
fsrther on. The greater part of this distance traced
the river-bank. The country here was populous,
and well cultivated. The soil is fertile, yielding
sugar-cane amongst its produce; jGwa and b6j;jars
here, as'throughout the province, are the principal
objects of the agriculturist. The preference shown
to them would seem to show, that they require
little moisture, and that experience has proved
them to be adapted to the soil and climate. They
subsist both man and animal, and are grown in
such quantities as to be largely exported. I n
favourable seasons, or when the supply' of rain has
been sufficient, the returns are said to be excessive.
Other kinds of grain, as wheat and barley, are raised,
forming the spring crops, and the Jet cultivators,
or aam'mdth, are allowed to be very skilful.
I found the kiifila at BAgh, between the town
and river, and in a grove of mimosas.
B&gh is one of the most considerable towns of
Kachi, although containing not more than six to
eight hundred houses. It formerly was in a more
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flourishing condition, and many Hind6 soukih, or
bankers, resided at it. They have removed to
Kot& where they think themselves more secure
under the government of a petty dependent chief
than under that of the weak paramouht authority
of Kaliit, administered by a household slave. The
bazar is still respectable, as the site of the place
preserves it from total decay. It has the monopoly
of the trade in sulphur, derived from the mines near
S a n d ; and the government officers collect transitduties from traders. I was astonished to learn,
seeing the river was so considerable, that fiesh
water was frequently wee at B k h , and that a t
certain seasons it was an article of sale: but I
was assured that, in a short time, the channel
of the stream would dry up, and water only be
found in wells, dug in its bed. I waa also informed,
that wells made in the town or neighbourhood,
yielded a fluid, too saline to be applicable to useful
purposes.
Close to Bhgh are some conspicuous tombs, covering the remains of remarkable persons. Amongst
them are those of Mastapha.and Rkhim K h h , preserved in the same monument, half-brothers, and both
sons of the illustrious Nassir Khhn. Mastapha K h h
was renowned for his valour, and fell by the hands
of his brother, RRhim K h b ; the latter was slain by
the sister of Mastapha K h b . Another tomb commemorates a famous politico-religious character, put
to death by Shih Z e m h . The Vazir Fati K h h ,
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afterwards so notorious, then a mere youth, was a
disciple of this worthy, as were a great number of
the young A f g h h nobility. The initiated formed
a conspiracy to dethrone the king, and to assassinate his minister, Waffidh K h h , and to raise the
ShAhzAda SGjah to the throne. The plot, on the
eve of accomplishment, was revealed to the minister
by one of the accomplices. Sarafrh K h h the
father of Fati K h h , expiated the crime of his son,
who escaped, and many of the conspirators were
seized and put to death. A party was sent to Bhgh
with orders to bring. in the head of the holy man,
the father or patron of the dark and foul treason.
This event is worthy of note, as it was the proximate cause of the convulsions which have since
desolated AfghAnisth. Of the character of the
holy man of BAgh there can be little doubt, although he has since death been canonized. H e
was a SGfi, and, with his disciples, professed himself to be a " HGsan perrast," or, " admirer of
beauty
W e halted three or four days at Bhgh, and on
taking our departure forded the river about half
a mile below the town; nor did we afterwards see
it. W e made three or four marches, and reached
a village on the borders of the desert belt, called
the Pat of ShiksjTpbr, or, sometimes, the Dasht
Bi5dd.S.
During our progress we passed a well-cultivated
county, but the villagerr were mostly either in ruins

."
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or entire and deserted by their inhabitants. It was
wonderful to see the immense fields of biijara, in
the most thriving state, and apparently ~~mture
for
harvest, but not a soul to reap them, or even to
claim them. The cultivators had fled before the
hill marauders, who had scoured the country. As
the kgfila slowly paced over the afflicted land a
mournful interest was excited by the contemplation
of the melancholy scenes around us. It waa no
less painful to reflect on the probable misery of
the poor people forced to abandon their property
and homes. Nor could such feeling repress the
sentiment of contempt for the feeble government,
unable to protect its subjects, for it waa admitted
to be powerless against the licentious banditti of the
mountains.
The village we halted at after leaving B k h was
peopled, so was the one on the borders of the Pat ;
the intervening country was vacant, as described.
In passing the extensive fields of biijara the men
of the kifila distinguished a variety, whose stem
had a saccharine Wte, little inferior to that of
sugar-e.
They discriminated it by inspection
of the leaf, but I vainly sought to acquire the secret. They said no mgar could be extracted from it.
There is considerable danger fmm predatory bands
in crossing the desert tmct which now spread befom us. Its name, " B6dGi" or " vigilance," implies
aa much, and truly, from the multiplied robberies
and murders committed on it, it haa become of
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infamous notoriety. The kifila biiehi determined
to make but one march across it, and we accordingly started about sunset, with our maesake filled
with water.
W e were in motion the whole of the night and
following day, passing in our track a tomb to the
right, whose elevation renders it serviceable as a
point of direction, there being apparently no beaten
road. Once during the day, a cloud of dust being
observed, the kfila was halted, the men with matehlocks assembled, and the horsemen took up position in front ; the camels were also condensed, and
made to kneel. The arrangements were good, but
unnecessary; the dust, being merely the effect of
a whirlwind, subsided, and the journey was resumed.
Some time after passing the tomb we descried
a long line of jangal before us. This at once denoted the termination of the desert, and our a p
proach to the territory of Sind. W e proceeded
about two cosses through this jangal, in which some
cultivated land was interspersed, and about an hour
before sunset reached Rojh, where we halted.
There were here two castles, or rather villages,
enclosed within walls. Fields of biijara and cotton
were around them. The water, of very indifferent
taste, was procured, and in small quantity only,
from a series of shallow wells, or pits, under the
walls of one of the castles. The inhabitants, or
the chief of the village and his clansmen, were not
disposed to be very civil, and on a slight occasion
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seemed anxious to pick a quarrel with the men
of the kAfila.
I understood that R o j b was subject to Mehriib
K h b , but I apprehend my informant intended me
to comprehend that it should be, as it once was.
It was formerly held by Magghazzis, who were
subjects of Kalbt. They have been lately expelled,
or, as was said, exterminated by the J a m w a
branch of the great Rind tribe, who have p l M
themselves under the sovereignty of Sind.
Our next march led us to Jfigan, the road through
the same kind of jangal, with villagea and cultivation occasionally occurring. Jiigan is enclosed,
and has a small baear. W e here found K b i m
S h b , the Governor of ShikbpGr. He visited the
k a l a , cordially embraced the &hi, and arranged
-the matter of duty in a free, gentlemanly manner.
As most of the traders, and others of the kbfila,
were established at ShikibpGr, and as the perils of
the journey were considered over, kairhts, or charitable offerings, were made at J+.
The more opulent provided sheep, with which they regaled themselves and their companions.
While competent to perform ordinary marches, I
was little able to get through long ones, and the unusually severe one across the Dasht BCdki had
brought me into great distress. The k s l a marched
from J4gan to Shik+Gr, but I could not pass the
distance at once, and went quietly on from village
to village, well treated by the peasantry, a mild and

l
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unassuming people. In two or three days I reached
the city of ShikWGr, of which I had heard so
much. I found it large and populourr, but wai
somewhat disappointed with regard to its appearance, although reflection soon suggested that I had
no reason to be so.
This city, renowned for its wealth, is particularly
celebrated for its HindG bankers and money dealers,
whose connections are ramified throughout the countries of Central Asia, and of Western India. I t is
especially the home of these people, where their
families are fixed, and where are detained those of
gomastahs, or agents, located in foreign countries.
As the city is not understood to be one of great
antiquity, it is possible that the influx of HindGs to
it is not of very distant date, and that it was occasioned by the fluctuations qf political power. As
the existence of some great centre of monetary
transactions, in this part of the world, was always
indispensable for the facilities of the commerce carried on in it, it is not unlikely, looking at the facts
within our knowledge connected with the condition
of the adjacent country during the last two centuries, that MGlth preceded Shik6rpGr aa the great
money mart, and that from it the HindGs removed,
converting the insignificant village of the cham into,
a city of the first rate and consequence.
ShikiirpGr, no doubt, attained its high nidlk under
the DGrM monarchy of Afghhisth, and much of
the prosperity of its bankers was due to the vicious
VOL. I.
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operation of that institution, and to the errors of the
DGrhi character. Many enriched themselves by
loans to the ministers of state, generally carelea
financiers; and by acting as treasurers to nobles,
who deposited with them the spoils of their provinces and governments, and who, subsequently,
died without revealing the secret to their heirs.
The fall of the DGrhi empire has been m m @ed
by a correspondent decline at ShikikpGr,
both by depriving its capitdists of one great source
of their gains, and by causing an uncertain and disturbed state of affairs in the surrounding countries.
This decline has, moreover, been aided by the
growth of a strong power in the Panjlib, and by the
consequent renovation of its trade, and commercial
marts. Many of the former bankers of ShikihpGr
have since established themselves in the cities of
M G l h and Amratsir,-the latter, at the present
day, rivalling the importance of Shikbpbr at its
proudest epoch.
It is not unlikely, that the decline of ShikiirpGr,
and the breaking up of ita monopoly, may be ultimately favourable to the regim around ; for ita influence, pushed beyond its legitimate exercise, was, it
may be suspected, injurious on the whole. It was so
grasping, that not only by acmmmodating the various
governments did it anticipate their revenues, but it seriously depressed agriculture by absorbing, in return
for advances, the produce of the soil. I n fact, the
unlimited command of capital possessed by the
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8hik6rpGris placed at their disposal the entire reaourcea of the state, and of the county, with the
p d t a of foreign and domestic trade. All were poor
but themselves; and their wealth was noxious to
the general community, and unhallowed, as all
wealth must be, acquired from the neceasitiea and
impoverirhment of others.
To the curious in DGrM history, it may be
pointed out, that from ShikgrpGr were supplied the
h d s which set on foot those snecessive inrosds into,
and invasiom of the neighbouring countries, which
are recorded in every page of it ; until the monarchs
lost their credit, and the restlea nobles, no longer
occupied in foreign expeditions, directed their ambition against etch other and the throne, nor terminated the fatal &rife until they had involved it and
themselves in ruin,-a frightful, but natural result
of the spstem of waste at home, and of rapine
abroad, which had chanroterized the short-lived
monarchy.
As a city, Shikrirptir is indifferently constructed.
The ba,zar is extensive, with the principal part.
rudely covered, so as to esclude or moderate the
heat, which is extremely powerful. Ae d in
Indim cities, there is the inoonvenienoe of narrow
and confined streeta ; nor is too much attention paid
to cleanline%a It would seem, indeed, that filth
and wealth were inseparable.
Amonpt the public edificea there are none oom-.
manding attention. Two or three masjits only
ZA2
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might invite notice, without repaying it. Some of the
residences of the opulent HindGe are large and massive buildings, presenting on the exterior an imposing
but dull appearance, from their huge brick walls.
The city was once surrounded with mud walls,
but can no longer be considered other than an open
place, its dilapidated defences having been allowed
to crumble into decay. The A f g h b affect to despise fortresm3; and it may be observed, in all important cities once under their government, that the
bulwarks have been neglected. No inducement
could make Ahmed Sh6.h order a trench to be
fashioned under the walls of his capital, KBndahk.
The monarch proudly remarked that the ditch of
Delhi waa that of Ahmed S h X (Khdahiir).
The bazar of ShikiirpGr is exceedingly well s u p
plied, the neighbouring country being abundantly
fertile, and productive in all kinds of grain and provisions, while it haa a fish-market, plentifully stocked
from the Indus. There are numerous gardens in
the vicinity, yielding the ordinary Indian fruits, as
mangoes, sh&-tbts, or long mulberries, plantains,
figs, sweet limes, melons, and dates; to which may
be added, sugar-cane, (here eaten aa a h i t , ) both of
the white and r e d varieties. There is also no
scarcity of common vegetables, the egg-plant, fenugreek, spinach, radishes, turnips, carrots, onions, &c.
About a mile, or little more, from the city, is
a cut, or canal, from the Indus, but it appears to
be only occasionally filled with water; for, on one
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okmion I had to wade through it, and a few days
after found it so dry that I could scarcely have
imagined there had ever been water in it. For
the constant supply of the city, there are numerous wells within and without its limits, and the
water is believed to be good and wholesome. For
the irrigation of the cultivated lands, wells are
also in general use, and require to be dug, of no
great depth.
Formerly, the trade of ShikiirpGr wss much
more considerable than at present, and it was
very much visited by kWas. The bazar still exhibits great activity, and there are many fabrics
still industriously camed on of cotton, the produce
of the country. Its lfinghis are next esteemed to
those of PeshLwer.
While the inhabitants are principally HindGs,
its long dependence upon the Afghans has led to
the location at it of a great number of mixed and
various Afghh families. There are also many
Baloch and BrfiGi residents, but few or no Sindians, whom no attraction could allure to settle
in an A f g h h city. The character of the M&omedan population is not good ; the men are reputed ignorant and crafty, contentious and cowardly. The Hindfis are, as HindGs everywhere
else, intent upon gain by any manner or means;
and the females of their community are universally affirmed to be licentious and lewd.
Under the DGrLuis, Shikihpbr had its governor,

dependent, I believe, on the superior one of D h
G k i KhAn. Its revenue, i n c l u m that of the
contiguoue dietrict, waa rated at eight W s of
rupeea; at present, about two liikhs and a half
can only be obtained by extortion, loudly complained of. Of this two thirds beIong to the
Amirs of Haidambid, and the remaining third to
the Amir of KhairpGr. The governor is deputed
from Haidarabiid; and was now, as before noted,
KBsim Sh&, a son of Mir h a e l Sh6.h-generally employed by his &ere
in their negotiations with the A f g h h and British. Kisim Shdh
was, by great odds, the best of his h i l y , and wae
deservedly held in the highest esteem by thoover whom he was placed.
Shik6rpGr is sixteen c o w s distant from the
island fort of Bakkar in the Indus, and twenty-one
eosses from Lhkhana. About four cossee from
it, on the road to Wkar, is the once considerable
town of Lakki, which, populous and flourishing
under the Afghhs, is said to have contributed
one 16kh of rupees as annual revenue.
It appears tw if it had been mddenly deserted,
the houses yet being entire and habitable ; and now
affords shelter merely to marauders. In the aame
direction, and on the bank of the Indus, opposite
to Bakkar, is Sakkar, once a Large town, and alike
in ruins. This tract, with the fortress in the river,
was held by the DGrsnb ; while Rohri, a large town
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on the eastern bank, waa belonging to the chief
of Khairpiu.
The oocupation of ShikibpGr and district by
the Sindians would seem to have been followed
by an inhntaneous deeline in the proeperity of
both. The towns. in the neighbourhood were deserted, and the autcrst population became robbers.
I found matters in such a state that the inhabitants of S h i k h G r scarcely ventured without the
walls with impunity, being frequently on such
accasions robbed; although, to prevent such disorders, patrols of horse circumambulated the city
during the day. On the banks of the canal I
have mentioned, as about a mile from the city, are
aome HindG fiiquir establishments, with some fullp w n pipal-trees. To the spot the HindGs frequently repair for amusement, and always on their
days of festival. One of the holidays occurred
during my stay, and drew forth an amazing conc o m e of people. The epectacle was pleasing, and
even impressive. Strange to say, notwithstanding
the crowds and the publicity of the day, there were
HindGs plundered between the city and canal ; yet
ShiklupGr is not the only eastern city offering the
anomaly of danger without and security within its
walls.
ShikhrpGr haa, or had the privilege of coining;
and the rupee is a very good one, nearly or quite
equal in value to the sicca rupee of India; it has
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also ite peculiar weights and measures, and enjoyed under the DGdnb many immunities. I t
baa probably prtssed the zenith of ite prosperity,
and may, possibly, experience a farther decline ;
yet its hvourable situation, in the midst of a rich
country, will preserve it from total decay; and,
although it may cease to be the great money-mart
of Central Asia, it will long linger in existence
as a market for the surrounding countries.
To the D G h i sovereigns its paseasion wae of
the highest importance, as from it they overawed
Sind, and enforced the unwillingly rendered tribute
of its chiefs. It may be observed, that the recent
operations beyond the Indus have induced arrangements by which the city and adjacent territory
are likely to be permanently placed under British
authority.
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I BTAYED two or three days only at Shiktbpiir,
and determined to recross the Indus, and enter
Northern Sind, with the intention of ultimately proceeding to Lahore, the capital of M&&&j&h j i t
Singh. My postin, many years old, was so full of
rents, and so rotten, that I wae every day occupied
two or three hours in repairing it, and the variously
coloured threads employed gave it a singular and
ludicious appearance. To add to the unseemliness
of my habiliments, t.he dress bestowed upon me by
the BrAhman at SM11 was fairly in tatters, and my
shoes were absolutely falling from my feet.
I therefore passed through Lakki, and reached

the deserted town of Sakkar, on the banks of the
river. I passed the night at a masjit, where only
one man, the mGlla, attended, to pray. He brought
me a supper of bread and dh&l, and sat in conversation with me some time, giving his ruler, Mlr
Sohdb, but an indifferent character.
In the morning I went to the river, and found a
boat ready to cross, into which I stepped, when a
Hind6 asked me for a pais, the pasage fee. I observed, I was a Hiiji, and had no pais, but he insisted I should give one. I had none, and rose as
if to leave the boat, when he deaired me to sit, and
I passed over to Rohri.
On a rocky island opposite to this town is the
fortl*ess of Bakkar, once held by the Dfirii.de, a t
this time subject to Mir Sohriib. Notwithstanding
its imposing appearance, with its large extent
of wall, and its indented battlements, it is of no
aonsequence as a defensive erection in modern warfare, being entirely commanded by the heighta and
detached hills on either bank of the river, at Sakkur
irnd at Rohri. There are a multitude of Mtihomedan tombs and shrines in this neighbourhood, many
of them splendidly covered with painted tiles. One,
eminently superb, stands on a small islet between
the town of Rohri and the larger idand of Bakkar.
The e f f i t of the landscape is wonderfully increased
by the beautiful stream, and the immense groves of
date-trees, whioh fringe its bank& Every traveller
will be delighted with the scenery of this favoured
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spot, and its attractions allured me to linger in it
two days, and to leave it with regret.
The town of Rohri is seated on the bank of the
river, immediately opposite to Bakkar, and the
houses have an antique snd venerable appearance
in the distance. The interior of the town is comparatively mean, and the bazar, while well enough
supplied with provisione, is very rudely composed.
There ia a,peculiar rupee current here, and certain
weights are in use, superior to the ordinary onee of
Sind. Rohri is an ancient mte, no doubt succeeding
Alor, the capital of Upper Sind at the period of the
MBhomedan invaeion; and whose remains are still
known and pointed out near it.
From Rohri the road leads through a wildernof date-groves and gardens for above three miles,
when, a little open country passed, I reached the
small and pleasant village of U h , and thence another six miles brought me to Khairpbr. This placa,
originally a cantonment, hae gradually increased in
importance, until it has become the capital and
residence of M'u Sohriib, the chief, or, 8s he is called,
the Mir of Upper Sind. It appears, on approaching
it, a vast assemblage of trees, none of the houses
being observable, and conaiste, in fiat, of houses
and huts intermingled with groves and gardene in
a remarkably confused manner. The baears abound
with foreign and native produce, and British manufactures are freely met with. The commerce of
the place is extensive, and the HindGs are wont
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to r6mark, that if the town were seated on the river
gold might be gathered by handfuls. In the very
centre of the bawvs is the palace of MIV Sohriib.
It occupies a large space, and is surrounded with castellated walk. From the exterior the only prominent object is the cupola of the masjit, decorated
with green and yellow painted tiles. KhairpGr is
a filthy place, and is esteemed unhealthy; which,
lobking at the stagnant marshes around it, and the
extreme heat, need not be wondered at. The
ssnie causes, however, impart a beautiful verdure
to its groves of mangoe, mimosa, and other trees.
The water drank by the inhabitants has alike a bad
repute ; but the MIV haa a well within his walk
so much esteemed, that his relatives at HaidaraGd
are frequently supplied from it. Mi Sohrhb's territory extends southernly for a considerable distance,
or forty cosses; and on the weatern side of the
Indw he has a slip of land of about twenty cossea,.
He also has a third share of the revenue of ShikikpGr. He has given portions of his country to his
sons, the eldest Mk RGstam, the second Mir Mob h k . Mir Sohr6b is very old and infirm, and
unpopular, from his tyranny and oppression. His
son, M h Rbetam, although dissipated, is less disliked.
Related to the Mirs of Haidarabsd, he consults
with them on mattere of general and foreign policy,
but they do not interfere in the administration of
his country. His minister is Fati Miihomed Ghori,
an aged and avaricious man.
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When at Khairpiir passing by the house of Fati
MQhomed, at the eastern extremity of the town,
my appearance, certainly singular enough, induced
a party of men occupying a kind of shed, to make
themselves more merry at my expense than I was
pleased with, and I spoke sharply to them. I did
not comprehend all they said, but knew that they
called me a madman, as perhaps they supposed me
to be. I was strolling in an adjacent mimosa grove,
when one of the party accosted me and asked whether I was not a Feringhi. I said yea, and he invited me to return with him, as a mistake had
occurred. He explained to me, that his master waa
G h G l h Rash1 K h b , a DQoudpGtra, and vakil, or
envoy, from BahiiwalpGr. W e went back together;
and the vakil waa told I was not a madman but
a Feringhi ; on which he apologized, and I observed
that it was possible I might be both. While we
were conversing, one GG1 Maomed, a companion
in my journey from Quetta to ShikiirpGr, whoee
business had led him to Khairpbr, came to call
upon Fati MQhomed. He was profuse in expressions of joy at seeing me again, and entered into
such exaggerated details of my consequence, aa to
make a deep impression on the mind of the BahC
walpGr envoy, who would not be satisfied unless I
consented to stay with him, while he informed me
that he expected his dismieaal in a few days, when
he would conduct me to his village near the Sind
frontier, and provide me with clothing and other
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neceaaaries. G h G l b Rasiil had been deputed to
treat h r the restoration of Kot Sabra4 now the
frontier town of Upper Sind, but which had been
wrested from Bahflwalpiir during the rule of SAdat
K h h , father of the present khh. The plea of
original right wae set up by Mk Sohriib, and Ghb16m Ihistil, I presume, was entrusted with the commission of d b l i s h i n g the claim of BahPwalpGr
rather from the circumstance of his local knowledge,
as he raided within twenty c o w from Kot S a w
than from hie high condition or diplomatic ability.
H e wss, nevertheless, a DioudpGtra, of the eame
tribe as his prinoe, held a emall j6ghir, and as respectable aa k h h a in BaMwalpGr generally are.
H e was 8c1vcely above twenty years age, but very
creditably corpulent, whether from natural bias or
from indolence and good-nsture. Hie attendants were
about twelve in number, and a more supine or dirty
eet of men could not be imagined. Most of them
w m Saiand beaides eating their meals and
smoking t o b , did little but drink bang and intoxicate themselves. They were called soldiers, yet there
w e e but two crazy matchlocks amongst the whole
of them; and one of these wae sold when I waa
with them. Ghdl6.m Rasd waa, however, as correct
in conduct as mild and unoffeneive in manner, and,
ae a mark of hie station in life, one of his filthy
attendante wae hie falconer. The vakil was the
only one of the party even tolerably clad, in white
raimente, and he appeared to have only the suit he
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wore, h r when it wae necessary to wash it he wae
obliged to sit wrapt up in a kamlah. His people
endeavoured to convince me that he was a great
man at home, and prayed me not to eetimate him
by hia appearance abroad.
The party, being p t s of Fati AUhomed, the
minister of l4lh Riistam K k , were provided with
their meals from his kitchen; but they were so
scantily mpplied that I was glad an acquaintance
I chanced. to make relieved me from the newt+
aity of trespassing upon them in this particular.
MGlla HiXu, in charge of Fati Mfiomed's maqjit,
became friendly with me, and brought me daily
my food in his brass vessels, although it g m him
the trouble of scouring them after I had used
them.
I had remained above a month at Khairphr;
and, seeing no indication of movement on the
part of G h h l h Rashl, determined to proceed
without him. He was sorry I should go; but 1
wae in so sad a plight as to clothing that I waa
compelled to go somewhere, under the hope of
being better equipped. I therefore took leave of
him one evening, when seven of his retinue were
lying in so confinned a state of stupefirction frima
their daily potations that they c d d not be aroused
to reeeive my adieus.
I reached a small village, where I passed the
night ; and the next day, halting a while at B&
again entered Rohri, where I l e d as much ae
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I could of the road I had to traverse, and acquired
the names of the villages I should meet with.
Conscious of my singular appearance, I felt
ashamed to confesa myself to be a Feringhi, and
resolved, when accosted by any one, if asked
whether I was a P a t h or this, or that, to say
yes; and, if asked directly who I was, to reply
that I was a Mogal, as I had diecovered that appellation was vaguely applied, and might be asBurned by any one with a fair complexion.
I made a small march from Rohri, and the next
day reached DGbar, a hamlet with a rivulet flowing near it ; there was an ancient masjit, and two
or three Hind6 shops. The jangal had become
very close, and abounded with wild hogs, though
adjoining the hamlet there was much pasture land.
DGbar waa eight cosses from Rohri. I there inquired the road to SGlthpGr, which, I was told,
waa fourteen cosses distant. The roads in this
part of Sind are nothing but foot-paths, and are
so continually crossed and recrossed by others that'
it is next to impossible for a stranger to know the
one he ought to follow. I was continually losing
my way, and, although I never failed to reach
some village, and to be well received, it was five
or a x days before I found myself at SGltbpGr.
The country was covered with the moat intricate
jangal, affording, however, subsistence in its grass
to numerous herds of buffaloes. Shlthpbr was a
large straggling village, surrounded with much cul-
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tivated land; while fine groves of trees, mimosas,
Urs, and pipals, were interspersed amongst the
houses, and adorned the environs. The bazar was
mall, but neat, and abundantly supplied. I repaired to the principal masjit, placed on a mound,
and seating myself with my back to the wall,
extended my feet towards the west, or in the direction of the kabla A saiyad rebuked me for
so doing, and the officiating mGlla asked him why
it was improper, as I was not sleeping, but sitting.
The saiyad explained, and related a tale of some
unfortunate person, whose feet were nailed to the
ground for placing them in a position like mine.
Another individual, on my observing that I was
going home, asked whether to the Feringhi country ? I said that I was a Mogal, and he made no
farther remark. I passed the night at SfiltAnpGr ;
and the saiyad who had taught me to be careful
as to my feet, living in the apartments belonging
to the masjit, furnished me with an ample supper.
I had now to inquire for MattGli, said to be
eight cosses from S.Glthpfir, and was two or three
days before I found my way to it, being constantly straying from the road, yet invariably well
treated at the villages I accidentally fell in with.
Throughout this part of the country the jangal
is burned when new lands are to be brought under
cultivation; and now on every side were seen
huge columns of ascending smoke. Matt6li is a
small town, seated on an eminence, at the foot
VOL. I.
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of which was a large expanse of water. In the
neighbourhood are groves of enormous pipal trees.
Its site and the character of its scenery is attractive, while its houees have a picturesque and ancient
aspect. The bazar contains many Hind6 shops,
and the banyas have a d a m s & . That the locality has pretensions to antiquity, is shown by numerous remains of former buildings. From the summit
of the mound a most extensive view is obtained of
the surrounding country, presenting an immense
mass of dense jangal, the positions of the several
villages being marked by the clumps of taller trees,
towering above the ordinary level. My next stage
was Mrpbr, ten cosses distant, and it was pointed
out to me by the inhabitants.
I took up my quarters at the masjit, and found
there m aged but respectable-looking man, like
myself, a mas*,
or stranger, who called himself
a saiyad. At the period of the fourth prayers
he was asked to join in them, but declined, affirming that he did not know the characters of the
people, or of the miilla, behind whom he should
stand. These reasons were admitted; not that they
were good, but from courtesy. I was not asked
to pray, as it was said I was a fliquir, and fiiqn'us
are allowed to be graceless. We were afterwards
joined by another masAfar, also a well-dressed
old man, who gave out that he was a mir, and
going to M61th. Connected with the masjit were
apartments, one inhabited by the person appointed
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to take charge of the building, and others for the
use of travellers and strangers. In one of them
we were seated, the pikhkidmat, or servitor of the
masjit making an excellent fire ; and the interval
between the fourth and fifth, or last prayers, was
spent in much amusing conversation.
I t must be conceded, that three impostors were
this night trespassing on the charity of the good
people of Matt6li. The silver-haired sinner, who
avowed himself a eaiyad, was no more one than
I was; the man of MGlGn was too ignorant to
be considered a m'rr ; and certainly I had as .little
pretensions to be thought a Path fiiquir. Our
d y a d , however, talked most, aqd in the HindG&i dialect, better, perhaps, understood by mpself than by his other auditors. He repeated some
most egregious Msehoods, and gave an account
of his travels in a country beyond Thibet, where
beggars were fed on golden plates. He then, with
reference to me, descanted on ffiqu'us, and described
the several claeses; to a clam never potxmsing
wealth, he, naturally enough, referred me. The
- fishkidmat was loet in wonder at these narrations, and often exclaimed on the singularity of
having three persons from countries so distant
amembled together, and seemed to be very proud
of being honoured with their company. The saiyad,
who, of oourae, m e from no ordinary plaoe, asserted thst he was from a country beyond Chin,
or China. His language betrayed him, and his
2B 2
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frequent mention of Delhi satisfied me as to where
he belonged.
When the fifth prayers were concluded, and good
M G s s u l m ~take their supper, we, the strangers,
were thought of; and the @shkidmat, to whose
duty the office belongs, brought in plenty of bread
and &gh, or vegetables boiled with roghan, and
seasoned-a very general accompaniment to bread
in Sind-the
vegetables being spinach, or mi%&
(fenugreek.) My companions, to support their
quality, and, perhaps, expecting something better,
pretended to be unable to sup unless on meat;
and the bread and &gh waa given to me, and I
made a very good meal of it. Nothing more costly
was produced, and the saiyad and mir were finally
obliged to put up with bread alone, complaining
loudly of the inhospitality of the people of Matt%.
When they departed in the morning one of the
villagers observed, that the saiyad was a k h h g h a r ,
or alchemist; and my having been satisfied with
d g h was so well taken, that breakfast was brought
for me before I left.
On the road to Mirpih I could find my way no
better than before ; and on one occasion falling
in with a stream of water, which I could not crow,
I was entirely put out of the direction, and after
much wandering, found a person who put me into
the road for Pitah Sheher. It was evening when
I amved, and I was shown to the masjit, where

it seemed that visitors were rare, therefore my
reception was the more cordial.
Many people assembled at prayers, and I was
asked to join, but I replied, that I had not fit
clothes. The remark was made, that it was a
pity a MGssulmh should be prevented from saying
his prayers for want of clothes. After prayers, the
company partook of a common repast in the masjit,
and I understood it was the usual practice. The
mGlla was a portly and superior person; he spoke
to me in Persian, as I said I was a Mogal. One
of his scholars, reading the K o r b , surmised that
I was a Feringhi, but his suspicion did not communicate to the rest, or they were indifferent.
AlG$ or a preparation of flour, roghan, and sugar,
had been provided for the party, and I need not
add, that the mGlla was careful to regale me. Pitah
Sheher was a large bazar village, and the vicinity
more open than the rest of the country I had
seen, and extensively cultivated. The inhabitants
appeared respectable, and in easy circumstances.
Besides grain, I had occasionally observed cottonfields on my route, but here were many plots of
sugar-cane. M'qGr was still four cosses distant,
and the interval I found wholly occupied by villages and cultivation. My postin was so oddly
considered, and drew upon me so much attention, that I was detained at every village I came
to. At one, a person accosted me as a Haji;

and, as I did not deny the character, he invited
me to his house. H e was himself, as he told
me, a fiiquir, but a wealthy one, as he pomessed
land, and was master of thirty cows. I atayed
with him two daya; and on parting he presented me with a stick to keep off dogs, which
are numerous and fierce in all the villagee. I
had never been annoyed by these animals; but
now that I had a stick in my hand, was twice
bitten in the leg at the first village I came t o ;
I therefore threw aside the unlucky weapon.
I next reached M'qGr, a considerable town, with
a mud fortlet, and an abundance of gardens, particularly well stocked with mango and piantaintrees; around spread a most luxuriant cultivation
of sugar-cane. I merely passed through this town,
inquiring the road to KhairpGr, four cosses distant.
The jangal had now become drier, and thew were
many cotton-fields. As I travelled from village to
village I always experienced the same good treatment, though I could not avoid being noticed.
At one, a man asked me if I was a robber, not
exactly meaning what he said, and I replied, that
be was one himself. A female standing by, invited
me to her house, and when there told me to sit
down while she prepared some bread and broiled
fish for me. She was the handsomest woman I
had seen in Sind, and very smartly attired. The
women of Sind dress gaily, in bodices worked over
with variously colonred silks in many patterns, into
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whieh they frequently insert pieces of lookingglass. My pretty hostess wore a red silk bodice, tastefully decorated in this manner, whioh
set off her fine form to great advantage. So
agreeable a companion detained me the greater
part of the day, although I was not conversant
enough with the country dialect to hold much
profitable conversation, yet I understood that she
had desires unaccomplished, and that she languished to become a mother. I moved on to another
village and passed the night, and started in the
morning at break of day. I soon came to a hamlet, where the people would insist upon my staying and taking wat with them. This wat is made
of wheat boiled in milk, and seasoned with salt
or sugar, and is the dater, or morning meal, of
the peasantry in Sind, eaten as soon as they rise.
Some sixteen or seventeen brass basins of this prepration were set before me, besides two or three
bowls of buttermilk, every house in the hamlet
having furnished one. I laughed, as did the villagers, and to avoid offending, sipped a little fiom
each, and, commending their hospitality, departed.
I next encountered two men, of mistrustful aspect,
who seemed to hesitate whether they should interrupt me or not. At length one of them said
. to the other, There is no telling how such people
are inspired ; and reNrning, for they had paased
me, they craved my blessing. I gave it in due
form, and breathed on them, when they went

satisfied away. I also met a fQquir, who aaked
where I came from. I said W a h i i r , and he
observed, why tell an untruth ? I returned some
careless answer, and he left me.
Khairph I found to be a good sized bamr
town, and, like Mirpi3, encircled by numerous
gardens, and richly cultivated lands. Sabzal Kot
was now ten cossea distant. The intervening
space showed more jangal and fewer villages,
while there was more pasture and marshes. When
I reached Sabzal Kot, observing it to be a walled
town, I entered by one gate, and walking through
the bazar, went out by the other. I understood
that the town had declined in consequence; s t i l l
i t exhibited some activity in ita trade. Being a
frontier town, there is a small garrison, and three
guns are mounted on the ramparts. Without the
town walls was a small castle, in which resided
Pir Baksh, the governor. My object now was
to gain FhilpGr, the gharri, or castle, in charge
of my former BahawalpGr friend, Riihmat KhAn ;
and I hoped, that if fortunate enough to find him
there, I should be able to remedy my want of
clothing. I learned that I had yet six cosses to
travel.
On the road, which led through a thick jangal,
I met two women, of whom I asked if I was on .
the right path, and they told me they were going
my way. I accompanied them, and as we walked along they invited me to come to their
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village. Before we reached it my fair friends
began to suspect they might be taxed with having brought a strange man home with them, and
coming to a path diverging from the road, they
desired me to follow it, as it led to FhilpGr. I
was simple enough to follow their dimtions, and
after a long journey, found that the path terminated in the jangal, and that the women had purposely sent me astray to get rid of me. I had
nothing to do but to retrace my steps, or to strike
at once into the jangal, towards the point in which
I supposed FZlpGr to lie, and though it was evening I took the latter course, and it was night before I came to a village, where was a neat compact masjit, in which I was accommodated; and
though the hour was unseasonable, I was provided
by the mGlla with a good supper. FhilpGr was
only distant two cosaea, therefore I was in no
haste to depart the next day, and did not leave
until the afternoon. When I descried the lofty
towers of the &le
some misgivings naturally
arose in my mind, and I thought .on the chancee
of meeting my Rohilla friend, and of the awkward trim in which I should appear before him.
However, the time did not admit of scruples being entertained, and I walked up to the gate,
where I found Rdhmat K h h sitting on a takht,
or mud sofa, with a circle of his dependents
around him. He immediatly recognized me, rose
and embraced me, and in the society of old ac-

quaintance I spent a bappy evening, relating
where I had been, and what I had seen, with
the many adventures which had beMen ma.
In this journey through northern Sind, I could
not avoid being impressed with favourable opinions of the peasantry. Everywhere they seemed
to be a contented, orderly, and hospitable race.
Their fertile and productive soil afforded them,
at slight labour, the simple ~ . s s s r i e of
s life in
abundance ; and notwithstanding they complained
of an oppressive government, their condition was
very respectable. Their villages were composed of
mud houses, and huts of reeds, but the climate
required no more substantial structures. The masjib were in all of them the better buildings,
and were well tended, the people being, while
simple in manners, equally devout as MMGsaulmiins. Each of them was provided with a mGlla,
and other attendants; and at this time of the
year, it being their winter season, warm water
was prepared for the ablutions of those who attended prayers: On the other hand, the administrstion of the country was very defective, and
the ill-paid hirelings of the chiefs scattered over
it practised every kind of petty extortion and
insult; not perhaps that they were authorbed to
do so, but because they were not looked after.
The Hindhs, who, as in the neighbouring cowtiriem, carry on, nearly exclusively, the trade, led a
far from enviable life, unless, indeed, their gaina
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compensated for the contumely with which they
were treated, for throughout Sind a Hindfi cannot pass from one village to another without
paying a fee to some MBhomedan for his protection. Saiyads are held in the greatmt veneration, and many of them lead most licentious
lives. I t is often remarked, that a saiyad may
commit any crime with impunity. The higher families amonget them, however, preserve so inviolate the sanctity of their houses that they will
not allow them to be entered by their neighbours, or by any who are not, like themselves,
reputed to be descendants of the Prophet. Sind
also swarms with p'h, or spiritual guides of the
higher class ; and as they, in common with saiyads
and fiqfiim, enjoy grants of land, and frequently
whole villages, much of the revenue of the country
is diverted to their support. The number of resident
fsquin subsisting upon the charity of the community is also very remarkable in Sind; no village is
without them, and in towns they abound. Their
residences, generally huts or sheds, are distinguished by a lofty pole, surmounted by a flag,
and secured with ropes, in the manner of a flagstaff. There are kept chillams for the smoking
of tobacco, and chin, and utensils for the preparation of bang. Several ft5quirs usually dwell
together, and have charg& of the tomb of some
eminent predeceesor, or saiyad. They invoke
Imiim Huss6n as their patron saint, and their

takiae are the rendezvous of the lax and dissipated, who, unfortunately, are so numeroue that
they would excite a contemptible idea of the state
of mamers and society, did not one revert to the
sober demeanour of the agricultural population.
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I WAS soon enabled to exchange my old garments
for new ones, and the ground, as a place of rest

at night, for a khkt, with becoming coverlets, the
luxury of which I had not known for many months.
m m a t K h b was very anxious to improve my
lean condition, and ae he was somewhat of an
epicure, it would have been my own fault had I
not benefited by the good things fiom his kitchen.
FikilpGr, though originally a very substantiallyconstructed gharri, of kiln-burnt bricks, is falling
into decay; and the k h h of Bah8walpGr abandoned
a project for repairing it on the score of expense,
even after materials had been brought to it for the
purpose. It is said, that there was formerly a considerable town here,--of which the present gharri
may be a memorial,--and that the wells belonging
to it, three hundred and sixty in number, are yet
to be seen in the jangals. I t is certain that brick
wells occur; and it is not improbable that the
country we now behold covered with swamps and
jangals was once free from them, and smiling with
cultivation.
East of FhilpGr is, in all seasone, a large depoerit of water, and during the periodical inundations of the Indus it becomes, with its dependent
small hamlet, isolated. These inundations have
sensibly increased latterly in this quarter ; and I was
told that at certain times the country is so completely under water that the communication with
Khbptir is, or might be, csrried on with boats.
KhhpGr from the bank of the Indw ie fifty-seven
cosaes. On the western bank of the river, in the
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parallel of Ladkhha, there has, in like manner,
been a manifeet incnesse in the inundations. The
tract, assigned in j6ghir to the p t C h h d i tribe,
had been so unproductive from a deficiency of
water that the inhabitants were distreesed, and
complained. Recently, however, the inundations
have extended to it, and it is confessed that the
cause for complaint has been removed. It mtty not
be necessary to suppose a general increase in the
water of the river, as the changes, of course, to whioh
it is constantly liable, will account for these partial
variations in the quantity of water discharged upon
particular localities, whether they be due to the
resumption of forsaken channels, or to the formation of new ones.
About a month passed with my good friends at
FbilpGr had so entirely set me up, that I grew
impatient to prosecute my journey to Lahore, computed to be two hundred and forty cossee distant.
RAhmat Kh$n was urgent that I should await the
return of a party he had despatched to D6m G h M
K h h , with a bar&, or order for money, on the authorities there, being ashamed, as he said, that I
should leave him without money in my pocket. I
protested both against the necessity for intruding on
his bounty in such manner, and against the delay
which the uncertain arrival of his messengers might
occasion. I have elsewhere mentioned that Rghinst K h h wae straitened in his meam, and that
hie expenses greatly exceeded his income. Chance
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now put him in possession of a few rupees; and
I might have been allowed to depart had not a
nautch girl appeared in the neighbourhood, and the
killadk could not resist the temptation of the
amusement afbrded by the exhibition of her talents.
She waa accordingly eent for to Fbilpiir, and the
diversions of an evening emptied his purse. Two
or three days afterwards he contrived to procure
four rnpees from the HindGs of the hamlet, I
only consented to receive two of them; and taking
farewell of him and his companions, with the regret
we experience when parting with friends, I made
for ChGta AhmedpGr, distant five cosses. m m a t
Khib had given me a guide, and a letter to his
party stationed at Bara Ahmedpiir, though I told
him I should not revisit that place, having no desire
to encounter again either the Bakhshi or the ague.
W e arrived in the evening at Chtita AhmedpGr,
two villages amid the jangal having been passed
on the road. I was led to the house of the killadih,
who waa a native of India, and commander of the
regiment quartered there. H e civilly received me ;
and I found sitting with him the dancing-girl who
had figured at FBzilpbr. She asked if I had been
pleased with her display, and I said I had been
delighted. The k%i of the town hearing of my
arrival, sent to pray I would visit him. I went, and
found a very corpulent old gentleman, seated on
a chahiiqdhi, on which he bade me also sit. I wae
scarcely in p ~ i t i o nwhen
,
he remarked to the people
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about him, that I was a Klfr ;upon which I arose and
asked, if he had called me to insult me. H e assured
me to the contrary; but not choosing to be refuted,
repeated, in confirmation of his dictum, a verse from
the Korh. I did not oppose such grave authority;
and, after conversing some time, we all parted very
amicably; for notwithstanding hie conviction that
I was an infidel, I found that he did not intend to
give offence ; and he lamented that the killadk had
anticipated him in the gratification of making me
the evening's guest.
In the morning my guide returned to FSlpGr,
and I proceeded alone towards Noshha, twelve
c o w s distant. I was now decently clad in white
cotton raiments, made in the Rohilla fashion, had
a white turban on my head, and a kammar-band
around my waist, while I carried a double chiiddar,
or sheet, over my shoulders, which served to cover
me at night. I felt that I had every right to call
myself a Mogal, which did not seem to be doubted ;
and I moreover diecovered that I was treated respectfully both on that account, and that my clothes
were new and finer in texture than those worn by
the peasantry. Every person I met inquired who
I was, and where I waa going; and my hands were
often examined, when concluding they had not
been :mployed in laborious toil, it would be affirmed that I wae "mallGk," or of quality. A t one
village a HindG placed himself under my charge,
and avoided the payment of a fee for his protection.
VOL. I.
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I t waa eaay to see that the peasantry were an ihoffensivepeople, and I waa pleased to observe that
they were unoppressed, like their brethren in Sind,
with the presence of disorderly f.$rquirs, and of
shoals of rapacious government officers. A general
feeling of security and content prevailed, in which
the stranger participates, and he moves cheerfully
forward, conscious that he is roving in a well-regulated land. It was also gratifying to hear the
inhabitants speak affectionately of their ruler, although aa pious MGssulm&ns they lamented his
dependence upon the Sikhs.
I t waa now the month of Riimazh, the great
Mdhomedan fast, which was rigidly observed. I
was, however, guilty of nonconformity, justifying
myself on the grounds that I was travelling, and
would atone when I reached the end of my journey.
Such excuser^ were usually admitted ; but sometimes
it would be remarked, that Mogals and Patine were
irreligious. On one occasion, when I had gone to
a house to procure breakfaet, an itinerant fiiqu'u,
resting himself, was lavish in the epithet of K&,
and amerted that no P a t h ever kept fast or repeated prayers. In spite of his denunciatioae the
people prepared bread for me. I t was only in the
morning that I had to encounter scruples of this
nature, as in the evening meals are prepared as at
other times.
Noshhra waa a small bazar town, aituated on an
eminence, with a deep ravine on the east. I t Bad
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a very large h o w , the reeidence of the k k d h , or
administrator of the k h h . Numerous villages had
occurred between it and Ahmedpdr, and the jangal
abounded with graas, becoming 8e I advanced more
sandy. Beyond NoshBra, I had heard at Fibilpfu,
that there waa mow or less danger for six or seven
cosses, and it was confirmed to me now, but aa I had
still two or three hours of day light I determined
to proceed, although cautioned not to go alone by
people in huts on the opposite side of the ravine
just noted. The road was good, and a little after
sunset I reached the village of Sblthpiir, where
I inquired for the mlohi's, or dhai'e house, which
was pointed out to me. I t proved to be a respectable dwelling, and I waa very politely welcomed.
The master provided me with a chid&pWb and
brought the chillam, entering freely into convereation. The females were occupied in their domestic offices; and amongst them was a most engaging young girl, of sixteen or seventeen years
of agg-slready, I found, a mother. After a bmmtiful repaat we all retired into another apartment,
where we formed a circle around a blazing fire,
and p a d a comfortable evening in discoursing on
all kinds of topice. My hwt, as I told him I was
from Heriit, inquired when K i h u h would come
and chastise the S'&hs, and I replied, in due time.
This queetion I hsd often put to me; and I die=
covered there was a current belief that the prince
of Her& was to be the avenger of I e l h . The
2c 2
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beautiful young wife had her place by the f i m i d e ,
unconscious, perhaps, of her charms, or the admiration she was calculated to excite; and I could not
help recalling to memory, aa I ventured to look
towards her, Dryden's lines-

I

-A blooming eaetern bride
In flower of youth and beauty'e pride.

In this apartment the family also slept; and so
simple were their mannem, or so little ceremony
was observed with me, that my chahiiqhhi waa
introduced and placed amongst them. In the
morning, when I bade all of them farewell, I had
only to pay four pais for my entertainment; to
which I added, as a present, two pais to purchase
linna, to colour my host's beard, observing that he
dyed it of a red colour. H e was quite delighted,
and made me promise to visit him @n
when I
returned, aa I had informed him it was probable
I should. I here was again informed that the
road waa dangerous, and therefore when I had
gained it, it being little distant from the village,
I sat beneath a tree in the hope that company
would pass. As none came I grew impatient, and
went on alone. I at length reached a hamlet, consisting of four or five peasants' houses and a masjit,
contiguous to the roadside, with a well. The women
came and emb'mu?ed my feet, supposing me to be a
p'uzkda who had some time before honoured them
with his presence. I strove, in vain, to disabuse
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them, and they regaled me with a repast of bread,
butter, and buttermilk. A young Albino boy was
shown me, as being of my colour ; and one of the
good wives asked me when her son, who had gone
6n pilgrimage, would return.
From this hamlet I arrived at a small, but betterconstructed town, the houses being built with kilnburnt bricks. I t was said to be midway between
Chfita AhmedpGr and KhhpGr, or twenty cosses
from each. I t was 'remarkable for having a HindG
pagoda near it. Hence to KhAnpbr I passed on
with the eame facility, always well received, and
generally not permitted to pay for my entertainment. The country was throughout populous, and
the land near the villages well irrigated and cultivated. The desert of Jessalmir to the south frequently impinged on the line of road ; and as the
soil was drier the jangal was in consequence very
slight, and the trees and shrubs of diminutive
growth. Around Khdnpfir villages were very numerous, the face of the country open, and the
lands wholly in a state of cultivation. I have before observed that KhanpGr is a commercial town ;
and that it has long been so seems evidenced by the
firct that one of the gates of S h i k e f i r is called
the Khhpfir gate; it is probable, indeed, that it
may have been once of greater importance, its
name signifying the Khb's City, and that it may
have declined since the creation of BahAwalpGr.
From KhhpGr to Allahabiid, a distance of twenty

coma, there is light jangal with a sand# aoil; good
villages constantly occur, and the inhabitants use,
generally, bread made of rice-flour. In this part
of the country indigo is largely prepared, and I
often passed the cemented vate and tanks ueed in
its manufacture: I apprehend the article is not
costly, but being cheap and plentiful, it supplies
principally the markets of the countries beyond the
Indua, and is even carried to B o k h h . I did not
exactly follow the high road, but skirted a large
expanse of water to the north of it nearly the
whole way; its surface was covered with wild fowl,
and fish were caught in vast numbers in it, while
there were excellent pastures near the margin. I
understood that in couree of time the water would
disappear, whence I inferred that it was but the
residue of inundations from the Panjiib rivera.
On arrival at Allahabiid I paid my respeots to
my former and eeteemed friend, S a l h K h h ,
and remained two days under his hoepitable roof.
H e was kind and obliging aa before, and I might
have stayed a longer time with him without intruding, but I deemed it right not to indulge too
much on the road, now that I was hearty and able
to make my way without inconvenience.
I therefore proceeded towarda Uch, distant fourteen or fifteen tosses, traversing the central portion of the K h h of Bahilwalpfir's temtory. Beyond a emall rivulet, which definee on the east
the plain of AllahaMd, a t m i t of four mm~,
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through a dry, sandy, tamarisk jangal, brought me
to the small, but apparently commercial town of
Channi Khhdi-Got, and thence other four or five
cosses conducted me to Ramkallii where I passed
the night at the mbhi's house. This was evidently an old site. There are the remains of large
kiln-burnt brick buildings, and the vestiges of
an extensive mud fortress. The latter is said to
have been destroyed by the great Bahiiwal KhAn,
grandfather of the present ruler. Tradition a
h
the antiquity, and the former opulence of Ramkalli; now it may have about a dozen inhabited
houses, with a solitary Hind6 shop. The locality
is very agreeable, and embellished with straggling
evidences of its old date-groves.
From Ramkalli, three cosses led me to the towns
of Uch, embosomed in an immense assemblage of
dabgroves. Immediately preceding them was a
small hamlet, called Mogalai-Sheher, or the Mogal
City, worthy of note, as corroborating the testimony of Ferishta, that a colony of Mogals, having
been chased from many places in Sind, were anciently permitted to settle here.
There are now two Uches contiguously sated.
The eastern one is small, but contains a celebrated
z i h t , a large, handsome, and old Mfiomedan structure, to which many pilgrims repair. The western
Uch is called Fir-ka-Uch, (the pWs Uch,) its re-'
venue being enjoyed by a F" Naasiradin, who resides there, and is acknowledged to be an un-
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doubted descendant of one of the twelve Im&ms.
There are now no walls to this town, but the
ruinous gates are standing. The bazrv is covered
over, but uncouthly, with rafters and matting, to
exclude the heat. It is extensive, and well supplied; and I could not but notice the unusual
number of confectioners' shops.
In the neighbourhood of the present towns are
the most extensive ruins of the ancient citiea, their
predecessors, intermingled with a prodigious quantity of date-trees and venerable pfpals. Many of
the buildings are so entire that a little pains would
make them habitable. They are built of kilnburnt bricks, and in the best style of Indian architecture. Very many old wells are seen, aome of
which are still worked. With pretensions fo remote antiquity, Uch flourished exceedingly under
the Miihomedan sovereigns of India, and must have
been a place of great strength, aa it endured several
memorable sieges. In 622 or 623 of the Hejra
the emperor Altamsh made himself master of it,
after a - siege of two months and twenty days.
Twenty years afterwarde, it was invested by an
army of Mogals, and at a later period it waa the
vulnerable point by which TaimGr opened to his
arms the passage to India.
Leaving, with a mournful and interesting regret,
the antique remains and sacred groves of Uch, I
directed my course to the river Garra, eight cosees
from it, and crossing at a ferry, came, two or three
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coeses farther on, to a large cut, or arm, probably
derived from it. I might have been perplexed as
to the mode of crossing it, but, fortunately, I saw
a person, before I reached it, strip himself of his
clothing, and, placing it on his head, pass to the
opposite side. I had therefore only to imitate him,
and waded through the stream, some fifty or sixty
yards in breadth, with the water of uniform depth,
and up to my mouth, which I was compelled to
keep closed. The water was tepid, whence I inferred that it waa a canal I waa crossing. About
a coss beyond it I reached the small town of F'n
Jelilpbr, which contains the shrine of a MGssulmh
saint, a handsome building, covered with painted
and lacquered tilea, and adorned with minarets and
s cupola The bazar waa a good one, and in the
neighbourhood of the town were decayed brick
buildings, proving that the site waa formerly of
importance.
From Pin Jelapbr, a distance of eighteen cosses
brought me to SGjah Kot, the country having been
a little diversified as to character. For eight cosses
beyond JelMpGr the jangal waa sandy; it then
afforded pasture for four or five cosses, and for
the remainder of the road there was a great proportion of cultivated land. The nature of the
jangal had also changed after passing the G b
river ; the tamarisk no longer predominated, aa
in the BahdwalpGr country, or waa seen only in
trees of large growth, near villages, while over the
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surface of the soil it was replaced by lighter trees,
the karita, the E r , and the kikker, or dwarf mimosa.
SGjah Kot, or SGjahbiid, is a considerable fortified
town, and its lofty battlements, irregularly built,
have a picturesque appearance. It has a very excellent bazar, and is the seat of some cotton m a n u b
tures, besides being fsmons for its turners in wood.
There is a small garrison, and a few guns are mounted
on the walls. Near it are several good gardens, particularly one bearing the name of Mozafar Khh.
The town stsnds in a highly cultivated tract, and for
two or three cosses to the south there were immense
fields of sugar-cane. The cotton-plant is also abundantly grown.
From Siijah Kot the road lead0 through an arid
jangally country for twenty comes to MGlth, villages occasionally occurring. This city appeara advantageously seen in the distance, but loses its
effect on our near approach to it. It cannot be less
than three miles in circumference, and is walled in.
Its bazars are large, but inconveniently narrow, and,
I thought, did not exhibit that bustle or activity
which might be expected in a place of much reputed
commerce. The citadel, if not a place of extreme
strength, is one on which more attention seems to
have been bestowed than is usual, and is more regular than any fortress I have seen, not c o ~ t r u c t e dby
European engineers. It is well secured by a deep
trench, neatly faced with masonry ;and the defences
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of the gateway, which is approached by a drawbridge, are rather elaborate. The d t i e s of the
siege it endured have not been made good by the
Skha, comequently it has become much dilapidated
since that period. I t can scarcely be said to have a
garrieon, a weak party of soldiers being merely stationed as guarda at the entrance. Within the citadel
are the only buildinge of the city worth seeing,-the
battered palace of the late k h h , and the MBhomedan shrine of Bahilwal H*.
The latter, with ita
lofty @mat, or cupola, is the principal ornament
of the place.
M b l h ia said to have decreased in trade since i t
fell into the hands of the sigh^, yet its bazar~continued well and reasonably supplied with all articlea
of traffic and consamption. There are still numerous bankers, and manufsctures of silk and cotton
goods. Ite fabrics of shawls *bhd lGngh$ are deservedly esteemed, and its brocades and tiasuee compete with those of BahPwalpGr. I t still tmppliee a
portion of its fsbrica to the Lohhni merchants of
Afgh&nLh, and has an extansive foreign trade with
the regions west of the Indus:
The ruins around the city apread over a large
apaice ;and there is an amazing number of old M h
sulmh graves, tombs, mssjits, and shrines; and
as all of them are held eacred, they would eeem to
jiatify the popular belief that one 14kh, or one hundred thousand aainta, lieinterred within the hallowed.
vicinity. Many of these are substantial edifices, and
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if not .held to establish the saintly pretensions of
the city, may be accepted aa testimonies of its prosperity, under the sway of the Miihomedan dynasties of India North of the town is the m,agnificent and well-preserved shrine of Shams Tiibrczi;
of whose memory the inhabitants are now proud,
though, if tradition be correct, their ancestors 'flayed
him when he was living. To this martyr's malediction is imputed the excessive heat of MGl*
the
sun, in. consequence thereof, being supposed to be
nearer the city than to any other spot in the world.
Shams, in his agony, is said to have called upon the
bright' luminary to avenge him, claiming a relationship, permitted by his name, which- in Arabic signifies the sun. The powerful orb obligingly deecended fram his qhere, and approached the ill-fsted
city.
- The gardens of MGlttln are abundant, and well
stocked with fruit-trees, aa mangoes, oranges, citrong
limes, &c. Its 'date-groves also yield much fruit,
and vegetables are grown in great plenty. The
inundations of the RAvi river extend to the city,
but it is three miles distant, and has what is called
a bandar, or port, in this instance expressive of a
boat station ; whence there is communication with
the Indus, and, consequently, with the sea.
. The area enclosed within the walls being corn*
pactly built over, the city may be supposed to contain not less than eight or nine thousand houses, or'
from forty to forty-five thousand souls. At the pe-
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riod of its capture by the Sikhs it was held by
Mozafar K h h , of the inferior branch of the Sad6
Zai, Dfiriid tribe, with the assumed title of nawtb.
Ranjit Singh had made two unsuccessful attempts
upon it, but had been compelled to retire, after devastating the country. The third time the Sikh
chief approached, Mozafar Khiln was willing to
have averted destruction by accepting the terms
proposed to him, but his followers were not consenting. Ranjit Singh made a feint of attacking K h b ghar, a fortress some twenty cosses distant ; into
which the deluded nawiib threw the better part of
his troops. Ranjit Singh immediately countermarched,' and invested the capital. The defence
was most obstinate, and the attack threatened to
end, like former ones, in failure, when an adventurer,
named Jones, in the Sikh service, took charge of the
batteries, advanced them close to the citadel, and
breached it. On the assault Mol;afiir K h h lost at
once his life and sovereignty ; and his daughter, celebrated for her beauty, her chastity, and her piety,
fell over a heap of Sikhs, she had herself shin, as is
asserted. A young son of Mozafar K h h was saved,
and carried to Lahore, and-now a remarkably ha&
some youth-is in high favour with the M&hb&j4.
At present a Br6hman, Sohand Mall, resides at
MGlth, as governor for Ranjit Singh, with the title
df SGbahdb ; and his jurisdiction is extensive, comprising the southern parts of the Sikh kingdom
from the Satlej to the Indm. He has at his com-
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mand a force of eight hundred Sikhs, under Gandar
Singh, besides the garrisons sprinkled over the country. H e is a popular ruler, and many anecdotes are
related of hie liberality and indulgence, even on
matters connected with religion. The Sikh authority over the conquered provinces held by the SGbahdiir being firmly established, the administration
is mild, owing partly, perhaps, to his personal character, and two Sikhs are located at every village
and hamlet on the part of the government. The
peasantry make over a third of the produce of their
lands: neither do they complain.
Having atayed two or three days at MGltiin, I
took the road to Lahore, and cromed an 'extensive
plain, stretching from the city to the north. From
thia side the city is best seen ; and it clearly stands
on a mound, which while in it I was scarcely aware
of. East of the road a large mud fortresa ia o b r v able in the distance, and nearer a building, to which
my curiosity led me. I found it a maejit, deserted,
but in good preservation. It being noon, to avoid
the heat, I seated myself therein, and atme, with
needle and thread, to repair some deficiency in my
garments. Thus engaged, a man, armed with h o r d
and shield, suddenly stood over me. I had not
heard him enter, and was a little t a k a by surprise ;
however, I calmly gave him a S a l h digam, which he
returned, and asked what 1 was about. I replied, that
he could himself we what I waa about. H e then
inquired where I waa going ; and telling him, he
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asked if I was not afhid of the Katti. I said that
I was not, and he retired. I finished the job I had
in hand, and after some time regained the high road.
Forty cosees from M G l h is Kot Kamiilia; and
throughout the distance the villages are few and
wide apart ; but there are many wells in the jangal,
where the cultivator or owner of cattle fixes his
abode, and where the traveller may obtain liberty to
pass the night. I was frequently entreated to await
companions, but travelled alone and escaped molestation, though on one occasion I had nearly essayed
an adventure. I had reached a well, with a farmhouse adjoining, early in the day, and, as rain came
on, decided to pass the night there ; a Hind6 belonging to another well, who had alike sought shelter
from the shower, having arranged with the people
to prepare bread for my supper. I said that I was
a Mogal going to Lahore. W e were joined by a
short thick-set person, of singularly queer countenance, who affiRned that he was on his way from
Lahore to MGltAn. H e also notified his intention
to remain the night. In a little time I was sent for
into the house, as it turned out, because the mistress
wished to see a Mogal; and I waa shown into an
apartment where the lady, a tall maacnline woman,
waa stretched on her bed, an old dhai, or nurse,
being also in the room. Some conversation passed
between them, with a good deal of laughing, which
I pretended not to understand, and which I presumed would not have occurred in the husband's
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presence. However, I left them, and again in the
evening was called into the house to eat my supper.
I bought some milk to eat with my bread, and
thinking of the other stranger without, sent him a
bowl of it. I was, on retiring, provided with a chahihpiihii and the stranger stretched himself on the
ground beside it. I n the morning I was about to
start, when he said that he would accompany me to
Lahore, but I reminded him that he was going to
M G l h ;he urged that he had changed his mind, and
would return to Lahore. I observed, that he might
do as he pleased, but that he should not go with me.
He employed many arguments, but in vain ;and finding that I did not move, he left the enclosure. I
allowed two or three hours to pass over, and, s u p
posing I had fairly got rid of him, I also left, and
had scarcely gained the mad when he appeared
from behind a bush. I told him he should not
accompany me, but he still kept by my side. After
a short distance the path divided, and I was doubtful which direction to take. My impressions led
me to follow that to the right, but the fellow persisted that the one to the left was the road to Lahore. I had great doubts, but, supposing he knew
better than I did, I took his counsel. W e reached
a well, where the owner seeing my companion, asked
him why he had not gone to M G l h . I instantly
inquired if the road was that of Lahore, and was
answered, no. I bestowed two or three curses on
the fellow for misleading me, and returned ; but h e
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was not to be shaken off,and protested that the other
road was a long and dreary one, while this that he
was showing was a cheerful one, and led by wells and
villages all the way. On reaching the correct road
I still found myself followed by him. I did not fear
him, as he was unarmed ;and it being the custom of
the peasantry here to go from place to place with
axes in their hands, and lop branches of trees as
they pass along the road, to dry for fuel, there were
abundance of stout sticks strewed on all sides, from
which I selected one, and walked on without heed.
ing him. At length, satisfied that I was intangible,
he returned, uttering idle menaces that he would be
after me, and I saw no more of him. It did not
suggest itself to me at the .time, but I have since
conjectured this man must have been a thag, and
but for the owner of the welt he might have gained
his ends. In so imminent danger may an individual
unconsciously be placed, and by so slight an accident
may he be preserved.
Before reaching Kamaia the R&vi river is crossed at a ferry ; and I was directed along a path immediately tracing its bank for some distance, which
was very agreeable. The margins of the stream
are fringed with groves of date-trees, in which numerous wells are found, shaded by pipals. The
opposite bank being embellished in like manner,
the scenery up and down the river is fine and attractive. A tract of low sand hills and scanty
jangal precedes Kamllia, a small town with bazar.
VOL. I.
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I t has an ancient appearance, and is constructed
of kiln-burnt bricks. There is a fortrese, built of
the same material, which is held by a Sikh chief
and his followers. One of them was pleased to
accord me hospitable offices, conducting me to a
garden-house, and providing my entertainment
from the town.
I was now in a part of the country which, there
ean be no doubt, had been the scene of some of
Alexander the Great's exploits. I had no authority to consult but memory, and was therefore
unable to benefit by my journey to the extent
that I could have wished. Yet I was not unobservant, and subsequently, when I had the opportunity to consult Arrian, I found his details remarkably clear, and fancied that I could follow
his steps in this particular region, with little chance
of error. I make these remarks because I think
it probable that Kamiilia may have been the site
of the fortress at which the great Macedonim
hero had nearly become the victim to his tern+
rity. Arrian also notes the slaughter of some Indians by Ptolemy, who had fled into a marsh. I n
paesing through one of the villages about Kamiilia
I saw a party of Mahornedan horsemen, armed with
lances, manifestly going on some excursion, and I
asked where they were going ; they replied, to hunt
the hog. I again asked where such animals were
to be found, as the country was all sand, and was
told there were marshes at some distance. I could
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not but recollect this circumstance when I read the
classical author.
From Kamaia, the country becoming more p
pulous and productive as I advanced, in three
stages I made Saiyadwlda, a considerable walled
town, with a spacious and well provided baasr,
extending from one gate to the other. A few
hundred yards weet of it is a mud fortress, of
some extent and solidity, surrounded by a trench.
I was never interrupted, and found the villagem
friendly and hospitable, and exclusively Mbhomedam. Owing to the prohibition to kill kine,
the herds of horned cattle were remarkably numerous.
From SaiyadwAla Lahore waa forty cosses distant ;
and the intermediate country was rich, luxuriant,
and well cultivated, abounding in villages, large
and small. In most of them was the distinguishing square brick tower of the Sikh chiefs of former days; and we may conceive the atate of society amongst these petty lords and tyrants e p
Ranjit Singh's mperior genius destroyed their
power to annoy and oppress their neighbourhooda
The Mr-tree is universal throughout this tract ;
nor is it confined to the vicinity of villages. It
attains r much larger she than I have elsewhere
-keen, as does its fruit, which is so sweet and
palatable, t h t I felt disposed to class it with
other fruits, and to acknowledge it merited
the name of Pomus Adami, which Marco Polo
aD a
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has conferred upon it. N a o t , or gram, was very
generally an object of culture. I t is used to
feed horses, as in other places, but bread is commonly made of the flour. I have noted Sikh sird h use it, which must have beon h m choice ;
but although sweetly tasted, I did not think it
so good as wheaten bread, to which it is of course
inferior in colour. Twelve cosses from Lahore
the E v i is pawed, the village of Ni6zpGr being
seated on the eastern bank. There are many ferryboats, being needed not only for passengers but
to transport the cattle night and morning, aa they
are grazed in the jangals on the opposite bank.
For three or four miles before I reached the river
L had walked with a fine old Sikh and his lady,
very handsomely dressed, and carrying a profusion
of trinkets. They were as courteous as respectable in appearance, and I felt pleased to be in
the company of good people.
From Ni6zpGr the road leads over a gently
rising and sandy surface, but a magnificent and
extensive view delights the eye, of the river winding in its course, and of the highly fertile and
cultivated space bordering upon, and extending
from its western bank. Few scenes present in
greater perfection the charms of placid beauty and
repose ; and amid the various feelings to which
they gave r3se in my mind was that of homage
to the sovereign, whose protecting sway has enabled
his subjects to till their lands in peace, and in a
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few years to change, as it were, the face of nature.
One coss preceding Lahore is the small bazar
village of Noh Kot (the new fort). It has, in contradiction to its name, an ancient and venerable
aspect, and a large adjacent mansion ie assigned
for the residence of ApGb Shiih, the mock king
of Kiibal of the Sirdk M6homed Azem K h a e
creation, and who, expelled thence, haa found an
asylum with Ranjit Singh.
On reaching Lahore I had remaining half a rupee
of the two rupees I had received from Riihmat
K h h at Fhilpbr. I had lived very well on the
road, and had travelled three hundred and sixty
miles. I was now, however, for a period, to live in
a very different style, as I passed the rainy season
at Lahore in the superb mansion of General Allard,
whom I accidentally encountered as he crossed my
path on my approach to the city. He surmised,
notwithstanding my dress, that I was an European,
and I explained to him that he was correct, in his
own language, which absence and length of years
had not disabled me from speaking fluently.
The establishments of the General were at this
time on the most splendid scale, for the liberality of Ranjit Singh, who appreciated his merits,
enabled him both to enjoy all the luxuries of a
refined taste and to amass wealth besides. H e was
universally and deservedly respected. He has since
been numbered with the dead; and remembering
his attentions to me when a perfect stranger to

him, and cherishing a regard for his memory, I
should regret, if in the latter part of his career he
had been made an instrument of the idle projects
of others, and that disappointment had given an
impulee to the malady whioh carried him to the
grave.
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LAHORE, the capital of the Panjhb and of the
territories of Ranjit Singh, is a city of undoubted
antiquity, and has been long celebrated for its extent
and magnificence. The extravagant praises bestowed upon it by the historians of H i n d f i s h
must, however, be understood as applicable to a
former city, of which now only the ruins are seen.
To it also must be referred the current proverb,
which w e r t s that I s f a h h and S h h b united would
.not equal the half of Lahore. The present city is,
neverthelesg very extensive, and comprises many
elegant and important buildings ; amongst them the
masjits Piidshih and Vazh K h h are particularly
splendid. The Sona, or Golden Masjit, claims also
attention, from the attraction of its gilded minarets
and cupolas. The masjit Piidshiih is substantially
built of a red friable sandstone, and from itR aize,
the loftiness of its minarets, the dimension of its
cupolas, and the general grandeur of the whole,
is an edifice worthy of the founder, said to be t h e
great Aurangzib. According to popular tradition,
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Lahore is indebted for this structure to the following circumstance. The emperor ordered his vazir
to raise a masjit for his private devotions, which
should exceed in beauty all others known. The
minister accordingly, at a vast expense, completed
that now called Vazir KhAn, and announced the
consummation of his labours to the sovereign, who
proceeded at once to inspect the building and to offer
up his prayers. On his road he heard the remarks
of the multitude, " Behold the emperor, who is going
to the masjit of Vazir Khh." He retraced hie
steps, observing, that his design had been frustrated,
inasmuch as the m d i t had acquired not his name
but that of his minister. H e then personally commanded the constructioll of another, superintended
its progress when building, and succeeded in connecting his name with it.
The masjit Vazh K h h is a eumptuous edifice,
distinguished by minarets of great height. I t is
entirely covered with painted and lacquered tiles,
inscribed with Arabic sentenma. They have a gorgeous appearance; and it is vulgarly merted, that
the whole of the K o r h is written on the walls and
various parts of the building. Contiguous is a small
bazar, the rents of which were formerly allotted to
the repairs of the masjit, and to support the necessitous who frequented it. These funds are otherwise appropriated by the Sikhs.
The Sona, or S o h Masjit, independently of its
gilded domes, is a handsome and extensive edifice;
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I t was in a neglected state, to the great scandal
of the MGssulmh population of Lahore, until the
officers of M. Allard repreeentd the matter to him,
and under his auspices renewed it ; the general
handsomely contributing the funds required hr regilding. The masjits Pashiih and Vazir K h h
have been long since desecrated by the Sikhs, who
killed swine in them, and converted their courts
into stables. The mrtsjit PiidsMh is generally aesigned by the M6hk4jii as a residence for mme
European in his service.
There are also many other masjita, and mme
mu&, deserving attention; moreover, some of the
Hind6 temples are remarkable.
The streets are very narrow, as are the baesrs,
which are numerous, and distinguished by the namea
of the occupations carried on in them ; as the Goldsmiths', the Ironsmiths', the Saddlers' h,
&c.
There are some exceedingly lofty and bulky mansions, well built of kiln-burnt bricks, (the material of
which the city is mostly constructed,) many of them
recently erected. They have no exterior decorations, opposing an enormous extent of dead walla;
which, however, convey an idea of the large space
enclosed. Amongst the most conspicuous of them
for size is the abode of the Jemadk KhGshW
Singh, a renegade BrAhman of the neighbowhood
of Sirdhha, elevated by Ranjit Singh from 'the rank
of a scullion to that of a general. The sons of Ranjit
Singh have each of them a large palace within the
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city, and the M&&iij& in his occasional visits to
Lahore, resides in the inner fort, or citadel, which
occupies the north-west angle of the city. Here
are extensive magaaines of warlike stores, and manufactures of muskets, cannon-balls, &c.
Lahore, seated within a mile of the RAvf river,
is not dependent upon it for water, having within
its walls numerous wells. It is surrounded with a
substantial brick wall, some twenty-five k t in
height, and sufficiently broad for a gun to traverse
on it. I t has many circular towers, and divers sided
bastions, at regular intervals. Ranjit Singh has surrounded the walls with a good trench, and carried
a line of handsome works and redoubts around the
entire circumference, which are plentifully garnished
with heavy artillery. He is constantly improving
the fortifications, under the guidance of his French
officers, and is removing the vast heap of rubbish
and ruins, which, as he justly o b s e r v ~would not
only cover the approaches of an enemy, but form
ready-made batteries for him. There are many
gates, as the MGrchi Derwiha, the Lohair Demdza,
the Delhi Derwha, the Atak Derwba, &c. The
last is also called Derwha Tanks& or the Mint
Gate, an appellation that led the Jesnit Teifenthrrller
into the error of supposing that in hiu time one of
the city gates retained t b name of Taxila. At the
LohQrD e r w h is a large piece of ordnance, called
the Banghi, and at the MGrchi D e r w h are two
or three tigers, encaged.

Without the walls are scattered on all sides
the ruins of the ancient city, which--although in
some places cleared away by the express orders
of the M&&riij$ as 'I have just noted, and in others
for the erection of cantonments and parade grounds
for the troops of the French camp, besides the constant diminution of their bulk in the search for
bricks and building-materials,-are still wonderful,
and convey vast ideas of the extent of ancient
Lahore. Numerous tombs, and other structures
are still standing, some of them nearly entire;
and such is their solidity that they seem, if not
absolutely to foil old Time, to yield to him almost
imperceptibly. West of Lahore, on the western
bank of the RAvi, is the beautiful and far-famed
tomb of the Emperor Jehhgir, or the Shadera.
I t is classed by the natives of H i n d G s h amongst
the four wonders which adorn their country, and
is certainly executed in a style of architecture
eminently chmte. Under Sikh domination, this
delightful specimen of Indian art is neglected, and
falling into ruin, besides being subject to desecration. The M&&r&jii gave it as a residence to
a French officer, M. Amise, who caused its chambers to be cleared of their accumulated filth, and
put the surrounding garden in order-when he died.
The MGssulrn6.m did not f'ail to attribute his death
to his temerity and impiety in daring to occupy
so sacred a place ; and they believe that the shade
of the emperor actually appeared to him, and an-
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nounced his death as the punishment for his crime.
Whether the Miih&iijii credited this tale I know
not, but he much regretted the loss of M. Amise,
and has since ordered the building to be closed,
and the entrances to be built up, while he has
forbidden farther dilapidation and desecrations.
The situation of the Shadera is most agreeable,
and has induced Ranjit Singh to raise a gardenhouse immediately to the north of it.
Another remarkable building south of the city,
and between it and the river, is the tomb of An&kalli, as called, concerning which is the following
popular story. Anhkrilli (an&gGl, probably, or
the pomegranate blossom) was a very handsome
youth, and the favourite attendant of an emperor
of HindGsth. When the prince would be in
company with the ladies of his h h , the fhvourite
page was not excluded. It happened, that one
day the emperor, seated with his females in an
apartment lined with looking-glasses, beheld, from
the reflected appearance of An&kalli, who stood
behind him, that he smiled. The monarch's construction of the intent of the smile proved melancholy to the smiler, who was ordered to be buried
alive. Anbkalli was, accordingly, placed, in an
upright position, at the appointed spot, and was
built around with bricks, while an immense superstructure waa raised over the sepulchre, the expense of which was defrayed, as tradition relates,
by the sale of one of his bangles. There were

formerly extensive gardens, and several buildings
connected with the tomb, but not ki vestige can
now be tm&d of them. This monument was once
occupied by Karak Singh, the eldest and only
legitimate son of the Mfiiriij6, but has subsequently been given to an Italian officer, M. Ventura, who has converted it into a h b m . Adjacent is the handeome house of M. Allard ; and in
front of it, a parade ground intervening, are the
lines of the regiments and battalions under their
orders. To the east of the city are the cantonments of the troops, commanded by M. Avitabile,
and Court, with the residences of those officers.
The mansion of the former, a Neapolitan, is painted
in a singular and grotesque firshion.
I n the neighbourhood of Lahore are many large
and delightful gardens; the fnrit-trees, flowering
shrubs and plants, are, however, those common in
Hindiisth, being very little mixed with the products peculiar to western countries. The f r u i t
trees are, the mango, the mulberry, the plantain,
the apple, and peach, of inferior size and quality ;
the j h a n , the fig, the karinda, the quinoe, the
orange, the lime, both acid and sweet, and the
date; the fruit of the last, however, is scarcely
eatable. Pomegranates also abound, but am not
primed, and there are a few vines. Melons am
so abundant that they are scarcely considered
fruit, although regularly oultivated ; they are, momover, very indifferent. There is a large proportion

of the lands near the city devoted to the culture
of vegetables, for the consumption of the inhabitants. Here, again, the ordinary esstern varieties, as b6dinjha, gourds of several kinds, karelIas, cucumbers, &c., are chiefly produced, there
being no novelties. Large fields of sweet-fennel
are common, grown, I believe, for the sake of the
seed. The flowers are in no great variety, and
selected with reference to the odour, chaplets being
made of the blossoms, and sold in the bwar. Gardens here, as in all eastern countries, are open to
the public ; and individuals, preserving due respect
for the fruits and flowers, may freely enter and
stroll about them ; but the mean practice prevails
of selling the produce ; from which sale the proprietor of a garden, be he king or slave; derives
a profit.
About three miles north-east of Lahore is the
renowned and once delightful garden of ShUmiir.
There are still the marble Osnks and fountains, witb
costly machinery, that once supplied the jet d'eaux.
The gay pavilions, and other buildings of this immense garden, have suffered not so much from the
dilapidation of time as from the depredation of the
MiWriij6, who has removed much of the' marble
and stones, of which they were wrnpoeed, to employ them in his new constructions at the fitvourite
religious capital of Amritsir, and the contiguone
fortress of Govindghar. Still, in its decline of
splendour, Shiil5miir has sufficient beauties to in-
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terest and delight a visitor, whose regret will be
powerfully excited that desolation should be suffered
to obscure the noblest garden which belonged to
the imperial fsmily of TaimGr.
Lahore, although possessing a certain degree of
trade and trafEc with its populous vicinity, is a dull
city, in a commercial sense. Amritsir has become
the great mart of the Panjtib, and the bankers and
capitalists of the country have taken up their
abodes there. I t has also absorbed, in great m e e
sure, the manufactures, and its prosperity has allured to it a vast number of the starving artisans
of Kbhmir.
Noh Kot, about a mile and a half south of
Lahore, was the headquarters of Ranjit Singh,
when he succeeded in obtaining possession of
Lahore, which, I wae informed, was effected in
the following manner.
The city, and destined capital of a powerful Sikh
kingdom, was then occupied by four Sikh chiefs,
each independent of the other, and all engaged in
mutual wadiire. While a&
thus stood h j i t
Singh presented himself before the place with seven
hundred horse. Tbe common danger united the
four chie$ who prepared to defend the city. The
young invader, unable, from the description of hia
troops, to make any impression upon a tow surrounded by a substantial wall, took up a position
at Noh Kot, whence he haraased the vicinity. He
remained some months adhering to the plan ha
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had adopted, when the cultivators of the garden
grounds, whose labours were neeemwily suspended,
became reduced to extremities to procure subsistence. Seeing no probability of a termination to
the evil, they applied to Ranjit Singh, and volunteered to -conduct him into the city by some unguarded or neglected entrance. He. confided in
their promises; and his troops were introduced at
night, when, after the slaughter usual on such ot+
casions, Rsnjit Singh became master of Lahore.
Hence may be dated the downfall of the independent Sikh chiefs, and the consequent supreme authority of their conqueror.
It may be deemed wperfluous to allude to the
religious belief and opinions of the Sikhs,
those
subjects have received the attention of Sir John
Malcolm, and others, who had access to the best
sources of information. My notice on such topice
will therefore be brief. It is certain that the Sikhs
of the present day have widely deviated from the
system of the founder of their sect, and have become, in place of harmless free-thinkers, a nation of
infuriated fanatics. This important change datea
from the reign of Aurangzib, whose intolerance led
him to persecute the Sikhs; and, as persecution
naturally begets resistance, the ninth a n d last of
the GGrhs, Govind Singh, who at that time presided
.over them, ordered his hllowers to arm; and the
sword waa drawn, which has never since been
,sheathed. Govind Singh, the Sikhs pretend, preVOL. I.
2E
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dicted to the bigoted emperor, that his kingdom
would be wrested from his successors by the men
who visited HindGsth in large ships. There is a
considerable difference between the system mtablished by the first gGrG, or teacher, B6bii Nhak,
and that introduced by the last warlike gG&
Govind Singh.
N h a k , I believe, was born of Miihomedan parents,
and was, probably, imbued with SGfi principles,
which closely resemble those he promulgated, as
respects the nature of the Deity, the kind of homage
most agreeable to him, the relative connexion of
body and soul, and the prospects of man in a
future state; they also coincide as concerns the
doctrine of equality, a condition of society which,
however impossible, is inculcated by both systems.
I t may be doubted whether N h k ever contemplated that the few disciples congregated around
him were the forerunners of a great and numerous
people, destined to future command and empire, or
that the doctrines he announced were decreed to
spread over extensive regions; yet, in the politid
state of his own and neighbouring countries at the
time he lived, the secondary laws he prescribed
for the regulation of his nascent community were,
unconscio$ly perhaps on his part, the ones beat
calculated to effect objects so extraordinary, by the
organizatiqn of a sect, that silently but surely increasing in strength and numbers, should, in the
fulness of time, develop itself, and aseert ite claims
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to power and ascendancy. In the first place, his
tenets, if such they may be called, could be appreciated by the most ordinary understandings, as they
are rather agreeable delusiom than sound and stern
truths, requiring the pain of reflection to be understood. In the second place, he allowed his votaries
every indulgence possible in diet and their manner
of life, compatible with the prejudices of the HindG
and Maomedan population around him. And lastly,
by enjoining conversion, he provided for the increase of his community, by securing the accession
of the oppressed and degraded of all faiths and
nations. By removing the distinction of caste, he
decoyed the miserable and ignorant HindG. And
it is notorious that it has been amongst the
lowest of the Jet agricultural population of the
Panjiib, that the vast proportiom of %kh converts
have been made ; and nothing is more remarkable
at the preaent day than the want of general knowledge prevailing amongst the Sikhs, even of the
highest rank.
,
With regard to articles of food, Ngnak has
merely forbidden his followers to eat the cow, a
prohibition due to the indelible prejudices of the
HindGs, of whom he hoped to make converts. H e
has permitted unqualified indulgence in wine, and
other intoxicating liquons. Like most founders of
new religions, he must needs forbid something,
and he ha8 therefore proscribed tobacco, which his
adherents are not permitted to touch; but as he
2x2
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well knew the practice of smoking the condemned
herb was general among HindCls, and could not but
be aware that tenacity of old customs and the
reluctance to dispense with wonted enjoyments
*ere characteristics in human nature, he wisely
enacted, lest the interdiction might prove an
obstacle to his favourite plan of conversion, that
any Hind6 on being admitted a Sikh, who had
previously been accustomed to smoke tobacco and
to drink wine, might, according to his pleasure,
continue the use of one or the other. I n his character as sn inspired person, it became him to prophesy. H e has done so, and in the various prophetical legacies ascribed to him, his followers view
the predictions of the capture of MOltb, Khhmir
Manklrah, Peshiwer, &c. ; in short, of every success
that has happened to them. There yet remains
to be fulfilled the capture of Klibal, before the
gates of which vast numbers of Sikhs are to fall,
and their subjection to British authority for one
hundred and forty years, (whieh they suppose will
commence -on the demise of Ranjit Singh.) At
the expiration of that period they are to emerge
from thraldom ;and being masters of HindGstb, are
to cross the ses and destroy the fortress of Lanka.
They are also to possess themselves of the holy
Mekka, and terminate the Maomedan religion.
The books I have seen containing these prophecies
are embellished with many pictorial illustrations.
The capture of Lanka is depicted by a number of
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monstrous looking men, with maces, demolishing
a series of towers, placed on the head of another
figure, equally hideous in appearance.
To allow the sect to acquire consistency a considerable period of repose was necessary, and it is probable this was secured by the unassnming habits and
moderate pretensions of the community under the
direction of its first eight gGrGs, aa I am not aware
that any mention is made of i t before the time of
Aurangzib. Up to that period their proud Miihomedan lords may have considered them aa merely
a sect of HindGs, objects of contempt but not of
persecution. How long they might have continued
in this obscure state is uncertain, had not the energetic but intolerant Aurangzib, amongst other vast
projects, undertaken to reform religion, and, with
this view, instituted an inquiry into the various
hiths professed by his subjects. I n the Panjib,
a land it would appear in all ages fruitful in heresies,
there were abundance of innovations and abuses
needing the strong arm of the monarch to repress ;
and the Sikhs, with their doctrines, which by him
must have been deemed inconceivably impious and
absurd, would naturally call for the decided exercise
of his zeal. His attempts, by coercion, after argument and command had failed, to compel them to
renounce their tenets, induced them, as I before
noted, to arm, and by revealing to them their
strength and powers of resistance, effected an entire
change in the constitution of their community. I

am unacquainted with the particulars of Aurangeib's persecution of the sect, but the S'rkhs say,
that their g h h , Govind Singh, fell into his power.
H e may have made many martyrs, but we need not
the testimony of his history to be certain that he
made little progress in the reclamation of the infidels. When death delivered the Sikhs from BO
terrible a persecutor the anarchy, which attended
the succession must have been in every way favourable to the augmentation of their numbers, and
consequently we find them exciting tumults, which
required the presence of the Delhi sovereigns to
repress. From this time they were most likely,
according to the temper of the age, or of the governor over them, subject to more or less oppression,
as the course of events had made them too prominent to escape notice; and as yet being unable,
from want of unity, to keep the field against their
adversaries, they adopted the plan open to them,
of irregular annoyance, and fell into the condition
little better than that of banditti, in which they
were found when the campaigns of Ahmed Sh&
again bring them forth to observation. During
this time, however, they had resolved into a multitude of little bands under various leaders, and had
established strong-holds and places of refuge without number. Their subsequent aggrandizement is
so well known, that an allusion to it suffices. The
rapid decline of the DGrdni empire, and the appearance amongst them of Ranjit Singh, enabled them
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to aseume a regular form of government, and to
erect a powerful kingdom from the wrecks of the
states and principalities around them.
It must be obvious, that the religious opinions
of the Sikhs are no lees at variance with the
dogmas of Hindtiism than they are in opposition
to those of I s l b . Still, the inveterate hostility
with which they regard the professors of the latter
faith have induced an involuntary inclination in
favour of the votaries of B r h a , which these,--&
though it coet some efforts to overcome their repugnance, allured perhape by the splendid s u e
cesses of the Sikhs, and indulging bright expectations from their growing power,-have at length
thought prudent to reciprocate. By establishing
colleges of their sect at Benhes the followers of
N h a k have, in some degree, ceased to be a peculiar class, as they have thereby evinced the desire
to be incorporated with the great body of HindGs ;
and the Br&mans who accorded the permiseion to
do so must have anticipated some overweaning
advantages, or they would scarcely have admitted
amongst them a people whose main principle of
conversion, and doctrine of equality, alike strike at
the very roots of the system they uphold. W e may
suspect that the crafty hierarchy, conscious of the
very little chance of the re-establishment of Hind6
supremacy, and anticipating the probable extension
of the new and vigorous sect, and its eventual domination in HindGsth, were willing, in such a case,

t9 associate themselves with it, and, for the preser-

vation of their own dignity and position to adopt
i t - a s in times of yore they did the victorious raw
of Katris, or Kjpbts.
I n ordinary intercourse with Hindhs the skhs
treat them with little courtesy, and the banya, o r
trader, seldom receives a more delicate appellative than ko* or dog. The Braman, however,
b more respected, and forms a part of the establishment of every chief, assisting in religious offices. As the number of gbriis, or teachers of
the sect, was limited to nine, who have long since
passed away, the Granth, or sacred volume containing their precepts, is now the subject of veneration, and for it they have a very great reapect.
It is lodged on a table, in a spacious apartment,
in most of their villages. All come and make
obeisance to i t ; and any one qualified may open
it, and read aloud a portion of it. Tbe Sikhs are
not enjoined to observe many forms or prayers.
I observed that generally in the evening they
offered up a short orison, which, in conformity to
the military complexion thrown over all their acts,
they repeated, firmly grasping with both hands
tbeir swords, and which concluded with a vociferous invocation to their g6r6 for victory, and
the extension of the faith. The cattle they
employ as food are slaughtered by having their
heads severed by a stroke of the sword. They
wear the Hind6 string, or cord, around their
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necks, m d use the tas14 or rosary. They generally style the Supreme Intelligence SLhib, and
call themselves Singhs, or Lions. Those who respectfully address them, salute them as Khklssjh,
or men of the commonwealth.
It wae long since foretold, by a celebrated traveller, Mr. Forster, that the Sikhs would become
a powerful nation, whenever some enterprising
chief should, by the destruction of their numerous petty leaders, unite them under his sole control. W e have witnemed the accomplishment
of this prediction by Ranjit Singh, and the %khs
have become an independent and powerful people. The system of numerous distinct but confederated chieftains arose from the patriarchal institution recommended by N h a k , who merely directed that his followere should, in any particular
crisis, assemble at the holy city of Amritsir.
Hence the assumed authority of h j i t Singh
must be considered as an infraction of the h d a mental laws of the
and although it has
been rendered agreeable to the majority of them
by their advancement to wealth and command,
in consequence of his manifold and splendid conquests, its establishment was long strenuously opposed, and was effected only by the subversion
of a multitude of chiefs, attached to the old order
of things. Ranjit Singh's policy baa led him to
make a new creation of chiefs and leaders, selecting them, generally, from tho lower c l w ,
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thereby forming a set of men attached to himself; and the new system to which they owe their
elevation. That the usurpation of Ranjit Singh
has been favourable to the increase of Sikh power
no one can doubt ; for, anterior to him, so far
from having any common object or bond of union
sufficient for the preservation of tranquillity amongst
them, they were, if not coalesced by the necessity of providing against danger from abroad, perpetually engaged in strife with each other. That
the consolidation of their power, and their subjection to authority has improved the state of society
with them, ie also undeniable, aa it has conferred upon them a reputation to sustain, which
they did not before enjoy. Time was that a Sikh
and a robber were synonymous term; now, few
thefta are heard of, and seldom or ever thoee
w h o l d e forays, to which the chiefs were once
so much addicted. If the predatory propensity
still lurk amongst some of them, the restraints of
justice prevent its indulgence. A t this day the
operation of the laws is so effective, that there are
few eastern countries in which the solitary traveller
can paes with more safety than the Panjgb.
In the reign of Ahmed Sh&, the first DGmi
sovereign, the Sikhs were prodigiously increasing
the number of their converts, and were excited by
all the frenzy and confidence of aspiring sectaries.
That great prince gave it aa his opinion, when urged
to attempt their control, that it waa prudent to de-
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fer attack upon them until the fervour of their religious enthusiasm had diminished. Z e m h Shllh, in
pursuance of his designs upon HindG&, several
times visited the Panjib, and wag extremely anxious
to have duly uubjected the Sikhs. He seems to
have employed both harsh and conciliatory measures, and so far succeeded that the several chiefs,
and amongst them Ranjit Singh, who was even then
powerful, were prevailed upon to visit Lahore, and
pay homage to him. The prince farther conceived
(or it was suggested by some of his advisere) the
project of making Lahore his capital, an arrangement which, if carried into effect, would have materially changed the train of even@ but which was
overruled by his principal s i r d k who would not
consent to abandon Khorash. I n one of Z e m h
ShWs expeditions Ranjit Singh, with his troops, it
is said, sought refuge at Pat'da, a t of the Satlej,
and repaid the Rgji for the asylum granted to him
by the seizure of many of his guns and other warlike implements, with which he had before been unprovided. I t is commonly aewrted in the Panjlib,
that the Sikhs became masters of arms and horses
by the plunder of the M M t t a armies, which flying
from the pursuit of Lord Lake, entered within their
borders. From the deposition of Z e m h S h b , the
politics of the AfghBns were too distracted to permit them to interfere with the skhs, who finally
defeated and slew the DGrU governor, located at
Lahore, and possessed,themselves of the city. Ran-
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jit Singh, who had received a kind of diploma as
chief of the Sikhs from Z e m h Shkh, had no ostensible part in this transaction; and, eventually, as I
have already related, acquired the city from thoae
who had. The capture of the capital led to the general acknowledgment of his authority, and beaidea
reducing the contumacious of his own sect, he di&ted his arms against the petty Mhhomedan rulers
bordering on the Satlej, and always contrived to
subdue or to circumvent them.
It is oertain, that during the reign of Sh& SGjah
the Sikhs called their great military chief, Piidahkh,
or king. The expulsion of that DGrMl prince, and
the confusion in the countries of the west, presented
opportunities of aggrandizement too tempting to be
neglected by the Lahore ruler, whose authority at
home had become sufficiently established to allow
him to direct his attention abroad. Yet, even under these circumstances, he displayed much forbearance and moderation, and it was only after much
provocation that he commenced to profit by the
anarchy prevalent in the states of the A f g h h empire. He possessed bimself of Atak and Kbhm'u,
of the provinces of MGlth and of Liya, and constituted the Indus the boundary of his kingdom, while
he made tributary the several petty chiefships on the
western banks. He also seizedD6ra G h b i K h h , and
D6ra Fati K h b , which had been in a manner evacuated by their owners. While thus employed in
the south and west, he was equally industrious and
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successful to the north amongst the various independent HindG states of the hills, subjecting JamG, and
establishing his claims to tribute in MandCh, &c.
He, moreover, obtained the strong hill fort of Kot
Khgrah, which he much coveted, from N j b Sensiir Chand of SGjahhpGr, as the price of expelling
an army of GGrkas, that besieged it. On the demise of this IUjb some two years since, he invaded
the territory of SGjahhpGr, on the most unjustifiable plea, and annexed it to his own dominion ; the
son of Sen& Chand seeking an asylum in British
HindGsth. Ranjit Singh has, moreover, invaded
BahkwalpGr under pretence, that the k h h had
assisted his enemy, Sh&h Sujah ul-MGlkh; and he
has exacted a tribute of nine liikhs of rupees, or onehalf of the revenue of the country. The fertile
province of Peshiiwer has also been devastated by the
Miihiirhjii, who not only requires an a
~ tribute
d
of horses, swords, jewels, rice, &c., but muds large
bodies of troops to ravage the country, apparently
with the view of keeping it depressed. In the same
manner his hordes annually visit the YGsaf Zai districts on the plain, and carry off a tribute in horsea
I n most cases, if the proportion of tribute be fixed,
it is little acted upon, and in the instance of the
petty states west of the Indus, is very much dependent upon the will of Hari Singh, Ranjit . Singh's
commander on the western frontier. At Pesbhwer
the evil of collection is seriously felt, for ten or fif.
teen thousand men sometimes march, and destroy
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the whole cultivation. The levy of the Bahiiwalpw
tribute also calls for the desbatch of a large force,
which does not, however, pass beyond Milsa, on the
northern bank of the GBrra To the east, Ranjit
Singh cannot pase the Satlej without violating his
engagements with the British; on all other sides
he is at liberty to act, and contemplates the conqueet of Sind, from which he has been in the habit
of receiving annual presents since his invasion of
BahAwalpGr, wheh his troops were puebed on to
Sabzal Kot, the frontier post of the Sindian temtory. Since I was at Lahore, the treachery which
put him poseeclsion of the Baloch provinces of HC
m d and Dgjil, has materially advanced the prosecution of his designs, by laying open to him the
road to the wealthy city of ShikbpGr. This important acquisition has induced a complete change
in the arrangements hitherto adopted as to the conquered states in that quarter. The town and temtory of DCra GhUl K h b , before farmed to the
kh$n of Bahgwalpfir, have been resumed, and M.
Ventura has been appointed governor, with orders to
build a strong fort, evidently intended for a pkroe
Garnres in the intended operations against Sind.
The petty chief of Sang-ghar has been also expelled,
and his lands .annexed to the government of
Mfilth.
The revenue of Ranjit Singh, I believe, may be
accurately estimated at two and a half cram of
rupeeg or about two and a half millions sterling.
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It is calculated, that after defraying the expensea
of his government and army, he is enabled to place
in deposit one crore of rupees annually. I t is
farther believed that he has already in his trsaeury
ten crores of rupees in money; and his various
magazines of military arms and stores are annually
increased in a certain ratio.
The military force of Ranjit Singh demands attention ; and I believe it may be estimated, in round
numbers, at seventy thousand men; of whom perhaps twenty thousand are disciplined, a h r the
French and other modes. I do not pretend to
speak positively as to the position and numbers
of the Sikh troops, but generally speaking the
following particulars may be nearly depended upon.

. . 10000

In Kbehmir
With the King

.

a000

Under ordera of SGparnid, the
Brhnan governor.

"". .. .. 1

8000
Shlr S i g h
Kd S i g h
Tdrah
ROOO
1500
Mji Daiyiin S i 6000
Had S i g h
1OOOO
KhGMil S i
aooo
800
S h hSih
600
Fati Singh
GmLS i h
800
Oacer commanding
500
at ManYrah
Ndjib Regiment
1000
M. Allard's Cayalry 8000
M. VB~~UIU'I
Infantry 4000

.
.
..

.
.
.
.
..
.
.
.

S o u of the king.

Prime Minister.
[Indar.
In command of the Frontier on
G M e d a , generally near the r i g .
One of the old chiefr.
In authority towardsrthe Setlej.
Q h n of MGlt&.

Ingarrison.
Banjit'e h t raised Battalion.
1 Regt. Lancete, 2 Regt. Degn.
R Battal. h@.1 Regt. L i t
Infant. & 1Regt. of Qfirkru.
M. Court'r I n h t r y 1000 Battalion Regt.
M. A6tebile'r Infantry 1000 Battalion Regt.

.
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M. Mevilla's InfUntry 1500 Battalion
Mr. Campbell'e Cavalry 1100 Thew offieefe were dianiesed
when I was at Lahore : the
Mr. &uron'e Cavalry
600
Regts. right Cavalry.
Dowkal S i s Paltan 1000 Battalion Begt.
Newly r a i d Battalion 1000 Under drill.
Camp of the late M.
Arnise. Infantry
4000 Battalion Regt.

.

I

.
. . . . ROO0

Cavalry
Artillery, reckoning

every gun, and BUP
poaing!2ooOune
Allowance forthe troops'
of RBj4 OGl4b Siigh
of Jam6 and the
several petty Sikh 10000
chiefs diepemed over
the country, and not
otherwise included

.

out

commandca

L -i t Cavalry.

and now in course of training by M. Allsrd.

.,

Total 78400

.

.

. .
The disciplined troops of Ranjit Singh have a
highly respectable appearance, are well clothed and
equipped, and appear to be in w&t of no necessaries. Their value in the field iemains yet to be
awertained. On the few occasions they have seen
service their enemies have not been of a stamp to
establish a criterion. The regiments are indiscriminately filled with M G s s u l m ~and Sikhs, .and
wear for headdresses the pagri of the Panjkb, 'each
regiment adopting a distinguishing colour, as red,
blue, green, &c. In other respects they are clothed
similarly to the native troops in the British lsidian
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service. The GGrkaa alone wear caps. As soldiers,
the natives of the PanjBb are extremely patient
of fatigue, and capable of making prodigious marches
with apparent ease ; on this point they pride themselves; and they evince not only willingness, but
pleasure and mutual emulation in learning military
exercises. But they are prone to plunder, and it
is invariably their custom at the close of a march
to separate from their camp, and to rove over the
country for four or five miles, armed with cudgels,
and making booty of anything that falls in their
way.
As men, physically speaking, the natives of the
Panjtlb are superior to those of Hindfish Proper.
Their limbs are muscular and well proportioned,
and they have a stoutness of leg and calf, seldom
eeen in the Hindfisthi. Instances of very tall
stature may be rare, the general standard being
a little above the middle size. The Sikhs are
certainly a fine race of men, particularly the better
classes. Their females, being seldom permitted to
go abroad, I can scarcely speak decidedly concerning them, but the five or six I have by
chance met with, would justify the supposition that
they are very attractive. They wear extraordinary
high conical caps, producing a curious effect, with
trowsera. The dress of the men is peculiar, but
not inelegant, consisting of the Panjlb pagri for
the head, a vest, or jacket, fitting close to the body
and arms, with large, bulky trowsera, terminating
VOL. I.
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at the knee, the legs from the knee being naked.
Ohieh occasionally wear full trowsers, which, however, are recent introductions, and many people
remember the time when the M a h i i j b and his
court could scarcely be said to wear trowsere a t
all. Over the shoulders, a scarf is usually thrown.
Generally speaking, them articles of dress are white.
The Sikhs, to their honour, are very cleanly in
their linen, in which particular they advantageously
differ from their MGssulm&n compstriote. Their
scarfs are usually trimmed with a coloured silk
border, and sometimes scarlet shawls, or other showy
fabrics, are employed. The Sikhs allow the hair
of their heads to attain ita full growth, and gather
it up into a knot at the crown, agreeably to the
old Jetic fashion. By pressing it tightly back from
the forehead they somewhat elevate the upper
part of the face, which imparts a peculiar cast to
the countenance.
The Sikhs are almost exclusively a military and
agricultural people. They pay much attention to
the breeding of horses, and there is scarcely one
of them who has not one or more brood mares.
Hence, amongst the irregular cavalry--+ aervice to
which they are partial-nearly every man's horse
is bon& j
& his own property, and even in the
regular cavalry a very trifling proportion of the
horses belongs to the Miih&iij& It must be confeseed that the Sikhs are barbarous, so far as the
want of information and intelligence can make

I
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them, yet they have not that savage disposition
which makes demons of the rude tribes of the
more western countries. They are frank, generous,
social, and lively. The cruelties they have practised against the M6homedans in the countriea
they have subdued ought not, I think, to be
alleged against them as a proof of their ferocity.
Heaven knows, the fury of the bigoted Miihome- .
dau is terrible, and the persecuted Sikhs, in their
day, were literally hunted like beasts of the field.
At present, flushed by a aeries of victories, they
have a zeal and buoyancy of spirit amounting to
enthusiasm ; and with the power of taking the
moef exemplary revenge, they have been still more
lenient than the MBhomedans were ever towards
them. Morality, I believe, is scarcely recognized
amongst them, and chmtity, I have been told, is
neither observed nor expected to be observed by
their females. It is no unusual arrangement for
the many brothem of a family to have a wife
in common; and I have known the soldiers of M.
Allard request permission to visit their homes,
alleging that their brothers had gone on a journey,
and their wives were alone. The plea was conmdered a good one. Suoh customs must not be
imputable to them as Sikhs, they are rather the
remains of an ancient and rude state of soaiety.
It muat also be observed, that trespasses on the
mlea of decency must be made by themseives, and
amongst themselves; liberties taken by strangers
2
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would be held as crimes, and resented accordingly. Should the Sikhs continue an independent
nation, it may be supposed that increased civilization will gradually remove these traces of barbarism. Though professed converters, they are perfectly tolerant, and though singular in some of
their usages, they never require others to imitate
them. On the whole, having seen the turbulent
tribes of K h o m h , and the milder rams of Sind
and BahPwalpGr, I was pleased with the S i
and could believe that, when in course of time
they grow a little more enlightened, they will become a superior people.
The Sikh irregular cavalry have a peculiar exercise, at which they are very expert. I n action,
their reliance is not so much upon the charge,
as upon a desultory species of warfare, to which
they are well trained. It consists in advancing
upon their enemies until their matchlocks can take
effect, discharging them, and precipitately retreating to reload, and to repeat the same manaeume.
They are considered good shots ; and their plan has
generally answered, but they have had to encounter
no opponents provided with strong divisions of
artillery. Yet it must not be forgotten, that in
two or three actions with the Afghans, when these
latter thought fit to fight, the Sikhs have been
unable to withatand the fury of the Dbr6ni charge.
There is amongst the Sikhs a class of military
fanatics, called Aka-,
who clothe themselves in

1
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black, and are always armed in a most profuse
manner. Some of them have half a dozen swords
stuck about them and their horses, and aa many
pistols, and other arms. They carry round the top
of their pagri a circular steel disc, with a ri*
perhaps an inch broad, the edge of which is very
sharp. 1, at first, supposed this instrument was
intended to break the cut of a sword, but learned
that it was an offensive weapon, thrown by the
hand; and I was assured that thew men could
eject it with such force that they could divide the
.leg of a horse, or even of an elephant.
The pay of the troops, provided for by jiigh're,
or the assignment of lands, is, of course, very variable. That of the regular infantry, is said to be
one rupee higher to the private soldier than in
the British service. The pay of the officers in the
regular battalions is also fixed, but still fluctuates,
aa those made by the Mfiibiijii himself receive
extravagant allowances, while those promoted by
the commanding officers receive only the regulated stipend. The troops are not paid with punctuality, but they are certain of receiving all arrears once during the year. The Sikhs are allowed every year the indulgence of leave for three
months, to visit their homes. They return at the
annual festival of Dasskrah, when the M a k i i j a
reviews the assembled force of his kingdom. Amritsir is usually the spot elected for this review.
The Sikhs, being permitted the free use of wine,
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it is much to their credit that during the nine
months they are present with their regiments the
greater part of them abstain from it, and make
up for their fbrbearance during the revelry of the
liberty season.
Ranjit Singh ie the son of Mat5 Singh, and
was born at Giijarlinwilla, a small tow about
eixty milea west of Lahore. In hia early infancy
he manifested a predilection for war, and all hin
dusements had reference to that art. Such waa
the barbarism of the Sikhs at that period, that the
young son of a chief was not taught to read or
to write, accomplishments which he has never since
acquired. On the demise of his father, being yet a
minor, his mother assumed the authority ; but suspecting that she intended to keep his patrimony
from him, he dew her, and by so t e d c a deed
acquired the government of his native town, and
the command of two dousand horse. From that
moment he commenced his plans of aggrandizement. It was one of his finst objects to wise a
disciplined regiment of foreigners, a singular proof
of sagacity, in a country where every one was a
horseman. This regiment, his present Najib Paltan, was of eminent service to him, and now enjoys many privileges. H e was some yeam employed in the reduction of his own countrymen,
and finally, by taking advantage of the dimrdem
in Afghbist%n, has become r powerful prince;
and the only absolutely independent one in what
'
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may be termed HindGst6.n. Ranjit Singh owes
his elevation to his o h ability and energy, favoured by the concurring circumstances of the
times. He has always been his own counsellor;
and at ppresent, surrounded with bfficers and minib
tern, he takes no opinion on important state a&
fairs. As a general, setting aside his good fortune,
he has exhibited decisive proofs of great personal
valour, quickness of conception, and prbmptitude
of execution. He exemplified in the inveetment
of M b l h an acquaintance with stratagem, and
in the siege of Mankirah remarkable perseverance, and a possession of resources to meet difficulties, that would have done honour to any general. In his campaigns on the Indus his achieve
ments were of the most brilliant kind, and no
commander could have surpaseed him in the
beauty and celerity of his movements. In his
relation with his troops he appears to great adad.
vantage, enjoying the general esteem, which his
kindness and liberality have secured. Not a day
passes without thousands of fervent aspirations for
the continuance of his life. He is equally popular with the generality of his subjeots, and rules
with an equal hand both MGsaulmh and HindG.
The only hardship of which the former complains
is the interdiotion of azln, or summons to prayers.
His devsstation of oountries, on their subjectiona measure seemingly injurious to his own inkrests-does not originate so much in cruelty as
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in obedience to a barbarous system of warfare,
long established in these countries.
The annual visits to Peshgwer, and other dependent states, are evidently made with the political view of keeping them depreesed, and of preventing the poesibility of reaction. Although himself illiterate, he has a respect for acquirements
in others, and when occasion presented itself,
during his first visit to Peshiwer, of showing his
esteem for literature, he did not neglect it, and
issued positive orders for the preservation of the
extensive library of the MGssulmAn saint at Chamkanni. He must be deemed charitable, if we may
judge from the large sums daily lavished upon %quire and others, and his bounty extends to the
Mihornedan as well as the HindG. He is undoubtedly gifted with liberality of mind, as evinced
in his deportment to his Miihomedan subjects, who
are admitted to all posts and ranks. His c o d dential physician is ftiquir Azziz-al-Din, and no
man perhaps is more trusted by him. Although
he has elevated some of his menial servants to the
highest commands in the state, it must be admitted
that they have proved men of high merit, as Hari
Singh, KhGshiiil Singh, and others. The former
of these was, however, a towns-fellow, and playmate of the MfiiGjii in his childhood; and the
prince has not a more devoted subject or a more
intrepid general. Mir Dhaiyh Singh, it is said,
was found a stripling in the jangal on some ra-

vagiug expedition ; his personal attractions pleased
the h18hiiriijb; and his subservience to his impure
desires has effected his promotion to the dignity
of minister and riij6, and the advancement of
all his family. He has not proved deficient in
talent, although much so in moral excellence, unlese he be belied. Mir Dhaiyh Singh ha8 two
brothers, GGlLb Singh and SGchit Singh ; both have
been created r6j& ; and GG16b Singh, as governor
of JamG, possesses very great power. SGchit Singh,
it is mserted, was once as much a favourite of the
Mfibiijii as his brother, Dhaiyh Singh. These
three brothers, called the. RajL, have been raised
to more influence than perhaps is agreeable to
Ranjit Singh, but it was his own act; and however repentant, he scruples to acknowledge his
error by degrading them. Yet it is popularly
believed, that if he could get them together he
would not hesitate to seize them ; but they, aware
s f the probability of such an accident, take care
never to attend the court at the same time.
Ranjit Singh has but one son, Karak Singh, who
is considered legitimate, or who is believed by
himself to be so, according to report. This prince
has proved incapable of command; and his father
has been obliged to remove most of the troops
he placed under him, owing to the disorders his
son permitted, or was unable to control. H e is
esteemed imbecile, but, I suspect, is merely of a
mild, placid disposition, averse to cruelty as to
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exertion. H e has frequently remonstrated against
the violent meaaures of his fkther, particularly
against the occupation of SGjahhpGr, with the
young r&j&of which he had contracted friendship
by the exchange of turbans. RajL Dhaiyb Singh,
it is said, presumed to intrigue with his wife, an
injury which might have p d over unnoticed
by him, but was resented by Shh Singh, who castigated the ofinder in open d a r k . Karak Singh
has a young son, Noh Niha Singh, of whom Ranjit
Bingh, and the Sikhs generally, entertain great hopes
and high expectations.
Shir Singh is the son of one of Ranjit Singh's
wives, whom he married for political purposes, and
whose turbulent apirit has occasioned him much
trouble. In his cups, the M&&@& declares her
o w r i n g to be due to some dhob5, or washerman.
The young man has, however, merit, which procures his W i g treated with respect. He is brave
and generous, and very popular with the soldiery.
He attaches himself a good deal to the French
efficers, and to Europeans generally; and many
people, looking at the incapacity of Karak Singh,
consider his prospects favourable; but he is extremely dissipated.
Besides these, there are three others, Tiinah
Singh, Peehiwar Singh, and K&hmiri Singh ; by
universal opinion pronounced supposititious, the sons
of various females, whose fortune has located them
in the Mtihik6jL's h h m . By the little notice he
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takes of them, the prince plainly shows that he
coincides with the public sentiment.
I t is already foreseen, even by the Sikhs, that
the m d o n will be disputed; and the death of
Ranjit Singh will, inevitably, involve the Panjiib
in all the horrors of anarchy. In pereon, the M C
hirtijb is a little below the m i m e size, and very
meagre. His complexion is fair, and his features
regular, with an aquiline nose. He carries a long
white beard, and wants the left eye. Though
apparently far advanced in years, I believe he has
not completed fifty. On the right side of his
neck a large scar is visible, probably the e&t
of a wound. In his diet he is represented to be abstemious, but has always been perniciously prone
to copious cups of the strongest spirits, which, with
his unbounded sensuality, has brought on him premature old age, with a serious burthen of infirmities: for some ailment, he makes daily use of
laudanum. Simple in his dress, which is of white
linen, he wears on his arm the celebrated diamond
Koh-i-NGr, of which he deprived Sh& SGj& a1
MGlkh, who had promised it to him, but first
attempted to dupe him, and then to withhold it
altogether. His attendants, domestics, &c. are
splendidly clad, and display a profusion of gold
and jewelled ornaments. Although Ranjit Singh,
in his relations with the MGssulmh to the west,
assumes a high tone, at home he simply styles
himself Sirkk. In his affairs with the Afghhs
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he has always received ample provocation ; and
the shameless deceit and perfidy, constantly played
off upon him by their short-sighted and unprincipled chiefs and politicians, deserved the vengeance
he has inflicted upon them.
To sum up his character as a public man, h e
is a prince of consummate ability, a warrior brave
and skilful, and a good, but crafty statesman. In
his private or individual capacity, he has many
shining qualities; but they are obscured by many
failings, and by habits so grossly sensual that they
can scarcely be excused by the knowledge that
they may be attributed to the- barbarous period
at which he wss born, or by the fact that in such
respect he is not worse than many of his cornpatriots. If there be a prince of antiquity to
whom he may be compared, I think it might be
Philip of Macedon; both claim our admiration
as public characters, and our censure as private
men. On a review, however, of their actiohs, their
means, and advantages of birth, it may be conceded
that the more splendid career hss b&n run by the
conqueror of the PanjAb.
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THE Mtihiiriijt5 was at Lahore when I arrived, but
soon departed for Amnitsir, to celebrate the annual
festival of the DassCrah; on which occasion he re
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views the collective force of his kingdom, being
exceedingly fond of military display. H e did not
return until the close of the rainy season, and I declined the honour of an interview wit,h him-which
General Allard was willing to have brought aboutas I did not purpose to remain ; and I was aware
that if by chance the Miihbiijii should be pleased
with me, he would propose, in course, that I should
engage in his service. The general had wished that
I should have made a sketch of Lahore, for presentation to the M&&ij& as, he observed, that it was
necessary to amuse, as well as to be useful to him ;
but I did not do m for the reasons just stated.
I could plainly see that the M&biij;jfs service,
however lucrative, had disadvantages ; and not the
least of them, in my opinion, was that of being compelled to minister to the gratification of his caprice
and vanity, or to become the instrument of his vengeance and exactions. Even General Allard condescended to serve the M6hk6jQ's views in such
respects, and while I was there had in charge two
Braman prisoners, who were most ignominiously
treated, and tortured with thumb-ecrews, under the
notion of forcing them to disgorge the wealth they
were accused of having amassed in Kbhmir. The
men may have been guilty; but I grieved to hear
that their religious prejudices as to food had been
purposely violated, and to witnees them occupied,
under terror of the bayonet, in the degrading labour
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of bringing baskets of earth on their heads into the
general's gardens.
If I left Lahore with regret, after the favours I
had received, I was glad to escape from the oppressive heat, and the plague of flies, more annoying
there than at any place I remember to have seen.
I had the choice of dropping down the E d in
boats, or of taking the land mute on the eastern
bank of the river, by Siitgharra and TGlfimba ; the
direct one by Saiyaddla, which I had before travelled, being impassable from rains and inundations.
I preferred the land route, and from Lahore rode,
-for I had purchased a small horse--to NibpGr.
Here one J G k Singh, a Sikh, took me to the daram&a, and my horse to his own dwelling. As I followed him through the village I had an opportunity
of seeing many of the Sikh females, who not expecting an intruder, were taken by surprise, and had not
time to conceal themselves. They were generally
very well-looking. Jfib Singh furnished my repast,
and in the morning refused an equivalent.
To Mangah, five cosses distant, there was excellent p ~ t u r eland ; and on the road I was overtaken
by a respectable Miihomedan party of mounted Baloches, natives of Mangah. They were gaily attired,
with silken shawls, of gaudy colours, loosely bound
round their heads, while their glossy black hair, in
luxuriant ringlets, and duly oiled, depended upon
their shoulders. About two cossea beyond Mangah
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I found a walled-in village, where I put up at a t a k h
Two or three Sikh villagers had tendered their h o g
yitable offices, when a person arrived with a message from T h a G r Singh, a young Sikh sirdb, encamped near the village. I went to him, and was
most civilly received by a handsome intelligent
youth, apparently sixteen or seventeen years of age ;
and, as he was going to MGltAn, it was instantly
agreed that we should be companions for the jonrney. I left him, promising to be ready in the moming when he and his cavalcade marched. During
the night a heavy shower of rain fell and disquieted
me, as I had no place of shelter, and my effects
were mmpletely soaked. In the morning, proceeding towards the S'kh camp, I fell in with a servant
of the sirdh, whom I accompanied in advance, but
learned, afterwards, that the party was behind. We
passed a variety of villages, principally inhabited by
Sikhs; and in all of them were substantial brick
houses.
They had generally small bmar~,and
around them, more or less, cultivated land ; yet the
whole country was essentially a p i n g one. There
is no Sikh family that has not a brood mare or two,
and the number of horned cattle was extraordinary.
Over the jangal bushes and trees I was pleased to
observe, twining and in bloom, the convolvulus
major. The Sikhs as we passed along were evidently disposed to be merry at my expense ; a Feringhi, for the first time seen amongst them, being
naturally considered a para avis ;and I had reason to
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congratulate myself that I was in company sufficient
to restrain their propensity to mirth. To their
honour, it must be allowed, that their villages are
particularly clean, and a certain quietude reigns
amongst them, which causes the traveller to regret
that he passes them so quickly. On reaching the
spot intended for encampment, at some distance
from a village, we were soon joined by ThiikGr
Singh and his party. My nag was directed to be
placed in line with his own horses, and to be taken
equal care of, while, I waa informed, that I should
not be permitted to incur any expense, however trifling, during my stay in the camp. The sirdh was
son to S h b Singh, one of the few old Sikh
chiefs not absolutely pauperized by Ranjit Singh,
It was said that the father of S h h Singh, by
name Mh&l Singh, was warlike and powerful, and
that Ranjit Singh fearing him, courted his friendship. On his demise, however, the M6hb6jii alienated much of the b i l y property, S h b Singh being
of milder disposition, and therefore less respected.
He, nevertheless, enjoys a revenue of three l&hs of
rupees, from a tract of county between Lahore and
JamG, and keeps in pay about eight hundred followers, chiefly horsemen. It was now contemplated by
Ranjit Singh to unite his grandson, Noh ~ i h i i l
Singh, (son of Karak Singh,) with the daughter of
Shim Singh. Such an alliance induced flattering
expectations, Noh Nih&l Singh being presumptive
heir to the Sikh throne. This union did eventually
VOL. I.
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ensue, but was dissolved on earth by the death of
the young Noh Nih&l, occasioned by one of the
most surprising accidents it has been the fate of the
Sikhs to witness.
A t this time, Th&Gr Singh was proceeding to
arrange differences which had arisen between the
SGbahdk Sohand Mall and the K h h of BahkwalpGr. H e was accompanied by his uncle, KhGshiil
Singh, a highly respectable old chief, and, besides
his personal attendants and miinshis, had about one
hundred and fifty horsemen, a small field-piece
drawn by bullocks, and six camels carrying swivels.
Amongst his followers were a band of musiciane,
two falconers, and a Briihman, who daily performed
some mystic ritea connected with his superstitions.
One of his mGnshb, Haiyiit K h h , a well-informed
Miihomedan, was directed to see that I needed nothing, as he was supposed to be best acquainted with
European habits, and on that amount was acctw
tomed to tranmt business with the French officers
at Lahore.
W e made three or four marches, usually of eight
or ten cosses each, passing numerons villages with
%kh castles and towers, the largest of which waa
SAtgharra (the Seven Castles), the county abounding in pasture, and the jangal more or leas wooded.
Besides dwarf tamarisks and mimosas, Mr and pipal
tmm only occurred in number, two or three cypreee
trees being obeerved near villages. W e alwaya
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halted at some distance from the villages ; and a
grove of pipals was generally selected, the shade
thereof obviating the necessity for erecting tents.
This tract of bounty was held in jiighir by U j i
Mir Dhaiyh Singh.
On reaching our encampments Th&Gr Singh
always repeated some prayer over a basin of warmed
ghee, produced by the Br&hman, who alike mumbled
something, and at the mnclusion dropped into the
fluid a pais, or piece of copper money. He was
extremely inquisitive on all points connected with
Europeans ; and during my stay with him I enabled
him to arrange a voluminous vocabulary of the
Engliah language ; he in' turn teaching me his GGrGs
alphabet. I was surprised at his acquainhoe with
Christian tenets, which I found he had acquired from
tracts, translated into the dialede of the Panjkb;
and he one day asked for an explanation of that
portion of the dbouree on the mount in which it
is stated, " If an eye offend thee, pluck it out," &c.
In the evenings a darb8i was held, at which the
soldiere presented themselves, and saluted with the
customary Sikh exclamation of " WAh ! W& !
GfirG-ji ! Fatteh !" or " Bravo ! bravo ! oh, GGrG !
victory !" Amongst these were one or twp of the
b t i c Ak&lh, or immortals, dietinguiehed by their
dark dreeees, and a peculiar energy of manner and
expreeeion. A t theae darbh ThQkfu Singh always
placed me rm the same seat with himself and uncle,
2a2
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and held my hand within his, so assiduous was h e
to show attention, and so politely did he acquit
himself.
When the periods of repast arrived, the viands,
&c. intended for me were placed separately on a
kind of tray, and submitted to the young sirddr's
inspection, that he might see no delicacy was o m i t
ted which his travelling stores contained, or which
could be procured in the neighbouring villages.
A long march preceded our arrival at Haripah,
through jangal of the closest description. East of
the village was an abundance of luxuriant grass,
where, along with many others, I went to allow my
nag to graze. When I joined the camp I found it
in front of the village and ruinous brick castle.
Behind us was a large circular mound, or eminence,
and to the west was an irregular rocky height,
crowned with remains of buildings, in fragmehts of
walls, with niches, after the eastern manner. The
latter elevation was undoubtedly a natural object ;
the former being of earth only, was obviously a n
artificial one. I examined the remains on the
height, and found two circular perforated stones,
afErmed to have been used as bangles, or armrings, by a Squir of renown. H e has also credit
for having subsisted on earth, and other unusual
substances, and his depraved appetite is instanced
in testimony of his sanctity. The entire neighbourhood is embellished with numerous pipal trees,
some of them in the lsst stage of lingering exis-
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tence; bespeaking a great antiquity, when we remember their longevity. The walls and towers of
the castle are remarkably high, though, from having
been long deserted, they exhibit in some parts the
ravages of time and decay. Between our camp and
it extended a deep trench, now overgrown with
grass and plants. Tradition kFirms the existence
here of a city, so considerable 'that i t extended to
Chicha Wiitni, thirteen cosses distant, and that i t
was destroyed by a particular visitation of Providence, brought down by the lust and crimes of the
sovereign.
W e were cautioned by the inhabitants, that on
the plain we were likely to be assailed by makkahs,
or stinging-gnats ; and in the evening we ascended
the circular mound behind us. There was ample
room on the summit to receive the party and horses
belonging to it. I t was impossible to survey the
scene before us, and to look upon the ground on
which we stood, without perceiving that every con.
dition of Arrian's Sangala was here fulfilled,-the
brick fortress, with a lake, or rather swamp, at the
north-eastern angle ; the mound, protected by a triple
row of chariots, and defended by the Kathi before
they suffered themselves to be shut up within their
walls; and the trench between the mound and
fortress, by which the circumvallation of the place
was completed, and whence engines were directed
against it. The data of Arrian are very minute,
and can scarcely be misapplied to Haripah, the
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position of which also perfectly coincides with what,
from inference, we must assign to Sangala. I have
made public my convictions on this point, but repeat
them, aa I doubt not they are just ; and the identification of Sangala gives a point from which we may
safely calculate upon the site of the celebrated
altars of Alexander, which, in all probability, were
in the neighbourhood of Pi& Pattan, on the Satlej,
two marches from Haripah, Alexander having there
gained the high road into India, which was afterwards followed by Taimfir.
The verification of the site of Sangala is farther
important, because, subsequent to its destruction
by the Macedonian leader, it again rose into consequence under the name of Euthydemia, clearly referring to a renowned king of Bactria, and which
change in its fortunes is snpposed to be owing to one
of his sons ;and we know of no other than Demetrius.
Our precautions were vain against the swarms
of our tiny antagonists, the gnats, and at sunset they
so annoyed us, and particularly the horses, which
became absolutely frantic, that we had no alternative but to decamp, and march throughout the
night.
Towards two or three o'clock in the morning we
reached the mall village of Chicha Wa& eeated
on the RAvi. Our entire course had been through
close jangal, in many parts under water, and just
before reaching the village, part of the company,
with whom I had preceded the rest, came upon a
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small arm or cut from the river, which we crossed
on horseback, the depth of the water barely permitting us. On this occasion, on attempting to
ascend the further bank my h o w fell back with
me into the water, and besides being myself well
ducked, my saddle-bags were completely soaked.
We had mistaken the road, as Th&Gr Singh, who
followed it, avoided this obstacle. At this village
we missed the pipal groves and occupied houses.
The inhabitants were chiefly Mihomedana; and
there were two Sikhe stationed, as we afterwards
found was the case in every Mihornedan village.
There was a large ferry-boat here, in which, in
company with ThiikGr Singh and hie band of musicians, we were rowed up and d o h the river in the
evening. Some of the men took idle shots at alligators basking freely on the banks.
From Chicha Watni we made a long march of
fifteen cossee, once touching on the river, through
jangal less close and drier. Another march brought
ue to the neighbourhood of TGlhba, surrounded
with groves of date-treee, and, to appearance, a
large, populous and walled-in town. I did not visit
it, for although we stayed three or four days in its
neighbourhood, I fell sick. Close to our camp was,
however, the ruins of a mud fortress, with walls and
towers unusually high and thick. I cannot call to
mind the name it bears. It was considered so extraordinary, that ThiikGr Singh, with all his Sikhs, went
to inspect it, and I, being then well, accompanied

.
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them. I t needed not the murmurs of tradition to
assert its antiquity, and must have been in the
ancient time a remarkably strong fortrew. Like
Haripah, its destruction is ascribed to t h e crimes of
its rulers.
If my view of the operations of Alexander in this
part of the country be correct, TGlGmba represents
the capital of the Malli, which could not have been
MGlth, even though its name be rightly M@ia
t h h , as that only tends to prove that i t was one
of the confederated towns, which may be readily
granted without admitting that it was the principd.
There is a chance that in the old mud fortress we
have the remains of the fort held by B a r n
whose defence was so obstinate, and so htal to
themselves, and which was evidently immediately
contiguous to the capital of the Malli.
I made the h t march from Thldmba on horseback, but grew so unwell, that the second I was
accommodated in the state-carriage, drawn by two
fine horses, belonging to ThtikGr Singh; and so
obliging was the young sirdh, thst he made it
a point to be my companion during the latter half
of the journeys we made. In this manner we
reached Miiltgn, and encamped near the zi4rat of
Shams TiibrCzi. Between Chicha Watni and TGIGmba, and from the latter place towards MGltb
the country is inhabited by the Katti tribes, apparently the descendants of Alexander's determined
opponents. They are a pastoral people, dwelling
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in temporary villages, and keep amazingly numerous
herds of homed cattle. For every head of cattle
they pay a tax of one rupee to the government.
They traffic largely in ghee ; but although they are
rich in rural wealth, they have not the most honest
or peaceable reputation. As MGlth is neared, the
soil, which from TGlGmba had become light and
sandy in a degree, is now decidedly so, and fixed
villages again commence. In each of them is a
square tower, the indication of former P a t h rule.
Near these villages the pfpal is generally superseded
by the ghaz, or tamarisk, which attains an enormous
growth, but yields an insufficient shade.
W e remained many days at M G l t b ; but my
disorder, a bilious fever, grew upon me, and I was
little able to enjoy, or to benefit by my stay. I
had made a sketch of the town, which showing
to Haiyat K h h , he conveyed it to ThAkGr Singh,
who smiled, and said, I was sent by the Sahib loghs
to take sketches of the country. I t was returned
at the time, but at night was taken from under
my pillow. When at Haripah I had also sketched
the old fort. The paper was handed from one to
the other, and I have now to regret its loss.
At length Th&Gr Singh continued his march
to SGjah Kot, and encamped in the garden of
Mozafar Khtln. I remained many days with him,
and ridded myself of the fever, which, nevertheless,
left me extremely weak; on which account he
wished me to prolong my stay, but I was anxious
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to proceed. With difficulty I procured hie consent, and took leave of him and his uncle, having
received the most friendly attention while in their
camp. ThikGr Singh had even purposed to have
presented me with a sum of money, and KhGsh&l
Singh had approved of it. I t was not offered, becsuse
I had told Haiyit KhAn, in the most positive
manner, that I would not accept it. He had also
frequently wished me to remain with him altogether, as far as I could judge, with sincerity,
stating, that he could not be so munificent as the
Great Sirkb, (Ranjit Singh,) but that he could
. give one thoueand rupeea per month, and when
the marriage of his sieter took place he might be
able to do more.
I often remembered Th&& Singh and his kindnesses; but yeare had elapsed, when at Peshiiwer,
in 1838, I had again the pleasure to meet him.
H e was as friendly as ever ; we exchanged presents
of horses ; but I departed without bidding him
farewell ; an omission occasioned, and I trust to
be excused, by the knowledge that he had prepared a costly parting present, which I did not
choose to accept.
Once more alone, I reached F
'lrJelapGr, and
thence proceeded to Uch. From which place, on
the road to Allahabiid, I misaed my way, an accident which led me to a village, GGgGjarwflla, where
the principal, a Mogal, as he said, by descent,
treated me handsomely, and detained me a day
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to fe& on venison. Thence I passed on to Allahabbd, and by the road I had before travelled to
FikilpGr, where I remained a few days with m m a t
KhAn and his party. On leaving I took one of
his men to accompany me to KhairpGr, because
I was aware, from what I had before seen of the
administration in Sind, that, being mounted and
a stranger, I should be searched at every post
where government officers were stationed, and that
altercation might arise, unless I had some one to
explain. I arrived at' Rohri without any aerious
interruption, and found Mir Mob&ak, a son of
Mir Sohrbb, about to take boat for Haidarabiid.
One of his suite accosted me, and, finding that I
was going there, spoke, untold by me, to the Mir,
and obtained his consent that I should take my
place in the boats. The M'u departed, amid the
benedictions of his brothers and crowds assembled
on the banks, but when I was about to put my
horse into one of the boats, it was objected that
the animal could not be received, although I might
go if I pleased. I would not assent to this arrangement, and therefore proceeded to KhairpGr,
where I now stayed a few days, the guest of Fati
Mihomed Ghori, who, while he took no notice
of me when I was there before, did not think me
unworthy of his civilities when I did not need
them. I went to visit my old friend MGlla HWi,
when Fat5 Mihomed observed me, and beckoning
me to him, he said, "Why not come and stay at

my house, where you and your horse shall be taken
care of. Feringhis, when they pass through KhairpGr, always put up with me." After a few days,
in which I learned that the direct route from
Khairpfir to HaidaraKd was perilous at the point
where the frontiers of the two territories unite,
from the feuds of the border tribes, encouraged,
perhaps, by the policy of the m'h themselves, I
adopted the suggestion of going to Ladkhha, with
the expectation of finding there Afghh merchants,
with whom I might drop down the river. I did
not take the nearest road, but returned to Rohri,
and there crossing the river, paased on to Shikiirpiir, where I stayed again a few days. I was
received by an A f g h h in the service of K b i m
Sh&, and lodged in the house with his family.
One of his neighbours, an Afghb, I believe, also,
either had, or pretended to have, a great dread
of me, for a reason I had never before heard advanced ; viz. that aa a Feringhi, I possessed an evil
eye, and could at pleasure bewitch his wife and _
his daughter. My host treated the allegation with
ridicule, though his neighbour insisted that he was
right, and cited book authorities; and the affair only
ceased when the former threatened to consider such
an injurious suspicion as an insult to himself.
Ladkhba, or Lbkhflna, was twenty-one cosses
from Shikiirpfir, and as the road leads through
jangal, and is unsafe, my A f g h b and his brother
accompanied me. W e passed a night at a village
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on the road, and immediately preceding the town
crossed a large .canal, on which it is situated. My
horse, never a very good one, had become of little
use to me, and I parted with him to the A f g h h
for a trifling consideration, having met with, as
I expected, a fruit merchant of Kflbal, Nazzar
Mfiomed, who brings annually supplies for the
Haidarabiid Am'm. A government boat was waiting for him and his party at the bandar, or river
station, and he was agreeable that I should avail
myself of it.
Ladkhha was a large, populous, and commercial
town, the bazars exhibiting great activity. I t was
governed by the NawPb Wali Mihorned, of the
Lighh;, a Baloch tribe, who is styled the Vazir
of Sind. He is very popular, and his sway is mild.
In company with Nazzar Miihomed, I started for
the bandar, six or seven cosses distant, but we
missed our road, and were wandering nearly throughout the day. W e crossed the N S i a cut or branch
of the Indus, which, with a singularly irregular
course, winds through the beautiful country west
of the main river to Shhwan, where it rejoins,
after forming the lake ManchGr. On the banks
of the NQri, near Ladkhka, are the remains of an
ancient fortress, on a huge mound, called Maihota,
a name not unknown to the ancient inhabitants
of our isle, being yet preserved by an ancient castle
in the northern counties, or in Scotland.
On gaining the bandar we found the boat

waiting, and thence we quietly floated down t h e
river, once or twica touching on sand-banks in our
course. Opposite Skhwan we halted, that the party
might visit the celebrated shrine of L U Sh& Bib,
and I accompanied them, that I might see the town
and old castle adjacent to it. The site was plainly
an ancient one, if we may not accede to the popular
belief that it was founded by Shieh paigambar, or
the inepired patriarch Seth.
F'rom SChwan we pleasantly descsnded to Haidarabad, with the Lakki hills on our right. The
bandar, or boat station, is, indeed, three miles distant from the town, and there is a small village
at it, while on the opposite bank is the larger
one of Kotli belonging to Ahmed K h h , chief
of the BtilfGt, a LGmri tribe.
Haidarabiid is built on a low calcareous elevation,
stretching at first north and south, the direction of
the buildings, and then sweeping round towards the
river, where it is surmounted with several large
tombs of G d l h Sh&, Kalorah, Mir Kerim Al5,
and others of the paat and reigning dynasties. The
housea are meanly construoted of mud, and the
bazar forms one long street, the entire length of the
town. A good deal of commerce is obviously carried on, and towards evening, when the HindGs
assemble, there is much bustle, and it may be supposed muoh business trantmted. At the southern
extremity of the town is the fort, a large irregular
building, with lofty walls and towers conforming t o
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the outlines of the scarped eminence on which they
stand. It is built of kiln-burnt brioks, and, with its
various lines of loopholes, has a singular and interesting appearance. The several A& have their
residences within it, and strangers are not permitted
to enter. The ancient name of the fortress was, I
believe, Ninmg, but the town is probably of more
recent date. As the capital of Lower Sind it became distinguished under the later Kalorah princes,
the earlier ones residing at Khodibiid, whose remains now exist north of SChwan. The Isst sole
prince of Sind wm G b l b Nabbi, Kalorah, a Jet
family, claiming descent from the AbbMide caliphs.
He and his family were dispoeseased by their sirdslrs
of the Tklpbri, a Baloch tribe, whose descendant#
now reign. There were at this time at Haidarabdd,
the Am'u Modd Ali, his sons, Nbr Maomed, and
N w ' u K h h , the A m h Sohabdib and
MBhomed. Modd Ali is the principal, and may be said
to govern the country, although all of them have
shares in it, and Amir Sohabdir, his nephew, ie
somewhat contumacious. M o r a Ali is not beloved, and in no country is oppreaaion more generally complained of than in Sind ; but, although
I resided three or four months at Haidarabiid, I
never witnessed or heard of any cruelties or exac. tions praotised there ; on the contrary, there was
perfect freedom and security of persons and property.
If I inquired as to the revenue and military force,
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I was told exaggerated stories of a crore of rupees,
and a 16kh of bandGks, or firelocks, with Baloches, to
use them-complete fire-eaters. I never saw any
thing in the shape of troops, save the few mounted
attendants who accompanied the amh on their
hunting excursions. I observed, indeed, that nearly
every male at Haidarabdd was a nGkar, or eervant,
receiving certain allowances in grain and money,
but never attending darbiir, and engaged in ordinary trades and occupations. There are, however,
many s i r d h who must have followers, and the
Baloch tribes hold their jdghirs on condition of
military service. Of their quotas the Sindian armies
may be composed, but I understood it was ruinously
expensive to draw them out, as in that event the
amirs, who at other times treat them most niggardly, are dbliged to be equally lavish, so that it is
cheaper for them to buy off an enemy, than to
collect their hordes to repel him.
I was introduced to Mh Ismael Shiih, a Shi6
saiyad, of S h h h family, and living in distinction
at Haidarabdd. In the confidence of Morad Ali
and his sons, he was usually employed in embassiea
of importance, and had been deputed to the Vazh
Fati K h b , in Kho&
and to the government
of Bombay. He had a reputation for ability ; and,
aa a proof of his " onar," or dexterity, an anecdote
was related to me, which threw light on the
insult offered to the British mission under Mr.
Hankey Smith, at Tiitta. I t appears, Mir Ismael
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Sh&hhad been sent elchi, or ambassador, to Bombay, where he was allowed five thousand rupees
monthly, provided with a handsome house and carriage, and otherwise so highly honoured that, after
his businese, if he had any, was concluded, he
slighted the intimations made to him from time
to time that he might return, very naturally deeiring to profit, as long as he could, by British
munificence. It had, however, been proposed, that
a mission should accompany him on his return,
in acknowledgment of the politeness of the am'm ;
and, as these important chiefs declined to treat
with the subordinate government of Bombay, it
was got up by the supreme government of Calcutta,
in deference to the scruples of their highnesses.
The smirs had no wish to receive a mission at
all; and, not supposing that the supreme government would condescend to despatch one, had r a i d
objections, under the hope of saving themselves
from its infliction. mr Ismael Sh& found himself in a dilemma, as, the better to ingratiate himself with his English friends, he had been representing that the mission was just the thing desired
by the d m ; while, to them he had been writing,
he had done all he could to prevent it. After
Ismael Shiih,
a variety of delays on the part of
he was at last. informed that a vessel was ready
to convey him to Kariichi; and, sore against his
will, he was compelled to leave Bombay to prepare for the reception of the mission, and to excuse
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himself to the amh for having brought the visitation upon them. The mission, in due time, also
arrived at KarBchi, and their old friend, Mir Ismael,
was ready to receive them as M i h m h d k . He
wrote to his masters, that the Feringhb were very
elate, and it was necessary to humble their pride ;
and he particularly noted the circumstance of hoisting the British flag, suggesting, that at Tiitta, Wali
Miihomed, Lighgh should be sent with a force
to strike it, after which the humiliated mission
might be allowed to proceed to HaidawMd, as
their pretensions would be lowered with their
standard. The amirs were shocked at so bold a proposal, and were disposed to reject i t as too hazardous, being fearful it might cause the return of the
mission, and lead to war; but they were overruled by Mir Ismael S h a , who pledged himself to
provide against the return of the mission, and any
evil results f m the act he recommended. A t
TBtta, therefore, while the mission was encamped,
Wali Miihomed, with a large party of home, dashed
unexpectedly amongst the tents, cut their rope^,
and those of the flag-staff. The escort turned out.,
and a few lives were lost ; but the object .had bee11
gained. The gentlemen of the mission were, of
course, indignant, and talked of retracing their
steps ; but Mir Ismael Shiih was at hand to explain
that the tumult was the deed of the wild B a l o c h ~
of the jangal, and committed without the cognizanm
of the amirs. Nor had he mistaken his powers
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of persuasion : such excusee were accepted. He
had cleared himself of the suspicion of having
brought the mission, and obtained great credit for
having so dexterously managed the delicate affsir.
Mir Ismael Sh&h waa very courteous to me, and
offered me money if I needed it, and then to introduce me to the a m h ; but I declined so much
- honour, having nothing to say to them. I n course
of conversation he talked so indulgently of swineflesh, that I fancied, while at Bombay, he might
have gratified curiosity at the expense of his M 6
homedan prejudices.
I resided at Haidarabikl in the house of M'ha
KhGrbh A& a Mogal, in the service of Amir
Nassir K h h ; and so cheap was subsistence that
I did not expend more than three rupees, or about
five shillings monthly. I t being winter, the climate
was also cool and agreeable, and, on the whole, I
paased my time pleasantly. The month of lZmazh
again occurred; and reflecting that the warm
weather would soon open, while I had now spent
four years in wandering in the countries on either
side of the Indus, my attention became directed
to my future course, and I decided upon gaining
the port of KarLchi, and thence to make my way,
in the best manner I could, into Persia. I therefore passed down the river to Thta, touching at,
on the western bank, the Baloch village of W m a t ,
and on the eastern, that of Alms-di-Got. At the
latter place a serious dispute, I knew not on what

account, arose between our boatmen and the villagers. Stones and sticks were freely used, and
swords were drawn, but fatal consequences were
averted by our cutting our ropes, and falling down
the stream.
. Tiitta lies some four miles from the river ; it is in
decay, but has abundant vestiges of former celebrity.
To the west are elevations, crowned with a mul-'
titude of tombs. Some of these, constructed of yellow stone, curiously carved, are more than usually
handsome, particularly that of M i a I& TGrkoIAd, who, in rebellion against the SGbahdk of MGldn, called in the aid of the Portuguese. They
afforded it, and subsequently sacked the city themselves, about 1555, A.D., from which date it has
probably declined. I t is advantageously situated
in a country naturally productive, and is complaisantly spoken of by the natives of Sind, particularly by the HindGs; though, during its recent
occupation by British troops, the mortality amongst
them would seem to belie its reputation for salubrity. It is said, the town has seriously suffered
during the last fifteen years, when its cotton fabrics
gave way before the superior British manufsctures.
I t yet makes lGnghis, and shawls of mixed silk
and cotton, which are est.eemed. The bazar is
tolerable, and provisions reasonable ; its gardens
are numerous, producing mangoes and ordinary
emtern fruits in some quantity, with small apples.
From Tiitta to Kartriichi the road leads over the
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elevations to the west, which gradually subside
into the level country; and a course of three or
four cosses from them leads to GGjar, a small bazar
town, with pools, or deposits, of rain-water. Hence,
a generally sterile, and somewhat sandy tract, is
passed to the JGkira town of Gihah, seated on a
salt-water creek. A little before reaehing it there
are large deposits of rain-water, just to the left of
the road, and between them and the town are rocks
full of imbedded fossil-ebells. The salt-water creek
of G6rrah has a communication with KarLchi, and
I found three dGnghL, or small vessels, lying in
it. A drecrry sandy tract continues to Kariichi,
the road, tolerably good, passing over a level surface ; but there are no villages, and a very few
Baloch hamlets of huts. Water is found in wells
at particular spots, where the HindGs of Kariichi
have erected buildings for the convenience of their
klifilas, and of travellers, called landis. The four
or five cosses preceding KarLchi are somewhat troublesome from sand.
I walked alone from TLtta to Kariichi, and armed
with a sword, which accident had thrown in my
way at Haidarabiid. I had seldom travelled with
a weapon, and think the solitary traveller is much
better without one. I n this journey, on several
occaeions, I was obliged to put my hand on my
sword, when, without it, I might probably have
passed without so much notice. At a hamlet
between Gkrah and Kariichi the people, I dare
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say being a f A d of me, disliked my p w i n g the
night amongst them, when I joined an opium kiXla,
en route to -chi,
from P&l5 in M b w h , and
went on with it without eleeping. On the road
one of the armed attendants grew suspicious of
me, and, under cover of his shield, approached in
a menacing attitude. I know not what might
have happened had not some of his associatea
interposed. The next morning we reached ~ ' a r i i chi, where I had the great satidkction to behold
the sea, a sight which I had not enjoyed for many

Y-.
Kariichi, although not a large town, has much
trade ; it is surrounded with dilapidated mud walls,
provided with towers, on which a few crazy guns
are mounted. The suburbs, extensive, and genemlIy comprising huts, are inhabited by fishermen
and mariners. The port has one hundred vessels,
of all sizes and descriptions, belonging to it, and
its dGnghis venture to D h a n , Bombay, and Ciilicat, also to Gwiidar and Maskh. The harbour
is commodious for small craft, and is spacious, extending about two miles inwards, at which distance,
from its mouth, the town is seated. On a high
hill, or eminence, overlooking the entrance to the
harbour on the left hand, as it is approached from
the sea, is the fort or castle of M a n h h , garrisoned
by a small party of Jlikiiis ; it is said, .there aro
many guns in it, but it is unexplained who are to
work them. The eminence slopes to the beach, on
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tlie town side, where there is a circular tower,
on which four guns are said, whether truly or not,
to be placed. These constitute the defences of
the harbour, whose entrance is well defined, having,
opposite to the hill Mankoh, five detached rocks
and a sand-bank, exposed at low water. Kariichi
has s cool climate, and may be regarded with
classical interest, there being little doubt that it
is the port of Alexander, which sheltered for some
time the fleet of Nearchus, the first European
admiral who navigated the Indian seas.
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